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"Sustainability is a term that has different meanings to different people in different contexts. As such, on its own it may pose challenges to implementation. Therefore, at
the outset of each assessment, a sustainability framework should be defined to address specific aspects of a project and the potential for interactions and impacts on five
pillars of sustainability:

1

06/04/2017

Sheryn Sauve

environmental
social
economic
health
cultural."

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Is there a way to weigh or prioritize these various components. Given any particular project, there may be higher considerations given.
An impact assessment is similar to a risk assessment. There are positives and negatives within the sustainability, but some weighed differently than others. Using
scientific evidence is very important. Anecdotal evidence is also important. Historical evidence should also be of concern. Modelling for future impact . . .
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06/04/2017

Mark Wittrup

3

06/04/2017

Mark A. Kavaagh

4

06/04/2017

McFadzean

1) Agree that the IAs should be focussed on federal issues, but reasonable bounds need to be put in place. Under the old CEAA, there were inclusion lists that triggered
IAs for ridiculously minor projects (e.g. clearing more than 100 m-squared), wasting time, money and stifling innovation. The removal of these lists allowed for a focus on
projects that had a potential to impact the environment in a significant manner.
2)The report recommends the IAs be informed by Strategic IAs (SIA), but the wording is such that it appears as though an SIA is a pre-requisite to an IA. It also leaves
unresolved who is responsible for SIAs. As the SIA is correctly identified as a policy/strategy process, it must be clear that SIAs are the responsibility of government and
that their absence should not impede the progress of a proponent's IA. That an IA should use all available information is imperative, but to wait for that information to be
generated through an SIA ahead of a proposed project would create undue delays in projects and be a barrier to investment.
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
3) While consultation as early as possible in advance of a project is fine to say, all parties in that process have a responsibility to engage to make that work. All too
Impact Assessment
frequently, early, meaningful engagement is difficult to achieve because of a lack of identified contacts or contact mechanisms. Help is needed in this area as proponents
at the early stages of projects (e.g. exploration work) are not well funded and are leery about spending money without some form of outcome.
4) IA process should broadly follow the investment patterns of business so that proponents are not handicapped by having to spend considerable upfront dollars ahead
of normal steps of acquiring such funding. Currently, project proposals align roughly with pre-feasibility studies, and IAs align roughly with feasibility studies with
permitting (detailed design and engineering) aligning with full financing. These levels of data and design appear sufficient to address issues at each level.
5) If an agency is to be created, let's avoid the problems with the MPMO, which did little but add process and delay to projects.
Sorry but this section is poorly written for it wastes time describing what an Impact assessment "can contribute to..." rather than what must be done. I suggest this
section better focus on actual requirements rather than describe what could, should or might be done. .e.g. replace the introduction to the second line with: " Impact
assessments MUST describe how a proposed project will contribute to the creation of positive relationships..."

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

I am pleased to see the degree of understanding that has been shown by the Expert Panel relative to input from individuals and groups who presented to them over the
duration of their study. They seem to have incorporated the input in a very positive manner. We would support a wider mandate for environmental assessments in the
future with the process being known as an impact assessment.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
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07/04/2017

08/04/2017

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

This proposal is cumbersome and unclear with vague lingo that is not easily understood. I do not think the science is settled regarding greenhouse gases. It appears
your information is not guided by recent science which indicate that our boreal forests and the action of sunspots more closely affect our climate than greenhouse gases,
yet you are willing to make sweeping and possibly unnecessary changes to industry in Canada at great cost. Of great concern to me is that you are listening to lobby
groups who do not have Canada's best interest at heart and are funded by foreign oligarchs and foundations specifically for their own financial interest. So far, all of the
IPPC predictions regarding climate change have been wrong and their models are in question. Those of us who have been following this issue for years understand the
carbon tax is a tool for redistributing money from Canadian taxpayers to other areas of the world and thus far, the sacrifice of Canadians has elicited no change
whatsoever in the reduction of greenhouse gases in these so-called developing countries. How sad that Margaret Thatcher's effort in the 1970's to demonize carbon
dioxide so that she could move nuclear power ahead in Great Britain, has had such disastrous unintended consequences.
By focusing on this issue of climate change, issues we can improve on such as pollution, clean water, air quality are relegated to secondary issues.
I'll end with this. If the railways and highways in this country were managed the way you are suggesting in this panel, they would never have been built.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Thomas Milligan

A federal IA may not always be required, but the federal government should always be involved. The federal government considers multiple aspects of Canada
(economic, social, environmental, cultural, and health). It is because of this that the federal government should be involved in IAs across the country regardless of
whether it is a federal IA.
Although I agree that the planning portion of IAs should be done early in the process to create a fully inclusive and informed report, not all interested parties should be
engaged. Involving every interested group could result in the involvement of people not affected by the proposed project, wasting time and money. Further, planning
before important project decisions have been made will reduce the need to mitigate or compensate impacts later. Relocating and redesigning projects will be most
effective before major decisions have been made, and will in turn be more effective in protecting Canadians.
Sustainability is fundamental in the IA process. Sustainability includes the analysis of both positive and negative impacts. Positive impacts are important but, I believe
negative impacts should carry more weight in determining the efficacy of a project, because they will have a larger affect to future generations than positive impacts.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Grayson Wagner

I like the broad shift from purely an environmental assessment to a policy that aims to weigh all impacts; environmental, socio-economic and otherwise. I think this is
most notably stated in the opening paragraph, where reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people is toted as a goal before any mention of
environmental protection. That said, though IAs are a great place to start, reconciliation may be larger problem than the IA process can address.
Having looked at the current "Regulations Designating Physical Activities" for EAs, I like that the panel desires to make it more obvious when an IA is needed. The list of
activities looks fairly comprehensive, but it would need to be a living document, that is, adjusting to new technology and industries as soon as possible when they
become available.
The quote from Dale Friesen of ATCO used in the document is apt in summarizing measures that could be taken to minimize controversy right off the start of a project. I
believe it ties in with the goals of sustainability based off the five pillars, in that the sustainability goals for a project are decided on a case-by-case basis as early in the
project development as possible.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Haley Quadros

Regarding 2.1.2: The previous section (2.1.1) identifies Indigenous Peoples and lands as a deciding criteria by which to conduct a Federal IA. It follows then that early
engagement and inclusivity should be the primary priority when beginning a project IA. This is especially true not only to ensure concerns are identified and discussed,
but because the Indigenous people can be a valuable asset when collecting information about a proposed site. Their knowledge base is a wealth of untapped potential
when it comes to issues regarding sustainability of local resources and identifying culturally significant areas. Perhaps this section can expand on the potential of utilizing
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) as a tool by which to aid the Planning Phase.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

jmw

The Panel has spent little time on evaluating what works.
9

10/04/2017

Glen Schmidt,
Laricina Energy

By understanding the centers of regulatory excellence that exist and processes that address the concerns expressed solutions that capture the best of what has been
developed can be made. A design assumption that what exists needs to be replaced will create a poor outcome. A starting point should be improvement not replacement,
innovation in building upon Canada's world class regulation vs. the assumption it needs replacement should be the starting point.
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10/04/2017

10/04/2017

11/04/2017

11/04/2017

11/04/2017

Jessica Newman

Ashley Sarauer

A federal IA may help address cumulative impacts of multiple different projects across federal interests. When done successfully I believe that an IA done early on in the
planning process will help guide proponents through a better understanding of the impacts associated with a project or a plan. However, I think that there are issues with
the IA deciding whether a project should proceed based on the projects contribution to sustainability. I think that it is hard to compare the economic benefits in which a
monetary value can be determined from the project compared to environmental impacts in which monetary values are difficult to determine. There needs to be clear
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
transparency in the decisions about when the economic benefits to society are greater than the impacts on the environment and how the 5 pillars of sustainability were
Impact Assessment
used in the end result whether it was approved or not. Another concern in the IA process is subjectivity when considering if the process fails or passes the “sustainability
test”. There needs to be clear guidelines in the decision making process that are objectively-based on the science, evidence and the 5 pillars of sustainability presented
in the IA.
2.1.3 This section of the report details how the term ‘sustainability’ can have different meanings depending on the stakeholder or individual. I agree with the ability for
sustainability to encompass different values, so as to” contribute a net benefit to environmental, social, economic, health and cultural well-being.” But in order to capture
this diversity in values, the report suggests “a review of net benefits and a review of trade-offs between benefits and negative effects.” This sounds good in theory, but in
practice it doesn’t seem clear how, say, cultural benefits will be calculated in comparison to economic benefits. Considering it is likely that the same economic
consultancy agencies will complete these ‘net benefit’ reports, how will the methods of calculating cultural or socioeconomic benefits become more stringent or robust
compared to the past? Considering the metric will remain the same, in terms of calculating ‘net benefits’ (which usually comes down to calculating a monetary value), I
am interested in knowing how economic assessments will change in order to more affectively capture cultural and socioeconomic conditions? If the methods in which
consultants calculate ‘net benefits’ don’t change, then I cannot foresee how the report would ‘more effectively’ capture socio-cultural values than previous.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Chris Arbter

Although it is important to look at the combined impacts a project may have, I believe it is still necessary (depending on the project) for individual components to be
examined. An impact that may not seem to have an effect on a large scale may in fact be a detriment on a smaller, local scale and therefore it should still be closely
examined. I definitely agree that IA and its planning/design should happen as early as possible. By doing this, a lot of time and money may be saved in addressing issues
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
prior to anything that may arise from a project further down the road. Regarding what IA considers; the current legislation does a good job in determine the general
Impact Assessment
importance of environmental effects. However, I agree that in the future a transition to a more specific review that determines more precisely what the effect of an impact
is would greatly benefit all parties involved with the IA process. By more clearly understanding the impacts created by a project, mitigation strategies may become easier
to assess and the continued implementation of these strategies will be more likely to happen.

Jamie Card

I agree with the Panel that there is a strong need to start the Impact Assessment earlier than it previously has been started. Through the encouragement of public
participation and cooperation with Indigenous peoples I believe that Impact Assessments will be more informed earlier on in the process and that it will save time and
money from being wasted further down the line. This early engagement will allow major decisions to be critiqued early in the planning process and can mitigate issues
that the current process has. Currently, most of the big decisions regarding projects are implemented before input from the public and Indigenous peoples occurs. If this
is changed, the Impact Assessment process can be transparent, inclusive, and informed – three of the four fundamental principles of IA processes as defined by the
Panel. This engagement can be undertaken in a way that builds relationships amongst every party involved creating meaningful participation – the fourth fundamental
principle of Impact Assessment processes. Overall, this early engagement stands to increase efficiency of Impact Assessments which I believe is a pivotal component to
the success of Impact Assessments.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

KierstenS

Overall I am in agreement with this section. In 2.1.1, I agree with the list of what Federal IAs should include and I think that this is a very important part of the process.
Determining which projects require an IA is imperative to conducting any sort of project. Requiring proposed projects to include consultation with affected proponents
before the “important decisions have been made” is a way to earn the trust of groups that may or may not be affected by the project and a good way to earn social
license. This will allow disagreements to be discussed and potentially be resolved before any projects start to proceed. The only part within this section I find problematic
is in 2.1.3 when it states “projects which provide a net benefit to the country should be approved. Those that do not should not”. Using a blanket statement like this
groups all proponents together and does not take in to account individual problems and issues. It also makes it seem as though these individuals are not as highly
regarded as “the country as a whole”. Therefore I disagree with this particular statement.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
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16

17
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19

11/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

Shannon F

The panel’s recommendation that federal IA should begin with a legislated Planning Phase for projects prior to development and design finalization would be beneficial. I
like that the panel suggests that earlier planning phases would allow for various sides to provide input when addressing project concerns. This would allow the
government and proponents to save valuable time and money in the long run by reducing the likelihood of having to reinitiate the process when unexpected obstacles
occur partway through the project. Although this can make all necessary information available, the vast array of potentially conflicting opinions could render it hard to
come to a decision that all affected parties can agree with. If everyone isn’t happy with the decision there is the potential for unsatisfied parties to feel like they were
unheard. Though making sustainability a central consideration could be valuable, it doesn’t take into account the fact that sustainability has varying definitions and no
guidelines for measurement. Although there is a framework for sustainability, it is highly subjective. Some pillars of sustainability may have more emphasis placed on
them due to personal bias. This can allow for one project to be unrightfully favoured over another.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Janelle Goodine

2.1 While the purpose of IA is to “identify potential concerns related to a project, plan, or policy,” I believe that integrating the entire concept of sustainability into each
individual development may be challenging. Given that the definition of sustainability varies by perspective, its pillars provide a clear understanding of which components
should be considered in an IA. However, I think that the net benefits of some values attached to environmental, social, economic, health, and cultural aspects cannot be
compared against one another. The decision that lies with determining if a project will contribute positively to sustainability may be subjective and in this manner, a bias
towards one of the pillars is highly likely to arise. To eliminate these tendencies, I agree that the role of planning should have a higher significance than it currently does.
This way, there is more co-operation and respect between involved parties to establish what the true value of certain biophysical and socio-economic factors are. As a
result, I think that in order to develop a clear framework for evaluating impacts, a system in which negative and positive effects have trade-offs will need to be highly
structured given the multiple parameters used to quantify these values.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Tayla Lazenby

The list of aspects Federal IAs should be involve contains them to national concern rather than provincial. If Federal IA assessed all aspects this could lead to
overlooking of some important aspects. I agree IAs should be done early in the Planning guiding project decisions to minimize effects by avoidance rather than
compensation later on. Having the IA happen early could increase trust and have stakeholders voice concerns about the project early giving them a chance to have
impact on the planning phase. I like to concept of changing from significance to sustainability as many proponents get away with saying no significant residual effects
based long time lines and assumptions that mitigation will be effective. Having sustainability take both positive and negative impacts, as well as future generation, into
consideration will be beneficial. However, as stated, there needs to be a universal definition of sustainability to reduce confusion and guide the decisions to a common
point. There should also be a way to make sure no pillar is represented more in the final decision than any other, and I believe that environmental impacts should not be
negated just because there happens to be large economic benefit of a project.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Melissa

I agree with the panel’s statement that it is important to develop a clear list of requirements for when an IA is required. This will ensure that neither time nor resources
are wasted by either the companies or the government. By keeping federal interests central in determining IA, there is a specific goal that can be addressed, rather than
completing ambiguous and possibly unnecessary work or assessments. I believe that using IAs as the preliminary planning tool is the best way to avoid future negative
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
relationships between stakeholders and, if done properly, will also help to avoid wasted time and money that might be put to better use elsewhere or assist in changing
Impact Assessment
the project design. The Expert Panel stated that the “assessments do not currently start early enough”, which I agree with; IAs should be the first order of business when
a project is proposed. If any planning or construction is undertaken before a thorough assessment has taken place there is potential for some aspect to have been
missed and therefore the “project itself will be suboptimal”. Earlier and increased involvement of stakeholders means that there is a better chance of conflict resolution.

Lauren Erdely

I agree with the notion that sustainability should be a component for assessing projects in regards to the IA process. I also agree that assessing the future consequences
of a given project as well as the net benefit (or net negative) impacts will allow for more complete and holistic decision making when creating a meaningful IA. However,
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
where my main concerns lie is that the five pillars used to assess sustainability cannot all be easily quantitatively measured. For example the cultural and social benefits
Impact Assessment
of a project will be much more difficult than the economic or the environmental benefits to measure and assess to make a statement regarding sustainability. Therefore, I
believe the Panel should outline more specific measures for each pillar to ensure all components are quantifiable so they can be reasonably assessed.
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20

21

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

Jamie G.

JD

Dale Friesen’s analogy is perfect to show why the Panel wants early involvement of the public. If the public is approached before the decision is finalized, they won’t feel
like their rights to oppose the project have been taken away. I think that the Panel’s idea of early IA and public involvement will definitely save time and money in the
future. On the other hand, too much public involvement could delay a project or may cause more harm than good. It will be difficult finding the boundaries of just how far
public involvement should go (especially timewise). It’s great that the Panel has acknowledged that sustainability means something different to each person. But they
want every assessment’s sustainability framework to be defined specifically and objectively to each project according to the impacts and interactions of the 5 pillars of
sustainability, but emphasis on each pillar might be different weights. The Panel also says trade-offs between pillars will be necessary. How often will the economic pillar
prevail over the others? If a project will create jobs and enrich Canada’s economy, the environment, social, health and cultural pillars will probably take the hit, making
objectivity hard to accomplish.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Moving from a "significance" model to "sustainability" model injects a great deal of uncertainty into how projects are to be assessed. They note that the sustainability
framework should be based on five pillars including environmental, social, economic, health and cultural yet the current system already assesses each of these topics via
CEAA 2012. Moreover, the very nature of sustainability is subjective depending on different peoples' worldview raising the question how they intend to weigh and
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
objectively evaluate the various criteria. For example, how do you weigh or account for the vast benefits oil or natural gas has brought to humanity?
Impact Assessment
2. The report advocates for the assessment of alternatives. Who do they intend will conduct this alternatives assessment? The IA Commission (IAC) or the proponent?

22

23

24

25

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

KendraR

I agree with the IA panel regarding early project development before any elements are finalized because this gives the opportunity for more public participation and can
potentially reduce costs in the development phase. Although enhanced interactions are beneficial to project proposals and opinions are considered, more involvement
can slow down the process of passed proposals and difficulty reaching a consensus. I also agree with the IA Panel by transitioning from a significant to sustainable
approach since there is more initiative to focus on the ability of future generations and production. A potential downfall to this transition is that society weighs
sustainability in the environment, economy, culture and health in different ways. I would be interested to know if the IA can implement a strategy or type of assessment
that could quantify these objectives in order for it to be easier to measure and provide a basis on what is important concerning new projects.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Casi Bouchie

I agree that identifying and addressing concerns in the early stages of project development facilitates positive relationships between all the parties involved. Early
engagement with interested parties allows for discussion of normative issues and brings public values to the forefront. The report acknowledges that face-to-face
engagement should be prioritized in the planning stage. Unfortunately, it does not offer any specific details about the forum in which this will be achieved. Additionally, the
current provisions in CEAA 2012 regarding public comment are often restrictive or vague, particularly when the responsible authority is the CNSC or the NEB. Will this
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
newly introduced planning stage only apply to projects that the CEA Agency is responsible for? I also have concerns about the sustainability aspect, which comes off a
Impact Assessment
bit as window dressing for social license. Will the “5 pillars of sustainability” be weighted equally in considerations of risks and benefits? How is the government planning
to quantify factors such as social and cultural well-being? Will judgments be subjective and at the discretion of the Commissioner? I am concerned that economic factors
may be overemphasized if we do not have definitive and measurable standards in place for all the aspects of sustainability.

Julie Jodoin

In this section, the term “sustainability” is discussed at length about how its definition varies with each person or stakeholder. I believe that the five pillars of sustainability environmental, social, economic, health, and cultural well-being - are an accurate representation of what must be carefully considered during an impact assessment.
However, the report details that “all five must be examined to assess impacts to Aboriginal and treaty rights and interests”, but these five pillars should be used to
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
observe impacts on all populations and lands of Canada. I understand the emphasis on Aboriginal interests, but the wording suggests that this framework will only be
Impact Assessment
used in circumstances involving Aboriginal peoples. Furthermore, there is no mention on how the five pillars will be compared against each other in the event where one
pillar has a large net benefit, but another one has a significantly negative impact. The concept of positive and negative trade-offs seems extremely vague and inefficient
to the process, while the yes/no negative significance criteria from before feels like a more assertive decision.

Caitlin Herrick

Specifically, I agree with the expert panel regarding early involvement in section 2.1.2. It is crucial to involve and engage the public as early as possible in the planning
process so that their concerns may be heard and conflicts will be minimized. As well, it was mentioned that the project planning would be suboptimal without early input
of the public. I think this is especially important because the public involved, like Indigenous people, experts and affected community members, because they offer critical 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
knowledge of the area, which will benefit project planning. This involvement of concerned and affected citizens will greatly benefit both the public and proponent to
Impact Assessment
strengthen relationships and the quality of the project planning. I think greater involvement in the IA process to gather information that can be implemented into the
planning is a step forward to improving the process and purpose of environmental impact assessments.
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31

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

Jennifer Weeks

According to this document, the purpose of the Federal Impact Assessment process is to try and address the disjoint between the impact on biophysical components and
social concerns. Beginning to collect information earlier and monitor later after the project is completed is also an issue, as the current Environmental Impact Assessment
process does not do this regularly. However, this proposed document lacks any solution on how exactly they are going to encourage companies to spend money on
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
intensive data collection and monitoring practices. Early planning and data collection could be good for social license in the future, but not good for pre-assessment costs
Impact Assessment
and could be detrimental to the economy due to some projects not being feasible. Since this is a Federal proposal, subsidies and incentives will have to be offered to
ensure this is done. The environmental component is addressed, however the economic factor that businesses will have to address due to the IA is not.

Shawn

I strongly agree with the section of this report where it speaks about how earlier engagement is critical to the success of an IA. If we start to consult stakeholders about
their opinions on the project before it is fully designed and built this will foster trust and better communication relationships. Currently, if the project is already designed
and a stakeholder has issues with it then they must take on a defensive standpoint to try and prevent the project from going through. However, if stakeholders are
consulted before the project is fully designed this will result in them feeling like their voice is being heard and that they are contributing to the success and optimal design
of the project. Not only would this change foster better communication, but it would also result in cost savings for the companies. If they can design the project after
hearing concerns from the public, then fewer changes will have to be made and the project can be designed with input from multiple stakeholders.

Kristina

I do not agree with the idea of inputting environmental considerations earlier in the impact assessment. Although there may be a few key biophysical or social factors that
could be affected by a proposed project, the volume of environmental data to be collected for this earlier proposition would require money and resources that I don’t
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
believe either firms or taxpayers would be willing to pay. Most of the data would be wasted, because only after the project is proposed can impacts on the environment or
Impact Assessment
surrounding communities be fully understood and quantified, and so only a fraction of that data collected previously would actually be used.

Martijn Dieleman

Firstly, I agree with the expert panel in that the federal interest should be noted for the application of federal IAs. The federal process should not cover everything, as
autonomy on behalf of the provinces for IAs is important for provinces to manage their own province’s environment as well. The early involvement I also agree with, and
the quote by Mr. Friesen encompasses this well. Additionally, this allows for communities affected by projects to be able to ask normative questions early on, about why a
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
project is needed or specific impacts on their community as a whole. This allows for the best pathway of information to the public. The next major section of interest is the
Impact Assessment
sustainability section, which describes “five pillars of sustainability”, it is a good idea in theory, but there is little specifics given for how these will applied. A major criticism
I have this is that there should be more description for how these pillars interact with each other and which of them will be given more weight, e.g. economic over
environmental?

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Carl Thiele

The addition of strategic or regional IAs provides a good solution to looking at sustainability in a broader context in the IA process. It could also allow for cumulative
effects to be considered more easily and how new projects contribute to sustainability within Canada. As pointed in 2.1.3 sustainability does need further clarification and
how that applies to IAs. A clear definition of sustainability would be required however adding sustainability to the IA process would be of great benefit to Canadians.
Sustainability could however differ in how it is prioritized if it be cultural, environmental, or economic and or any combination of these. The priorities should be made
public so that everyone is aware of where the Federal priorities stand.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

YADVINDER
BHARDWAJ

The initiative of early engagement of the public and indigenous people in conceptualizing, design and planning a project, is to be appreciated as it will help in mitigation
the gaps and conflicts between the proponents, government and the public. This participation will allow a great feeling of equality and harmony in the Indigenous
community and on the other end will turn out to save significant investments of time and money made on by the proponents. My belief is that this approach will also
reduce the workloads, and ease the process of decision making for the assessment agencies and add transparency on the federal level. It is not much clear how the
process is to be distributed among the provincial, strategic and regional levels as doing the impact assessment on the three tier level would also duplicate the efforts,
which seemed to be a resource and time-consuming. The other primary concern to me is, how an appropriately knowledgeable indulgence of public in their opinions will
be regulated, and not just random thoughts.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
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32

33

34

35

36

37

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

14/04/2017

19/04/2017

Felysia

I agree with The Panel recommendation that the IA needs to be clear when a federal jurisdiction IA is required. This is essential to better understanding of the IA process
and increased compliance. The list supplied, which encompasses the federal interests, is comprehensive but should only be a foundation for a more extensive list. A
more exhaustive list is better because there will be less confusion about an IA under the jurisdiction of the federal government. Secondly, I believe including the Planning
Phase in the formal IA was a positive step. Currently, this is not happening and there seems to be miscommunication regarding information gathered and submitted by
the proponent. I appreciate that the federal government is including this step because it will encourage communication between the proponent and stakeholders
impacted by the proposed project. The communication encourages compromise and a solution that allows all stakeholders to be satisfied.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Jeff Anderson

Federal Impact Assessment needs to protect the environment without significantly restricting economic benefits. The stated intent, in Section 2.1, has a focus on
sustainability without a clear definition of what determines whether a project is sustainable. Many of the areas of concern are similarly vaguely defined. Any legislation
which is designed to protect our environment should be explicit, so that there are as few loopholes as possible. Fish needs to include seasonally fish-bearing waters, as
well as non-commercial fish species. A clear definition of the threshold at which emissions are “of national significance” will be necessary. Identifying and valuing
environmental services is challenging, and some indication of the guidelines which govern the decisions about economic versus environmental values would help
developers as well as the public.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Emily W

I agree with section 2.1.2 proposing a formal Planning Phase for federal assessment. The early involvement of and communication between proponents, communities,
and other stakeholder groups is optimal because it generates transparency as well as a more efficient IA process. What fails to be mentioned is the approximate time
frame of this Planning Phase. Is there potentially a point in time where the planning phase is conducted too early in relation to the project? For example with early
preliminary project plans, there may be a lack of information to facilitate meaningful public/indigenous participation and collaboration. Yet overall, a legislated Planning
Phase is optimal for federal IA. Developing the project design earlier includes collaboration between proponents and communities/stakeholders while reducing cost and
conflict in later IA stages.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Ashley Tod

I agree with the Panel that implementing a planning phase would be beneficial to future IA’s. This way, affected groups could be brought in for public participation, more
time would be spent looking at potential impacts and all participating parties would be informed on all aspects of the project. The planning phase is designed such that all
groups can critically analyze the project prior to implementation, and provide their input on projected issues. The issue I find with this concept of a planning phase, is the
fact that the Panel plans to base all decisions/planning off of “5 pillars of sustainability.” These pillars are not easily accessible, and in order to maintain some of them
such as “social” and “culture”, further studying is necessary leading to increases in economic burden which would not be valued by the developer. The Panel also
suggests that consequential impacts on matters of federal interest should determine whether or not an IA is required. I disagree with this, as there are many other
aspects that should be considered when deciding whether or not to do an IA, and federal interests do not always pertain to those interests of other parties such as
aboriginal groups.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Ivan Touko

I believe the most essential recommendation made was that (federal) IAs should begin with a legislated Planning Phase as early as possible before. The earlier the
discussion is started the earlier all the stakeholders can be involved, provide valuable information and perhaps prevent the start of projects that could potentially be more
harmful than beneficiary in the long term. Because once critical decisions and investments are made, it is less likely that a project can be stopped even if found more
harmful by an IA as money, resources and labor would have been used. I also do partially agree that federal interest be central in determining whether an IA should be
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
required as long as this does completely annihilate the ability for each provinces to be involved in the IAs processes as well. Each provinces have different hardships and
Impact Assessment
we could assume they each know what is best for their provinces. This leads us to the recommendation about sustainability centrality in IAs. Here, sustainability will have
to be very well defined so that stakeholders do not take advantage of any ambiguities in the regulations. Furthermore, economic pressures might not allow all the pillars
to be always accounted for.

Ole Hendrickson

The Concerned Citizens of Renfrew County and Area are pleased that the Panel clearly heard our concerns in our submission about the proposed million-cubic-meter
radioactive waste dump (“Near Surface Disposal Facility”) at the Chalk River Laboratories.
We agree with the Expert Panel’s focus on impact assessment as a planning tool. Our experience is that impact assessment needs to “better address a review of
alternatives” early in the planning stages. The Canadian Nuclear Laboratories – a corporation created by the Harper Government to operate the Chalk River
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Laboratories, currently run by a consortium of multi-national corporations on a 10-year contract - did not initially engage the public in a discussion of alternatives to a
Impact Assessment
landfill-type facility for “permanent disposal and eventual abandonment of a variety of low- and intermediate-level nuclear wastes within 1 km of the Ottawa River. We
strongly concur with the Panel’s observation that early public involvement in planning can “reduce conflict later in the IA process” and avoid “adversarial relationships with
project proponents… prior to large investments of time and money into publicly contested options.”
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38

19/04/2017

The Explorers and
Producers
Association of
Canada

The member companies in our Association invest billions of dollars each year in energy development projects which employ tens of thousands of Canadians. We rely on
major energy infrastructure projects to move resources to markets which will deliver the highest value for Canada's energy resources.
Canada's reputation with investors as a predictable, rule of law governed jurisdiction has suffered in recent years from the uncertain timelines and uncertain outcomes
encountered by project proponents seeking to construct resource development and related infrastructure. There are few major resource infrastructure projects currently
under development in Canada and the lack of business confidence and investment is the major reason for Canada's weak economic performance, slow wage growth
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
and low productivity.
Impact Assessment
The Panel's vision for a new impact assessment model is a recipe for more of the same, if not worse, with proposals, for example, to: (i) abandon certainty on timelines,
(ii)remove reasonable and appropriate qualifiers for participation in project reviews, (iii) give indigenous groups something resembling a veto on project approvals which
is incompatible with Canadian law and (iv) attempt to resolve competing jurisdictional overlaps and indigenous interests through seeking consensus with no clear road
map on how to get to a timely decision for the project proponent.

39

20/04/2017

James Cleland

I would like to see light pollution as one of the criteria looked at. Generation of light uses about 20% to 25% of generated electricity and as such is a major generator of
greenhouse gases.The impact of ALAN is widespread. Light from a major city can be seen and impacts the environment for over 200 km. Studies done show major
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
impacts on all types of wildlife. For example over one billion birds per year are killed by impacting lit buildings. Use of light is growing at a rate of 5% to 7% per year so we
Impact Assessment
are using over 300 times more light than we did in the 1920's. Is it helping to make us safer or more secure? Based on what studies and based on what criteria? There is
also growing evidence that ALAN(Artificial light at night ) may be adversely affecting our own health in such areas as obesity,diabetes ,depression and sleep disruption.

40

20/04/2017

James Cleland

Impact of a project should also include how the site will be cleaned up after the life of the project. There needs to be an assurance that there are funds available to do the 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
job. We have seen abandoned oil wells,pipelines,mines etc that have not been cleaned up properly.
Impact Assessment

41

42

43

20/04/2017

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. The purpose of impact assessment is stated clearly in the report and is accurate based on the science and policy
understandings of IA. That said, it is important to not assume that this is a common understanding of the aim of IA. In some jurisdictions in Canada IAs have become
"checks for application completeness" by the provincial authority. An evidence-based assessment of impact is not occurring in some cases for 2 reasons: 1) there is not
an understanding of the intent and methodology for impact assessment within the agency and 2) the competency within the organization does not exist to assess the
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Dr. Monique Dube
application from an impact perspective. This is having a significant negative effect on industry in terms of time, cost, efficiency and being given clear direction on
Impact Assessment
mitigation that may or may not be required. This is also resulting in a lack of independent oversight to ensure environmental impacts were clearly assessed. Advice to the
panel; basic organizational structure and core competencies for regulatory authorities should be assessed to ensure they have 1) the knowledge and background to
evaluate an impact assessment and 2) the core competencies on staff to do so.

20/04/2017

Vanessa Holland

I do not think that the approach to sustainability best represents the true nature of the interaction between the five components, you have identified as the five pillars. The
pillar model itself is inherently flawed as it does not take into account the dependency of the economy, society, health and culture on the environment. These components
require a healthy and intact environmental system in order to operate, and cannot exist in isolation. In order to be more sustainable we must recognize that there are
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
limits to growth which are dictated by the environment. As well, the environment, economic, societal, health and cultural systems are nested and therefore sustainability
Impact Assessment
requires that actions be based on a systems thinking approach rather than each system being an independent entity. In order to achieve sustainability we must make
sustaining the environmental system the center of decision making so that we are operating within the ecological carrying capacity of the earth.

Vanessa Holland

I also have a question regarding the change of scope when shifting from an environmental assessment to a impact assessment. Will this new impact assessment be the
stand alone assessment for projects moving forward or will they continue to undergo separate social and economic analysis? I just wanted to make sure that the other
components of sustainability were not getting a stand alone and integrated review whereas the environment does not get its on analysis process.

20/04/2017
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This initiative to modernize the Canadian federal EA process is very welcome, long overdue and contains valuable proposals. Below are a few points that I hope will be
helpful.
The primary purpose of EA/IA is to provide a basis for fully informed decision-making. Greater understanding and emphasis on the theory and practice of decisionmaking and precisely how it permeates EA/IA and the project life-cycle would help this analysis, especially the relationship between facts and values/beliefs as a basis
for decision-making.
Changing Environmental Assessment to Impact Assessment is immaterial - the two are interchangeable. Instead redefine and adopt a more modern definition of
"environment". e.g.

44

20/04/2017

Andrew Duthie

"The surroundings within which humans exist and that are made up of i. the land, water and atmosphere of the earth;
ii. micro-organisms, plant and animal life;
iii. any part or combination of (i) and (ii) and the interrelationships among and between them; and
iv. the physical, chemical, aesthetic and cultural properties and conditions of the foregoing that influence human health and well-being. This includes the economic,
cultural, historical, and political circumstances, conditions and objects that affect the existence and development of an individual, organism or group." ( reference
https://www.environment.gov.za/sites/default/files/docs/series0%20_overview.pdf)

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Adopt all the Basic Principles set out by IAIA for effective EA/IA not just the four chosen (reference https://www.iaia.org/uploads/pdf/principlesEA_1.pdf )

You may find the Integrated Environmental Management framework a good basis for developing the vision and connecting for connecting Land Use planning and
Strategic Environmental Assessment to Environmental Impact Assessment and various jurisdictions
https://www.environment.gov.za/documents/strategies/integrated_environmentalmanagement_eim )

45

22/04/2017

Shawn Nielsen

46

22/04/2017

Dennis

47

23/04/2017

Brad Jones

48

26/04/2017

Rachel Wilson

I would like to see light pollution included for impact assessments. Outdoor lighting from street lights, businesses, homes illuminates not only objects on the ground, but
the overhead sky as well. This light pollution has been researched in both the science and medical fields and has been shown to disrupt nocturnal ecosystems and have
negative effects on circadian rhythms of both humans and animals. The spread of high Kelvin (4000K, 5000K) white LED lighting is now exasperating the problem of light
pollution. This type of light which contains a lot of blue light, is well documented for its far greater contribution to skyglow and overall brightening of the sensitive night
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
environment. Light pollution is growing more each year and is no longer contained to urban areas and is spilling out into rural and natural areas. This environmental
Impact Assessment
pollution needs to considered and mitigated within impact assessments. Lighting is always viewed as a technical issue even though it is primarily an environmental issue because you are changing the natural environment for one reason or another and nature is qualitative, not quantitative. In order for people, wildlife and other species to
have a healthy daytime, we need to have a healthy night time.
The list of things requiring an environmental assessment seems reasonable but i find it interesting that there is nothing to address factors that affect human health. As
an example at least two commentators have identified light pollution as items that are not addressed. Perhaps there should be broader area that could include light
pollution and other items that affects the health of Canadians.
I agree!
"Conservation Versus Preservation - Which?" https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/conservation-versus-preservation-which-rachel-wilson on @LinkedIn
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With regard to item 1A (see below) - throughout the entire section - and even the entire report - the concepts so pertinent to ENVIRONMENT are replaced with
POLITICS. Environmental objectives are not adequately displayed throughout the report.
49

28/04/2017

A.G. Lewis
From the abstract: "Therefore, what is now “environmental assessment” should become “impact assessment” (IA). Changing the name of the federal process to impact
assessment underscores the shift in thinking necessary to enable practitioners and Canadians to understand the substantive changes being proposed in our Report."

50

28/04/2017

Michael Herauf

I find the wording at the end of paragraph 1 under the heading Context to be to vague "In sum, IA processes should give Canadians confidence that projects, plans and
policies have been adequately assessed.". Adequately assessed for "what" is not stated clearly. "Adequately assessed for their environmental impact" is what is missing
after all is this all not relating to environmental assessments and as such this needs to be clearly stated not just implied as without it the law leaves far too much wiggle
room for later abuse not in harmony with the spirit and intent of the law as a reflection of the will in best interests of the people of Canada.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

I am generally very supportive of the direction of this report, especially the ideas of starting the consultation process earlier, and ensuring that projects have a net benefit
for affected people.
51

52

28/04/2017

28/04/2017

David Inwood

stu lip

I like how section 2.1.3 said that benefits in one of the five pillars of sustainability should not come at the cost of losses to other pillars, although trade-offs may
sometimes be necessary. I would hope that these trade-offs would depend on the specific context of each individual case, and would be done without any pillar being
prioritized over another.
all Canadians should be able to have a say in environmental decisions that concern them.
uphold Canada’s obligations towards Indigenous peoples.
ensure all projects and activities are good for Canada’s environment and communities, enact triggers for all projects before they can receive a federal permit.
should be a right of appeal for both interim and final decisions, and an independent tribunal should be established to hear those appeals in order to ensure justice and
accountability. Allow right of appeal and an independent tribunal to hear those appeals.
early planning stage is essential
In order for me to provide a truly informed comment regarding the potential issues and concerns in the design of projects, plans and policies of the Federal Impact
Assessment process for Canada would require a panel of experts to study the government’s panel of expert opinions and recommendations contained in this report.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

With that in mind, I will comment based upon the above summary.
My major concerns with the current assessment process is the lack of transparency, a lack of compliance with scientifically based expert opinion, a lack of compliance
with economically based expert opinion, a lack of compliance to previously negotiated First Nations treaties and land claims, the lack of inclusion for any and all
Canadians to be heard and a lack of faith that any review process would be adopted by a provincial government when it does not favor their position.
53

28/04/2017

D Jackson

I do agree with the majority of concepts expressed in this report but I am not seeing any process that would ensure compliance with a federal assessment report. If
legislation was enacted to compel compliance, what would prevent future legislation from being dismantled by a future government with a majority position in parliament?
This was witnessed when the previous Conservative government, with the stroke of a pen, decimated years of environmental protection legislation in favor of economic
benefit, at the direct expense of the environment, which to this day remains unaddressed.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

What is the purpose of this process if a single Canadian politico with a majority position in parliament has the ability to thwart all reasonable efforts to protect the health
and welfare of Canadians in general, the environment and the integrity of a new review process?

54

29/04/2017

Bonnie. Denhaan Generally in agreement with the proposed process

55

29/04/2017

Bonnie. Denhaan Thorough and detailed understanding of what is currently lacking

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
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56

29/04/2017

Bonnie. Denhaan A positive approach

57

29/04/2017

Bonnie. Denhaan Takes into consideration the longstanding complaints and problems with the current system.

58

29/04/2017

Bonnie. Denhaan Steps in the right direction. Must make sure that provinces, etc.do not sidetrack (or sidestep) Federal input.

59

29/04/2017

Bonnie. Denhaan Early involvement is absolutely essential. All concerned must be actively involved, but the Federal position must be fully clear and firm.

60

29/04/2017

Bonnie. Denhaan IA must be the primary action before any activity onsite takes place.

61

62

29/04/2017

29/04/2017

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Jeannie Nash

Im concerned about the Kinder Morgan Pipelines and other such pipelines ...we need to stop those pipelines and invest and create jobs in newer and lower impact
innovation...everything from car emissions, to Oil and gas spills, and the issues that are happening in British Columbia......how can we lead an environmental impact
without considering these issues?

Jeannie Nash

I also find it very hard to have to read through all of your information...it takes too much time for me to read it all...What I really hope for is the transparency that we need,
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
and an easier way to respond. I was not impressed with the fact that only 500 people have responded...and that you only talked to 1000 people. That tells me that others
Impact Assessment
are also having the same problem and cannot respond easily

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

I agree that there is a need to improve the vision pertaining to the conduct of an EA; however I don’t think conducting IA vs. EA is the appropriate answer. The current EA
process is weak on Scoping under CEAA 2012. A proper scoping phase in EA is critical to the acceptance of the EA findings. A Good scoping usually will lead to a
comprehensive EA, where not only the impacts on the biophysical environment are considered, but social and cultural effects are also included in the scope. Therefore,
the vision should not necessary be to move from EA towards IA, but rather to strengthen the scoping phase during the EA process. Strengthening the scoping phase by
broadening the scope, engaging with all key stakeholders during the determination of the EA scope and including more potential effects for consideration likewise in the
CEAA-1992 will naturally lead to a more effective and credible EA process.

63

29/04/2017

Malick Diene

The loads with the current processes (EIA, SEA, REA, CEA, etc) are enough heavy to start adding more layers of complexity with new processes such as IA, SIA or RIA.
That would completely overload and stall the system. Dealing with environmental issues may be very complex sometimes due to the facts that divergent interests are
often at stake. The current EA process under CEAA 2012 faces some real challenges and limitations. The role of an effective EA is to foster a fruitful dialogue between
different stakeholders in order to bring mutual understanding while producing reliable, scientific and factual information about a project in a way that is open and
transparent to help inform the decision making. The current Consultation process under CEAA 2012 is viewed as flawed because often times the consultation is not
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
taken seriously. It comes very late during the EA process, and rather than being a real dialogue, in many cases, it is just an information session where the proponents
Impact Assessment
give a lecture about the project and the mitigation measures. Consultation need to be done in a more inclusive, collaborative and partnership manner. Furthermore, the
follow-up and monitoring phase is not given enough consideration. There is a need for a robust follow-up and monitoring system that would allow to systematically
analyze the gap between the predicted effects and the actual effects in order to take the necessary corrective actions. Communities and the general public have the
feeling that once the project is approved, there is little or no follow-up leading to mitigation plans not being implemented properly.
In light of those limitations in the current EA process under CEAA 2012, refocusing on reinforcing the Act (CEAA) and its subsequent regulations by mandating a
systematic follow-up and monitoring program, strengthening public participation and broadening the scope of the EA are some of the key ingredients for restoring public
trust in EA without necessary moving towards a totally new IA (Impact Assessment) or SA (Sustainability Assessment) which will likely be more complicated to execute
considering the number and the variety of issues and factors to be included. A thorough and comprehensive EA does exactly what the type of IA envisioned and
described in the report will do. Changing a name from EA to IA will not automatically restore public confidence. What restore public confidence is how the process is
conducted. It is important to find a middle ground that is acceptable for all stakeholders and parties in order to ensure a sustainable Canada’s future; a future that hold a
solid economic growth deeply rooted in a tangible environmental stewardship, social progress and prosperity for all.
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I find the wording at the end of paragraph 1 under the heading Context to be to extremely vague.
"In sum, IA processes should give Canadians confidence that projects, plans and policies have been adequately assessed.".
64

29/04/2017

Jacqueline Steffen

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

What does 'adequately assessed' mean exactly? I believe we need stronger wording and it needs to be clearly stated in what that intends. In my view, 'adequately
assessed' is insufficient and lacks in any legal substance. It leaves far too much room in the court of law when citizens must address negligence from corporations in the
future due to oil spills or any other environmental damage.
I feel that the panel report is excellent as far as it goes. I do feel however that it is necessary to include strong laws that recognize environmental rights and
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
responsibilities to protect the people and places we love. The right of all Canadians to a healthy environment needs to be incorporated into all proposals for
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Please always consider a clean environment as a right!
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
It should always and forever be a right to have clean water, air, &amp; land. This is not a luxury.
Impact Assessment

65

29/04/2017

Terrence Conroy

66

29/04/2017

Lyn Ellis

67

29/04/2017

Lyn Ellis

68

29/04/2017

Grace Fix

I am pleased that your vision includes a scientific approach and that you encourage participation amongst stakeholders. What I would like the Panel to acknowledge is
that a healthy environment is not a luxury, but a necessity. Canada needs a healthy environment to prosper and because it’s a human right. Without a healthy
environment, we have nothing.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

69

29/04/2017

L Daoust

Reading the purpose section was informative however, where is the outline for legal protection of our basic human rights to fresh clean drinking water, healthy air to
breathe, and good healthy food.
Various interest groups doesn't seem to protect every Canadian's right to fresh clean water, healthy air to breathe and good healthy food.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

70

30/04/2017

Linda V. Lewis

71

30/04/2017

Sharon Willan

72

30/04/2017

Ms.

73

30/04/2017

Nicole B

74

02/05/2017

Jamie McLean

75

02/05/2017

Killian Smith

Reconciliation w/ and genuine communication w/ Indigenous Peoples is very important. It must include real listening, deep listening, and questions. Talking circles ideally 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
could be used, so that many Indigenous voices could be heard without speedy interruption.
Impact Assessment
It is not enough to "look before you leap" - you must look to the 7th generation before you leap." Assessment must be required when the health and welfare of all
peoples, all species within the area is impacted: in other words all projects.
The purpose of the vision appears all-inclusive. But look at the Tar Sands:
- people, land, water, air, species of fish, birds, greenhouse emissions are greatly negatively impacted. This project is not following the principles of Assessment and is 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
still allowed to continue.
Impact Assessment
A healthy environment must be accessible to all people in Canada as well as the species we live with.
We must embed a healthy environment first and foremost within all assessment projects. It must be a legal requirement that cannot be overturned when a new
government is elected!
Public Participation: All Canadians should be able to have a say in environmental decisions that concern them. The current NEB process is an affront to "democracy" as
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
it excludes most concerned citizens, limits the scope of comments from those who do participate and even refuses to allow questions by intervenors. At this time, the
Impact Assessment
process is nothing more than public relations spin to look as though "consultation" is taking place when it is clear that a decision to proceed has already been made.
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
There need to be triggers enacted to ensure ALL projects are assessed before they can receive a federal or provincial permit.
Impact Assessment
The study should take into account all that the energy industry does to cooperate with others where it operates. The energy industry is the largest employer of indigenous
people in the country, and numerous other groups benefit from a positive relationship with the industry. We should allow those relationships to flourish and work to give
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
them as much freedom to cooperate as possible. A strong energy industry is good for all of Canada, and while other jurisdictions seek to lower regulation and costs for
Impact Assessment
investment, this federal impact assessment should take that into consideration as well.
The Government should establish a predictable and consistent economic and regulatory framework that clearly enables investment in Canada’s resource sector, which
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
will result in jobs and innovation. The Canadian upstream oil and gas industry continues to advance methods for reducing its carbon footprint, and that should be
Impact Assessment
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The idea of moving from an environmental assessment to a process that looks at a wider range of impacts and federal interests is worth consideration. That said, we fear
that implementing the Expert Panel’s recommendations without careful consideration would greatly expand the types of projects subject to both a federal and a provincial
environmental assessment process. This would lead to duplication of efforts that would increase the cost and uncertainty of the assessment process, materially harming
Canada’s investment climate without improving outcomes for the environment, communities or human health.
76

02/05/2017

Canadian Chamber Guidelines for the new impact assessment (IA) process should be developed in a transparent manner and engage in extensive consultation with industry on the scope of 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
of Commerce
the impacts to be included in this new process. It is essential that any federal IA process respect constitutional divisions of responsibility, and does not unilaterally impose
Impact Assessment
processes on areas of provincial or territorial jurisdiction.
We support the use of a carefully constructed project list to determine what projects will be subject to a federal IA process. This list must recognize the need to apply
criteria consistently and to spreading too wide a net. While we recognize the need for Ministerial discretion in triggering projects, our members are concerned that having
a federal IA triggered by legislated criteria would lead to uncertainty and increased use of litigation, and should not be adopted.

77

03/05/2017

Stuart Juzda

The protection of the environment is the primary concern of Canadians. Resource development is secondary. Canadian taxpayers are paying between 800 million to one
billion dollars to temporarily immobilize the arsenic left by the Giant mine near Whitehorse. There is no reference to this or other environmental disasters in the report.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

78

03/05/2017

Edna Hobbs

I didn't see anywhere that the Panel addressed cumulative effects of multiple projects on one aspect whether it be environmental, social or whatever. I think this has
been one of the greatest downfalls of our environmental and social safety nets...one project may have little impact on an ecosystem, but when a second, third, fourth
factor enters the picture, the integrity of an environmental or social perspective is compromised to a much greater degree.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Art Jackson

I repeat Sharon Willan comment from 3 days ago...A must is the need to look at the impacts of current decisions on 7 generations down the road. That impact includes
ALL life forms not the current narrow view of how much money industry can make at the expense of all life forms for generations. It is not enough to "look before you
leap" - you must look to the 7th generation before you leap." Assessment must be required when the health and welfare of all peoples, all species within the area is
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
impacted: in other words all projects. The purpose of the vision appears all-inclusive. But look at the Tar Sands:- people, land, water, air, species of fish, birds,
Impact Assessment
greenhouse emissions are greatly negatively impacted. This project is not following the principles of Assessment and is still allowed to continue.A healthy environment
must be accessible to all people in Canada as well as the species we live with.We must embed a healthy environment first and foremost within all assessment projects. It
must be a legal requirement that cannot be overturned when a new government is elected!

79

80

81

03/05/2017

03/05/2017

03/05/2017

Rick Palmer

Jule Asterisk

The Canadian upstream petroleum industry continues to operate in a safe, environmentally and socially responsible manner, through constructive engagement with
governments, the public, and stakeholders in the communities in which we operate. The responsible growth our industry is based on these principles and we welcome
the opportunity to respond to the Expert Panel report “Building Common Ground: A New Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada.”
During Impact Assessment, it is important to keep True Cost accounting principles in mind. When Canada assesses the impact of potential projects, long term health
and environmental effects must be considered, if we don't want to have more episodes like 'Giant Mine'
While the Giant Mine is widely credited with founding the city of Yellowknife, mine owners made $2.7B on the total 198.5 tonnes of gold before going into receivership,
leaving behind 237,000 tonnes of arsenic trioxide endangering the Great Slave Lake – and the entire Arctic, if this toxic waste spreads through water. It is now being
contained by a system of freezers, costing Canadian taxpayers $25M/year to maintain, on top of the cleanup bill of over $900M.
At a ~30% combined tax rate at that time (not including any subsidies the mine may have received), Giant would have paid Canada $810M in corporate income taxes,
Canadians lost at least $200M, on this project, to say nothing of the long term cost of health and environmental effects.
In today's world, we need to watch out for potentially stranded toxic sites, not just 'stranded assets'
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82

03/05/2017

Arlene Kwasniak

83

03/05/2017

Les Hicks

Re Section 1 and 2.1.3: Moving from EA to SIA - This is a positive move and I support it, as it has been put forth by experts in the area. However I have concerns
regarding how it will be reflected in legislative language. My greatest fear is that in the end we will have legislated sustainable development, which is not what SIA is, and
that would be regressive and regrettable. The concept of "sustainable development" has proven to be unwieldy and too often overly supportive of development rather
than sustainability. Accordingly, the legislation must be clear that SIA is the objective, and that there must be net gains under each pillar of sustainability. I support a
legislatively required minimum for the acceptability of a project if adverse environmental impacts have been avoided, AND if the project has no significant environmental
impacts taking mitigation into account, PLUS the project results in net gains for each sustainability pillar, including the environment pillar. "Significance" can be clearly
defined by legislation to avoid issues with the term. I believe that requiring no significant environmental impacts as a base will best avoid a slide to sustainable
development.
Re 2.1.1: Federal jurisdiction, there are missing matters, e.g. (a) fishERIES (not just fish), both inland and seacoast; (b) marine MAMMALS (not just plants); (c) off-shore
and ocean pollution; (d) the criminal law (e.g. toxins listed under CEPA); (d) matters falling under Peace, Order, and Good Government.
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Re 2.1.2: IA as a planning tool - Thank you Panel for putting planning back into the assessment picture and for requiring it to be a discrete IA step. I have concerns about
Impact Assessment
implementation though. The legislation must be clear on what is required of a proponent in the planning stage and set out consequences for non-compliance, including
the potential for a proponent’s application for an authorization to be denied if the proponent fails to carry out prescribed planning responsibilities including regarding
Indigenous and public participation. Another concern deals with small and routine projects (discussed later) that may not have a discrete planning phase or a very
considerable planning phase. Although intention to carry out such projects should be registered in a manner so concerned people may be aware of them, some may not
require an elongated planning phase compared to projects that are listed on a major projects list. But this is more of a problem regarding the Panel's recommendations
on what to assess, which is quite narrow and may not be an improvement over what we have in CEAA 2012, which I discuss later.
Re 2.1.4: Tiering - I strongly support IA project integration with tiering with strategic assessment (SA) and regional assessment (RA). However the Panel report is
lacking details on how the federal responsibilities regarding SA and RA are to be carried out. These details should be set out in legislation as clear requirements. I
question the adequacy of the Cabinet Directive to deal strategic assessments. The legislation should provide for developing and implement strategic assessments
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
I agree with the proposals.
Impact Assessment
This is a gross overstep of constitutional authority of the environment, which is clearly the jurisdiction of the provinces.
By enforcing a specific planning phase before sufficient information of the project is known, you place the proponent at risk in terms of their business case as well as
undermining stakeholder confidence in the project without merit.

84

03/05/2017

Robert Huck

The criteria for determining federal interest is far too broad, which would place proponents at significant risk for very little or no environmental benefit.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

The sustainability criteria is incredibly complex, which would add years to any given project, especially given the possibility of opening up the criteria even further while a
project is under review. It would be impossible to enforce this and still allow for projects to proceed.
In short, the federal government should retain its jurisdiction to its constitutionally defined areas of oversight and provide clearly defined bounds which will allow projects
to move ahead with some semblance of certainty.
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03/05/2017

Trace

86

03/05/2017

ROBERT WOOD

87

03/05/2017

ROBERT WOOD

88

03/05/2017

Susi E

89

03/05/2017

Mark Walker

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
The purpose of environmental assessments is not "the creation of positive relationships among various interest groups" but to ensure that development does not damage 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
the environment.
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
"Sustainability" is bogus. Nothing is sustainable, not even the solar system. Had humans stayed in the trees, the "sustaianable" position, we would have become extinct.
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact assessment is critical, but above all we need the right to healthy air, water, food and EMF emissions. This should be enshrined in Canadian Law.
Impact Assessment
To much involvement from outside third party's. They should not be allowed.

Generally, unless the project in question falls within the historic bounds of federal jurisdiction all EA and project assessments should be left to the provincial and
municipal bodies affect. The Federal gov't should act to limit it's involvement/scope as narrowly as possibly. Further, unless projects impact directly Indian Reserve
lands, participation by indigenous groups should be limited to commenting/observer status.
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91

03/05/2017

Roger Gladstone

System or process must be clear, simple and timely is the best way to balance environmental protection with economic growth. The process must protect Canadians and 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
our environment.
Impact Assessment

03/05/2017

Canadian
Association of
Physicians for the
Environment

Seems straightforward enough. The switch to "impact assessment" is sound. Goals are wonderful; implementation is the key.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

I strongly support the overall direction of the panel's report, particularly the emphasis on the role of environmental assessment in reconciliation between indigenous and
non-indigenous peoples in Canada.

92

04/05/2017

Mark Winfield

On the whole the report is very strongly focused on the assessment process for large projects. This potentially leaves some significant gaps in the federal assessment
process. The report seems to underplay the importance of the review smaller project subject to federal approvals (e.g. Fisheries Act s.35) which although individually
minor in their impacts, may be very significant in terms of their cumulative effects.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

The report also seems to downplay the importance of the CEAA process within the federal government. In many cases review under CEAA was the only environmental
review of any type of projects on federal lands or with federal proponents. The report is at best ambiguous about the application of the process it proposes to such

93
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04/05/2017

04/05/2017

Rebecca Peters

David Fermor
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04/05/2017

Stuart Juzda
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04/05/2017

Brady Balicki
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Ron Pask
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04/05/2017

Ron Pask
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04/05/2017

Jon Henderson
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04/05/2017

Jeff Pryznyk

While early consultation and agreement on scope is critical to the successful completion of an environmental assessment and ensuring that major undertakings by
industry are appropriately managed, it is also important to remember that no project will achieve 100% consensus. It is also important to ensure that the right projects are
being reviewed at this level - and that subjecting all initiatives to an extensive process can have a detrimental impact on the economy, the environment and the
relationships between interest groups.
The federal IA should be triggered within areas under federal jurisdiction only, as clearly defined in federal legislation. Within the areas of federal jurisdiction should be a
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
defined project list, based upon clear criteria that can be consistently applied, thereby ensuring that all relevant project proposals are assessed, not just those that the
Impact Assessment
public become aware of - and that project proponents are aware of the requirements in advance of developing the project.
Proponents must be enabled to develop their conceptual project information before an IA is initiated to ensure that there is a business case to proceed and that an initial
review of potential mitigations to manage impacts can be completed.
The subjectivity of sustainability assessments is concerning as there is not currently clear standards or guidance on how this is to be completed/implemented.

The prospects of creating "positive relationships" with radical environmentalists such as Greenpeace, Tides foundation, WWF etc. are non-existent and we shouldn't
waste time and money attempting to do so. They will obstruct for the sake of obstructing. It's what they do. The system as it exists is utterly Byzantine and should be
simplified so that a single process can generate a definitive "yes" or "no" for a project in a timely fashion. It should review the inputs of legitimate experts who know
something about the technical ins and outs of a project, not a collection of flakes (e.g. elementary school children in Brazil) who would have us living back in the stone
age.
I posted several comments critical of the report. They have been removed and I would like to know why. The report reflects the correct biases of it's members. It favours
development over the evironmental concerns. It favours political solutions rather than recourse to impartial courts. Consensus is not a positive outcome. For instance
2+2=4 is a correct statement. 2+2=5 is an incorrect statement. A consensus answer of 4.5 is also incorrect.
The proposed approach is unnecessarily broad and unprecedented, introducing multiple layers of process while extending federal oversight into provincial
responsibilities. As structured the is approach unworkable and will likely result in litigation or legal challenges for many Impact Assessments.
Triggers for project-level Impact Assessment must be based on a Project List defined using clear and consistent criteria. The scope of these assessments should be
limited to large scale activities (e.g. construction of a new gold mine).
The NEB is not required. Save tax dollars and lay-off all employees. Canada is unable to build anything now under NEB jurisdiction, so forget it. The natives and enviros
control our economy and the weakness of our currency is a key indicator.
Should be a strict, reasonable time line for the entire process. What is proposed will take longer than the approval of the McKenzie Valley Pipeline which began in 1972.
Only lawyers and consultants benefit from NEB review.
Although I support the involvement of various stakeholders in principle, in practice, mandating engagement when only conceptual and preliminary project information is
available could lead to confusion and make it more difficult to build the trust that is necessary to ensure the success of the process.
The general purpose is too broad. Federal oversight is being unnecessarily increased leading to a more burdensome process that is not likely to improve environmental
outcomes.
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102

04/05/2017

04/05/2017

Kirsten Ketilson

I do not support the not support the purpose to move away from environmental assessment towards a much broader, complex, unworkable, unrealistic and
unprecedented sustainability assessment model as outlined in the Report. The model proposed would extend federal oversight into areas that are the jurisdiction of and
are currently regulated by the provinces and territories, would create significant opportunity for litigation due to the absence of any standards supporting sustainability
criteria or assessment, and is unworkable and unrealistic as proposed. Further, I do not agree with the broad listing of matters of federal interest or definition of
consequential as proposed in the report - as it is outlined it is so broad as to trigger IA for any development in Canada. I also do not agree that three tiers of federal IA
process would provide any benefit to the environment or society, and I am concerned about the cost to Canadians of implementing such a burdensome process.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

John Takala

There are a number of serious flaws with this section. First, federal jurisdiction should determine if a federal IA is required, not federal interest. Creating a legislated
Planning Phase is an unnecessary intrusion into the normal planning processes of business and would create a significant barrier for industry to develop projects in
Canada. It is not possible to support the broad and ill-defined use of sustainability as described in the report as test for IA. The need for both strategic and regional IA
was not made and introduces an unnecessary layer of complication into the process. Overall the Panel's recommendations in this section would lead to an extremely
complicated process with little apparent benefit.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
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04/05/2017

Thevenot
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04/05/2017

Dr. Susan Diamond
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04/05/2017

Andy
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04/05/2017

Stuart Juzda
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04/05/2017

Patrick Landine

Re 2.1.2: I am very concerned that the early planning phase proposed will be overly detrimental to proponents, who could face significant costs as each potentially
affected individual places themselves for maximum gain (e.g., augmenting value of a home that will probably need to acquired by the proponent). I believe this would be
detrimental to the economy. Instead, the planning phase should focus on strengthening of alternatives assessment phase that is unfortunately currently conducted as an
afterthought for most projects.
Re 2.1.3: I agree with the main themes, particularly the need to assess all aspects of the environment (i.e., including health and cultural) and their linkages. However, it is
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
unfortunate to use the sustainability lingo as it has been diverted from its original intent and no longer commands respect or trust. It is also very difficult to assess all the
Impact Assessment
linkages thouroughly, so this should be limited to the net benefit analysis and maybe identifying those linkages that could be futher studies during the follow-up
monitoring program in partnership with researchers, rather than have consultants try to cobble something together that is unconvincing.
Re 2.1.1 and 2.1.4: I agree with other comments that regulatory oversight of Project IAs should primarily fall to the provinces/territories affected by the project. Federal
involvement should be limited to conducting strategic assessments, overseeing regional assessments in close collaboration with the provinces/territories, and reviewing
Project IA's cumulative effects on a national level.
Every Canadian deserves the right to comment on issues of the environment- at any time. The public consultation processes are being overwhelmed and thus corrupted
by private/vested interests, and governments need to STOP this from happening. It is deliberate and should be transparently called out.
Canada: 1.6% of world total CO2 emissions - (a statistical error)
You live like it's 1662 for 1 year first - then I will consider these inhuman proposals.
Under the proposals made by the panel would the following developments have gone forward 1) Kinder Morgan pipeline 2)the Giant mine 3) the development of the tar
sands. If the answer is yes to any of the 3 then the report is about show not substance. This report parrots the current governments line on the environment which is the
promotion of capital over the risks to the environment which sustains us.
The proposal process is too broad, the federal government would be reaching into areas of provincial and territorial concern. The whole process would be open to legal
challenges that would make it unworkable.
A legislated planning phase initiated based on conceptual project information would not work. The regulatory planning phase can only be undertaken when adequate
proponent planning has been completed to determine if the project could be "a go" both economically and environmentally.
Sustainability assessment as described in the Report is too complex and broad, while at the same time being vague. It will be subject to legal challenges from all
opponents, other governments and potentially competing proponents.
Two levels of IA are sufficient, as is the practice in other countries.
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109

04/05/2017

Scratching Along

04/05/2017

Jamie Kneen,
MiningWatch
Canada

As many comments allude to; Venezuela is really much closer than the Political Class is willing to accept because making any significant Change in Governing which
does not enhance the Bureaucracy and their Captured Polticos will always be too much trouble.
It really is time for the Reckoning of the "Two Solitudes" which forms essentially the Northern Half of the North American Continent.
The U.S.A is in the final stage of diminishing Or abandoning the East Coast preference for European culture and direction of how to think. Fly-over Americas "couthness"
is just not up-to-standards. It is not really practical to call the Mid-West; the South; the Inner City; the Mexican/Hispanic; the Texas; the Desert Areas; Uncouth.
"Not really practical" doesn't mean Politically Correct, now Pass'e, it means Y'all are not part of the non-regional groupies of the East in accent and thought process.
Heaven's to Betsy; in New York City speak WTF; or part thereof. This attitude of superiority will not or cannot change anymore than the cattle flesh on ones table is
called Beef ala Norman English instead of Saxon Cow.
Quebec for all of its faux dislike of Continental French and France's Aritoscracy 'bugging out" of New France when times got tough; is really much closer to the New York
pretentiousness than Mid-America et al.
Except for the overwhelming affect of the Toronto Immigrant population, Ontarioario joins with North Ontario and the Remaining Western Canada Provinces-except
Southern British Columbia- joins with Middle America; in the Mid-West; the South; the Mexican/Hispanic; the Texas; the Desert Areas FAR More than the effete urban
Quebecois and metro-sexual New York-Oregon-Washington State/D.C.
California is itself-We know more; Californication is what everybody needs and wants because We californians know about your "California Dreaming". It should stand on 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
its own and slip into Venezuela Governance before bringing the rest of North America to It's knees-whatever that means?-.
If this babble means anything except "Old White Guy" good for you; Because I truly believe Ontario/Alberta/Southern British Columbia will never escape the Clutches of
the Liberal 5-C's-Corrupt-Craven- Cargo Culture Crowd.
Manitoba & Saskatchewan will take their Resources and Hopefully Alberta with an alternative solution to Edmonton's desire for couthness will join in the Mental Move to
the United States Market Place.
Southern British Columbia is lost. The North West States of the U.S.A. & Southern B.C. fit together. They are peopled by the "Look at Us" we made it all the Way to
Asia's Pacific Ocean"; therfore you need us. Northern British Columbia and the Yukon are already under the table Alaskan's. The blending will be easy.
Ontario is the Biggest by far; as a Problem and as a Population.
If Ontario, with Toronto joined Western New York-it really is different than East Coast New York City (Atlantic Ocean Singapore?)-joining Ontario with Western New York
State will make the New Yortario State one of the largest in Geographic and Population States of the U.S.A. OR Ontario joining with Michigan-almost encircling the Fresh
Water Seas of the Great Lakes. (western New york & Ohio will complete the U.S.A. Encirclement.
Tornto is still the Problem. Not for the U.S.A.-already the Corrupt Liberal Cronyism hangs on every dirty trick the Democrat Party can produce. The problem with Toronto
remains. The population of Toronto is as ignorant and Greedy as New York City; It is on the Cusp of collapse into the Dirty Rat Infested Urban Mess New York City was
until Rudy Guilliani and what New York City is returning to under Bill de Blasio.
The change to sustainability criteria for assessing projects as well as plans, programs, and policies is needed and welcome, as is the Panel’s emphasis on strategic and
regional IA.
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
In order for IA to function as a planning tool, the need for and alternatives to the project or proposal must be considered, as well as alternative configurations.
Impact Assessment
The process for initiating SIA and RIA needs to be clear; there also need to be clear pathways for issues to be brought to SIA and RIA out of project IA.
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04/05/2017

K.England

Richard Corbet

•Do not support the purpose as outlined in the Report. The model proposed is broad and unprecedented, extends federal oversight into areas that are the jurisdiction of
the provinces and territories, creates significant opportunity for litigation and challenge, and is unworkable and unrealistic as proposed.
•Do not support the broad definition of matters of federal interest provided in the Report. Federal interest relevant to the federal IA process should be determined based
on federal jurisdiction and recognize federal regulatory oversight provided by existing federal legislation.
•Do not support a legislated planning phase that is initiated based on conceptual project information. Planning phase should be undertaken only when adequate planning
has been completed by the proponent to determine that there is a business case to proceed and a degree of confidence that impacts can be managed.
•Do not support a trigger for IA based on consequential matters of federal interest that are broadly defined. Trigger for project IA should be based on a Project List that is
defined based on clear criteria consistently applied. In the nuclear industry, projects that are likely to require the federal IA process are new uranium mines or mills, new
nuclear fuel process facilities, new nuclear power plants, and new nuclear waste storage facilities.
•Do not support the broad and unprecedented approach to sustainability assessment outlined in the Report because it is overly complex, creates substantial potential for
litigation and challenge, extends federal oversight into matters of provincial and territorial jurisdiction, and is not supported by any standards or guidance to support its
implementation.
•Do not agree that IA legislation should require the use of both strategic and regional IA to guide project IA. Only two tiers of IA should be required in IA legislation in
accordance with global best practice, and current legislation. Federally led regional IA must be limited to federal lands and marine areas where the federal government is
responsible for land and resource management

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

My concerns are as follows:
1. I see the clear possibility of federal involvement in assessment of projects currently subject to provincial or territorial jurisdiction. Not only is this a needless
duplication of effort, it is likely an infringement of these bodies' rights as established in precedent and in law.
2. Further, the supposed justification that federal involvement is required on issues of 'national' concern, e.g. climate change and greenhouse gas emissions, is a
smokescreen for the creeping extension of federal powers into local jurisdictional issues as noted above.
3. Environmental assessment was originally introduced to require "cradle to grave" aspects of a proposed project; relevant wording from the Canada Environmental
Assessment Act gives the required scope of an assessment as "Construction, operation, modification, decommissioning or
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
abandonment of, or other activity in relation to" the proposed project. This language is repeated in other provincial and territorial assessment acts. The intent, according
Impact Assessment
to one of the lawyers who wrote and used this phrase repeatedly was that ALL these activities be considered in the (single) assessment. It has now become policy in
many places, however, that EACH activity is to be assessed separately and in Yukon, for example, not only is each activity to be assessed individually, any renewal of a
permit or licence by the regulator is deemed, with no justification whatsoever in law, to trigger a re-assessment before the renewal can be issued. This is a blatant makework policy, a complete waste of time and resources and a contradiction of the original intent of the legislation.
4. The stated objective of 'inclusivity' meaning to involve ALL levels of 'government' - federal, provincial or territorial, municipal or local and First Nations - will mean a
completely paralytic process that will never achieve a meaningful set of recommended mitigative measures for anything more complicated than building a fence. If the
federal government is trying to gut industrial activity and development in this country, this proposal is an excellent way to do it.

Charlene B

The federal IA model is broad, and oversight extends into other provincial and territory jurisdictions. Legislating planning phase only when adequate preparation is
complete so the business can ensure it's economically and environmentally feasible. It would likely result in a decrease in investment and jobs within Canada. Criteria
should be clear should be defined for triggering a project for IA (e.g., new mines, process facilities, waste storage facilities, power plants). Guidance and standards are
needed before the approach to sustainability assessment can be implemented. These aspects are not supported as they are currently presented in the review report.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

The Panel's vision for a new impact assessment model would seem to remove any certainty on timelines and create competing jurisdictional overlap. There is no need
for federal oversight in areas already covered by the provinces and territories unless it is on federal lands or marine areas where the federal government is responsible
for land and resource development.
In addition, beginning the federal IA before design details are finalized would not benefit the process. While knowing where adjustments may be needed early in the
process is beneficial, involvement at a conceptual stage is an over-reach.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

There is no need for federal oversight in areas already covered by the provinces and territories period!!!!

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
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Anne Gent
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Robert Zurrer
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04/05/2017

Alyse K

Federal interest extends into areas that could be more effectively managed by provinces and territories. I worry this broad federal interests list will result in projects being
overlooked due to the high resource demand this list requires and therefore does not instill confidence. Trigger for project IA should be based on a Project List that is
defined based on clear criteria consistently applied. The legislated planning phase as currently recommended could result in a very timely process with very little benefit
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
as many of the project details would not have been planned or thoroughly researched by proponents resulting in ambiguous discussions. Sustainability should be central
Impact Assessment
to IA and have an unbiased focus on all five pillars; however the panel’s recommendation does not introduce methods related to any standards or guidance materials that
would aid in a realistic implementation. Using both strategic and regional IAs to guide project IA seems to be excessive but I think the application of regional IAs to clarify
on thresholds and objectives of a narrowed* federal interest (i.e. federal lands and resources) would be of great value.
These are the comments of the David Suzuki Foundation and are intended to complement joint submission of the Environmental Assessment Caucus of the Canadian
Environmental Network (including the David Suzuki Foundation).
We encourage Canada to explicitly recognize Canadians’ right to live in a healthy environment – that is, environmental rights – as part of the vision for impact
assessment.
This would be in keeping with the 1972 United Nations Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment, which proclaimed that people have “the fundamental right to
freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in an environment of quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being.”

116

04/05/2017

David Suzuki
Foundation

There is strong public support for recognizing environmental rights in Canada. The Expert Panel Report includes an excerpt from “supporters of the David Suzuki
Foundation” (page 89):
Environmental assessment should do five things for people in Canada:

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

1.Allow everyone, including Indigenous peoples, to say “no” to environmentally damaging projects in their communities.
2.Ensure that the environmental safety net, which includes other laws and regulations, is intact and working to keep air, water and soil healthy.
3.Guarantee public participation and the free, prior and informed consent of Indigenous peoples.
4.Consider the “big picture” and include cumulative effects from multiple projects on interconnected ecosystems in ways a case-by-case approach cannot.
5.Include scientific and traditional Indigenous ecological expertise on all environmental assessment panels.
The same letter – sent by some 11,000 Canadians – also included an appeal to “acknowledge the right to a healthy environment — every person’s right to clean air and
water, safe food and a stable climate — as a guiding principle to help interpret the [Canadian Environmental Assessment Act].”
Environmental rights include substantive and procedural guarantees. Substantive rights include clean air, safe water, a non-toxic environment and healthy ecosystems.
Related procedural rights include access to information, participation in environmental decision-making and access to justice.

117

04/05/2017

Campaign for the
Protection of
Offshore Nova
Scotia

Generally, CPONS believes the Report’s recommendations are a step in the right direction to improving environmental assessments in Canada, and the sustainability
approach underpinning the Panel’s Report is a much needed feature. Broadening assessment processes from environmental assessment (ES) to impact assessment
(IA) and including all impacts (positive and negative) resulting from a project is a positive change in perspective. Moreover, CPONS supports the Report’s four principles
guiding IA processes in future. IA processes must be transparent, inclusive, informed and meaningful.
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In general ORA is very pleased with the substantial recommendations put forward in the Panel’s report, “Building Common Ground, A New Vision for Impact Assessment
in Canada”, with a focus on meeting the objectives set out by the Prime Minister’s mandate letter. It is apparent that the Panel was listening carefully to those who took
the time to attend the public consultation sessions and make comments; however, there are a few areas where we feel the recommendations didn’t go far enough. The
true test will be whether the government is willing to do meaningful justice to those recommendations set out by the Panel.
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04/05/2017

Ontario Rivers
Alliance

The idea of real sustainable development that goes beyond the bio-physical environment to identify future consequences and cumulative impacts, in a process that is
transparent, inclusive, informed and meaningful is badly needed. Currently only a very small fraction of projects are subject to an Individual EA; however, ORA
recommends that all projects that could have negative impacts on water, air or a community should trigger an EA under the CEAA.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Having a process that uses an Impact Assessment (IA) approach, rather than the environmental assessment sounds promising; however, the devil is in the details. The
real test will come when the government writes the legislation and policy – will it reflect the Panel’s well-informed recommendations, or will we end up with a watered
down and weakened version that continues to undermine trust and confidence?
ORA recommends that in addition to decision-making criteria, there should be clear rules concerning what trade-offs are, and are not, acceptable. These rules should
ensure that environmental and human health are not traded off for economic benefits. Additionally, the ecosystem benefits of an undisturbed natural environment should
be assessed and weighed against the potential benefits of the project if completed.
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Richard

Waterford Energy
Services Inc
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Wayne Summach
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Ed Dyna

This is a monumental waste of time and effort. Unless a project is going to happen specifically in an area under federal government jurisdiction, this already fall under
the jurisdiction of the provinces and territories. Projects with potentially significant impacts on the environment already need to design in safeguards and mitigation, and
cover financially the cost of restoring the project to a reasonable state after completion.
There will always be people, however, who are not satisfied, and this would just give them a reason to say no, which is just another way for a small minority of people to
be detrimental to the majority. If a project is economically viable, and meets all requirements of the local (provincial or territorial) jurisdiction, then that means there is
enough demand by people as to have a net benefit for all. The unsatisfied people however, will voice their displeasure. At this stage, I will use someone else's words:
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
"As long as human beings are imperfect, there will always be arguments for extending the power of government to deal with their imperfections. The only logical
Impact Assessment
stopping place is totalitarianism - unless we realize that tolerating imperfections is the price for freedom" Thomas Sowell
I would like to point out to the committee that developed all this, that yes, you may think you need to "make something better", but there is a different way. Each and
everyone one of you who thinks that projects in Canada are either "unsustainable" (a word which is rather meaningless without a time frame - forever?) or have too much
impact on the environment, to you I say, get educated in the sciences and engineering, roll up your sleeves, and pitch in to make it better. If you aren't willing to do that,
but you are still unhappy, go complain to a mirror.
This is a bad idea.
Of particular concern to our organization is the following:
the establishment of a new single ‘Impact Assessment Commission’ (IAC) with the appropriate technical capacity;
a disconnect between the Atlantic Accord Acts and IAC;
the creation of new impact assessment legislation creates uncertainty as to how the existing environmental assessment legislation will apply;
the IAC will complete the environmental impact statement with funding from the proponent;
the IAC will utilize best science available;
no limitation on public participation;
all decisions are appealable by any participant.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

This recommendation extends federal oversight where it shouldn't be, that is provincial and territorial. Oversight does not have to be increased. The existing
requirements is already to cumbersome and overbearing, more oversight is unrealistic and counter productive. Only two tiers of IA should be required in IA legislation in
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
accordance with global best practice, and current legislation.The Planning phase should be undertaken only when adequate planning has been completed by the
Impact Assessment
proponent to determine that there is a business case to proceed and a degree of confidence that impacts can be managed. Trigger for project IA should be based on a
Project List that is defined based on clear criteria consistently applied. These requirements will stop any further industry growth in Canada due to burdening processes
I am concerned that we are taking a lengthy and complex process and making it more lengthy and complex by adding additional steps to the process and then expanding 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
the criteria and circumstances it will apply to.
Impact Assessment
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I do not support the purpose as outlined in the Report. The model proposed is broad and unprecedented, extends federal oversight into areas that are the jurisdiction of
the provinces and territories, creates significant opportunity for litigation and challenge, and is unworkable and unrealistic as proposed.
I do not support the broad definition of matters of federal interest provided in the Report. Federal interest relevant to the federal IA process should be determined based
on federal jurisdiction and recognize federal regulatory oversight provided by existing federal legislation.
I do not support a legislated planning phase that is initiated based on conceptual project information. Planning phase should be undertaken only when adequate planning
has been completed by the proponent to determine that there is a business case to proceed and a degree of confidence that impacts can be managed.
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Kari Toews

I do not support a trigger for IA based on consequential matters of federal interest that are broadly defined. Trigger for project IA should be based on a Project List that is
defined based on clear criteria consistently applied. In the nuclear industry, projects that are likely to require the federal IA process are new uranium mines or mills, new
nuclear fuel process facilities, new nuclear power plants, and new nuclear waste storage facilities.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

I do not support the broad and unprecedented approach to sustainability assessment outlined in the Report because it is overly complex, creates substantial potential for
litigation and challenge, extends federal oversight into matters of provincial and territorial jurisdiction, and is not supported by any standards or guidance to support its
implementation.
I do not agree that IA legislation should require the use of both strategic and regional IA to guide project IA. Only two tiers of IA should be required in IA legislation in
accordance with global best practice, and current legislation. Federally led regional IA must be limited to federal lands and marine areas where the federal government is
responsible for land and resource management.
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05/05/2017

Shane Borchardt

The proposed model appears to back up the EA process to an earlier stage then previously. This doesn't make much sense due to project proponent often still
developing the details of the project, which change frequently at this early stage. By starting the process too early, costly assessments will be completed on items that
won't make the final design.

05/05/2017

Joanna Skrajny,
AWA

AWA supports the Panel’s recommendation to move Canada towards a sustainability based Impact Assessment (IA), which will seek to ensure that projects provide an
overall environmental, social, cultural, health and economic benefit. A shift towards federal assessments having sustainability as a core objective would improve the
process; clearly listing tradeoffs and determining whether projects provide an overall benefit will help to bring transparency and restore public trust.

05/05/2017

Oxfam Canada supports the Expert Panel’s recommendation that “sustainability” become the central priority of federal IA. To assure that approved projects, policies or
plans contribute a net benefit to environmental, social, economic, health and cultural well-being, the IA process must incorporate strong gender-based analysis. Diverse
gender perspectives are essential in all steps of the IA process:
oIdentifying and mapping the valued components of sustainability;
oGathering data to establish the baseline quality of each valued component;
Ian Thomson, Oxfam
oIdentifying and mapping the existing and foreseeable sources of impact to each valued component; and
Canada
oIdentifying alternative development scenarios.
Oxfam has developed tools for project proponents to assist in implementing gender impact assessments, which could inform the development of the IA process in
Canada. One such tool by Oxfam Australia provides guidance on conducting gender impact assessments in the extractive sector: https://www.oxfam.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2017/04/2017-PA-001-Gender-impact-assessments-in-mining-report_FA_WEB.pdf
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05/05/2017

Northern Health
Authority of BC

Our review was conducted in concordance with Northern Health’s commitment, statutory and ethical obligation to build and strengthen the health of the people we serve
in Northern British Columbia. Accordingly, Northern Health very much supports the following recommendations made by the Expert Panel regarding the “Purpose of
Federal Impact Assessment”:
- That what is now “environmental assessment” becomes “impact assessment” (IA) with decision making based on five pillars of sustainability (environment, economy,
social, cultural and health).
- That assessments consider the interactions between the five pillars. Specifically, we advise that attention is given to the important interactions between the
environmental, economic, social and cultural pillars and human health.
- That assessments include a review of net benefits and a review of trade-offs between benefits and negative effects. Projects which provide a net benefit to the country
be approved, and those that do not be rejected.
- That an assessment of alternatives be undertaken, with consideration of the impacts and benefits of each alternative on the relevant components of sustainability.
-That federal IA should begin with a legislated Planning Phase that, for projects, occurs early in project development before design elements are finalized.
- That federal IA decide whether a project should proceed based on that project’s contribution to sustainability.
- That IA legislation require the use of strategic and regional IAs to guide project IA. We emphasize the importance of regional IAs given our experience with extensive
resource development occurring throughout northern BC including both large and small projects.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

We acknowledge and support the following statement made in the report regarding sustainability: “Its ultimate goal is to advance initiatives that contribute to lasting
improvement in society’s wellbeing.”

128
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05/05/2017

05/05/2017

Marlene Gifford

Projects need to be developed to a stage where they have a high likelihood of being feasible (financially, technically, permit-able, etc.) before the early project 'plan' can
be released for comment. Otherwise, more questions than answers will result and a proposed project may initiate undue 'alarm' before the project plan is sufficiently
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
advanced. Also, the project footprint / layout may not be known at an 'early stage' in the planning process, so it is very difficult to determine who / what may be potentially
Impact Assessment
affected. Projects such as planned renewable energy projects may be undergoing a competitive bid process to allow the project to be developed; therefore, the project
location would need to be confidential until a Power Purchase Agreement is secured.

In general, the recommendations put forth by the Panel regarding revamping the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act would be a major step in the right direction.
As the Expert Panel heard, the current CEAA is fraught with gaps in knowledge that slow approval processes and put many people in the public and in Indigenous
communities on the defensive. The proposed recommendations call for wider consideration of impacts in terms of long-term sustainability, and the recognition of First
Nations rights on and off reserves. It also calls for pre-planning for development and the contemplation of cumulative impacts on a regional scale – something that has
not been adequately done in the past. It is true that the recommended changes would create a major disruption in the current processes, but, as the Panel report points
Q'ul-lhanumutsun
out, some responsible proponents with foresight are already doing the majority of the recommended changes, so the task is not impossible. The Q’ul-lhanumutsun
Aquatic Resources
Aquatic Resources Society and affiliated Nations hope that Minister McKenna and the Government of Canada seriously consider the recommendations and avoid the
Society
trap of assuming that other jurisdictions will protect federal interests in their environmental assessment process. In British Columbia we often see the Provincial
Government ignoring impacts of proposed developments on First Nations Rights and Title and this process is a chance to rectify that oversight.
While we welcome the opportunity to provide input into the recommendations put forward by the Panel, the format was difficult as it did not address all areas covered by
the recommendations. We look forward to further consultations on the proposed changes to the CEAA.
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05/05/2017

05/05/2017

Manitoba
Infrastructure

Michael W

Regarding 2.1.1 - Provincial Infrastructure departments manage networks over very large areas and the vast majority of highway and bridge construction projects will
have a direct "link" to the aquatic and terrestrial environment including fish and migratory birds, as well as such areas of federal interest as navigation and greenhouse
gases and others. Routine work such as culvert replacement would have a link to matters of federal interest and to require engagement with the federal IA process for
everyday maintenance work for example will create unacceptable cost and delays. The significance of the link and not only the existence of the link needs to be
determined in assessing whether the federal process would apply. What criteria will be used to determine if a third party can request an EA?
2.1.2 - Planning - The document makes no reference to how emergency projects will be handled, for example emergency flood response.
2.1.3 - As noted, we agree that impacts must be consequential to trigger IA. Very clear definitions of applicability are required so proponents can properly schedule and
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
budget their future work.
Impact Assessment
2.3.1 - Each First Nation may have different laws and customs and would need to be clearly understood at the start of the process. Management of engagement records
is crucial as both elected community officials and government staff may change during the course of the IA process.
2.3.2 - Funding, timelines and roles and responsibilities need to be defined at the beginning of the IA. Any Federal IA agency must be sufficiently funded and staffed.
2.4.3 - The federal agency will have to maintain the database to ensure permanency.
2.5.1 - Data collection - if the Agency is determining the scope of the data collection required, it must be strictly limited to the project at hand, and not a broader regional
scope. Proponents and First Nations may have confidentiality requirements on the data, for example Traditional Knowledge.
This process as proposed will be overly complex and extend federal oversight into matters of provincial and territorial jurisdiction.
An IA process based on an evaluation of sustainability without defined goalposts is going to be very subjective and open to interpretation. This will inevitably result in
lengthy delays in projects, potentially causing huge social-economic loss, as projects are dragged through the court system with challenges from numerous groups
opposed to the decisions made by the IAC.
There needs to be clearly defined criteria that a project must meet before an IA is required. A determination of "consequential" seems a bit arbitrary when deciding if a
project requires an IA or not. Millions of dollars are invested in preparing projects, there needs to be more clarity for when an IA will be required.
All the while keeping in mind that this plan crosses into provincial and territorial jurisdiction.

132

05/05/2017

I see much that is positive in this report and would like to add one further suggestion that I didn't see included. I would like to see Canadians' right to live in a healthy
Stacie Noble-Wiebe environment - with clean air, clean water, and healthy ecosystems - recognized and included as part of the vision for impact assessment. That would help insure that
perceived economic benefits don't overshadow the reality that our most basic need in order to survive and thrive is a healthy environment. Thank you.

133

05/05/2017

Greater Vancouver We agree with the Expert Panel that assessments must evolve from environmental reviews to ones that also examine economic and social impacts. This is a more
Board of Trade
holistic review process and ensures the many aspects of sustainability are considered.
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05/05/2017

05/05/2017
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2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

I do not support the legislated planning phase for an IA, nor do I support a trigger for IA based on federal interest that are broadly defined. The model proposed is broad
and unprecedented, extends federal oversight into areas that are the jurisdiction of the provinces and territories, creates significant opportunity for litigation and
challenge, and is unworkable and unrealistic as proposed for industry. I am concerned with both the direct cost to Candians resulting from the required increase in
regulatory oversight as well as the potential implications to the Canadian economy.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

(1) I support a move to IA from EA, including the taking into account at the project level of positive as well as negative impacts. (2) I believe commencing IA early, for
those projects subject to review, is of potential benefit to all parties; however the planning phase should reward proponents that engage fully and early by providing a set
of clear questions or specific issues to be addressed in subsequent studies and project design work (as opposed to prescriptive requirements, or overly general and
vague expectations). (3) I believe that tiering makes conceptual sense, but the onus should be on higher tiers to provide clear, constructive guidance to lower tiers. An
individual project (on its own) should not be expected to meet the burden of addressing an issue that properly resides as a strategic or regional IA level (e.g. perhaps
Douglas Macaulay
because of the cumulative impacts of previous projects), but if a regional IA identifies an issue affecting an area, watershed, airshed in which a proposed project would
be developed a proponent should be able to demonstrate in the project IA how it is not contributing to worsening of the issue (or in certain cases, my be contributing to
incremental or gradual improvement in the project's area of influence). In a transition period, I think it important that a way be found to facilitate continued progress of
promising projects by responsible proponents in circumstances where regional or strategic IA are considered valuable but where properly implementing RIA/SIA is likely
to take considerable time.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

K Park
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137

05/05/2017

05/05/2017

Luanne Roth, T.
Buck Suzuki
Environmental
Foundation

Blue Dot PEI

Your statement:
"IA also needs to better address a review of alternatives. There is a need for an open and informed discussion about the nature of developments, and including the
review of pros and cons of more than one option is essential" is good as a goal except that the proposed changes seem to miss an essential aspect of review of
alternatives: Is one alternative far better than another? Your plan seems to only review alternatives in so far as they offer a net benefit, but in situations where all
alternatives offer net benefits but one alternative results in far more harm, there should be a process whereby alternatives which result in less harm are assessed and
recommended over the others. An example of this is PNW LNG which will have serious negative impact on critical Skeena Salmon estuary habitat. Some are arguing
that despite this issue there is a net benefit. Whether or not this is the case, there is clearly a need for a review of an alternative site for the project which could be
assessed and recommended.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

We are very pleased to see the environmental assessment broadened to impact assessment and the recognition of the importance of sustainability for generations to
come.
However we are concerned about the seeming equal value among the pillars of sustainability. Our species cannot survive without a healthy environment. Our society has
some reliance on our current economic system, but our species is in not unable to persist without it. Ecosystem function needs to be valued preeminently.
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
With regards to the questions from the Joint Panel for the Kemess North Gold-Copper Mine, does fair distribution mean equitable distirbution? Because a key challenge
Impact Assessment
with our current economic system, which major projects serve to uphold, is the inequities it causes, with greater hardships and fewer benefits being distributed to those of
lower socioeconomic strata. An additional question to ask would be: what other trends/projects are currently occurring that may make this population and region more
vulnerable than its current situation?
The panel has recommended restoring one of the key features of pre-2012 environmental assessment - that any project be reviewed as early in the planning process as
possible and before irrevocable decisions have been made. Essentially, environmental assessment (or a future impact assessment) is a planning tool. Early engagement
of citizen groups, interested stakeholders and Indigenous peoples (First Nations, Inuit and Métis) must begin as early in the planning process as possible.

138

05/05/2017

Elizabeth May

The most important of these recommendations is related to 2.1.1 – that a federal IA should be triggered where either federal lands, federal funding or federal interest (as
it relates to all matters under federal jurisdiction) are involved. One of the most damaging aspects of the Harper administration’s evisceration of Environmental
Assessment was the decline in projects assessed under the framework – and drastically narrowing the scope of federal review. I am very pleased to see that Panel has
recommended the emphasis return to ensuring federal interest, including funding, lands or jurisdiction, are central to determining the necessity of an Impact Assessment
(IA). I also strongly support the inclusion of greenhouse gas emissions of national significance as a factor to consider in determining federal interest, as had been
accepted practice before 2012. The Government should go further to legislate that all projects should be considered against the backdrop of our continued commitments
to reducing emissions under the Paris Agreement. The emphasis should be on ensuring clarity in the legislative framework as to which projects will trigger environmental
assessment. Government, non-government and corporate actors all will benefit from a legislate framework that lays out a clear, and hopefully extensive, scope for what
triggers an IA. It is unfortunate that the process before us has separated the changes made to the Fisheries Act and the Navigable Waters Protection Act under the twin
2012 omnibus bills, C-38 and C-45. Those changes were made in a coordinated fashion to dismantle review of the vast majority of projects. The restoration of public
trust and effective assessments requires the restoration of all three federal acts to their pre-2006 status. That entails rebuilding the "triggers" found in the pre-2006
CEAA.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

To reduce the number of duplicative reviews of small and similar projects, I support the expert panel's reliance on regional and class assessments.
As to the matter of Impact Assessment – I agree that projects should be regarded holistically, with a strong focus on economic and social factors in addition to
environmental assessment. The pre-2006 CEAA included in the broad concept of "environment" the socio-economic impacts, cultural impacts and community values.
These should be restored, as should the requirement that alternatives to the project also be assessed.

139

05/05/2017

Jane Howe

140

05/05/2017

Pat Moss

Where possible, and where co-operation allows, other impartial regulatory bodies should be responsible for these assessments, for example public utilities commission
on the necessity for large energy projects. These analyses should undoubtedly be incorporated into federal IAs, as we have seen most recently in the deeply flawed
Trans Mountain assessment process, where the National Energy Board refused to hear evidence on the project’s long-term economic sustainability or impact on jobs.
The environmental reviews of Site C and Muskrat Falls both recommended that the projects be submitted to Public Utility Commission reviews. In both cases the
provincial governments refused to do so and the federal government approved the projects claiming that benefits outweighed the clear environmental damage. in both
I support the purpose as outlined in the Report, however, there is a risk that it may be too broad and extend federal oversight into areas that are the jurisdiction of the
provinces and territories.
Agree that the new legislation should be focussed on broader "impact assessment" rather than just environmental assessment. Impacts should include social and
economic factors as well as examine cumulative effects.
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05/05/2017

L Ablack

142

05/05/2017

Jess

143

05/05/2017

Friends of Morice
Bulkley

05/05/2017

Ecology Action
Centre

144

I am am very supportive of the proposed IA process which addresses many serious issues including some I am familiar with due to experience as a stakeholder. i.e.:
Lack of transparency and and a public engagement process that comes too late to be able to make any difference as well as not enough input or consideration. In
addition; through research into other stakeholder experiences, have discovered the committee members chosen for monitoring do not include public participation. I also
would like this IA process to be able uphold and maintain the the value of the 5 pillars structure throughout the IA process and afterwards in perpetuity for monitoring. I
hope to see a process such as this inspire and foster new thinking in project development and design so we may see an ecologically ,responsible, respectful future
become mainstream. I feel that in order to see this processes truly support the 5 pillars from project conception to project end of life that the vision and IA should also
incorporate Fundamental Human Rights - The right to clean water, clean air, safe fertile agricultural soils and healthy ecosystems none of which we can survive without.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

I am concerned that IA proposal does not take full consideration of long-term cumulative effects, that the process be inclusive, that decisions be transparent and sciencebased, with consideration of indigenous traditional uses, and cultural impact.
I do not see evidence that the proposed process will be broadly applicable to a wider range of small and medium sized projects. Yes, this will be a burden, and it is
essential because the impacts of even small projects can be substantial cumulatively and/or over time. If not addressed at the outset, the effects of those project
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
‘externalities’ become costs to society that should be borne by those who impose the costs, not by future generations. To balance this, the IA process must be timely,
Impact Assessment
cost-effective and consistent to avoid imposing undue costs on project proponents.
Public participation, transparency of process, and ongoing monitoring are paramount.
It is difficult to see how the above are possible with the IA so late in the overall process - too late to make any real difference. The true measure is whether the IA has the
authority to actually halt projects with excessive overall impact.
We support the aim of early consultation to determine if a project fits with the sustainability objectives of the region. A great deal of money can be wasted by a proponent
trying to justifying a project which conflicts with regional vision.
The Panel carried out widespread consultations on environmental assessment in Canada and provided numerous opportunities for interested individuals and
organizations to provide input. In response to what they heard the Panel is recommending a major overhaul of CEAA 2012. We have participated in numerous
environmental assessments in Atlantic Canada over the years and agree: federal EA is broken and needs to be fixed.
We broadly support the Panel’s recommendations in the areas of sustainability, public participation, indigenous rights, removing NEB and CNSC as RAs, strategic and
environmental assessments, governance and a cooperative approach between jurisdictions. In our submission we paid special attention to reclaiming science and other
forms of knowledge in the EA process, in particular restoring the scientific integrity of environmental impact statements or impact assessments. An impact assessment is
the foundational document of the IA process and if it is flawed, incomplete and mediocre, so too will be the entire exercise. The Panel has made some strong
recommendations on how a new governance model will deliver good, independent science in the service of EA.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

We look forward to engaging with the federal government as it responds to the panel’s recommendations and begins the process of transforming their recommendations
into legislation and policy.

145

05/05/2017

West Coast supports the Panel’s recommendations in this section. Regarding when federal EAs should occur, it should be noted that as climate change is a cumulative
effect, all greenhouse gas emissions must be considered to be of “national significance.” Otherwise, both our climate and our progress towards achieving our climate
reductions goals will suffer the “death by a thousand cuts” that causes cumulative effects. Regarding IA as a planning tool, we note that early engagement enhances
strategic assessments in addition to project and regional assessments. Therefore, SIAs should also entail early collaborative planning wherever proposed policies, plans
Anna Johnston,
or programs are not subject to Cabinet confidence. We strongly support the Panel’s recommendation that a sustainability approach be adopted, and note that for IA to be 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
West Coast
successful, a sustainability approach will have to: recognize that the “pillars” of sustainability are in fact interactive and interrelated; provide equal weight to the goal of
Impact Assessment
Environmental Law
achieving net benefits to the environment, in addition to social, health, cultural and economic gains; and legislation should establish both generic sustainability criteria
and trade-off rules in addition to those that should be developed on a case-by-case basis. Regarding the focus of federal EA on matters of federal interest that are
consequential to present and future generations, we strongly urge that the determination of what gets assessed be a low threshold that captures all undertakings within
federal jurisdiction, in recognition that even small projects and activities contribute to cumulative effects (see our comments on section 3.2).
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Canadians deserve a right to a healthy environment, including clean air, water, soils, healthy ecosystems, and low levels of anthropogenic (caused by people) ionizing
and non-ionizing radiation. Up front, IA should examine need, merit and alternatives to achieve a particular end. Only once communities and Canadians overall
(depending upon scale) agree on need, feasibility and preferred alternative, then is it time to examine feasibility and optimize design of a particular project, with impact
assessment as outlined in the document.
Meg Sears for
Up front considerations should include higher-level considerations of options. One example is the possibility that a pipeline over large distances should only transport the
Prevent Cancer Now safest possible petroleum products. In this case, transportation of dilbit would be proscribed, and the jobs would be created and hazards reduced close to the origin of
the material.
Another example of need to assess alternatives and potential environmental health impacts is rollout of wireless technologies. Impacts on wildlife are well documented
(e.g. the US Dept. of the Interior has expressed concern); effects on humans of today’s exposures are extensively reported, and now a whole new technology – 5G – is
being rolled out with zero impact assessment.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

147

05/05/2017

Dneo

This is overreaching. It will result in the federal government intruding into areas of provincial and territorial jurisdiction. There are existing processes and safeguards to
avoid or mitigate impacts on the environment. This encourages interference from ideologically driven individuals and organisations, including foreign concerns. If a
proposed project is economically viable, satisfies provincial or territorial requirements, and provides a net benefit for a majority of the population it should be permitted to
proceed. This is a very bad idea.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

148

05/05/2017

Betty Geier

I support the recommendations of the Expert Panel. I lived for a time on a reserve in Northern BC. I believe it is imperative that Indigenous rights and authority be upheld 2.1 - Purpose of Federal
and that their consent be obtained for a project to proceed.
Impact Assessment

Marilyn Eriksen

I agree with the extending the EA to 5 pillars of sustainability IA. The inclusion of cultural and health facilitates a more inclusive Risk and Benefits Assessment including
but not limited to Indigenous concerns. Please ensure that CNSC , oil and LNG pipeline projects are included as mandatory IA s, under the Governance model of an
Impact Assessment Commission. NEB has proven, in the case of Line 9 pipeline, to lack independence from industry it regulates resulting in loss of public trust in NEB's
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
decision making. Please ensure that both "minor" and "major" projects are assessed as the Line 9 project was misleadingly defined by the proponent and NEB as a
Impact Assessment
"minor" project when in fact a major one and as a result to date the pipeline has not undergone an assessment along its 900 plus km. This injustice has created concerns
to this day to communities living along the line and large legal fees to the Chippewa of the Thames 's, fees preventable had NEB proceeded at arm's length from the
industry it regulated and consulted meaningfully.

The Panel reference to "federal interest" presents a Red Flag to me. Although there is provision for Regional IA working in cooperation with federal project IA, a
recommendation that I support, I would like to see included mention of provincial and municipal interests. The misleading "minor" project scope of the NEB Line 9 project
left the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec without an Environmental Risk Assessment along the pipeline. The Province of Ontario told its concerned residents that it
could not conduct an EA along Line 9 as the pipeline was a Federal Jurisdiction. NEB permitted the EA to be conducted only at the pumping stations leaving several
Municipalities concerned about threats to costly City infrastructure and vulnerable residents living along the pipeline without an IA . I am encouraged to see that at least
the interests of our Indigenous People are being considered but am still concerned about our non-indigenous people, particularly in highly populated cities like Toronto,
rural communities and farmers on prime agricultural lands living along the pipeline who may lack a voice (by not fitting into the federal interest criteria) . I support the IA
considering short term and future impacts on the 5 pillars, but I suggest that IA legislation provide for conducting periodic IAs throughout the life cycle of a project as
communities continue to grow in proximity to projects with changes bringing potential risks initially not identified in the original IA.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

I support the Proposed Process that provides for early participation and that allows all concerned citizens to participate by removing barriers such as having to prove that
the project directly impacts the participant.
When providing access to information on the project please insure that the databases used are "user friendly" and that CSA standards and other technical standards are
made available on line to participants.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

As a former government Compliance and Enforcement Officer, Quality Assurance Specialist for a fortune 100 firm and Public Health Professional with 20 years Risk
Assessment experience I am glad to see the inclusion of Strategic Impact Assessments to provide guidance on how to implement government policies, plans and
programs within the 5 pillar sustainability and Pan Canada Framework.

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment
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Marilyn Eriksen
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Marilyn Eriksen
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Marilyn Eriksen
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Marilyn Eriksen
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05/05/2017

Martin Olszynski

06/05/2017

Barbara Payne,
Electromagnetic
Pollution Illnesses
Canada Foundation
(EPIC)

06/04/2017

08/04/2017

08/04/2017

08/04/2017

McFadzean

Thomas Milligan

Nicholas Brown

A good idea if the subsequent process does not allow proponents and/or governments to postpone the actual assessment of environmental effects to subsequent
regulatory processes on the basis that such a level of detail is unnecessary at the EA/IA stage (which happens presently).

2.1 - Purpose of Federal
Impact Assessment

Canadians deserve the right to a healthy environment, including easy access to areas (for sleep, healing practices, and activities of daily living) where secondhand
exposure to anthropogenic non-ionizing radiation emissions is rigorously truly negligible or absent. Impacts on fauna (including humans) and flora exposed to the
anthropogenic non-ionizing radiation generated to enable power and ‘wireless’ connectivity and usage are extensively documented. It is essential that impact assessment
2.1 - Purpose of Federal
of any method proposed to achieve a specific outcome include assessment of proposed and alternative methods that already are, or could be made, available.
Impact Assessment
Assessment of all methods and potential environmental health impacts is essential prior to rollout of information, communication, and power technologies. Contamination
of children and adults in Canada by firsthand and secondhand exposures to anthropogenic non-ionizing radiation occurs daily and is widespread, yet new non-ionizing
radiation generators and emissions are being deployed to introduce or densify this pollution in all regions of Canada without prior impact assessment.
We would vehemently support a more integrated approach to assessment. Our group spoke about the Ontario Power Generation project which would see low and
intermediate level nuclear waste buried in a deep repository at the Bruce Nuclear site. We have found it baffling that the process to find a site for a repository for high
level waste is not dovetailed with this provincial proposal. We are told that this is due to the fact that different governments are involved. These two projects need to be
considered together!
Co-operation among jurisdictions is imperative to the IA process to save time and reduce costs. Co-operation ensures that the needs and concerns of each jurisdiction
involved are met. I agree with participants in that fairness and transparency of the process should be of higher importance than who is leading the assessment process.
However, I believe that there should be some form of facilitator or mediator to guarantee the final decision is fair and transparent. The facilitator should encourage the
movement towards the goal of “one project - one assessment”, where all relevant jurisdictions contribute. Also, upward harmonization should be paramount. Moving
Canada towards a sustainable future is the main goal, therefore the highest standards of IA during co-operation should be met.
The co-ordination between jurisdictions to decide on substitutions should also occur early, like suggested. Early cooperation will prevent the need to re-evaluate
decisions later in the assessment process.
Lastly, I agree that involving experts from all jurisdiction is effective in examining all possible outcomes, although local experts will have better knowledge in their region,
and thus should have a larger say in what occurs there

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Having a large group cooperating to determine the present and future impacts of a project would undoubtedly be beneficial in theory, as bodies such as provincial
governments and Indigenous groups can address issues specific to them that they have a legacy of experience managing. However, there comes a point in which there
are too many different bodies involved, and consensus on all issues is unlikely at best. This will inevitably result in an inefficient process in which the proponents and the
different jurisdictions only waste resources for little to no net benefit, creating an inefficient and resource intensive process. It is perhaps better then to retain some
2.2 - Co-operation among
aspects of both substitution and efficiency, so that both proponents and the various jurisdictions and public bodies have an effect means to raise concerns, while still
jurisdictions
maintaining an efficient process overall. Specifically with regards to equivalency, it may be wise in some cases, given that an exemption from a federal approach would
likely only occur if federal standards are met or exceeded, to apply equivalency in order for smaller jurisdictional bodies to apply their situational expertise on a local
scale, without having the inefficiency of having to go through multiple impact assessments.

The overarching objective described here is to implement “one project, one assessment”. I support this objective; it will make the IA process more efficient.
With respect to the Co-operation sub-section, I believe that in addition to recommendations put forth by The Panel, the federal government should also standardize the
timelines for Environmental Assessment processes across all jurisdictions. This will facilitate the implementation of joint EA’s. Second, the scope of a proposed project
should still be the metric used to determine weather federal, provincial, or municipal government will lead the assessment. Finally, no matter which level of authority is
Melanie de Kappelle carrying out the IA, the assessment protocols should be identical.
With respect to both Substitution, and Equivalency sub-sections, I feel that both of these processes should be abandoned in the IA process. According to this report, the
new CEAA 2012 encouraged “substitution and equivalency agreements”, yet only one substitution agreement has been made. This indicates that such agreements may
not be the most effective alternative to joint panels. Additionally, if the objective is to have one assessment process, yet the federal government allows multiple
substitution agreements to be used, this defeats the purpose of having “one assessment”.
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160

09/04/2017

Bradley Wong

Under CEAA 2012, “one project, one assessment” was proposed. However the issue is that each level of government has authority regarding only some factors within an
IA. This makes it hard for collaboration as they prioritize the people that they represent resulting in an inefficient process. I believe that process should be worked from
the ground up where higher-level authority figures only are involved if their jurisdiction is affected. This may increase some of the flexibility within the IA as well as
2.2 - Co-operation among
increasing transparency for proponents. Substitution seems to take away from the idea that it would be one assessment because of the ability to substitute if the situation
jurisdictions
allows for it. This also relates to Equivalency, as it would remove federal processes from occurring in the IA. Both of these on paper seem like a good idea, but when they
are used in the real world, is there enough time, money and man power available for these to be streamlined? If not, then it ends up being a large waste because
proponents would have to wait until they have been approved before continuing. Therefore I feel that unless these conditions are met, then this should be removed.
Considering allowing a substitution to be made in place of a federal level assessment is a notion that is well founded however in practice it may fall short. In order to fully
achieve the goal of having a clearly set out assessment process it will be important to conduct all IAs in the manner. However when a jurisdiction or Indigenous group
2.2 - Co-operation among
requests a substitution there will likely be a significant reason behind that request which must be considered and taken into account when carrying out the IA process.
jurisdictions
Substitutions may be necessary in some cases, but there must be clearly set out guidelines as to when these substitutions can occur and when they do occur it is
imperative that there is always a federal representative present throughout the course of the IA, as is mentioned in this section.

161

09/04/2017

Erin Kohler

162

10/04/2017

Glen Schmidt,
Laricina Energy

Equivalency agreements should be included. Cooperation means respect for the areas of regulatory excellence that exist. AER &amp; ACO are examples where
decades of practice have shaped world class agencies to disregard this cannot provide a starting point for cooperation as it begins with disrespect.

Raiany Dias de
Andrade Silva

To have only one assessment process for a project, making it possible to conciliate federal, provincial and indigenous governments, is probably the most effective way to
manage Impact Assessment in a large country as Canada. This co-operation among jurisdictions avoids misinformation, overlapping and duplication, and saves
2.2 - Co-operation among
resources and money. But distinction between the terms delegation, co-operation and substitution can be confusing, and in the end, it is complicated to differentiate the
jurisdictions
jurisdictions in the Impact Assessment process. It would be of public interest to clarify when the different jurisdictions apply in order to make them more understandable
to the general public and to avoid confusion amongst provincial, municipal and indigenous governments.

Chris Arbter

Cooperation between jurisdictions is necessary to ensure that any potential bias presented by any single jurisdiction will not hold full sway over an IA. I agree that when
looking at an issue from many different viewpoints, it will be much more likely for any problems overlooked by one jurisdiction to be caught and then rectified by another.
In essence, when groups from different jurisdictions come together, all opinions should be valued equally. Rather than opinions coming from different levels of
government and indigenous groups, they should instead be thought of as opinions that originate from one group as a whole. I agree with the idea that substitution should 2.2 - Co-operation among
be used in a case-by-case method. Every project is unique in one way or another, and I believe substitution would not have nearly the same effect if the guidelines
jurisdictions
surrounding the aspect were rigid and unchanging for every single project. I think the idea of equivalency can potentially be abused by companies/clients undergoing an
IA. This method allows too much “Wiggle Room” to be had by clients, and as such there does not seem to be any incentive to ensure maximum effort is put forward to
following IA guidelines.

163

164

165

10/04/2017

11/04/2017

11/04/2017

Jamie Card

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

The Panel states that the general principle that guides co-operation is “one project, one assessment.” I agree with the Panel that co-operative decision making is crucial
in ensuring the sustainability of projects, however the substitution process may be lacking some key aspects of co-operation. This section highlights that Indigenous
peoples lack trust in the process due to its inaccessibility to them and that because of this they have expressed interest in creating independent EA processes. I feel that
this concern is not addressed thoroughly enough in this section. Other than substitution criteria 6 which states “the principles of UNDRIP, specifically consent, reflected
2.2 - Co-operation among
into decision-making” and the mention that “Indigenous Groups should be actively involved in any substitution decision” there is no further mention of how they plan to
jurisdictions
address these concerns. I found that this lacked a sense of actuality as nothing is laid out to show specifically how Indigenous peoples’ “consent” and being “actively
involved” in the decision will work. The vagueness of these statements leads to skepticism that these concerns are not being legitimately addressed specifically
regarding substitutions. Although there is a section on Indigenous considerations, I feel that it does not adequately address the issue of substitutions.
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166

167

168

169

170

171

11/04/2017

11/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

KierstenS

In theory, I think that cooperation between jurisdictions is a great idea, and it should be done more often than not. But in reality, I think it is very difficult for jurisdictions to
effectively cooperate in a timely manner on an assessment that may or may not completely involve them. The idea of “federal involvement in all processes” is a very
useful idea, as impacts of a project can be determined in relation to a larger scope. Involving federal knowledge in every IA would allow for a more successful
2.2 - Co-operation among
assessment, and would provide a deeper understanding of effects on proponents that may not even be considered in a lower level of consideration. Cooperation
jurisdictions
between all levels of government needs to exist, along with both indigenous peoples and the public. However, I believe that in some cases, especially when a rigorous
timeline needs to be followed, this is just not a viable option. Even if cooperation with other governments is not feasible, each IA should recognize the duty to consult with
indigenous groups, as in many cases of proposed projects, they are most likely to be negatively affected.

Shannon F

Since the central principle for implementing IA around the five pillars of sustainability is to have “one project, one assessment” then perhaps implementation of a set of
standards and assessment processes common among all levels of jurisdictions should be explored. There could be an allowance for some deviations from the
standards, within a given guideline, based on project and jurisdiction specific characteristics. However the project could still be based upon the same foundation reducing 2.2 - Co-operation among
duplicate costs to proponents. For instances where multiple IA processes apply there could be set “tie breaker” rules that dictated which would have precedence over the
jurisdictions
other. The main risk of the current co-operation proposal is that there are many grey areas. Questions as to which jurisdictions are to apply still remain for IA processes.
Co-operation among these jurisdictions would be easiest when roles are set.

Tayla Lazenby

Having cooperation and Federal involvement in all IAs would be beneficial. This would remove overlap, increase budgets, provide experts as well as involve jurisdictions
that may have felt unheard in the previous process. Coordination would also reduce confusion and keep all jurisdictions up to date on regulations. However, coordinating
2.2 - Co-operation among
all jurisdictions may be time consuming thus leading to IA timelines that are too long. If not conducted properly this may also lead to strong-arming of small jurisdictions
jurisdictions
just due to their limited numbers and perceived less relevant opinions. A well structured framework would have to be put in place to allow coordination to occur as once
again too many opinions can lead to no decisions being made and could lead to more politics being involved in IAs than necessary.

Lauren Erdely

I agree with the panel’s recommendation that cooperation be the primary mechanism for coordination where multiple IA processes apply. I do believe that working across
jurisdictions will ensure that a broader range of perspectives is considered in terms of impact. However, one of my main concerns is how responsible authorities in
charge of conducting the IA plan to manage the amount and diversity of perspectives on large-scale projects. For instance a large project may involve multiple
2.2 - Co-operation among
municipalities with potentially different perspectives or opinions and the amount of response and feedback may be overwhelming and difficult to “harmonize” making it
jurisdictions
less effective in decision-making. Although the panel does comment briefly on this stating that the benefits of cooperation include integration of all interests and issues
into one process, it seems unclear how this integration will actually happen. As well, which concerns will be awarded precedence when differences of opinion occur, not
only amongst municipalities but perhaps amongst provinces as well? I fear that while cooperation is a noble idea, it will require more details to be effective.

Claire Merkosky

I agree that co-operation, harmonization, and substitution are all very valuable tools in streamlining the IA process, all while maintaining its efficiency and consideration of
all factors involved. I would suggest that the enhancement of online databases is included in the recommendations made in this section of the report. While online
databases do not directly relate to IAs, a more consolidated and comprehensive network of all data collected in each project across Canada will lead to more efficient
and more sustainable IAs. They will be more efficient because, less field data may need to be collected for future projects, resulting in a faster and less expensive
2.2 - Co-operation among
process. IAs will also be more sustainable because in having access to data from past projects across Canada, cumulative and indirect effects on the environment can
jurisdictions
be better understood, which will lead to the greater mitigation of overall negative effects. I understand that such a database is proposed in the Evidence-based IA section,
but I feel as though there should be guidelines in the co-operative section as well, given that the success of such a database would depend heavily on strong
collaboration among jurisdictions.

Jamie G.

This whole section seemed a bit silly to me, as if the Federal government just realized that co-operation was actually a good idea. It doesn’t make sense to me why the
federal government wouldn’t search for other jurisdiction’s expertise or help. The Feds won’t be directly negatively impacted by a project that’s across the country, and
they won’t have full knowledge of the area where the project, if they don’t live or haven’t been to the area. Combining everything into one assessment, “one project, one
assessment” is a good idea too. This will make things more clear and transparent if the information can be found in one place. It will also reduce duplication and even
prevent conflicting information about the project. Allowing jurisdictions to substitute will make them feel like they have a choice in the matter. Even though the Panel is
worried that the new high standards for approval of substitution might interfere with future substitutions, strengthening the standards for IA is important. If a substitution
occurs involving a lower quality IA or doesn’t meet federal requirements, the importance of an IA and its goal to prevent future consequences may be lost.
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172

173

174

175

176

177

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

Jennifer Buss

Co-operation among jurisdictions should take place and will definitely be an important part of impact assessments. It’s also a big step forward that this document
recognizes aboriginal groups as their own jurisdiction. However, there is nothing new in this section that is specific and suggests an upgrade from the previous way EIA’s
were done. For example, equivalency agreements and substitution already occurred between the provinces and the federal government. “Harmonizing upward” is also
2.2 - Co-operation among
not a new idea between the provinces and the Canadian government for environmental policy. These are all great ideas, however more specifics are needed about how
jurisdictions
knowledge from all jurisdictions will come together to help make the EIA process better. For example, maybe it would be beneficial to have someone from each
jurisdiction sit on the Commission.

Pauline Hondl

I think co-operation among jurisdictions is a good starting point. However, there should be one overarching jurisdiction to make sure that the others comply with the
regulations and to ensure co-operation. If there is no main authority, the consistency will be lacking among the jurisdictions. Complying knowledge and expertise of
different natures may also be difficult, such as getting a collective review, consideration, and evaluation of the impacts from vastly different viewpoints. While the
elimination of multiple assessments for one project helps speed up the process, the co-ordination required may slow it down again. Avoiding the cost of duplication is a
definite benefit of the new process.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Lars

Establishing cooperation among the various levels of government in Canada to eliminate the cause of duplicate IAs is a great step forward for the IA process. Not only
would this benefit industry by reducing the need for conducting several different IAs with several different jurisdictions it would also remove any grey area where it is
uncertain who is responsible because all aspects of an assessment are put into one document. This will help make the Canadian IA method more robust as cooperation
among government will ensure that there are no gaps in the process caused by control over different resources. The major challenge for creating one assessment for
every project is that all provinces have their differences within government and their resource base. This will require the federal government to be flexible with how
certain parts of the IA are delegated Between Jurisdictions. Substitution and equivalency could prove useful moving forward however clear guidelines must be
established to ensure that all provinces that participate in substitution or equivalency agreements are held to the same standards.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Julie Jodoin

Cooperation between jurisdictions would be paramount to conducting a properly effective and efficient impact assessment in Canada. It would save time and money
through sharing of costs and resources across the multiple jurisdictions. For example, an Indigenous group may put more emphasis on cultural and environmental
impacts, while a provincial government would prioritise economic impact. Therefore, the cooperation between those jurisdictions will prevent any bias coming from any
single group. However, this section states that a primary concern in meetings with provincial and territorial environmental assessment practitioners was “effective public
and Indigenous engagement”. The only mentions of any kind of solution was that the principles of UNDRIP would be reflected in the IA process, and the possibility of
substitution “on the condition where only the highest standard of IA would apply”. The report does not detail any way that the public would be able to address any
concerns on a federal level.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Rachael Melenka

I agree with implementing co-operation between jurisdictions for the co-ordination of multiple IA processes. Joining different jurisdictions and the processes of IA allows
for knowledge to be shared between government and indigenous groups, as well as creates only one process that proposed projects would be assessed by. However, I
am concerned that combining multiple IA processes into one will reduce the importance or consideration of smaller impacts on a municipal, and provincial scale. For
example, when joining two IA processes, such as the federal IA and a provincial IA, duplicate assessments may be merged and impacts in the provincial IA that relate
specifically to physical, economical and social aspects of the province may be dismissed or insignificant in the merged IA. If the expert panel could create a guideline
that enforces the extent of co-ordination between IA’s in different government levels, then the cooperation among jurisdictions would be successful.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Shelby Feniak

The co-operation of federal, provincial and indigenous jurisdictions is likely to be the most effective method of compiling expertise. This ensures that the most informed
decisions are consistently made regarding the sustainable future of Canada. I agree that it should not matter which jurisdiction leads the IA as long as the process
remains fair. As well, there needs to be federal presence in all IAs to lead and facilitate co-operation and co-ordination between jurisdictions. Although the principle of
“one project, one assessment” will create a more streamlined and cost effective process, there needs to be a definitive timeline and some type of moderator to ensure
the process remains fair and is completed in a timely manner.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions
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178

179

180

181

182

183

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

Jordan

Abigayle

Arynn

Carl Thiele

I agree that cooperation is an important part in fixing some of the problems inherent in IAs. In my opinion the redundancies between legislations and the uncertainties on
which legislation to follow is a big problem. Almost every IA falls under more than one jurisdiction and since each project requires its own IA creating guidelines for
cooperation will facilitate future interactions between jurisdictions. I do wonder why delegation was explained during the key terms but in this section is only mentioned in
the substitution criteria and is never truly explained what it means in that context.
2.2 - Co-operation among
I would like to mention that it is great how every acronym can be expanded by hovering the mouse over it as there are a lot of acronyms in this document and knowing
jurisdictions
what each of them stands for would be difficult. That there is key definitions that explain what key terms mean in the context of the subject also makes this document
much more accessible to the general public.
I think the co-operative concept among jurisdictions would strongly improve the IA process. The current EA process appears to have a lot of miscommunication issues
with proponents and governing bodies since there is some overlap between jurisdictions for different projects. These overlaps in the past may have confused proponents
when they are told each jurisdiction has different expectations. In the past, this confusion may have cost proponents more money when some assessment steps or
sampling plans could have been combined to meet multiple jurisdiction requirements. By having the “one-project, one assessment” approach this could clear up
2.2 - Co-operation among
confusion and miscommunications for EA’s. Additionally, costs for proponents could be reduced, the process could be more efficient, projects could be rejected earlier
jurisdictions
on (if needed), current provincial and federal databases could be combined and the best experts could be assigned to projects when only one assessment is required. By
utilizing the best experts, it is likely the best decisions will be made and the most cost effective sampling plans and mitigation practices could be implemented. It is also
likely the public will more willing comment on projects and trust the IA process if there is only one assessment.
Overall I agree with having as much collaboration and cooperation between jurisdictions as possible to improve IA quality and information. With the emphasis on
increase the efficiency through a “one project, one assessment” approach. However, the federal government should have the authority and responsibility to oversee that
each assessment is done in a manner that can be duplicated and/or improved upon. Providing a regulatory framework and IA process to ensuring that co-operation
between all jurisdictions is conducted in a way that provides opportunity for inclusive input and minimizes duplication, rather then simply demonstrating leadership and
initiative. I’m fearful that some jurisdictions, such as municipal governments are being overlooked, as they are not participants of existing co-operative agreements. This
could mean that representation of local knowledge and concerns (from those outside of Indigenous groups) might not be receiving as much consideration during an IA
when limited to only public engagement. This should be a consideration in the recommended revision to the 1999 co-operative framework to allow more direct access to
officials, if deemed possible.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Co-operation is of high importance as it reduces costs and duplication of work from both government and proponents as only one EA is required. This should be
performed through the use of substitution and equivalency agreements between the federal government and the provinces. In addition, it clarifies expectations to the
proponent. However, a complexity that arises is in the enforcement of the IA when multiple jurisdictions have different responsibilities over different legislation that may
cause confusion. This leads to the need for there to be cooperation in the level compliance and enforcement between different agencies to again provide clarity to the
proponents.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

YADVINDER
BHARDWAJ

I agree that cooperative approach between various jurisdictions will result to be beneficial for both the proponent and the public. I believe while working with “one project,
one assessment” approach across multiple jurisdictions, there is a need of setting up of common guidelines and standards to prevent the duplication of work, save time
2.2 - Co-operation among
and costs for the proponents. This collaborative approach of integrating different viewpoints in the impact assessment will allow rectifying the possibility of overlooking of
jurisdictions
a problem by one jurisdiction, which could be noticed and worked upon by other jurisdiction. But there is a sound possibility that with this mega assemblage approach, a
delay in the initiation of the projects until unless the division of the authorities and jobs is done properly.

Ian Carter

I agree that co-operation among jurisdictions being essential is an important part of the IA process, as this will allow for proper work to be done during the process to
ensure that there is maximal benefit to all groups that are impacted. The combination of federal, provincial and Indigenous knowledge is also very useful as it will allow
for full understanding of an activity so that all the potential impacts can be recognized. There is value in harmonization upward as there can be the highest environmental
2.2 - Co-operation among
standards being met which will allow for projects to proceed with full oversight being done where all considerations are taken into account at the highest standard.
jurisdictions
Substitution is also a concept that can be used, but it must be done in the proper manner that will allow for efficiency in the IA process however there is need for strict
criteria to follow that will determine substitution is the proper course of action, so that there is not only efficiency increases in the IA process, but that there is also the
harmonization upwards being followed.
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184

185

186

187

188

189

Cassandra

In Section 2.2 Co-operation among Jurisdictions, I agree with the recommendations but some clarification is needed. The stance of “one project, one assessment” is
strong and the co-operation between government levels is the key to making this idea a reality. Co-operation will allow for the coordination of all IA phases at all levels of
governing bodies to be smooth and continuous. However, there is no explanation how the co-operation should occur. If cooperation is not possible, substitution is the
2.2 - Co-operation among
alternative. At present time, substitution is not set at the same high standard as co-operative IA. The recommendation that substitution be operated at the highest IA
jurisdictions
standard will resolve this issue. Since the federal government is tied to federal interests, it should not be excluded from the assessment process as observed in the other
alternative, equivalency. The panel covered this issue by recommending that equivalency is no longer a viable option. All these recommendations are valid and can do
nothing but good for the IA process.

12/04/2017

Ashley Tod

A main challenge as stated by the Panel for the governing bodies behind IA is the lack of the ability of one government to regulate all impacts. The solution proposed is
for complete cooperation between all aspects of governmental regulation for IAs, including the Federal and provincial governments, and Indigenous groups. Co-operation
between the varying jurisdictions of government is crucial to ensure successful IA’s, but in reality introducing one overarching “manager” that has a hand in all aspects of
2.2 - Co-operation among
the IA, including subsections that do not apply directly to themselves would lead to detrimental impacts to environmental sustainability. With too much intervention, and
jurisdictions
allowing for substitutions to take place between environmental regulators, the possibility of errors occurring increases tenfold. In addition, federal regulators living outside
of the jurisdiction for the IA may not be familiar with environmental conditions/best interests in the area. Thus, the idea of cooperation between jurisdictions is great in
concept, as long as the idea of complete federal control is removed and jurisdictions are allowed to cooperate in the way deemed most suitable for the area of study.

19/04/2017

The Explorers and
Producers
Association of
Canada

Multiple jurisdictions claiming the right to review and approve projects is a serious impediment to timeliness and certainty in project reviews and a recipe for duplication
and inefficiency. Canadians are entitled to expect that various levels of government should cooperate to ensure "one project/one review" where jurisdictions overlap and 2.2 - Co-operation among
defer to the best suited regulator. Except for projects that traverse provincial boundaries, provincial regulatory authorities should be the lead regulator which can
jurisdictions
incorporate federal concerns in their review process.

20/04/2017

The jurisdictional complexity is a challenge and fragmentation has occurred as a result. The principle of “one project, one assessment” is absolutely central to
implementing IA. In addition to cooperation agreements, identifying the core technical requirements across IAs will be important. Of course, there is always project
2.2 - Co-operation among
Dr. Monique Dube specificity that occurs and should occur but it is essential that with multiple jurisdictions involved, that a level of core consistency in IA components be established within
jurisdictions
and across projects. We must begin to move from a project by project approach. This will result in efficiency and clarity for parties, clearer evidence-based methodology,
and will significantly accelerate cumulative effects assessment across projects.

12/04/2017

21/04/2017

22/04/2017

Jason

Clive Garlow

190

22/04/2017

Dennis

191

23/04/2017

Brad Jones

192

29/04/2017

193

29/04/2017

I think it's critical that the Federal review panel have their own experts to review the various assessed portions of EA's. I know that in at least some of the categories
assessed, the CEAA relies on their provincial counterparts to approve the work. I've heard from some provincial reviewers that government policy trumps the
regulations/law and those categories are not properly assessed prior to approval. A Fed specialist could identify those shortcomings and demand fulfilment of the
requirements.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Trudeau MUST reinstate "The Navigable Waters Protection Act" that was raped by the previous prime minister that left NINETY-EIGHT PERCENT of Canada's fresh
water lakes and rivers completely unprotected, leaving them highly vulnerable to corporate exploitation! In Ontario alone, there are 250,000 fresh water lakes and any of
them could be destroyed by fast talking, unscrupulous resource extraction corporations. Don't allow this to happen.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

This is a challenging area but one that certainly frustrates me. I do not know if it is bureaucracy or that the roles of each level of government are not clearly defined. If
this is the case then before any more work is done this should be sorted out. My experience is that if everyone knows what their role in any process is things should go
2.2 - Co-operation among
smoothly. This is not meant to say that it will be easy to move an assessment along quickly, just that people can prepare for what they need to do at the various points of
jurisdictions
the process and decisions can be made where they make the most sense.
I agree!

Jacqueline Steffen I fully agree that co-operation among jurisdictions is absolutely essential as an important part of the IA process. This will allow all voices and concerns to be heard.
L Daoust

Every Canadian's basic needs for fresh drinking water, clean air to breathe and good food to eat needs to be protected for the health of our nation. We all are nation.
Meeting those basic goals across co-operative jurisdictions is impact assessment in action.
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194

02/05/2017

Kimm Kent

Uphold Canada’s obligations towards Indigenous peoples, including Free, Prior and Informed CONSENT. All Inidigenous people in their territory should be able to
participate in a process to ensure their voices are heard and where a transparent fair decision making process oversees consent.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

195

02/05/2017

Killian Smith

Work with the provinces, municipalities and industry to get the best result possible for Canadians. Local collaboration is essential, and projects that provide tens of
thousands of jobs and millions for the private sector can't be held up because of red tape brought in from far, far away.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

196

02/05/2017

197

03/05/2017

The Expert Panel made several recommendations that would lead to federal encroachment on areas of provincial jurisdiction. We are deeply concerned that this would
create the potential for inter-jurisdictional conflict and confusion, leading to further delay and uncertainty.
In a federal system where responsibilities are divided among various levels of government, cooperation among different level of governments is essential to an efficient
and timely process. The Expert Panel Report rightly emphasizes that the principal of “one project, one review” to ensure that the IA or EA process is not fragmented,
Canadian Chamber inefficient and inconsistent. We support the concept of a “Co-operation arrangement” outlined in the report and any measures to coordinate and harmonize processes
2.2 - Co-operation among
of Commerce
between federal and provincial governments.
jurisdictions
However, the proposed expansion of the federal government’s review processes into areas of provincial jurisdiction will cause friction that may make cooperation
between the federal and provincial/territorial governments more difficult. In developing new impact assessment legislation, it is essential that your government remain
within the boundaries laid out by the constitution. Seeking to impose conditions on areas outside federal jurisdiction through measures like contract law will possibly put
project proponents in the position of having to comply with contradictory requirements, an impossible burden on industry.
Feds have to step in and either work together with Province or take the lead if the Province is not following the environmental guidelines needed. Much more
accountability needed...NOT just the lip service we get from government today. example: we have a SARS deadline, by Oct this year, for Caribou recovery plans but
2.2 - Co-operation among
Art Jackson
once these plans are filed by Provincial government there is NO enforceable timelines to actually do what they say they will do...every thing can be studied to death which
jurisdictions
is exactly what has happened in Alberta for 40 years and now the habitat is so poor Caribou can not survive. Actions are needed not a bunch of words that no one
follows.

198

03/05/2017

Jule Asterisk

199

03/05/2017

Les Hicks

200

201

03/05/2017

Robert Huck

03/05/2017

Canadian
Association of
Physicians for the
Environment

202

04/05/2017

Mark Winfield

203

04/05/2017

JMD

204

04/05/2017

Rebecca Peters

Very important to be inclusive and transparent. Open data can assist with this process. Open data is in the public interest, and I sincerely hope that the Government of
Canada adapts an open data process for any data we collect, and encourages provinces and even industry to do the same. The thought diversity incurred by including 2.2 - Co-operation among
everyone in the same process is crucial to success. Any project worth approval in Canada should have no difficulty proving it's worth across seven generations, and that
jurisdictions
it will not prove to be a detriment to the generations of the future.
The proposal was reasonable..

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

The panel uses Orwellian terms such as "co-operate" when the correct terminology would be "co-opt". The constitution clearly outlines the roles of the federal and
provincial jurisdictions in matters of environment and resource development. In the vast majority of cases, there is no need for the federal government to intrude on
established practices at the provincial level, particularly if there is no defined agreement to cooperate between jurisdictions. The expert panel is naive to believe that
standard it provides is inherently workable.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Meaningful cooperation and consultation with indigenous governments has, in the past, been honoured almost exclusively in the breach. It has mostly consisted of
2.2 - Co-operation among
informing indigenous stakeholders of what is planned, and then ignoring any substantive and well-documented comments, criticisms or caveats. Hopefully that will not be
jurisdictions
the outcome of the proposed IA process.
Approaches to the assessment of projects subject to review by multiple jurisdictions should emphasize the upwards harmonization of assessment processes. I strongly
support the panel's rejection of the substitution model for coordination of assessments. Assessment processes should be integrated as much as possible to meet the
requirements of all of the jurisdictions involved. The Federal government needs to retain the ability to conduct assessments independently if satisfactory coordination
arrangements cannot be established with the other jurisdictions involved.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Proposed process does not sound like it will be overly efficient or effective, with multiple jurisdictions involved.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Areas of overlapping jurisdiction between federal and provincial regulatory agencies need to be clearly laid out by project type to ensure that it is clear to the proponent
what regulatory requirements need to be met at the onset of the project to minimize conflicting requirements, unwarranted delays and duplication. The standard of IA
should be consistent and appropriate to the activity. Substitution should be used to ensure that the Impact Assessment is conducted by the most-suitable regulator for
the project and apply equally across project types.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions
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The model being proposed does not respect the constitutional authority and jurisdiction of the provincial and territorial governments regarding resource management.
Contractual agreements that would result in provincial governments adhering to the direction of the federal government on provincial matters takes the process further
away from a coordinated approach.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

205

04/05/2017

Brady Balicki

206

04/05/2017

Ron Pask

207

04/05/2017

Jeff Pryznyk

The plan for cooperation among jurisdictions is unlikely to be effectively implemented and will likely generally lead to confusion and unnecessary, lengthy delays in the
execution of projects important to the country's economic development.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Kirsten Ketilson

I do not believe that the proposed governance model for IA in Canada respects the Constitutional authority or jurisdiction of the provinces or territories. I am concerned
by the potential imposition of federal oversight into areas of provincial and territorial jurisdiction, and especially the reference in the Report that the federal government
would potentially use a contractual agreement with any proponent seeking an approval for a development to extend their oversight into areas that they do not have
jurisdiction over. I agree that cooperation agreements with multiple jurisdictions will be required and in my opinion they should be developed to avoid duplication both in
regulatory oversight and jurisdictional requirements. It is my opinion that where provincial or territorial requirements exist, there is no need to introduce new federal
requirements. I believe substitution should be available where provincial or territorial EA processes exist. I do not believe that the unworkable and unrealistic model for
federal IA proposed in the Report should be the standard for EA in all jurisdictions in Canada.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Rather than mandating federal oversight in areas that are outside of their jurisdictional control which will create conflict and confusion with the provinces and territories,
substitution should be available to ensure that the IA is conducted by the best-placed regulator. Any requirements imposed as criteria for substitution should be workable 2.2 - Co-operation among
for both the jurisdictions responsible for overseeing the IA and the proponent while continuing to meet the principles of transparency, stakeholder engagement, and most
jurisdictions
importantly, environmental protection.

208

04/05/2017

Americans fund and control Canadian environmental groups and natives. They have effectively killed resource development in Canada, with the help of the NEB which is 2.2 - Co-operation among
biased against development. No future working for resource companies.
jurisdictions

209

04/05/2017

Jon Henderson

210

04/05/2017

Thevenot

Re 2.2.1: I agree that federal expert engagement in all IAs, even in circumstances where only the provincial or territorial process applies, is important. However, there
should be strict guidelines or criteria for determining when federal engagement is beneficial.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

211

04/05/2017

John Takala

A key problem with this section is it seems to impose the federal process outside of areas of federal jurisdiction in part because of the use of the flawed scope of the
proposed process (i.e. the use of broad federal interest rather than the more defined federal jurisdiction). The substitution criteria essentially impose the federal IA
process and more flexibility is needed to ensure the most appropriate regulatory system is used.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

212

04/05/2017

Patrick Landine

The proposal does not respect the constitutional authority and jurisdiction of the provinces and territories over land and resource management. Inter-jurisdictional
agreements would be required to address overlap in the assessment process to minimize conflict and duplication.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

K.England

• The proposed governance model does not respect the constitutional authority and jurisdiction of the provinces and territories over land and resource management.
• Inter-jurisdictional agreements will have to clarify how areas of jurisdictional overlap will be addressed in the assessment process to minimize conflicting requirements,
unwarranted delays, and duplication.
• Do not support the use of contractual arrangements for the federal government to intrude into provincial jurisdiction.
• Do not believe that the absence of a cooperation agreement should be an obstacle to a project assessment proceeding.
• Do not support the premise that substitution should require the standard of IA proposed in the Report. The standard proposed in the Report is not only unworkable and
unrealistic, but also creates significant opportunity at each phase for litigation.
• Substitution should be available to ensure that IA is conducted by the best-placed regulator, and should apply to all project types required to conduct IA.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Charlene B

For some industries, like the nuclear industry in Canada, the regulators are experts in the area. Substitution should be available for all project types requiring an IA.
However, the standard of IA that's outlined in the report is unrealistic and could result in litigation at each phase, which is not supportive of projects that are
2.2 - Co-operation among
environmentally and economically important to Canada. Concerning cooperation, agreements between jurisdictions would be needed to minimize duplication, delays, and
jurisdictions
conflicting requirements. The model proposed does not support the various authorities each jurisdiction has over management of land and resources. Contractual
arrangements for the use of cooperation are not supported and should not be required or delay an IA for a project.

213

214

04/05/2017

04/05/2017
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215

04/05/2017

Jamie Kneen,
MiningWatch
Canada

Substitution of constitutionally-protected Indigenous and negotiated co-management IA regimes for a federal process is very important. Cooperative (joint) processes
may also work in many cases, subject to negotiation. Given that provincial IA processes don’t come close to meeting the proposed standards, it’s not clear why their
substitution is contemplated here.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

216

04/05/2017

Robert Zurrer

Streamline boys and girls. The last thing we need is more government employees sifting through information.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Alyse K

Areas where there is provincial or territorial overlap with federal jurisdictions should be clarified in inter-jurisdictional agreements to minimize conflicting requirements,
unwarranted delays and duplication. Cooperation agreements should be available in a timely manner and not act as a proponent obstacle or delay project assessment.
The highest standard IA that is described in the report appears to be very unrealistic. Substitution should be available as it aids in assigning the more relevant regulator
and therefore should apply to all project types that require an IA.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Wayne Summach

The proposed governance model does not respect the constitutional authority and jurisdiction of the provinces and territories over land and resource management.
Where the proponent has a robust, well-funded stakeholder engagement program in place, do not believe proponent should be responsible to support additional funding
of long-term capacity development and adequate support throughout whole IA process.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

217

218

04/05/2017

05/05/2017

There is no doubt that cooperation is a necessity, when many times in the past proponents have worked to keep project details hidden from stakeholders for as long as
possible. This has resulted in a lack of trust and confidence in the project, and especially in the proponent. However, cooperation doesn’t mean surrender, there must
be a bottom line for both the federal and provincial governments that cannot be crossed, and the possibility of a “no” outcome, especially when communities are placed at
risk.
219

05/05/2017

Ontario Rivers
Alliance

It is essential for all jurisdictions and levels of government to work together to achieve the five pillars of sustainability. Similarly, all levels of government have valuable
expertise and resources to contribute to an IA; therefore, it is essential that they work together as a review panel, and that political meddling is kept out of the decision
making process.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

ORA recommends Co-operation Agreements between all levels of government, both on an overarching co-operative framework for an IA regime, as well as early-on in a
project-specific and sustainability focused collaboration.

220

05/05/2017

Anne Gent

221

05/05/2017

Kari Toews

222

05/05/2017

Shane Borchardt

Timely and defined project reviews are essential for an efficient and effective process. Duplication of jurisdictions claiming the right to review and approve projects will
lead to confusion and costly delays without added benefit. It should be a given that there will be cooperation where jurisdictions overlap and deferment to the most
qualified regulator.
If a project crosses provincial boundaries, federal concerns should be included in the review process, otherwise provincial and territorial authority should rule.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

The proposed governance model does not respect the constitutional authority and jurisdiction of the provinces and territories over land and resource management. Interjurisdictional agreements will have to clarify how areas of jurisdictional overlap will be addressed in the assessment process to minimize conflicting requirements,
unwarranted delays, and duplication. I do not support the use of contractual arrangements for the federal government to intrude into provincial jurisdiction. Further, I do
2.2 - Co-operation among
not believe that the absence of a cooperation agreement should be an obstacle to a project assessment proceeding. I do not support the premise that substitution
jurisdictions
should require the standard of IA proposed in the Report. The standard proposed in the Report is not only unworkable and unrealistic, but also creates significant
opportunity at each phase for litigation. Substitution should be available to ensure that IA is conducted by the best-placed regulator, and should apply to all project types
required to conduct IA.
The proposal does not appear to reflect the authority of provinces over land and resource management. The proposal seems likely to delay project assessment while
cooperation agreements are being created, which is unreasonable.
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223

05/05/2017

Joanna Skrajny,
AWA

According to our understanding, the Panel report currently recommends a single assessment when multiple jurisdictions are involved, which will be accomplished via
multi-jurisdictional co-operation. This seems appropriate given the vision to move towards a sustainability based assessment. There will be information that will be
required from all levels of government in order to achieve this level of assessment. AWA is concerned with the proposal to allow substitution to be available, even if
substitution decisions were only made on a case by case basis and based on the condition that the highest standard of IA would apply. It is of our opinion that since the 2.2 - Co-operation among
Panel has recommended that only projects, regions, plans or policies which are of federal interest require federal IA, it is only logical that the federal government is
jurisdictions
involved in the process. We do recognize that the form of “substitution” proposed has a number of stringent requirements and would require ongoing federal involvement.
However, since this is so close to the concept of cooperation, substitution is an unnecessary option and would only potentially weaken the assessment process. We
agree with the Panel’s opinion that equivalency is not a viable option.
Municipalities have an interest in efficient environmental assessment processes that support sustainable development while enabling important infrastructure and
resource development projects to get underway in a timely way.
FCM supports the “one project, one-review” principle articulated in the report. FCM also supports the report’s recognition of the importance of inter-governmental
cooperation to reduce duplication, promote harmonization of regulation, and incorporate each level of government’s plans and policies into the impact assessment (IA)
process.

224

05/05/2017

The Federation of
Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) FCM is encouraged by the Panel’s recognition that federal, provincial, territorial, municipal and Indigenous governments each have responsibility for the conduct of IA,
and that each level of government can only regulate matters within its jurisdiction.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

As a new era of federal IA is developed, it will be important to ensure that respect for municipal jurisdiction is enshrined in legislation, that decision-making processes
formally include municipal governments affected by projects under review, and that decisions made by federal IA authorities respect municipal jurisdiction and bylaws.

225

226

05/05/2017

05/05/2017

Northern Health
Authority of BC

Northern Health supports the following recommendations made by the Expert Panel regarding “Co-operation among jurisdictions”:
- That co-operation be the primary mechanism for co-ordination where multiple IA processes apply.
- That substitution be available on the condition that the highest standard of IA would apply.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

The Expert Panel calls for obvious, yet often overlooked, cooperation between jurisdictions. In the past, when one jurisdiction (e.g. Provincial government) takes over an
EA, they often fail to obtain the expertise from the other (e.g. federal science and policy experts). The reasons may be due to insufficient knowledge (e.g. the authority
does not know who to ask for help), funding (e.g. once one jurisdiction takes over, the other does not have funding to participate), or competitive disdain for working
together. Either way, the EA process does not meet the needs of Canadians. The Panel does not say that the Federal process will take over. It says that the IA process
Q'ul-lhanumutsun
which has the higher standard will lead, but cooperation and coordination is required throughout the entire process. Legislation should rectify the problems that have lead 2.2 - Co-operation among
Aquatic Resources
to uncooperative and uncoordinated reviews in the past through funding and direction for staff.
jurisdictions
Society
Having multi-jurisdictional oversight will hopefully lessen the conflicts of interest that sometimes arise as one jurisdiction reviews a project that they stand to benefit from
through increased revenues and taxes. Many First Nations in B.C. have noted these conflicts and have asked for solutions to these problems.
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I agree with the Panel’s support of the principle of one project, one assessment stating that it is “central to implementing IA around the five pillars of sustainability. Other
options will result in fragmented, inefficient and inconsistent IAs and project decisions” (EP Report 2.2.1). I strongly support the Panel’s rejection of equivalency.
I also strongly support the Panel’s recommendation for co-operative IA, to the highest standards to deal with multi-jurisdictional assessment. The Panel’s
recommendation that “Where co-operation agreements now exist between the federal and provincial government, or between the federal government and Indigenous
Groups, they should be revisited to ensure that they reflect a sustainability-based IA model and meet the principle of harmonization upward, meaning co-operation to
meet the highest standard of IA. Co-operation agreements should also demonstrate how the principles of UNDRIP would be reflected in co-operative assessment
processes.” (EP Report 2.2.1)” should be clearly established in legislation.
Although the Panel allows for substitution, it is not the same kind of substitution set forth in CEAA 2012, where it is largely possible that the federal government simply
relies on another jurisdiction’s assessment process, looks at the results, and then makes its own decision. “Substitution” as characterized by the Panel is more akin to cooperative IA, as it requires ongoing and active federal involvement. As well, the ability to substitute would be held to a rigorous test. For the Panel, substitution criteria
should include:
227

05/05/2017

Arlene Kwasniak

• Sustainability-based scope of issues based on criteria identified in the Planning Phase.
• Transparent and accessible information.
• Comparable opportunities for public engagement.
• Active engagement of federal experts and federal regulators.
• Delegation of procedural aspects of the duty to consult.
• The principles of UNDRIP, specifically consent, reflected into decision-making.
• Integration of independent science throughout the impact assessment. (EP Report 2.2.2)

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

In my view it is unfortunate that the Expert Panel report uses the word “substitution” to describe the above multi-jurisdictional assessment method as use of that word will
in legislation will be associated with CEAA 2012-type substitution which is not appropriate for multi-jurisdictional assessment.
RECOMMENDATION: I recommend that the word “substitution” not be included in the new legislation, and that instead “co-operative IA” be used. There can be a range
of suitable arrangements for co-operative IA, including arrangements where a provincial process takes the lead, though there would be appropriate, ongoing active
engagement of federal experts and regulators.
228

229

230

05/05/2017

05/05/2017

05/05/2017

Greater Vancouver Regarding the purpose of the Impact Assessment, we support the Expert Panel’s view that “one project, one assessment” and cooperation amongst jurisdictions must be 2.2 - Co-operation among
Board of Trade
central. It is crucial that the substitution concept is retained in reviews or help create a more efficient and timely process, especially in multi-jurisdictional assessments.
jurisdictions

Luanne Roth, T.
Buck Suzuki
Environmental
Foundation

Section 2.2.2 Substitution
We strongly advise against continuing the practice of Substitution. All the great changes you are proposing elsewhere in this plan are worthless if the BC EAO is allowed
to run the assessment in the old manner with its many flaws. The public does not trust the EAO to assess projects which have strong political backing. Right now the
EAO is assessing the Aurora LNG project. MOE allowed it to use a calculation method which underestimated 1 hr NO2 concentrations in residential areas compared to:
the method used for the Prince Rupert Airshed Study, a recent Alaska assessment and compared to the one which experts have recommended be used in this case. If a 2.2 - Co-operation among
federal impact assessment science team were handling the assessment they almost certainly would use this latter method which forecasts exceedances of air quality
jurisdictions
objectives, but as it is they are considering assessment forecast concentrations which suggest they are within guidelines. Your proposed changes will not stop this. You
have a chance to protect residential areas like Prince Rupert from travesties like this, in the future, please, please make your changes effective; DO NOT ALLOW
SUBSTITUTIONS! We need science that is distanced from proponents and pro project provincial governments.

I believe the aspirational concept of "one project, one assessment" is very sound; I think the report does not fully acknowledge the difficulty of achieving this in practice.
In the area of co-operation among jurisdictions, I believe that the onus should be on the federal government to resource and drive efforts to work towards co-operation
Douglas Macaulay and alignment of processes. For particular projects, I believe that the principle of 'harmonizing up' is valid, but that the jurisdiction(s) closest to the project should dictate
process with engagement of other (higher) jurisdictions, or specific requirements in certain areas, only if and to the extent proximate jurisdictions are demonstrably
deficient (in terms of well developed process/guidance, and/or standards on a particular matter)
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231

232

05/05/2017

05/05/2017

233

05/05/2017

234

05/05/2017

235

06/05/2017

236

06/04/2017

Elizabeth May

I agree with the panel on p. 25, when it states that any co-operation agreements negotiated between federal and provincial governments or between the federal
government and Indigenous Groups should be renegotiated in the context of a renewed legislative framework. I also wholeheartedly agree that the substitution criteria
should be focused on meeting the requirements of the federal government with Indigenous peoples, especially, but not limited to, the duty to consult and the principles of
the UNDRIP. As the Federal Court of Appeal made clear in its decision on Northern Gateway, the federal government cannot be careless about delegating its
responsibilities to Indigenous peoples under the Constitution.
2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions
I agree that substitution should be available on the condition that the highest standard of IA will apply. All the evidence one needs of why processes are not of equal
value is the experience of the proposed Prosperity mine at Fish Lake BC. The provincial process gave it an approval. The federal process, conducted under the pre-2006
CEAA rejected the project twice.

We strongly support the Panel’s recommendation that co-operation upwards to the highest standard be the primary mechanism for co-ordination where multiple IA
processes apply. Further, in recognition of differing legal orders and capacities of Indigenous groups, as well as of the inherent jurisdiction of Indigenous peoples, coAnna Johnston,
operation should be the goal with Indigenous peoples without the limitation of them having existing IA processes that are recognized by the Canadian legal system. Co- 2.2 - Co-operation among
West Coast
operation with Indigenous groups should be the goal where there are Indigenous interests, not just responsibilities. Regarding substitution, we disagree that it ought to be
jurisdictions
Environmental Law
an option, even with the Panel’s recommended criteria and federal role. The federal government should have a prominent role throughout all IAs where there are both
federal and provincial processes, in order to ensure that the spirit and intent of federal IA law and goals are achieved. We agree that equivalency should not be an option.
This is very important – Canada has divisions of jurisdiction regarding environment and health that have fragmented many endeavours, and optimum solutions fall into
cracks. Proposals to “harmonize up” sound good, but are difficult to bring to fruition. It is important to put as many incentives in place as possible to persuade and
compel, and to engage the CCME.
Our experience and experience of collaborators is that independent science is essential for IAs.
Central warehousing of environmental and health data gathered during baseline studies, accessible in useful formats on a well-designed platform, would be a
Meg Sears for
tremendous boost to rigour, quality and credibility of IAs. This data would be a vital resource for researchers to build evidence on environmental health, as well as to
Prevent Cancer Now
validate/further develop modelling and expertise.
Consideration should be given to establishing a National Centre of Excellence in Environmental Health to further this as well as other data collection and curation to
further “connect the dots” between environmental parameters and ecosystem and human health.
Given our experience with unreliable Canadian environmental laboratories, we recommend that beyond the actual results, metadata should include date and geocode of
sampling, and for analyses the date, detection limit (or other, standardized indication of test sensitivity), laboratory and method codes.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

In my view, jurisdictional concerns are easily overstated. It has long been understood that in Canada the federal government has a considerably broader authority over
environmental matters than it asserts in practice. This is a political reality, not a constitutional one.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

There are several cases in British Columbia where substitution has been weak and failed First Nations and communities. Given the new sustainability framework,
Northern Confluence adoption of UNDRIP, and potential for regional or strategic IAs, the federal government should have a prominent role throughout all major project assessments. When
some provinces have such weak EA processes, substitution shouldn't be an option.

2.2 - Co-operation among
jurisdictions

Martin Olszynski

Dianne Varga

I'm heartened that environmental assessments would respect the principles of UNDRIP, including FPIC. Don't walk back on this.
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This may seem trivial, but IBAs are better recognized as 'Impact and Benefit Agreements' rather than 'Impact Benefit Agreements' as identified in the Expert Panel report.
The latter too easily leads one to think that they serve to deliver benefits to Indigenous communities to compensate for various project impacts (and thereby get the
community back to a pre-project baseline); this view is affirmed where the expert panel speaks of IBAs as a vehicle for providing compensation. In contrast, the term
‘Impact and Benefit Agreement’ better reflects their dual role: they serve to (further) mitigate project impacts beyond the requirements of EA; and they serve to deliver
benefits to Indigenous communities to promote gains beyond a pre-project baseline. Given that this box is (surprisingly) not limiting my characters, I will expand on each
of these distinct aims.

237

06/04/2017

Before an Indigenous community will support and enable a mine development, it must reach an agreement with the developer (an Impact Agreement) on how the impacts
of mine construction and operation will be managed beyond that required through regulatory processes. This can be done through, for example, mutually agreed-upon
changes in project design, enhanced impact mitigation provisions, and enabling community involvement in environmental monitoring. The establishment of an impact
agreement between a mine developer and a local Indigenous community to limit, measure, and manage impacts is significant in that it serves to overcome a
disconnected EA process: one process and administrative body determines the suitability of a proposed mine development; and a second process and administrative
Ben Bradshaw,
body monitors outcomes following project approval. This is problematic in itself, but made more so by the ex ante nature of EA, which requires that a binary decision
Professor, University
(yes/no) be made based on probabilistic forecasts. The continuity created by an agreement ensures that unforeseen changes are properly identified and managed, and
of Guelph
thereby provides more assurance to a community than does a disjointed regulatory system; this seems to hold true even with the advent of more stringent follow-up
provisions in EA.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

Of equal importance, an Indigenous community has no reason to support and enable a mine development without coming to an agreement with the developer (a Benefit
Agreement) on the delivery of benefits to locals, such as employment and training, mine business contracts, and direct financial payments. Rather than complement
public regulatory systems as does the impact agreement, this second aim of an IBA makes up for these systems’ most glaring limitation: though locals inevitably
experience a disproportionate share of project impacts, regulatory systems governing resource extraction do not privilege locals in terms of capturing project benefits,
even where those locals hold special rights.
Given these two roles, which clearly link to Crown obligations around impact management and accommodation, I was surprised to see the Expert Panel adopt a standard
Crown approach by avoiding making any recommendations. For more on this topic, see the leading community guide on IBAs at http://gordonfoundation.ca/resource/ibacommunity-toolkit/ and a recent review of IBA knowledge at http://yukonresearch.yukoncollege.yk.ca/resda/projects/gap-analysis/gap-9/

238

239

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

Nicholas Brown

Speaking specifically to section 2.3.5, Impact Benefit Agreements, the decision of the Panel to neglect to make a recommendation on Impact Benefit Agreements is in
error. These agreements, while not by any means perfect in how they approach the complex situation of Indigenous compensation, certainly have their place. It would be
wise moving forward to bear this in mind, while making a recommendation that these agreements be modified in some form to allow for government to interact with both
parties here in the interests of providing FPIC rather than simple economic compensation. To neglect these agreements on the whole further marginalizes the role that
Indigenous people will play in the future of IA, and disallows them to obtain valuable information on the pros and cons of a project in certain situations, which may impact
their future livelihoods. To continue to allow the focus to remain on economic compensation in these scenarios does a disservice to the process, and neglecting to
provide comprehensive information prior to consent damages the credibility of both the proponent and the government. For this reason, it is pertinent that a
recommendation is made in some form regarding IBAs, rather than abstaining entirely.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

Amelia Tobin

The Indigenous people of Canada always seem to be overruled by the Government when it comes to projects affecting the environment. No matter their reasoning for
not wanting a project it appears to go ahead anyway. Perhaps the lack of participation is due to the lack of understanding, so shouldn’t the language used be made
simpler- projects do not only affect professionals trained in environmental science or law. It is a good idea to include Indigenous knowledge, people who live with the land
year round must have a better idea of what may be affected, and how, than a team of scientists who come a few days a year to do some sampling or observation of the
area. Indigenous people having the option to adapt the IA process is a really positive development but also they should be reasonable in their rejections and have valid
reasons for halting a project.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations
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240

241

09/04/2017

09/04/2017

B. Yakimets

It is good you are going for consultation, and inclusion. People need to be included not just because of they are impacted, and because of the value of their knowledge,
but because of their inherent right as individuals, particularly when they have a history with the land. It’s good to integrate and include traditional knowledge, and it’s good
that you seem to be attempting a holistic view of it. As well, from what I understand, all parts of indigenous culture are intertwined, such as values, morals, and practices.
Western culture likes to separate things, so making sure to not fall into that trap will be vital. One thing I couldn’t seem to find in capacity was language, as well.
Integration shouldn’t be limited to English speakers, or those with familiarity in western institutions. Putting an inclusion in for language, and proper communication and
understanding should be mentioned.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

Bradley Wong

The integration of UNDRIP is a positive sign as it allow for the indigenous people to feel involved with the creation of an IA. This allows for their opinions and knowledge
to be used as well as reducing conflict between them and government. I agree that we should focus on increasing our relationship with the indigenous communities
through increased participation. However by providing funding to create programs may be problematic because each group has their own needs. Does this mean that
there would be a homogeneous fund, or would it be giving groups varying amounts, and if so, how do you determine how much is given? Without further information the
idea of giving money may not be the best solution. I also like how there is an attempt to integrate in indigenous knowledge, but by limiting it through disclosure may
reduce the value of it. This is because if we are unable to access the data through traditional means, how are we able to prove the fidelity of the information? I
understand that we may misuse the information, however if we are unable to access it, but are required to have it involved then it may cause issues later on.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

The connection to our land is common for all Canadians.

242

10/04/2017

Glen Schmidt,
Laricina Energy

The inclusion of the additional duty to consult to respect indigenous participation is important. The panel needs to investigate, acknowledge and understand what is
working well and where there are gaps close them.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

Alberta has developed the ACO as an additional agency developed to insure consultation is meaningful and complete. It can serve as a model for other areas where this
expertise and structure do not yet exist.

243

244

245

I agree with this section fully but I feel as though the panel should address that traditional ecological knowledge should be included in Impact Assessments so that it is
not altered or defined by western science terminology. There are numerous case studies that highlight situations where traditional ecological knowledge provided
information that western science was unable to which shows how useful it is when utilized correctly, however it can be damaging when an attempt is made to define it in
familiar western science terms. Western science does not recognize many of the terms that are essential to Indigenous knowledge such as holistic and spiritual
characteristics. The danger in this is an over simplification of Indigenous knowledge that dilutes the legitimacy of it as it stands on its own. Additionally, I strongly agree
with the Panel’s section on protecting Indigenous knowledge from its unauthorized use, disclosure or release. This is crucial because often Indigenous knowledge
discloses the location of culturally or spiritually significant land that should not be included in the federal government database that the Panel recommends should house
all baseline data collected for the Impact Assessments.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

12/04/2017

It is good to see the consideration that is being taken regarding the involvement of First Nations people in the full process, including decision making, rather than just
being consulted and having no power over the outcome. It is also good that there is a framework being developed to ensure that the information is being used properly
Victoria Masquillier and respectfully. However, while the informed consent of Indigenous Peoples to a project is something that is highlighted as a goal, there is little information on how that
will be achieved other than by providing funding. Funding would possibly be used more efficiently if there was support or educational resources that could be accessed
directly, rather than having to develop solutions to address difficulties in informing communities with each new project.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

12/04/2017

The use of Indigenous knowledge has been neglected in the environmental assessment process. The reliance on western-science with little to no consideration of the
vast knowledge of Indigenous people has led to failed management of many lands. Including Indigenous people and their knowledge in the assessment process should
be a priority. I agree there should be more attempts to help Indigenous people engage in this process through the use of communication aids and funding (ex. for
transport). I think it is important that we consider putting into place legislation to require Indigenous knowledge to be integrated into all phases of the impact assessment.
This will help proponents to not simply view the inclusion of Indigenous knowledge as a box to check off as a means of validation, but essential to the whole process.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

11/04/2017

Jamie Card

Laura Hjartarson
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12/04/2017

Erin

I think that this is certainly a step forward because in the past there has been no consideration of or minimal involvement of the Indigenous people. I think the framework
being developed is a good first step but it will be essential to provide support and allow them to have access to educational resources. I think this will allow their values
and opinions to be more heard and can provide great knowledge to the government because typically in the past projects have taken over their concerns and beliefs.
Indigenous groups across the country lack trust in the EA process and the only way this can be built up is not only through giving them money, but re-building the trust
with improved EA processes. I think having a designated agent of the Crown to collaborate and consult with Indigenous groups is a good idea but I just think the process
will take time and patience to work on re-gaining the trust of a group that that has been so overshadowed in the past.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

In any environmental assessment process, the federal government always seems to run into issues when creating partnerships with the Indigenous peoples. I agree with
some of their recommendations, particularly being more aware of their culture, history and connection to the land. I also agree that it is crucial to have the crown held
accountable for proper funding, resource development and environmental issues. However, to create these relationships based on knowledge and accountability, their
should be an even playing field for both parties. For example, the IBA should not be resource-based. If it is between resource-revenue sharing and Indigenous peoples, it
would be likely that concerns from the Indigenous peoples and the understanding of their knowledge would not be heard by industry proponents. I think that the IBA is
beneficial if their is an agreement among parties that resource development creates more positive impacts than negative impacts to indigenous peoples, and considers
social impacts rather than just revenue-seeking developments.
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12/04/2017

KendraR

248

12/04/2017

JD

249

12/04/2017

Jennifer Buss

250

12/04/2017

Rachael Melenka

251

252

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

Amber Longacre

Jennifer Weeks

The Panel's inclusion of UNDRIP and its FPIC principle, including the right to withhold consent is inconsistent with Canadian law, which is that Aboriginal groups do not
have a veto over project development. Aboriginal groups should not have the power to veto projects that are in the overall public interest of Canada. If they did, nothing
would get built in this country.
The focus on increasing Indigenous participation in the IA process is important and needed. Furthermore, the Aboriginal rights laid out in UNDRIP goes above and
beyond methods used in IA’s before, which is just what this process needs to properly co-operate with Aboriginal jurisdictions. However, the idea that consultation and
accommodation can lead to reconciliation is misguided because merely consulting with Aboriginal groups about developments that will directly affect them and their lives
is not enough. Reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples should be approached with more partners in the IA process. The power given to Aboriginal groups through free
prior and informed consent (FPIC) seems superficial, especially when considering the sentence “the Panel believes this right must be exercised reasonably.”
Realistically, every Indigenous person should not be able to veto a project, but there has to be some sort of power on their part as a group of stakeholders, who will be
the most impacted by a project in their area. Also, public participation is expensive and takes time, as mentioned, so you can’t just make promises to consult and
accommodate without the budget for it.
I agree that Indigenous Groups should have improved communication and decision-making influence in the IA, especially if the project impacts their rights, traditions, and
livelihood. Incorporating the UNDRIP is a great solution to make sure the rights stated in it are followed and accepted by jurisdictions through the IA process.
However, I believe that it should be stated when in the IA process the Indigenous Groups have to power to influence decision-making. The opportunities for public
participation and influence are restricted to certain stages in the IA process, so the Indigenous groups should have the same set of guidelines. An exception can be
made, and should be stated in the IA that the Indigenous groups can voice concerns and influence decision-making if their rights as stated in the UNDRIP are impacted
by the project.
I think this was an interesting concept to include in the proposal of the IA process. I believe indigenous peoples offer considerations that science based knowledge can
lack, an appreciate and spiritual tie to the land. The integration of Indigenous knowledge allows for other sources of information to be considered rather than focusing
solely on scientific data. Creating a pro-active relationship with indigenous communities will allow IA practices to strengthen ties to the diverse communities in the region.
The discussion of integrating science, indigenous knowledge and community knowledge will help to accomplish evidence based assessment in aspects of environment,
health, social, cultural and economic pillars. The shift to incorporating an entire picture of impacts rather than just environmental impacts shows the evolving assessment
practices to encompass all impacts in one assessment. Considering a fresh viewpoint is one step closer to perfecting our assessment processes.
The panel wants Indigenous opinion and approval to be an integrated part of the Impact Assessment Process. However, in section 2.3.1 it is stated “while Indigenous
Peoples have the right to say no [to projects], the Panel believes this right must be exercised reasonably.” This conflicts with the goal of integrating indigenous people
into the process. If the project is not wanted to be located on treaty land than the Panel must have excellent reasoning behind their decision to go through with it.
Otherwise, Indigenous Peoples are still going to feel that their opinions do not matter. ‘Reasonably’ is also not defined when it should be. It is left up to debate by both
parties. For example, Indigenous people do not want a project developed due to the environmental impact and infringement on their land, but the Federal Panel wants the
project to go through because it benefits the economy. The Panel will have to provide education about projects in order to reach a consensual decision, otherwise
projects are going to constantly be opposed and Indigenous opinion disregarded.
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12/04/2017

Shelby Feniak

254

12/04/2017

Abigayle

255

12/04/2017

Arynn

256

12/04/2017

Felysia

257

12/04/2017

Cassandra

258

13/04/2017

Mark Wittrup

It appears that the effort to connect indigenous communities with other levels of government in the IA process falls short mainly due to a lack of funding and
understanding. This indicates that there needs to be more federal involvement with Indigenous Peoples. This will increase both the federal governments understanding of
the needs of Indigenous People as well as indigenous understanding of the IA process and more specifically, the science behind it. I agree with the Panel in that funding
programs need to be enhanced. I however do not agree with the lack of recommendations regarding IBAs. Indigenous Peoples should benefit economically from
resource development but this should be done with full knowledge of potential environmental impacts, meaning the agreements should be made after the environmental
assessment is completed, not before. If the recommendations made throughout this report are accepted and Indigenous Peoples have more direct involvement with IAs,
there should be an alternative method of economic benefit so that they do not make agreements with proponents without full knowledge of the impacts. Perhaps this
alternative to IBAs should have some level of government involvement.
It is important for the Indigenous communities to be considered in the IA process, and to actively include them throughout the process. In the past, Indigenous
communities could comment on projects but their concerns were not always considered and some projects were instead deemed beneficial to the rest of the population
even if they negatively impacted the Indigenous people. Therefore, if they are included in the IA process they should have some voice in whether projects should be
approved, and if they reject projects this opinion should be strongly considered. By including them in the whole process more trust between Indigenous people and the IA
would exist unlike in CEAA 2012 where there was a lack of Indigenous knowledge. I agree that a funding program would strongly increase the amount of support for
Indigenous people and would help ensure UNDRIP standards are met. However, I think it should also be considered to have Indigenous groups collectively write some of
the potential impacts instead of just spending more money. Often their concerns may be miss interpreted by non-indigenous people who do not understand the cultural
significance of their concerns. By including them in the writing process, this would also show respect.
Through the context of reconciliation I fully support increasing Indigenous considerations and the recommendations that are proposed. For far too long Environmental
Assessments have neglected to include Indigenous rights, which created tensions propelled by mistrust. However, repairing the relationship between IA and Indigenous
People is not something that can be achieved immediately, especially when continually challenged by intergenerational trauma that has resulted from a history of
oppression and racism. Ideally, Indigenous participation should be “in accordance with their own laws and customs”, but ensuring this opportunity is utilized will prove
difficult when Indigenous people usually have limited resources to commit to a process that is not trusted. Therefore, I agree with the Panels proposal to provide financial
support to increase meaningful engagement and the many other recommendations, so that there is ample opportunity for the public to have a platform to impact change
and directly voice concerns and needed considerations.
I believe that the Panel has considered the Indigenous Peoples rights under UNDRIP within the recommendations. I agree this is a great step to reconciliation and
mended relationships across our country. Including and hearing Indigenous knowledge is a significant step for the industries and government in Canada and how IAs are
conducted and determined. However, because we as a nation continually grow, there may continue to be discrepancies when it comes to industry development and
impacts to the Indigenous Peoples rights. Unfortunately, the constant industry development will require compromise from both sides. I believe there will be more forced
compromise from the Indigenous Peoples side than from the federal government and industry’s side. I agree with the Panel's decision to include giving the Indigenous
Peoples their right to be involved in the decision making from UNDRIP in the recommendations. This is essential because this right acknowledges and allows the
Indigenous Peoples to participate and have influence over the decisions about the IAs.
In Section 2.3 Indigenous Considerations, I agree with the recommendations but I have a few concerns. It is proposed that Indigenous Peoples be included in all IA
phases including the assessment of impacts to their rights and interests, have specific funding programs established for capacity development and have Indigenous
Knowledge integrated into the IA process. All these recommendations cover first Nations’ concerns about the assessment including poor/limited funding, discounting of
Indigenous Knowledge and lack of a voice in the proceedings. However, there is no indication of the degree of involvement that the Indigenous Peoples will have nor how
much the Indigenous Knowledge will be incorporated in the process. In addition, involvement seems to be based on the principles of UNDRIP which has no legal or
political power in Canada. I also disagree with the panel’s non recommendation regarding Impact Benefit Agreements because the number of agreements is dependent
on whether the IA process ends up following the panel’s recommendations. These statements, although well-meaning, are too broad and need to be more detailed.
Indigenous participation is important, there is no doubt about that. To date the federal government has been largely absent from the equation requiring proponents to
seek their own relationship and/or deals with Indigenous groups. This has had some great successes and some great failures. Now the federal government wants to get
involved through this process and they want to involve Indigenous groups in the IA process. Fine, but if the Expert Panel's goals of fairness and timeliness within the
sustainability goals are to be achieved then there will have to be an expectation on delivery and turnaround time for Indigenous groups in the IA process in return for the
recommended long term funding. Otherwise, there will be more process with the possibility the government has removed the ability for proponents to make their own
deals. Conversely, it could end up as a formalized mechanism for Indigenous groups to hold projects to ransom. The devil, as always, will be in the details.
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As stated by the panel, the effects of Impact Assessment (IA) on indigenous rights and interests have often been overlooked so it was quite interesting to see that the
panel even included such a perspective in their report and made many recommendations regarding indigenous considerations into the IAs. Though I do approve of most
recommendations - such as (but not limited) to the implications of indigenous in decision-making at all stages of IA, development of special funding program that provides
adequate support to indigenous groups, the integration of indigenous knowledge in all IA phases - some concerns were raised. First, the recommendations are not clear
on how much indigenous people and knowledge will be integrated into all the phases of IA, is it logistically feasible as IAs are already very long and rigorous processes?
Can we really integrate indigenous knowledge in all aspects, knowing that these are concepts are little to not known by the government and the public? The panel also
mention reflecting UNDRIP principles in IA, but the latter doesn’t really have any legal grounds in Canada, therefore these principles are likely to be breach during an IA
and don’t constitute a strong regulation to better IAs.
The Concerned Citizens of Renfrew County and Area (CCRCA) are pleased that the Panel clearly heard our concerns in our submission about the proposed millioncubic-meter radioactive waste dump (“Near Surface Disposal Facility”) at the Chalk River Laboratories.
An excellent Panel recommendation is “that Indigenous Groups and local communities be involved in the independent oversight of monitoring and follow-up programs.”
This will be particularly important for future efforts to improve the management of Canada’s nuclear wastes.
CCRCA believes that radioactive wastes must remain isolated from the environment and major water bodies such as the Ottawa River, and that waste facilities should
allow for retrieval if problems arise.
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14/04/2017

Ivan Touko

260

19/04/2017

Ole Hendrickson

261

19/04/2017

The Explorers and
Producers
Association of
Canada

262

20/04/2017

263

20/04/2017

264

22/04/2017

265

23/04/2017

Brad Jones

I agree!

266

27/04/2017

Doug Allan

My support is for indigenous people and I think we as Canadians should uphold our obligations towards them.

267

27/04/2017

Oliver Hockenhull

268

28/04/2017

earthward

269

28/04/2017

Laurie~

270

28/04/2017

Lynda Gagne

271

28/04/2017

John Bergenske,
Wildsight

272

28/04/2017

Michael Herauf

273

28/04/2017

David Inwood

The members of our Association understand the constitutionally protected rights of indigenous people. Many of our companies have established successful commercial
and community relationships with indigenous communities. The Panel Report recommends essentially a veto be given to indigenous groups over projects requiring a
federal review in circumstances where a review panel finds that to be reasonable. This is not consistent with Canadian law as it exists today. It would be an abdication
by duly elected governments of their responsibility to take decisions in the overall public interest and would be a very serious deterrent to investors and project
The panel has captured the essence of Indigenous considerations - the key is understanding how to implement on the ground. Recognizing the uniqueness of every
Dr. Monique Dube connection, successful case studies, pilots or demonstrations to generate a best practice or guidance document to assist practitioners might be a helpful. In my
experience it has not so much been a lack of willingness but more a lack of understanding on the "how".
IBAs are a critical component of meeting project social and economic (sustainability criteria) objectives and transparency related to their details, implementation and
Andrew Duthie
success in achieving their social and economic goals are essential to understanding the overall sustainability of a project.
As a Canadian, I hope that we can all work together to find solutions. Indigenous Canadians have a unique perspective and a very important one for us to listen to.
Dennis
Working together we should be able to protect our environment, have enough jobs for all and a better understanding of what makes our country so unique to each of us.

This is absolutely necessary and correct. The holistic approach is not only the only sane approach — back up by the latest science of networks (see the work of the
brilliant Albert-laszlo Barabasi) but also the way of the Indigenous Peoples. We should not give lip service to this but listen closely and FOLLOW their lead on such
Indigenous People are planet protectors. We need to learn from them.
Thank you for making your recommendations on upholding Indigenous rights and authority.This just makes so much sense in so many ways. Please don't let lobbying
from big business weaken your resolve on this issue.
I support upholding our obligations to Indigenous People and the Expert Panel's recommendations.
The panel recommendations in line with UNDRIP are crucial to the credibility of the process. There should be no backtracking on the recommendations. Canada has a
moral obligation to fully engage indigenous people at all stages of the assessment process, including decision making.
As a non indigenous Canadian citizen I recognize that historically, on numerous occasions to say the least, the Canadian government has not honoured its obligations
toward Canada's first nations peoples and their lands. As such, any further laws in this nation must be drawn in a manner which respects the legal rights of the first
nations peoples of Canada as detailed in previous agreements struck between their representatives and the Government of Canada.
I strongly agree that indigenous people need to be consulted much more meaningfully than they have been in the past. Historically, efforts to include indigenous
communities in planning processes have not gone nearly far enough, and those communities have suffered from the consequences of pollution as a result. A shift toward
collaborative consent sounds like a good move to me.
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29/04/2017

275

29/04/2017

276

29/04/2017

277

30/04/2017

Holism is the flow of energies (water cycle, movement of carbon, effects of solar energy through life systems) which support all human life and otherwise on this planet.
We have already destroyed so much of the complicated internetworks of life that keep us and our environment healthy. The indigenous peoples' recognition of holism
should be weaved into the EA decision making process. Their spiritual belief system is also protected by the laws of this land, as are countless other belief systems. The
Rylan Zimny
disruptions of the natural systems, as well as their spiritual belief systems should be allowed "VETO" power to all decision making processes in order to protect their
rights, and the environment that all life is bound to. Anything less that that would be marginalizing their peoples, discriminatory, and in the face of what we now know
about the environment, foolish.
I fully support Canada's obligations towards Indigenous peoples. Many Indigenous communities have suffered in extremely unhealthy conditions because of poor
Jacqueline Steffen regulations and practices of mining, oil and gas industries. The Panel's recommendations does not extend far enough. Only a few hundred out of thousands of federallyregulated activities would be assessed for their potential implications on sustainability. The government needs to ensure ALL projects and activities will be assessed.
Indigenous teaching's and wisdom regarding our interconnection and interdependence to our natural world need to be embraced and honoured. Through these teachings
L Daoust
we shall find our way forward to less destructive ways.
Canada is a signatory to the UN Declaration for the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. That means Free, Prior and Informed Consent for any project that takes place on First
Nations territory. The current Canadian government continues the policy of Empire Colonialism by ignoring FPIC to push through projects that will destroy First Nations
Ms.
land. Of course, it doesn't matter because the destruction and poison is not in our back yard (yet). There will never be reconciliation with First Nations in Canada until
they
are partpeoples
of any process
that determines
whatfor
happens
on000
theiryears.
land. In their culture there is no concept of "owning land" the land is a living thing, a relative. The land
Indigenous
have resided
on this territory
over 150
is something that you have a relationship with and obligations to. These obligations extend far beyond those in the conception of Canadian law.
Given that the territory now known as Canada was taken
a) because of Treaty where there was not a "meeting of the minds" and/or
b) was never ceded, and/or
c) was based on a co-partnership of two sovereign nations, it is important for Canada in everything it does (especially in relation to the land/environment) to
acknowledge, recognize and respect Indigenous laws, Indigenous legal orders, Indigenous legal traditions and principles, and Indigenous knowledge/ways of knowing.
(Western scientific always corroborates information years down the line, perhaps it is time to be open and accepting these ways?) It is well known that the energy is
never created or destroyed, only transferred. We well know that our ecological ecosystems, human health, water, land, etc. are intensely interconnected and
interdependent.
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If the Doctrine of reception is what imported English Common Law and French civil law the result of signing the treaties, and as is outlined in the Royal Proclamation,
then logically/rationally/legally so too does Indigenous law hold a place in Canada, and especially in the Environmental Assessment process.
278

30/04/2017

Nicole B

Canada needs to uphold its commitments to the Indigenous peoples of this land, begin being mindful of its obligations to Indigenous people and collectivities,and do
serious work to implement UNDRIP.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

Kate Darling's factum submitted to the SCC in the recently heard Ktunaxa case (ruling reserved) outlines an EXCELLENT description of what FPIC could look like when
implemented. Seriously consider that proposal.
As a non-Indigenous person, I want to live in a Canada that I can be proud of, one that is honourable, and that does not violate the rights of its First Peoples. So far, we
are not that country. Let's make some changes to get there.
Processes that are based on consensuses building have been perfected through Indigenous governance models over thousands of years. Now is the time to be
"innovative" and give them a try!

279

01/05/2017

Colleen

280

01/05/2017

Subsea 7

Absolutely vital to abide in this vision of a holistic interconnecting between nature and beings and into the future. This is the basis of our Earth and the future of the Earth
and fortunately the wisdom of the Indigenous Community of all is connected must be the main consideration in all changes and working in nature. We need to base
economics on the health of our nature as that is real profit for all, and for all into the future. It is long term visioning and understanding.
Subsea 7 supports the reasoned position developed by Osler, Hoskin &amp; Halcourt LLP with regard to the Panel effectively recommending an aboriginal veto to
indigenous people in an affected area. This is inconsistent with Canadian law, and should be avoided. Project proponents simply would not get off the ground in such
areas, even if they were in the greater good of the community, and would never likely receive sanction under this circumstance. Large projects like pipelines for example
would likely have considerable obstacles to overcome. With respect to offshore projects such as those in the NL offshore area this should never be a requirement.
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01/05/2017

Joanna Bull

282

01/05/2017

Holly

It's very important to me that Canada implement UNDRIP to its fullest extent, including free, prior, and informed consent to developments that affect Indigenous
communities. This does not mean empty consultation, but a genuine relationship of collaboration and respect between Nations, where a lack of consent could result in a
halt or dramatic change to a proposed development
Having presented myself at Hearings, I witnessed indigenous chiefs in the audience who did not know how to sign up to participate in hearings although they wanted to
participate. It is crucial that the indigenous people not only have a right to present at hearings but are also assisted to ensure they can participate. They are often not
I like a lot of what has been suggested by the panel and I appreciate their great work.
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Centralizing Assesment and renaming as IA are both excellent steps.
My major concern deals with including The indigenous engagement, consultation, consent aspect in the same department as IA supported by the same technical staff
reporting to the same executive masters reporting thru the same department and minister.
I have concerns that Over time this agency will develop the same issues as currently observed in the NEB. Which is to much power in one location
283

01/05/2017

Eager

Also while i agree that the IA agency be a independent quasi judicial tribunal that may not be possible if its also an agent of the crown as this might pose risks in terms of
natural justice and procedural fairness. Courts even quasi judicial ones should have limited role in engagement.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

The solution is simple , create two agencies at similar levels with different but complementary missions.
One is Impact assessment and the other an agent of the crown designed and resourced to conduct and asess crown consultation.
Not the most efficient method but separation of powers is critical to democracy.

284

01/05/2017

Kate GordanierSmith

In the long run this simple split
Will be better in terms of avoiding the creation of an agency with to much authority
Section 2.3 I applaud the Panel’s recommendation to uphold Indigenous rights and authority, including their consent must be obtained for a project to proceed. Living in
British Columbia where our current provincial government has slashed the number of mine inspectors, forest rangers and others charged with enforcing regulations to
protect the environment has led to the Mount Polley disaster, the clear cutting of precious old growth forest and the fact that, according to a U of Waterloo report, 10% of
B.C.’s active and abandoned gas wells leak methane. I don’t consider this good business practice nor good stewardship of our Land for future generations, focusing as it
does on short term job creation and political expediency. Typically, First Nations Peoples cherish their Land and their connection to it and they practice a precautionary
approach that looks generations ahead. As well, he Supreme Court in its landmark decision granted land title to the Tsilhqot’in traditional territory here in B.C. I believe
this is just the beginning of a long line of court successes for First Nations. Consulting with First Nations about a project proposal and gaining their consent is, purely
economically speaking, good business.
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02/05/2017

As an advanced economy, the stability and predictability of our laws and regulations—while respecting the rights of citizens and the environment—is a competitive
advantage to our businesses and prospective foreign investors. A glaring exception is the opaque approach of the Crown to the execution of its duty to consult and
accommodate. This is unacceptable. It is unfair and harmful to all concerned: business, Indigenous peoples and the Crown itself. Unless addressed, our competitors will
dismiss us and get what they need elsewhere leaving the businesses, Indigenous communities who have invested in and/or would benefit from their projects and all
Canadians behind.
The Canadian Chamber agrees with the Expert Panel Recommendation that “the fulfilment of this duty must occur under a collaborative framework developed in
partnership with impacted Indigenous Groups”. We recommend this framework be flexible enough to recognizes the different approaches to engagement, consultation
and accommodation in each community, but that it provides consistent and clear definitions and requirements around:
•The aspect of the project that triggers the duty to consult and accommodate.
•If the Crown will delegate all or some aspects of the consultation/accommodation, which ones and when.
•The Indigenous peoples affected and their rights (established and/or potential).
•The level of consultation required and how it should be undertaken.
•What information the Crown will provide to businesses and Indigenous communities.
Canadian Chamber •What resources/capacity are required by the Indigenous communities and who is responsible for providing them and bearing any costs involved.
of Commerce
•The Crown’s involvement, including: Primary contact person/resource; whether it will facilitate pre-consultation engagement between the proponent(s) and the affected
Indigenous communities; whether it will provide advice or direction only; whether it will be “on the ground” in the Indigenous community with the proponent, on its own or
not at all.
•Expectations of the affected Indigenous community(ies).
•Timelines (for proponents, Indigenous communities and the Crown).
•How the Crown will monitor the consultation and accommodation negotiations between proponents and Indigenous communities to measure whether each met the
expectations of them and met their commitments.

286

02/05/2017

Peter

287

03/05/2017

Art Jackson

288

03/05/2017

Kathleen Hennig

289

03/05/2017

Jule Asterisk

The Canadian Chamber agrees with the Expert Panel recommendation on funding programs to support indigenous participation and capacity development in the IA
process. Business has a role in this respect, but requirements on individual businesses must be relative to the size of the business and the requirements of the
consultation. We recommend an ambitious approach to defining of Indigenous capacity building that includes such options as:
•Tools to help Indigenous communities develop their own consultation guidelines for proponents based on their histories, rights and lands.
•Organizing, in cooperation with other levels of government, regional conferences, workshops, etc. for Indigenous communities to share their expertise, best practices,
etc.
Legally consultation is not triggered until the Crown sends a letter referencing the proponent’s information sharing package in addition to stating currently known
aboriginal interests and past identified concerns and accommodations. The legal document will clearly communicate the role of the proponent, Bands, Crown, and must
give timelines. Proponents should focus on the relationship, while holding the Crown and Bands accountable to preparing a strength of claim assessment. It is well
known that different industries have different standards on recommended length of consultation and different consultation intensities. This needs to be standardized with
guidelines on how much consultation is required based on strength of claim. Information on strength of claim needs to be put on the table up front and be transparent.
Not until this legal agreement is reached does any proponent have the right to do any consultation. FN consultation has been legally disputed for decades and it is
important to get a clearly defined role before starting any IBA. If an IBA is completed it should be made public, which may even be a requirement of the Extractive Sector
Transparency Measures Act (ESTMA). The Crown needs to take a more active roll in IBA's as it often sets precedence (IBA's for Site C). Standard IBA's will lessen the
burden on developers and FN and reduce legal costs as well as give greater certainty to all. The practice of not disclosing strength of claim or keeping IBA's confidential
only helps lawyers and may even be illegal (ESTMA).
I agree with the general vision as stated...please use the 7 generations rule and look at ALL life forms that need a clean, healthy, sustainable environment.. Do NOT let
Industry dictate...they are only there for profit at the expense of life forms that have no voice...Government MUST speak up for all those with no voice...the winged ones,
the 4 legged ones, the finned ones....look to a moral and healthy future for all our sakes.
I believe that it is in the interest of all Canadians that the rights and consent of Indigenous people must be granted before developments can take place on their
land/territories.
As Indigenous Nations in Canada were successful caretakers of this great land for many thousands of years, we need to learn from Traditional Knowledge holders about
how to adapt the crucial principles that were so successful. Cumulative impacts in Canada over the past 100 years have really affected both our environment and Treaty
rights. The idea that we can continue to grow ever larger has been dis-proven - we can only grow smarter, or more efficient. We are not in a sustainable situation when
habitat fragmentation increases every year, pollution increases every year, and the status quo calls for more of the same. We are at an important place in our history,
and we need everyone around the same table, we need open data and open science, we need thought diversity, the creativity of Youth, the wisdom of Elders; we need
everyone on board together to take us into our sustainable future.
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03/05/2017

Jule Asterisk

291

03/05/2017

Les Hicks

Indigenous Nations have said that they need Free Prior and Informed Consent, part of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which was
ratified by Canada last year. This important detail needs to be formalized and accepted by the Government of Canada, and all the provinces and territories in Canada.
This is an important area and the proposals seem to address the concerns expressed about indigenous considerations.
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While I recognize the rights of indigenous people to be consulted throughout the impact-assessment process, indigenous groups should not be able to have sole
determination of the impacts to their aboriginal or treaty rights. This should be worked out together by the proponent and the affected communities.
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Support for stakeholder engagement should be undertaken by the proponent during the consultation process. However, the proponent should not be on the hook for
additional funding for longer-term capacity development.
Traditional knowledge has its uses and is considered to be of value traditional land users. It should not be treated different from other studies used in the assessment
with respect to privacy and confidentiality.
Indigenous peoples speak for all of us. The scientific evidence that discerns, amplifies and disseminates the notion that we are incapable of functioning adequately or in
a healthy manner without a close and sustained contact with the elements of the natural world grows stronger on an almost daily basis. Indigenous people are there to
remind us of this salient reality. Rather than marginalizing them, as we have so routinely done in the past, it would seem more appropriate to have them play a central
role in determining the basic thrust of IAs.
I strongly support the panel's approach to addressing of the rights, interests and knowledge of indigenous peoples in the federal environmental assessment process. The
references to the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples is particularly important in this context.
Do not support that the assessment of impacts be undertaken solely by the impacted group. Impacted groups, especially if there are indigenous considerations, need to
be involved certainly but there should be other parties involved in these assessments as well. Information from all groups needs to be considered with all information
assessed on its relative merits.
Assessment of impacts to asserted or established Aboriginal or treaty rights should be cooperatively undertaken by the proponent and the affected groups. Decisionmaking authority by Indigenous Peoples in this process needs to be consistent with Canada's constitution and legal framework. Indigenous knowledge should be
considered no differently than other studies or data used in the IA process.
Get rid of the Native Ghettos. This land needs to be subdivided into 10 acre parcels and let each native choose a parcel to live on. They should pay tax like everyone
else. Their land should be expropriated when necessary for important development.
Having impacted groups assess the impact themselves is akin to having the fox run the henhouse. Independent assessment is necessary.
I am supportive of decision-making authority for Indigenous Peoples that is consistent with Canada's constitution and legal framework. I am concerned that the process
outlined in the Report goes beyond that framework, and that the IA process would bear an undue burden in achieving reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples in Canada. I
think that there needs to be effective cooperation between proponents and Indigenous Peoples, both in assessing impacts to asserted or established Aboriginal or treaty
rights and in incorporating traditional or Indigenous Knowledge into the IA process - I don't think this should be completed solely by Indigenous Groups. I don't see how
any federal IA authority could both complete the duty to consult and then assess its adequacy - I think that creates a significant conflict of interest in the authority. I would
support the continued delegation of certain procedural aspects of the duty to consult to proponents by the federal IA authority. I am concerned that a proponent who has
a robust and well-funded program and is committed to capacity building with Indigenous groups would be unduly burdened by the requirement to support additional
capacity building and involvement that is the responsibility of the government. I also think that Indigenous knowledge should be treated similarly to other studies in the IA
I do not agree that the assessment of impacts to rights should be undertaken by indigenous groups themselves, but rather through collaboration with the Crown.
Participant funding should be available specifically for the incorporation and review of indigenous knowledge and assessing impact to rights, not necessarily for an indepth review of the entire IA. I also believe that long-term partnerships with knowledge holders would be more useful than sporadic and time-sensitive requests for
While Indigenous Peoples, like other Canadians and levels of government, should be included in the IA process, their own laws and customs should not supersede or be
used as the basis for the IA decision making process. All stakeholders need to be governed by the same process. I do not support the use of the IA process to assess
impacts to asserted or established treaty rights and interests as this would dramatically expand the scope of an IA. Other existing mechanisms such as political action
and the courts should continue to be used. Designating any IA authority has an agent of Crown with respect to the duty to consult is both a dramatic expansion of the IA
process and arguably an abdication of government responsibility. The Panel recommendation for any IA authority to increase in capacity to meaningfully engage with
Indigenous Peoples is inappropriate as it that all engagement is inadequate. There will always be requests for more funding, more engagement, but that does mean it is
inadequate in all cases. This needs to assessed on case-by-case basis within reasonable guidelines established by the regulations. Indigenous knowledge should be
used when appropriate, not required, and treated like any other source of knowledge. If there is a need to in some protect Indigenous knowledge this is a larger issue
than the IA process and should be considered separately, likely through the amendment of existing laws.
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I am opposed to increased decision-making authority by Indigenous Peoples where it is inconsistent with our constitution and legal framework.
I cannot agree that the assessment of impacts to asserted or established Aboriginal or treaty rights should be undertaken solely by the impacted Indigenous groups. I
would support a joint exercise to be undertaken by both the proponent and the affected Indigenous group(s). I would agree with the delegation of certain procedural
aspects to the Crown’s duty to consult to proponents. In the case where a proponent has a robust, well-funded stakeholder engagement program in place, I do not think
they should have to support additional funding of long-term capacity development. Indigenous knowledge, where it is supported by evidence, should be treated equally to
other studies used in the assessment. Studies completed by the proponent must be treated as the confidential information of the proponent.
We are glad to see the Panel take these issues seriously and recognize Indigenous jurisdiction and FPIC, as well as recognizing the capacity constraints that are a
reality for all levels of organization. Likewise, the recognition of collective intellectual property of traditional knowledge-holders is a hugely important step.
I am supportive of a cooperative exercise between affected indigenous groups and project proponents and decision-making authority that is consistent with Canada legal
framework and constitution. Some procedural aspects of the Duty to Consult could be delegated to proponents. The requirement to fund additional capacity development
should not be required by the proponent when there is a robust stakeholder engagement program in place.
It is time to accept that the indigenous population already have too many freebies and too much power. If they cannot succeed with what they are already given, it is
hopeless to attempt to appease them further
Indigenous people, and other relevant stakeholders, should be be consulted throughout the impact-assessment process, but I disagree that indigenous groups should be
able to solely determine the possible impacts to their aboriginal or treaty rights and interests. This determination should follow a collaborative decision making process
between indigenous groups, the project proponent and the affected communities/stakeholders.
Funding for support throughout the IA process sounds good in theory, but should be scaled to the size of the project, have a realistic cap to ensure some control, and
consider any engagement agreements that may already be in place locally.
These are the comments of the David Suzuki Foundation and are intended to complement joint submission of the Environmental Assessment Caucus of the Canadian
Environmental Network (including the David Suzuki Foundation).
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We note as well the Panel’s recognition of Aboriginal and treaty rights. In our view, recognition of environmental rights for all Canadians as a logical extension and a
complementary rights-based framework for assessing environmental impacts.
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The review of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act also an opportunity to establish requirements respecting environmental health equity (also referred to as
environmental justice; environmental racism is a related concept). All Canadians should have the right to a healthy environment, but there is increasing evidence that
disadvantaged and vulnerable communities bear a disproportionate burden of preventable environmental health hazards, such as pollution, environmental degradation
and the effects of climate change. The concept of environmental health inequity describes “inadequate, unresponsive, and/or discriminatory policies that result in the
concentration of multiple environmental risks, as well as inadequate access to environmental benefits among disadvantaged Canadian communities.”
We appreciate the Expert Panel’s recognition that, “Indigenous Peoples bear a disproportionate burden of developmental impacts” (section 2.3) and agree with the
recommendation for assessment of impacts to asserted or established Aboriginal or treaty rights and interests across all components of sustainability. We suggest the
concept of environmental health equity as a useful framework for understanding and preventing disproportionate negative impacts.
I think including Indigenous People’s in the IA process is invaluable; however their involvement in the decision-making process should be consistent with Canada’s
constitution and legal framework. Indigenous group’s involvement and assessment of their related impacts should be undertaken as a cooperative exercise that
strengthens proponent’s relationship with affected Indigenous group(s). I do not believe proponents should be responsible for additional funding of long-term capacity
development throughout whole IA process if proponents can demonstrate robust, well-funded stakeholder engagement.
CPONS supports the Report’s measures to enhance First Nation participation and consultation.
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It is imperative that Indigenous peoples are directly involved in decision-making, are able to select their own representatives to participate in the IA process, and apply
their own institutions and customs in the process.
ORA recommends that collaboration and co-management of the IA process and natural resources with Indigenous peoples are a necessity.
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The Panel also recommended establishing an independent tribunal in the Commission, but also designating it as an agent of the Crown, which interferes with this
independence. The Commission would be responsible for both conducting consultation and accommodation, and determining if it’s adequate – this is not acceptable.

2.3 - Indigenous
Considerations

ORA recommends creating an independent tribunal to resolve disputes, including challenges to the adequacy of consultation.
The Expert Panel makes a number of important recommendations geared towards better inclusion of Indigenous peoples and interests within environmental assessment
processes. A number of these recommendations will require consultation between Indigenous peoples and the Crown if they are to be given meaningful effect and
accommodate our concerns in a manner that is consistent with our nation-to-nation relationship with the Crown and the principles set out in UNDRIP. In this light, we
offer the following comments on the Expert Panel’s Report.
1. Co-operative Decision-Making. The Expert Panel recommends that Indigenous peoples be included in decision-making within the context of environmental
assessments through the exercise of "co-operative decision-making".
How Indigenous Peoples will choose to exercise their decision-making authority will vary from one Indigenous group to the next. Consultation with Indigenous peoples is
required to determine how they wish to exercise their decision-making authority within this context. At a minimum, collaborative decision-making within the context of
environmental assessment processes should provide an opportunity for Indigenous peoples to exercise their decision-making authority in a manner that is consistent with
their own laws and protocols.
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Stswecem'c Xgat'tem 2. Indigenous Jurisdiction. The Expert Panel recommends that there be coordination with Indigenous jurisdictions throughout the assessment process. However, many
First Nation
of the Panel's suggestions for reforming the federal environmental assessment process do not give proper recognition to our Indigenous jurisdiction and decision-making
authority. For example, the Panel recommends that the Governor in Council be given final decision-making authority regarding the environmental assessment of
projects. As well, decisions by Indigenous peoples to withhold their consent for a particular project will be subject to review for reasonableness.
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Indigenous jurisdiction includes the right to determine whether and how the lands and resources within Indigenous peoples' territory should be developed. It is not
enough for Indigenous peoples to be involved in the environmental review of proposed development projects. We must also have a say in whether and how such projects
will be developed. This includes final decision-making about whether we will consent to an activity and, if so, what mitigation, accommodation and / or justification
measures are required.
3. IA Commission. The Expert Panel recommends that a single authority, the Impact Assessment Commission, be appointed by the Governor in Council to undertake
environmental assessments, and that the Commission be authorized to fulfil the Crown's duty to consult and accommodate Indigenous peoples.
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We question the ability of a tribunal to properly and meaningfully fulfill the Crown's constitutional obligations to Indigenous peoples. Consultation requires an iterative
process, which includes opportunities for Indigenous peoples to identify concerns about a proposed activity and provide information about the potential impacts of the
I do not agree with increased decision making a authority by Indigenous people that is inconsistent with Canada's legal framework. I do not agree that established
aboriginal rights should be undertaken only by Indigenous groups. I do support a cooperative process undertaken by both the proponent and the affected Indigenous
group. Indigenous knowledge should NOT be treated differently that other studies used in the assessment.
I do not agree with increased decision-making authority by Indigenous Peoples that is inconsistent with Canada’s constitution and legal framework.I do not support that
the assessment of impacts to asserted or established Aboriginal or treaty rights should be undertaken solely by impacted Indigenous groups. However, I do support a
cooperative exercise to be undertaken by both the proponent and the affected Indigenous group(s). Where the proponent has a robust, well-funded stakeholder
engagement program in place, I do not believe proponent should be responsible to support additional funding of long-term capacity development and adequate support
throughout whole IA process. Further, I do not support that Indigenous knowledge should be treated differently than other studies used in the assessment. Baseline
studies and data are treated as the confidential information of the proponent and are protected from unauthorized disclosure through the use of confidentiality
agreements.
It is reasonable for affected Indigenous group to be involved in the assessment. However, this should be done as a cooperative exercise to be undertaken by both the
proponent and the affected Indigenous group, not as an assessment completed solely by the indigenous group.
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The Federation of
The structure and mandate of the proposed IA Commission should demonstrate the federal government’s commitment to enacting the recommendations of the Truth and
Canadian
Reconciliation Commission. The new process should contribute to reconciliation efforts with Indigenous peoples.
Municipalities (FCM)
Oxfam Canada strongly supports the Expert Panel’s recommendations to ensure the IA process conforms to the principles and standards in the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Article 44 of the UN Declaration affirms the principle of gender equality in its application. The IA process must ensure that Indigenous
women and men are able to exercise their rights and freedoms equally.
The safeguard of free, prior and informed consent (FPIC), which is referenced several times within the UN Declaration, should be fully implemented in the IA process.
As recommended by the Expert Panel, Oxfam believes “Indigenous peoples must be included in decision-making at all stages of IA, in accordance with their own laws
and customs.” The IA Commission should work with Indigenous Peoples to determine how the FPIC safeguard is implemented in a manner that assures gender equity
Ian Thomson, Oxfam and the full participation of Indigenous women and men.
Canada
Gender equity must be a guiding principle for all IA-related capacity building programs for Indigenous Groups. Funding programs to provide long-term, ongoing IA
capacity development must be accessible to Indigenous women’s organizations and delivered in a manner that addresses their specific needs and contexts.
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The Expert Panel found that “consent should be provided under a collaborative framework which would include dispute resolution processes at decision points. Parties
would have various options available to them to review the reasonableness of all decisions, including the reasonableness of Indigenous Groups withholding their
consent.” As a safeguard of human rights, FPIC must be examined within a broader human rights framework. The reasonableness test must be firmly guided by
international human rights principles and consider balancing conflicting human rights.
Northern Health supports the following recommendations made by the Expert Panel regarding “Indigenous Considerations”:
- That Indigenous Peoples be included in decision-making at all stages of IA, in accordance with their own laws and customs.
- That any IA authority increase its capacity to meaningfully engage with and respect Indigenous Peoples, by improving knowledge of Indigenous Peoples and their
rights, history and culture.
- That a funding program be developed to provide longterm, ongoing IA capacity development that is responsive to the specific needs and contexts of diverse Indigenous
Groups.
-That IA-specific funding programs be enhanced to provide adequate support throughout the whole IA process, in a manner that is responsive to the specific needs and
contexts of diverse Indigenous Groups.
-That IA legislation require that Indigenous knowledge be integrated into all phases of IA, in collaboration with, and with the permission and oversight of, Indigenous
Groups.
-That IA legislation confirm Indigenous ownership of Indigenous knowledge and include provisions to protect Indigenous knowledge from/against its unauthorized use,
2.3.1 - Each First Nation may have different laws and customs and would need to be clearly understood at the start of the process. Management of engagement records
is crucial as both elected community officials and government staff may change during the course of the IA process.
2.3.2 - Funding, timelines and roles and responsibilities need to be defined at the beginning of the IA. Any Federal IA agency must be sufficiently funded and staffed.

The Panel has made lofty Indigenous Considerations recommendations that the GoC really needs to consider in order to align with the principles set out in the UNDRIP.
As the Panel recommends, First Nations need to be informed early and timelines need to be determined based on existing information required to make a decision, the
time required to collect any missing information, and time to process based on the volume of data and the community consultation requirements. Although a lot of time
Q'ul-lhanumutsun may be required in the immediate future for the GoC to re-build relationships of trust and to learn how to work with Indigenous Communities and respect Indigenous
Aquatic Resources Knowledge, once trust is established, processes will proceed efficiently. Currently, often proponents and governments are unclear on how to consult with Indigenous
Society
Peoples and thus Indigenous communities enter the process late and less informed than necessary and on the defensive. Communities are left feeling cheated, rushed
and taken advantage of, and this often leads to expensive court cases costing impoverished communities and the GoC. This needs to be rectified as soon as possible
and the Panel provides some recommendations to do so. This section is extremely important for the GoC to consider in order to make the CEAA more effective and
efficient. Further, these recommendations should extend beyond the CEAA to all federal policies and programs.
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We wish to flag a concern with the Expert Panel’s recommendations respecting the Crown’s duty to consult and accommodate. The Panel recommended that “any IA
authority be designated an agent of the Crown and, through a collaborative process, thus be accountable for the duty to consult and accommodate, the conduct of
consultation, and the adequacy of consultation. The fulfillment of this duty must occur under a collaborative framework developed in partnership with impacted
Indigenous Groups” (Report, at p. 31).
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Animakee Wa Zhing Whether the Crown can rely on an impact assessment body to fulfill its duty to consult and accommodate is still a live issue, and is currently being considered by the
#37
Supreme Court of Canada in Hamlet of Clyde River, et al. v. Petroleum Geo-Services Inc. (PGS), et al and Chippewas of the Thames First Nation v. Enbridge Pipelines
Inc., et al. The hearing was held on November 30, 2016 and the Court has reserved judgment. These decisions will have an impact on the Panel’s recommendations.
The duty to consult and accommodate is an important component of nation-to-nation dialogue and reconciliation, and should not necessarily be entirely subsumed by a
regulatory body’s mandate. The Panel should specify more clearly how and to what extent the Crown can rely on the IA authority, and the circumstances where the
Crown must be actively involved, because the duty to consult and accommodate is a Crown responsibility.
Greater Vancouver The Board of Trade fully supports indigenous participation in the Impact Assessment process, and the consideration of Indigenous knowledge in evaluation the impact of
Board of Trade
a project. We also agree that long-term and ongoing capacity is required for these groups.
I whole-heartedly support the recommendations that the principles embedded in UNDRIP guide the reviewed assessment process. This is an area in which nonIndigenous Canadians must stand back and support the views expressed by FN, Inuit and Métis peoples. I note that adequate time for review is a key requirement for
Elizabeth May
effective and meaningful consultation and establishment of prior, informed consent. Therefore the early engagement at the planning stage is critical.
Pat Moss
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I support the recommendations in this section.
Indigenous Considerations
The Expert Panel makes a number of important recommendations geared towards better inclusion of Indigenous peoples and interests within environmental assessment
processes. A number of these recommendations will require consultation between Indigenous peoples and the Crown if they are to be given meaningful effect and
accommodate our concerns in a manner that is consistent with our nation-to-nation relationship with the Crown and the principles set out in UNDRIP. In this light, we
offer the following comments on the Expert Panel’s Report.
1. Co-operative Decision-Making. The Expert Panel recommends that Indigenous peoples be included in decision-making within the context of environmental
assessments through the exercise of "co-operative decision-making".
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How Indigenous Peoples will choose to exercise their decision-making authority will vary from one Indigenous group to the next. Consultation with Indigenous peoples is
required to determine how they wish to exercise their decision-making authority within this context. At a minimum, collaborative decision-making within the context of
environmental assessment processes should provide an opportunity for Indigenous peoples to exercise their decision-making authority in a manner that is consistent with
their own laws and protocols.
2. Indigenous Jurisdiction. The Expert Panel recommends that there be coordination with Indigenous jurisdictions throughout the assessment process. However, many
of the Panel's suggestions for reforming the federal environmental assessment process do not give proper recognition to our Indigenous jurisdiction and decision-making
authority. For example, the Panel recommends that the Governor in Council be given final decision-making authority regarding the environmental assessment of
projects. As well, decisions by Indigenous peoples to withhold their consent for a particular project will be subject to review for reasonableness.
Indigenous jurisdiction includes the right to determine whether and how the lands and resources within Indigenous peoples' territory should be developed. It is not
enough for Indigenous peoples to be involved in the environmental review of proposed development projects. We must also have a say in whether and how such projects
will be developed. This includes final decision-making about whether we will consent to an activity and, if so, what mitigation, accommodation and / or justification
measures are required.
3. IA Commission. The Expert Panel recommends that a single authority, the Impact Assessment Commission, be appointed by the Governor in Council to undertake
environmental assessments, and that the Commission be authorized to fulfil the Crown's duty to consult and accommodate Indigenous peoples.
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As noted by Prof Ben Bradshaw "though locals inevitably experience a disproportionate share of project impacts, regulatory systems governing resource extraction do
Jess
not privilege locals in terms of capturing project benefits, even where those locals hold special rights". This merits further consideration in the "Impact And Benefit
Agreements". While benefits may be largely regional or national, impacts are local and consequently local voices, especially local Indigenous voices, must have full
We strongly support the Panel’s recommendations in this section, and in particular its recommendation that Indigenous peoples’ consent be required for project approval.
With regards to resolving any nation-to-nation disputes, we urge the government to establish an independent tribunal to, among other things, facilitate multijurisdictional
collaboration and provide dispute resolution services. Were the IA Commission to be responsible for those services, there would be a real risk of bias or perception of
bias, and risk of less trust and accountability. The legislation should explicitly acknowledge Indigenous peoples authority and right to be involved directly in all stages of
Anna Johnston,
IA and decision-making. With regards to the fulfilment of the duty to consult, we note that there is a conflict between the IA Commission’s purported independence and its
West Coast
being an agent of the Crown. Further, while we support the Panel’s recommendation that Indigenous decision-makers take part in the determination of the adequacy of
Environmental Law consultation, at the federal level the same Crown agency should not be responsible for both conducting consultation and determining its adequacy. More work will likely
need to be done in order to arrive at a governance structure that will enable meaningful consultation and accommodation and enable IA to move Canada down the path
of reconciliation. With regards to Indigenous knowledge, we support the Panel’s recommendations and further recommend that an independent expert advisory
committee be established in the legislation that includes Indigenous members appointed by Indigenous peoples to advise the government or IA Commission on strategic
issues, such as when RIAs, SIAs and PIAs should occur, and on the establishment of assessment guidance, policies and regulations.
Ruby Chapman

I support the recommendations in this section. It is vital that meaningful consultation is initiated early in the planning stages.
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Indigenous knowledge is extremely important. We have also heard of reluctance (possibly stemming from similar origins) to participate in biomonitoring. If trust is
Meg Sears for
2.3 - Indigenous
engendered with renewed processes, if groups are well engaged and they are offered the opportunity, then they may see a benefit in the context of IA. This could be
Prevent Cancer Now
Considerations
invaluable data of importance that may extend beyond a specific project to environmental challenges increasingly being faced in Canada.
The adoption of UNDRIP is essential and it's a relief to see that the Panel has made solid recommendations around the implementation of Free, Prior and Informed
2.3 - Indigenous
Northern Confluence
Consent. It is absolutely vital that all aspects - from early Planning phase to collaborative decision making be adopted in a new environmental or impact assessment law.
Considerations
The Panel identified benefits that arise through public participation in IA, supporting an increase of public participation.
Under ‘Meaningful Participation’, The Panel calls for “early and ongoing” participation opportunities that are “open to all”, and that these “impact” the project’s outcome.
This recommendation is a good start, however, clarification required. First, “ongoing” begs the question: Will public input be taken at any point, or simply at a higher
scheduled frequency? Second, “open to all” should be made explicit; does this refer to all those wishing to make comment? Finally, the recommendation fails to
specifically address how proponents prove public comments are taken into consideration.
2.4 - Public Participation
Melanie de Kappelle
Under ‘Capacity for Participation’, public concerns were identified, and in light of these, The Panel recommends that a participant funding program be implemented. This
in Impact Assessment
program is to “cover costs […] in all phases of the IA”. It appears that “increasing capacity” has been translated to “increase funding for participation” ; the
recommendation makes little reference to increasing knowledge capacity. Thus, an appropriate resolution should also include increasing public education on the IA
process.
Under ‘Informed Participation’, The Panel recommends legislation be implemented, making IA information easily accessible, permeant, and public. This seems
This document is meant to be fairly broad, and it is left to be seen how the increase in public participation will play out, but initially I am left with a few questions. How is it
decided who is impacted directly as opposed to simply having a say, especially in an era of global climate change brought on by anthropogenic activities? I think the
panel's aim in opening up public participation is valuable, as this question could be controversial in establishing who is directly affected per CEAA2012. That said, there
are a few potential issues with how many groups are allowed to participate, particularly with how funding will work. With more participation comes more cost. Wise
2.4 - Public Participation
Grayson Wagner
discretion will be extremely important in managing which groups can comment and how much they are funded to balance public participation with reality in terms of finite
in Impact Assessment
funds. Similarly, regardless of participation, some groups will not be happy with the outcome and perhaps feel they were not heard. Again, discretion will need to be used
to decide whether enough participation was allowed and whether enough consideration was given to that participation, but with the knowledge that not everyone will feel
confident with the outcome.
Encouraging the public to get involved by making information easily accessible, using social media and showing the public how their comments can influence a project
(through the feedback mechanisms) are all really good ideas to increase the public participation. It allows people to see that they actually can make a difference, not that
what they say is ignored. Communicating in the public’s chosen language is really beneficial, especially for Canadian citizens who perhaps don’t have English as a first
2.4 - Public Participation
Amelia Tobin
language. Also the learning events suggested is a really good idea, it can cut costs for every party involved while being beneficial to so many people at once. Longer time
in Impact Assessment
frames to review information are a good idea, but with such short timelines for the entire IA process will this be able to be implemented? Similarly with the funding issues,
it would be great if the costs for the public participation were split between the involved company, the government and the public, but it is not clear how this would work or
if any of the mentioned parties have the funds for this.
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I strongly agree with your recommendation to provide non-technical accessible summaries, as well as making relevant information accessible. I think this will greatly
increase the ability for people to participate. I also think that increasing visibility of an assessment could help. Either through social media or other channels, letting
people know an assessment is occurring may help as well. I believe assessments are required to be posted to newspapers, but as this is a decreasing information
source, increasing visibility in other areas may become more relevant.
Incorporation of public opinion has been lacking in assessments to date. Considering the size, scale and influence of most companies, it can be easy for individual public
voices to be lost. Companies may not like hearing no, but someone has to tell them every once in a while. Public consultation should have meaningful impact in the
progress of industry, to help incorporate external values lost in a market consideration.
While is it important to recognize that the updated definition of interested parties to those who are “directly affected by the carrying out of the designated project” or a
“person [who] has relevant information or expertise” is not an inclusive enough definition, it must also be noted that a further update of the definition to include all those
who have an interest in the IA may prove very difficult to commit to. Promising that all those who wish to be a part of the consultation process can will have to taken very
seriously and will require a great amount of time and effort on the part of the government to read, assess, and respond when necessary to all those who wish to
comment. If this were to be a successful endeavor then it would truly be a great step in furthering our IA policy in Canada.
Including the public within the IA is a hard task as it may be intimidating for the average Joe to go and listen/question a development when they are unaware of what it
represents or could mean to them. I think that what is being recommended in the reduction of the formality of these meetings a good start as it will allow for people who
before have been too intimidated to go to them to be able to listen and even have some input in what being done. However, I believe that these should also be offered in
other languages because of how diverse Canada is. Not everyone understands English, which may make attending these more difficult as there would be a language
barrier for understanding. Lack of accessibility is another problem that was mentioned and is important. However by putting all of the information within a registry for
access begs the question of duration? Would it be indefinite or is there a limitation its duration. This would be because overtime as there are more and more projects
within a region, finding the correct one would become difficult. These are feasible concepts which if implemented could help the public in understanding.
Section 2.4.1 does a good job at identifying the barriers to public participation in IAs. It has the ability to begin a discussion around what "meaningful" participation should
be defined as, emphasizing the need for public participants to know that their concerns will have a measurable impact on decisions concerning the project. Having said
that, it requires more detail on how these recommendations can be feasibly implemented. The example regarding online feedback mechanisms is certainly an interesting
option but I'd like to hear more about how practical that could be when dealing with potentially hundreds of individuals or varying levels of expertise all expecting to have
an influence on the outcome. This section talks a lot about inclusivity, which in theory is the ideal outcome, but it fails to convince me of how this will be achieved in
Participation restricted to affected parties is required as both a practical and cost effective process. Timelines cannot be managed if outside & not directly affected
interests continue to revisit "policy" concerns under the umbrella of a "project review".
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2.4 - Public Participation
In many application processes unaffected parties too often use the "project" process to revisit "policy" decisions. Where Governments have established both the "code" &
in Impact Assessment
"terms" of best practice, revisiting these defined frameworks must be excluded. For example joint jurisdictional agreement of the rules under which development may
occur cannot be effectively revisited in each project. A reasonable restriction on who is affected by a project is a requirement for an effective process, it is unreasonable
to make each project a referendum on prior policy decisions.
I believe that public participation is a major component in the EA process. The public can bring awareness of local issues and concerns about a project whether it be
locally or nationally. Having an IA legislation that requires information to be easily accessible, permanently and publicly available is critical for gaining support from the
public. This allows for the opportunity for concerns and project issues to be brought forth and dealt with early on in the process. However, I think one of the biggest
2.4 - Public Participation
barriers for meaningful public participation will be having informed public participation. Informed public participation should occur early on with providing the public with an
in Impact Assessment
unbiased overview of the project to help with understanding project components and encourage meaningful engagement. Having informed and meaningful participation is
an important part in gaining social trust for projects and should be a part of the whole IA process. I believe that there were a lot of good points addressed in the
meaningful and inclusive participation that support the public early on in the process as opposed to having limited public participation.
2.4.1 Meaningful participation is a corner stone of the refinements recommended for the IA report. Expanding the range of opportunity for public participation beyond the
realm of ‘inform’ and ‘consent’ is a good idea, as it increases the opportunity for public trust and confidence and allows for ‘essentially anyone’ to be able to comment,
learn and provide feedback on the process. But there are also opportunities for increased conflict in this approach. The classic example that comes to mind is when
Leonardo DiCaprio came to protest the Alberta oil sands projects taking place up north. His concerns were valid, appropriate and debatable, but since his perspective
2.4 - Public Participation
was so disassociated from the economic, geographical and socio-cultural context of the province, Albertans generally felt opposed to his perspectives and essentially
in Impact Assessment
wanted him to ‘butt out’. This scenario could intensify if individuals like DiCaprio gain an increased role in the ‘decision-making process’ (not to mention the power
dynamics that could unfold for those with more financial or political resources- and thus, potentially ‘more say’). Ultimately there are benefits to the NEB “standing test”
because it allows for certain opinions to come to the forefront rather than being lost in a sea of public debate.
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It is undeniable that public participation is necessary to the process of an Impact Assessment, and essential to social license. But participation is complicated, since it is
not yet clear who the public should be: if people directly impacted by the project; people in an affected area or region; informed people; or the general public. While these
thresholds are not defined, citizens feel misrepresented and frustrated by the process.
What meaningful public participation is? I think it is letting those who want to participate have knowledge enough to be heard. Thus, communities should be informed to
become capable to have a meaningful participation. Costs related to building this knowledge should not be a considered as a problem, since not having social license to
operate could create a barrier to projects’ activities.

An aspect of public participation that I think should be improved upon is more feedback from government on opinions help by Canadian citizens. Rather than information
just being thrown across to the public and allowing their opinions to be heard, government and individuals/groups of the public should continually pass information and
opinions back and forth. Looking at media and comment panels such as this; government should give feedback to the opinions presented by individuals who want to
make their voices heard. This allows for a greater sense of involvement for individuals, knowing that their specific thoughts and ideas are being noted. I agree that it is
Chris Arbter
extremely important to involve public participation when dealing with projects that will likely have an effect on the individuals at hand, though I do not always think that it is
necessary to have their opinions weighted the same. Although much of the public lost their trust with NEB for their unequal weighting of participation, I agree with NEB in
how they did this. In truth, if everyone who wanted to participate in a project was granted equal weighting, the project would likely never go through because of constant
concerns from different people. Priorities need to be established
Outlining a place for public participation within the IA process is imperative, as this will allow for more public to get involved, as they can see how their opinions and
knowledge have an impact on a project. Requiring public participation beyond the “consult” section on the spectrum of public participation will allow people with little
governmental and political power to have an influence on the people and agencies who do hold this power. I think that by advancing the IA process towards the
KierstenS
“collaboration” end of the spectrum, projects are more likely to be supported in the future. This is due to the fact that people who are increasingly affected by a certain
project, will have the ability to provide inputs that have an effect on the projects themselves, and this will increase social license, which will in turn make the entirety of the
IA process more trustworthy. By showing the public that their participation can make a difference, as seen in the Berger Inquiry, this will encourage more of the public to
get involved and actively participate in projects which may affect them in the present and future.
While it is encouraging to see that participation will be opened to all, it raises the question of how all interested parties will made aware of the opportunity to participate,
gain the knowledge required to comment and have their voices heard in an efficient way. The addition of social media to broadcast participation opportunities, increases
Janelle Goodine in funding and language options, and continuous consultation are good ideas that have been mentioned to address issues of accessibility. However, for people in remote
communities, travelling somewhere to participate, or organizing consultations in remote communities could create high costs, which could be addressed by increased
funding, so it would be interesting to see the idea of online consultation considered.
2.4 I agree that meaningful participation should be a central component in the IA process to facilitate public education and address potential concerns early on. I think
that having participation will help identify Valued Components that may be disregarded otherwise. However, I do not believe that everyone in the public has an equal
opportunity to contribute their thoughts that surround a new project. Jean Piette puts a strong emphasis on idea that “the whole society must participate in these
processes.” But developing incentives like funding for increased public participation may be challenging, leaving certain communities less accessible to the tools used
Victoria Masquillier with collaboration such as in-person engagement. I agree that current practices are not sufficient since they only have minimal informing and consulting roles in the
IAP2’s spectrum. I think at the very least, the involvement phase in the IAP2’s spectrum should be implemented into the system since public feedback is minimal given
current legislation. Lastly, I think there should be a clear understanding of what information obtained from participation will be incorporated into the outcomes of the
process since some data gathered from this process may not be relevant to the project.
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Meaningful public participation historically has been hard to create. Both stakeholders and proponents face language, spatial, and financial barriers leading to ineffective
public participation. Presently social media may help with some of these aspects but there are still issues with knowledge gaps and awareness of projects that can
restrict the effectiveness of public participant. The Mackenzie Valley System for participation is a good reference, as this allowed public to voice concerns and have
2.4 - Public Participation
individual responses moving towards conversations rather than public information loading. This type of system could allow proponents to explain how public concerns will
in Impact Assessment
be addressed. I believe that public participation needs to be incorporated into an IA before any site specific designs have been finalized giving the public the ability to
have an impact and feel heard. However, I recognize having all concerned citizens voice their opinion in this stage could be overwhelming and lead nowhere so a
suggest waves of participation (few highly effected in first wave, than everyone else in the subsequent waves).
I agree meaningful participation should include two-way dialogue. It is easy for proponents to ask for feedback from the public, but difficult to know if they are truly
considering the concerns of the public. Letting the public know how their input will be incorporated in decision-making will help the public in giving more meaningful input.
However it may be difficult for proponents to demonstrate how their comments were incorporated and I would like to see some recommendations on how this could be
2.4 - Public Participation
done. It seems there is still uncertainty as to who has the capacity to participate in the environmental assessment process. If an overwhelming number of people are
in Impact Assessment
interested in providing input, how will the input be prioritized? If funding is limited, who will be able to utilize it? Should everybody have an equal opportunity to contribute
no matter their connection to the project?
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I agree meaningful participation should include two-way dialogue. It is easy for proponents to ask for feedback from the public, but difficult to know if they are truly
considering the concerns of the public. Letting the public know how their input will be incorporated in decision-making will help the public in giving more meaningful input.
However it may be difficult for proponents to demonstrate how their comments were incorporated and I would like to see some recommendations on how this could be
done. It seems there is still uncertainty as to who has the capacity to participate in the environmental assessment process. If an overwhelming number of people are
interested in providing input, how will the input be prioritized? If funding is limited, who will be able to utilize it? Should everybody have an equal opportunity to contribute
no matter their connection to the project?
I believe that Valued Ecosystem Components can only be determined through public participation. There must be proof of how the public was involved as well as how
their comments or opinions were taken into account, and if an opinion was disregarded, any reasons why must be made public knowledge, and members of the public
should be given more time to provide further arguments. Having this transparent relationship with the public and their opinions will be a step towards ensuring that they
do not feel that they are being undervalued or ignored. Incorporating public opinions early on will reduce the number of projects that get approved in areas where they
are opposed, and before any important decisions or alterations to the landscape are made. I definitely agree with the statement that those most affected should be given
priority consideration and that it should not be limited to only them; anyone who feels strongly about a project should be given opportunity to voice their concerns.
Providing the public with links to background or extended information would be extremely helpful for them, especially for the lay-person who may not have access to, or
an understanding of scientific articles or journals.
The Panel discusses the notion of “meaningful public participation” and suggest that methods be improved to reduce the limitations currently restricting the public’s ability
to participate. I appreciate the suggestion to develop online forums or accessible media outlets appropriate for comments. I also agree with the suggestion that the
current lack of transparency tends to upset individuals who feel as though their input has been overlooked. However, the panel suggested that the current method of
allowing precedence to those who are “directly affected” limits trust and does not improve efficiency. I do not necessarily agree with this largely because I believe
misinformation and false ideas regarding impacts and outcomes of certain projects can plague public opinion and reduce efficiency when gathering and considering
meaningful feedback. The solution to this in my opinion is to improve the “inform” step of the IAP2’s Public Participation Spectrum. Reducing the amount of
misinformation before individuals feel compelled to become involved will likely improve the quality of the feedback being considered. However, should public participation
be “opened-up” without improving the quality and availability of factual and relevant information in regards to the proposed project, the IA process may become
overwhelmed with diluted public opinions that could be easily resolved through communication.
While I agree that participation in IAs should be available to a wide range of members of the public, I think that some qualifications for who can provide comments should
be required. I feel that if any member of the public has the opportunity to submit comments, individuals who are not aware of all project details and who are not taking into
account all five aspects of sustainability (environment, economy, social, cultural and health) could submit comments that are heavily biased towards one or two aspects. I
think that the CEAA 2012 definition of an interested party should be maintained, however the proponent should be required to be transparent in their decision process of
which members of the public earn which status. For example, for the Trans Mountain Expansion Project, for each of the 468 applications that were denied, the proponent
would need to include a brief explanation of why, and make this explanation available to the public. I think that this will lead to higher quality, relevance, and applicability
of comments received. This in turn could lead to a higher percentage of comments that become integrated into the project’s plans, which would increase public trust of
the IA process.
I think that this component of the IA process can have a larger effect on a project than some would assume. For example, the Site C Clean Energy Project protests have
extended the EA process for more than 3 years, which is pretty substantial. This is a great tool for the general public to use to voice their opinions and concerns,
however, I think it is vital that the general public is not receiving any misinformation. I do agree with the panel’s recommendations that the information regarding the
proposed activities must be easily accessible and presented in forms that the public, stakeholders and Indigenous people can understand. The project should be
inclusive and allow those wishing to contribute to be able to do so, however, this may be difficult for people who are from rural areas.
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Clear, understandable and accessible information should be available to the public. The public should also be able to be involved and have a voice in the IA and
throughout the project. I liked the IAP2’s Public Participation Spectrum because people should understand how their input has affected the decision-making and planning
of the project. This will definitely encourage people to participate if they are certain that their voice will be heard and acknowledged. But what happens if they miss
someone’s concerns and needs, because they mean that the project can’t place at all? You can’t make everyone happy, so where will the threshold be for adequate
2.4 - Public Participation
“meaningful” participation? Participation takes time and money from the participants, the federal government, the proponent, and from the experts who have to be there
in Impact Assessment
to explain documents and technical terms. Who will pay for this: the federal government, the company or the public? The Panel mentioned a Participant Funding Program
without explaining how money is put into it and what it’s spent on. The Panel also says that documents should be translated into “user-friendly formats” and different
languages. Information can be easily lost in translation and takes a lot of time to do properly.
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Shelby Feniak

I support your decision to remove the restrictions introduced by CEAA 2012 and make public participation more inclusive by allowing anyone concerned with a project to
be involved. However, I remain concerned about how exactly public participation will influence decision making. The report states that “results of public participation
should have the potential to impact decisions” – yet this is also the expectation of the current EA process, and the public has been left largely disillusioned due to their
inability to affect real change. Will proponents be required to show that concerns voiced by the public have impacted project decisions in any meaningful way? I also
support your decision to improve the physical and cognitive accessibility of project information. I think that creating an online databank with a simple, user-friendly
interface is an excellent idea. The report speaks of producing “non-technical summaries to communicate IA information” in addition to this. Will the creation of these
documents be done by the proponent or by the responsible authority? If they are the responsibility of the proponent, I recommend that they be reviewed by the
government to prevent perceptions of bias or accusations by the public of information being left out or misrepresented.
There needs to be some reform of the "standing test", however, making the process "open to all" is not the panacea that the Panel has made it out to be. Perhaps
legislation could be changed to allow participants who would like to submit a comment can do so but there needs to be some form of vetting of participants to create an
evidence-based, scientific, timely process that still upholds the rules of natural justice. Simply letting unsophisticated parties to pile untested evidence into the process is
not fair or efficient for anyone.
I think public participation is an important aspect of an Impact Assessment. The public are often the most impacted by a project and therefore should have a say in what
those impacts may be. For example, the indigenous people and the public often have a vast knowledge about the site that may not be accessible through existing
databases. Talking to the communities encourages a positive working relationship with the industry. The recommendation of having Impact Assessment information
accessible to the public allows the public to have more input and influence on the Impact Assessment. Therefore, I agree with the expert panel report for this section
because it is improving the Impact Assessment process and increasing public participation.
Ensuring robust public participation without making the process too cumbersome can provide a real challenge in designing a proper method of IA. Allowing the public to
have an impact on the outcome of a proposed project is essential to ensuring its integrity. The issue of only having a small portion of those interested in a project able to
have a say in the formal process must change to ensure the integrity of IAs moving forward. However, there must still be some government control to provide a level of
security to proponents that a properly conducted IA demonstrating very little environmental impacts can be approved and will not be stalled indefinitely by a few
individuals. Care must also be taken to properly define the criteria for who is directly affected by a proposed project. This way those that are affected by the project can
comment and intervene on the process not those who are relatively far removed from the impacts. The Panel’s recommendations to provide more time to review
information and making the process more understandable to the public and providing easier access to the public are good steps toward an improved system.
I agree with providing early and ongoing public participation opportunities throughout the IA process, and making it more specific as to when the public can participate. It
is a great idea to adapt the public education and feedback processes to reach out to more people and make it easy to access background information of the project, how
it will impact the participant(s), and openness for the public to ask questions and receive answers. I agree with allowing the public to have the potential to impact
decisions, but to an extent. There are concerns that some of the participants making statements about the project, whether positive or negative, could not be educated
on the impacts, design or purpose of the project.
It is important to have a public consultation process when impacts from a project impact the people and communities near the new development. I think it is important to
address improved strategies at getting more public participation that results in satisfactory outcomes and the public feels that they have been heard. I think this is a
challenging process and the new IA discusses more interactive and collaborative methods to include the public. Some issues that may occur is the prolonging of projects
due to concerns from the public. It will be difficult to properly address all issues without extending the preliminary timeline of projects. This extra time and more inclusive
consultation period costs more dollars to industry, and may still not be fully resolved. I also think including the public should include educational opportunities. It is difficult
to fully educate mass amounts of the public so they have a complete and comprehensive understanding of projects and the many implications. This education process
will take extra employees or professionals, and more time needed from the public for them to fully grasp project considerations. I think public engagement is important but
it can never be perfected.
I agree with the panel on their recommendation to make public participation more meaningful. By doing so, public impact should be increased regarding the decisions
making process to make sure interests are considered and to increase collaboration between public and proponents.
One of the other ideas that I though was interesting on this topic was the implementation of feedback mechanisms for the participants (public, stakeholders and
Indigenous people) to see how their input was incorporated into the IA. I believe that this will encourage more participation if the individuals can see the influence they
have on changes. If information is available, people will be more confident in the process as a whole.
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The Panel recognizes some huge issues with the CEAA 2012 limiting public involvement. I agree that public participation should include all interested parties and not just
those directly impacted by a project. I also agree that the public should be better informed on the process of IAs so that their participation is more meaningful. I believe
2.4 - Public Participation
that the use of social media, and processes such as the one set up for the expert panel report, could be beneficial to informing the public. However, public participation
in Impact Assessment
may also lengthen the process which reinforces the need for project specific timelines.
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The goals for public participation are good for introducing public to more information and allowing them to have input into the decision making process. I will admit that
allowing the public to make the final decision makes me nervous as there is always a chance for people to be unreasonable no matter how much evidence you give them
contrary to their opinion. I would like to know under which context you classify if any part of the public has potential to be impacted by a project. I think that this is an
important part of the public participation section as you mention that participation should come from those potentially impacted.
Though I do believe the public should be able to access all relevant information about the project and have relevant input into the IA, it will be very important that the
information is easily understandable and not in lengthy and technical documents. This section talks about having easily understandable information available to the
public, but it will be important to develop a standardized process about how this information will be presented to the public to prevent misunderstandings and
misinformation. I think it should be a standardized process on how the information is presented to the public and not simply industry discretion. If we had one government
website that had all the information about current IA’s it would ensure the public has access to the information as well as knowledge about where to find it and how it will
I believe it is important for IAs to be easily accessible and permanently and publicly available, and agree with the recommendation set out by the Panel. They suggest
utilizing a user-friendly website to communicate with the public, however I think there should be a central hub for all IAs in Canada rather than individual sites for each IA.
This would provide only one site to be regulated and checked and would provide a reliable information source for all Canadians, however I would suggest the continued
use of mail as it remains a good form of communication particularly with those less computer-literate.
I agree that it is important to include meaningful public participation throughout the project, however, comments made after major construction and financial investments
should only provide projects with potential changes rather than have the power to reject projects. It is wasteful to have projects rejected after significant construction has
begun because many of the impacts would already exist. The idea to have IA information easily accessible, and permanently and publicly available is important because
many concerns about projects are raised after the public comment period due to the public not being aware or not being able to access IA documents. Unlike CEAA
2012, I think it is important to include all public in the public comment period rather than just the potentially affected groups of people. The public can provide key
information regarding the Valued Components that may be initially missed. However, if more of the public can comment on proposed projects there should be a
standardized method for providing easily understood information in one public forum. A standardized system will allow the public comment process to be efficient and
would likely generate involvement in future projects if the same system exists for all projects.
Public participation has largely lacked the ability to impact the outcome, because people are often limited to only voting on government representation, that hopefully
represent the needs and concerns of the public on a development. And/or people don’t have the opportunity to voice their concerns earlier enough before a vest
investment into a development project, which usually causes voiced concerns to be heard by a deaf ear. Currently, Canadians are lacking a platform to directly voice
concerns on issue, such as whether we should still be allowing further developments related to oil and gas when the scientific community has overwhelming evidence of
the relationship between greenhouse gases and climate change. When similar topics are voiced by the public it is often too late and not the appropriate platform to
contend a development. Therefore, I agree with the Panels recommendations to increase “meaningful”, earlier and ongoing public participation in the assessment
processes. That would inclusive to concern/support of impacts from local socio-economic to environmental degradation. Creating a dialog between government and the
people is a challenging issue that needs to be implemented to prevent the spread of misinformation and improve the platform for participation to take place.
An issue that often arises is, whose voices are heard and whose are acted upon. The IA vision of public participation works well to address this. The issue of how and
who gets to decide this is also contentious as pointed out under the meaningful participation section. There is often a lacking or ambiguous definition as to who is
“affected by a decision in the decision-making process” this needs to be further clarified. In addition stakeholders should also be informed as to why their considerations
are not taken into account in the IA process. This has been an issue in the past and this review provides an opportunity to clarify some of these issues.
The panel’s mention that current participation opportunities are unsatisfactory is what I agree with the most. A good point mentioned is that the opportunities must be
meaningful, but I believe that the definition of “meaningful” should have specific requirements in any new legislation. However, the use of the participation spectrum is
done very well and helps with keeping participation from lying within a category of manipulation versus actual involvement. Another good point made by the panel is that
participants should be made aware of how the input they give is used. This is important, as the perceived amount of influence from participation is a key criterion for
acceptance of outcomes. But one main criticism I have of this section is that there is no mention of methods that should be used for public participation, as there are
some low-quality methods for participation that allowed under current legislation. A big example is public hearings, which have low acceptance criteria and are ineffective
in actually solving concerns, and are also used as the cheapest solution by proponents and only really covers the bare minimum of regulatory requirements. Essentially,
there should be more motivation for using actually meaningful methods for public participation.
I agree that the public needs to be informed that there is public participation needed. I agree with The Panel that the government needs to address their uses of social
media in order to spread the request for participation and feedback. Newspapers work but are continually going out of print. Websites like the one we are using now are
positive but need to be search friendly and shared better. Possibly using large social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter could increase the amount of public
feedback. The public has a strong voice but it is lost because they may not be aware they are able to give their opinion through a forum. Education of this simple system
is required in order to keep the process transparent and inclusive to all people. Trust will be gained when IA information is publically available for all to review and when
the public understand that their voice can have an impact in on the decision process.
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The current state of environmental assessment is unacceptable. The perception that Canada’s environment is for sale to any entity with the potential to generate
sufficient revenue is widespread and speaks to a general mistrust of those who are governing our provinces and nation. “Inform and consult” is simply insufficient to
foster any faith in the system. The IAC should have a central repository of IAs currently under consideration, with data and reports easily accessible. This repository
should be publicly available, with project areas clearly identified, either via the internet or at regional IAC offices. Additionally, a straightforward system for identification
and reporting projects that have failed to identify their impact to an area of federal concern should be implemented, with the process outlined and explained either online
or at regional IAC offices. Public involvement needs to start early in the planning phase, with sufficient notice given, and there needs to be a defined process to ensure
that public concerns are adequately dealt with.
Achieving public participation that is meaningful not only ensures the legitimacy of IA processes, but it also brings more attention to the social aspect of IA and increases
the public’s confidence in the IA process. I believe that the importance of including of public participation early in the IA process in analogous to including IA early in the
project development process. I agree with the Panel recommendation to make public participation “open to all” by creating more informal opportunities for participation
‘less intimidating’. While the use of social media and web based platforms increases the accessibility of IA information in a user-friendly matter, can this create situations
were public participation becomes too open? For example, the opinions and concerns of locally affected communities could potentially be outweighed by contrasting
opinions from those who may not be directly affected. In other words, there needs to be more clarity defining the use of “open to all”. In theory it is important to include
meaningful public participation, but it is important to note that various conflicting opinions on a topic will persist no matter how extensive the level of participation.
I agree that it is important that public participation be meaningful as well as the participation starting early in the process, with there being potential influence on IA as a
result of public participation. It is also good that there is an overarching criterion for this participation as this will create participation that is meaningful as well as the
process having clearly outlined roles of the public and what they are able to influence. This will prevent there from being misunderstanding of the roles that the public will
play and can lead to a more efficient and streamlined process that will have reduced unnecessary arguments and indecision. The public participation spectrum is a good
way to present to the public what influence they can have on IA. Having a set standard will also prevent there being misunderstanding if there had been differences in
influences across different jurisdictions. It is also good that there is recognition that the meaningful participation process will take time, however it must be regulated so
that there is not wasted time and resources due to drawn out processes.
I agree with the Panel’s opinion that public participation (PP) is key to the success of all IA’s. Without PP, the viewpoint of those directly impacted by the proposed
projects would be absent, therefore leading to issues that could not be foreseen. Under current IA regulations, although public participation is to be keystone within all
aspects of assessments, public input is failing. Funds necessary to allow for successful PP are not available, and therefore the Panel proposes that a “participant funding
program for IA be commensurate with the costs associated with meaningful participation in all phases of IA” be developed in order to mitigate these costs, allowing for
more PP. While in theory this may be a viable option, the economic pressure that this would place on assessors may lead to shortcomings in other fields of IA. The public
participation spectrum is a good concept to assist the public in knowing how their opinion impacts IA. Although I agree that gunning for increased PP generally is a good
concept, I believe focusing on smaller groups (such as Indigenous groups) whose insight may be lacking throughout the IA rather than the public as a whole should come
first.

2.4 - Public Participation
in Impact Assessment
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in Impact Assessment
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in Impact Assessment

2.4 - Public Participation
in Impact Assessment

In Section 2.4 Public Participation, I agree with the recommendations but more amplification is needed. I am pleased the Panel suggests that the public should be able to
participate early in the IA process and continue to throughout while having the potential to influence decisions. In the current system, people seem to feel that their
involvement is disregarded and ignored which can be improved by the above recommendation. However, more information is needed regarding the possible impact of
2.4 - Public Participation
public input because there is no information on the weight that the input would have on the decision making process. By matching the participant funding program with
in Impact Assessment
the costs of participation throughout the process, it will make it easier for more individuals and groups to get involved. More facts, however, are needed on who has the
authority to decide who gets funding and how much and where the funding will be coming from. The recommendation for easily accessible IA information that is
permanently and publicly available will make it easier for participant to understand the IA info throughout the process. All the recommendations are strong but more
The Concerned Citizens of Renfrew County and Area (CCRCA) are pleased that the Panel heard our concerns in our submission about the proposed million-cubicmeter radioactive waste dump (“Near Surface Disposal Facility”) at the Chalk River Laboratories.
CCRCA told the Expert Panel that the impact assessment process led by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) for the proposed Chalk River dump
provides limited public participation, comes too late in the process, and may have little or no effect on the CNSC’s decision on project approval. The Expert Panel report
says “Meaningful public participation is a key element to ensure the legitimacy of IA processes.” It calls for “early and ongoing public participation opportunities that are
2.4 - Public Participation
open to all, and says that “Results of public participation should have the potential to impact decisions.”
in Impact Assessment
We agree with the Expert Panel that impact assessment needs to “better address a review of alternatives” early in the planning stages. We regret that the Canadian
Nuclear Laboratories did not initially engage the public in a discussion of alternatives to a landfill-type facility. We strongly concur with the Panel’s observation that early
public involvement in planning can “reduce conflict later in the IA process” and avoid “adversarial relationships with project proponents… prior to large investments of
time and money into publicly contested options.”
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The Explorers and
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Shawn Nielsen
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Brad Jones

I agree!
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27/04/2017

Doug Allan

Remove the test by the NEB that limits participation; all Canadians should be able to have a say in environmental decisions that concern them.
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Oliver Hockenhull
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Bill Bryden
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390

30/04/2017

The proposals in this section are unworkable with the proposed elimination of a "standing" test to determine full participation in a review process. There are many
opportunities and platforms to enable Canadians to learn about a project and submit their views (this website is an example) or open houses in communities. Only
parties with unique, relevant and valuable information or who are directly affected by proximity to a proposed project should be able to participate as intervenors at a
hearing.
Public awareness and participation within the IA process is important. Especially early stages. Websites like this one serve as good example for collecting and
considering public input.

The environment and water concerns EVERY citizen. Every citizen should have an incontrovertible right to have a say on such matters. It is a shame that this issue is
even brought up as a question and that it is shows that there are problems with our democracy. Of course thoroughly open consultation should take place — without
Canada is managed as a unit and thus ALL Canadians should be allowed to provide input. Anything less is divisive.
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in Impact Assessment
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in Impact Assessment
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We all live in the same country and our environment does not adhere to borders or communities. The Mt. Polley disaster did not only affect the people that live around
2.4 - Public Participation
Laurie~
Quesnel Lake, but everyone downstream from there. That reaches down the Frazer River and all the way to the ocean and spreads out all along the coast. Thank you for
in Impact Assessment
your recommendation to remove all barriers from participation and please stick to your guns on this point.
I support the Expert Panel's recommendations. Environmental issues cross boundaries and we are a mobile population. We care about environmental issues across
2.4 - Public Participation
Lynda Gagne
the country and IA should be a highly inclusive process.
in Impact Assessment
2.4 - Public Participation
Michelle
The environment effects us all therefore all Canadians should be able to have a say in environmental decisions that concern them.
in Impact Assessment
The Canadian public are both directly and indirectly impacted by EA decisions. Impact Assessments must be fully transparent and allow for full participation of all groups
John Bergenske,
2.4 - Public Participation
and individuals who request to present information and perspectives. This issue goes to the very heart of Canadian democracy. Limiting input not only means that all the
Wildsight
in Impact Assessment
information is not available, but leads to further alienation of the public from the political process.
Not all impacted parties will be "directly" impacted by projects un assessment and as such persons or groups also "indirectly" impacted by proposed projects should have 2.4 - Public Participation
Michael Herauf
the right to participate in the public forum and present their concerns to the review panels or boards. If you really want to build consensus, this is a must!
in Impact Assessment
The term "Direct assessment" is the wrong word for this document. The Environmental assessment procedure should be protecting all living things (fauna and flora) to
the highest degree from the harmful byproducts of manufacturing. We are talking about full ionization of byproducts from their harmful compounds, into those which are
not, within a lifespan that does not finance the future health of our children. Therefore, the interested parties for environmental assessments are all creatures affected
2.4 - Public Participation
Rylan Zimny
during the entire lifetime that these byproducts exist. Corporations should no longer be able to hide behind the term "directly affected" as it is their the offloading of their
in Impact Assessment
indirect costs that cause most pollution, as well as cost us via healthcare and other forms of remediation. Consensus should also be a requirement. Without consensus,
we would be imposing decisions against the will of others; Canadians should be practicing that form of tyranny.
All Canadians must have a say whether affected directly or indirectly in environmental decisions that concern us. Our communities and wildlife are deeply impacted and
2.4 - Public Participation
Jacqueline Steffen
affected by oil spills, chemical leaks etc. It is imperative we protect our water resources for future generations.
in Impact Assessment
The truth is indigenous peoples have been practising forms of consensus-building exercises for centuries. Paying heed to meaningful public participation with a talking
2.4 - Public Participation
L Daoust
stick with fresh water clean air and healthy food now being protected is the way forward. I am concerned that IA is being considered the end result rather than basic
in Impact Assessment
human needs being protected.
I wish I had the luxury of time and money to make the time to review and comment. Why were individuals such as myself not included on the Panel? I see
representatives of industry and the corporate world, but do not see leaders of environmental or social groups, nor do I see common everyday individuals. No matter how
2.4 - Public Participation
Doug Beckett, public good the results of this report are, this process is biased to the corporate interests. Knowing the results of this report are already biased to corporate interests - please
in Impact Assessment
ensure that through this review process the report results, with respect to ensuring improved and broader public participation, is not watered down from what is described
in the report - especially as the report does not go far enough to ensuring adequate levels of public inclusion and participation.
All Canadians should be able to have a say in environmental decisions that concern them. That is the foundation of a good democracy. The process involving public
consultation should be wide open, transparent, and accessible to all citizens. This includes providing notice. Also taking extra steps to facilitate Indigenous participation
2.4 - Public Participation
Nicole B
who face additional barriers in making their voices heard.
in Impact Assessment
All info/data collected should be considered important and valuable, not simply dismissed.
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Colleen
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Joanna Bull
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Holly
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Holly
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Kate GordanierSmith
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Kimm Kent

Consensus building and grounded face to face public participation needs to be more respectful with time and considering and much consensus building. This process
needs to be done with much care and respect to all. We are all connected and thus need to consider the affects of any changes and impacts. This takes time and may I
suggest to also use Indigenous Wisdom relating to consensus building. Each matter and all matter. Recently I did try to volunteer on a committee that was accessing a
community issue. The committee did not accept my volunteering as they did accept the one person that agreed with their mandate which did not consider the flow of our
beautiful river. So yes it is vital that all voices are heard and definitely not just the voices that support a change that hurts our environment and any of the beings living
here. Strangely how can an impact assessment ever be fair if it only brings in the voices of the beings that support the change and not the ones that question what is
going on or research that supports only one side of a story!
The new EA process needs to truly respect ALL Canadians by letting us know about developments that will impact the places we live and work, and listening and making
adjustments according to our concerns. We deserve a say in the projects that are going to affect us.
Having presented myself at Hearings, I witnessed indigenous chiefs in the audience who did not know how to sign up to participate in hearings although they wanted to
participate. It is crucial that the indigenous people not only have a right to present at hearings but are also assisted to ensure they can participate. They are often not
Everything is interconnected in nature. Every time industry pollutes or destroys the environment somewhere in Canada, it impacts all Canadians, therefore all Canadians
should have a right to speak about issues pertaining to Canada. Often those with scientific knowledge do not live in the region (where the damage will be done) and their
voices need to be heard in the assessment process too.
Section 2.4 I live in the Big Bend area of Burnaby near the North Arm of the Fraser River. A Kinder Morgan pipeline already crosses the river near our local beach. In
2012 the river almost overflowed its dyke and our valley full of family farms was prepared by our city for flood disaster, with white posts appearing along our ditches so
we wouldn't drive into them when racing from flood waters. We met city officials in our old elementary school to discuss emergency evacuation. It was terrifying. Kinder
Morgan's pipeline expansion will indisputably increase carbon emissions downstream, and our house insurance has already increased to deal with "more commonplace
severe weather events" like flooding that result from climate change and sea level rise. My family, my community, my city, the Lower Mainland, for heavens sake, the
world are "affected" by the approval of the Kinder Morgan pipeline. We should have a voice. I approve the Panel’s recommendation to remove all barriers to participation,
including the test used by the NEB to limit participation to only those “directly affected”, when downstream emissions and climate change are disallowed for evaluation.
Every Ministry before development that has an impact on the environment must uphold Canada’s obligations towards Indigenous peoples, including Free, Prior and
Informed CONSENT. This consent must be representative of a majority of the Indigenous people of their terrirtory and must demonstrate a transparent process of
decisionmaking. To ensure grassroots members of Indigenous community have had their voices heard. Further, everyone in Canada should be able to have a say in
environmental decisions that concern them.
Meaningful public participation and consultation are important to ensuring a transparent process that takes the communities concerns into account. We support the idea
of greater transparency, including the creation of a more comprehensive public registry. However, the Expert Panel’s proposal to make the IA process open to all is
deeply problematic. It fails to account for the fact that there are some individuals who are not invested in a fair, transparent and fact-base assessment process, but who
oppose certain kinds of projects under any conditions, or who would to use the EA/IA process as a forum for policy discussions beyond the scope of the project review.
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Canadian Chamber
2.4 - Public Participation
A completely open process based on consensus building would grant a few individuals the power to use the IA process to delay projects, perhaps indefinitely. In some
of Commerce
in Impact Assessment
cases, allowing public opinion – as opposed to technical, scientific or traditional knowledge – to influence decision making would conflict with the principal of a fact-based
decision making process based on clear rules and principals. To ensure a fair and efficient process, it is important to limit participation to those with unique information,
expertise or traditional knowledge that is directly relevant to the project, to community members that would would be most impacted by the proposal and to indigenous
peoples whose rights would be imposed upon.

Vivian sorensen

As a Streamkeeper for 9 years and working with good volunteers in Burnaby with the Stoney Creek Environmental Group and in West Vancouver with the West
Vancouver Streamkeepers as a volunteer myself I see the impact of environmental and human industry on our stream health and salmon populations. The rivers are
often taken for granted by our busy society. This does not mean that when citizens get the time they don't appreciate the beauty of spawning salmon populations in our
urban creeks as they stroll through public path and parks. I believe that the review of environmental impact studies needs to remain transparent so that the trained
volunteers can translate the impacts of projects on our rivers' health. These natural systems, while dynamic and robust have certain critical capacities. Should
development, whether it is a pipeline across provinces or a construction of a skytrain, or even a private home close to a creek bed, threaten the viability of a creek, the
public interests need to be protected. The health of our creeks and the ecosystems they support are critical to our quality of life. Should these systems quietly die it may
be too late before the public realize what we have lost. I believe information can support dialogue for sustainable development for Canadians and our clean air and
water, including invested volunteers who speak up for systems that otherwise have no voice.
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Jule Asterisk
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Les Hicks

Our clean air and waters, our wildlife all need a voice.
We the PUBLIC must speak up for ecosystems and all its life forms that otherwise have no voice. Public involvement must be open, inclusive and have meaning full
positive action follow up if you are going to get the public involved. Open agendas, not ones already predetermined behind closed doors. This sad example is going on
right now as the Ottawa decision was already made to waste 90 million dollars on a "proposed" bike road through the heart of Jasper National Park. All the secret
meetings and documents have been revealed and this total sham of providing public consultation just turns the people against governments. When the Public says NO it
means NO. The Jasper Glacier SkyWalk was another example of the public being totally ignored and behind door decisions made in Ottawa. 200,000 Canadians said
NO in a petition and this government ignored it. Now we have a Brewster CONTROLED VIEWPOINT WHICH WAS OPEN AND FREE TO ALL THE PUBLIC...no
Longer. I approve the Panel’s recommendation to remove all barriers to participation.
I believe that all Canadians should have the right to present their opinions/facts for or against proposed developments, such as resource developments, that will impact
on their quality of life, in their environment, and the long term sustainability of the resources for future generations.
Bitumen from the tar sands is 20% more harmful to global warming than conventional oil. This is a known fact. Does anyone listen. The ability to make a statement to a
panel does not mean that the argument will receive the consideration that it deserves. Given the timeline regarding the panels work it is quite clear that it's conclusions
had been agreed to in advance. There was no serious environmental group listed as one of the advisory panels. The report falsely states that there were six such groups
listed. In fact there are only five. This alone shows how shoddy the work has been done.
For too long, public concern has been shunted aside in favour of industrial development. In some cases, valid public concerns are lost in ridiculous process tangles, for
example the Jessica Ernst case. The public has every right to be concerned about run away industrial development, especially in Alberta, where we had a rubber stamp
environment department for 40 years, and that our concerns be heard.
Many people are not allowed to speak if it is considered that they are 'not directly affected' by a project, and this prejudices the opinion of government and their actions of
approvals. A person may want to represent concerns that have not yet been heard about a project, but if they don't live right next door, they can't and these concerns are
never represented.
We need better ways to participate, more open data, more community monitoring opportunities, and more contact. We need everyone on board to help move in the best
direction. Project proponents are often well funded by investors who don't represent a stake in future generations, but are only there for short term gain. How many oil
companies' abandoned wells will be turned over to the public for taxpayers? How can we have new bitumen mines when that is the most expensive and difficult type of
oil product to manage, and whole industry is moving in a different direction? Maybe future generations will have a better way to get oil out of bitumen, but for now,
Canada may not want to approve any new bitumen projects using outdated, energy intensive, polluting technology.
This is the kind of project the public needs to have input on, and those thinking of future generations are clearly more altruistic than those wanting short term gain.
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2.4 - Public Participation
in Impact Assessment

I agree with the proposal.
As seen in recent years, the environmental review process has been hijacked by radical activists with no skin in the game as a means of implementing their own selfish
agendas. Everyone with the ability to speak and write is allowed to participate in the assessment process, no matter their ignorance in the subject matter or their
proximity or interest in the outcomes. This is akin to some random guy off the street being allowed to testify in a criminal trial of a complete stranger. Their added value is
inconsequential relative to their impact on the result of the assessment.
Public participation should be focused and perhaps limited to those with a vested interest, either through their proximity to the project, their potential investment in the
project, or their duties as an impacted organization or their responsibilities as a representative of an impacted community.

404

03/05/2017

Robert Huck
This is not to say that the process should be hidden from public view. All relevant data on potential impacts to the environment or public should be made available free of
charge, and the public should be able to participate in a limited fashion with the stakeholders as they see fit.

2.4 - Public Participation
in Impact Assessment

However, allowing any more participation than this seriously compromises the integrity of the assessment, and significantly increases the time and resources spent with
little to no environmental benefit.

405

04/05/2017

Canadian
Association of
Physicians for the
Environment

Public participation is critical to successful IAs. Public participation can be enhanced by a) making available resources (from data to travel costs to access to expert
consultants) to committed members of the public which fill facilitate their participation, and b) inserting some measure of redundancy and repetition into establishing
opportunities for participation. Having limited opportunities to engage in an IA process is a form of structural anti-democracy, and the converse it true -- increase entry
points into the process and one builds in fairness.
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Kirsten Ketilson

The federal environmental assessment process should incorporate very strong provisions regarding public participation. The C-38 restrictions on participation to persons
"directly affected" by projects should be removed and replaced with an open and inclusive approach to participation and consultation.
Public participation is a necessity and IA information needs to be readily accessible to all, but it also needs to be managed in such a way that costs and the time frame for
public participation do not negatively impact the assessment process. The focus of public participation should be stakeholders that may be directly impacted.
Public participation is an important aspect of environmental assessment. The onus should be on the proponent to make the relevant information available to the public.
However, it is important that the framework for public consultation/participation be such that it focuses on stakeholders that are or may be directly impacted. Participation
of the public should be at logical steps within the process, not at unlimited stages within the process that makes the EA potentially burdensome from a cost or time
The process being proposed will require seemingly unlimited resources, as it would result in a consensus based decision from a widespread pool of stakeholders. While
obtaining public input is important, stakeholders should be limited to those directly influenced by the project or activity. It is difficult to ascertain the cost or timeframe
required to ensure meaningful participation as described.
The taxpayer is generally not a part of this process as the need to work to fund this government industry. Only paid lobbyists, enviros and natives take part and get all the
media attention.
What the panel proposes in this section seems to allow for endless participation. The concern here is that no amount of money or time may be able to satisfy the
requirements for participation.
I do not support unlimited opportunities for participation by an infinite pool of stakeholders Participation should focus on those stakeholders that may be directly
impacted, and there should be bounds on the cost and timeframe for this participation. These boundaries seem to be infinite as outlined in the Report. I find it hard to see
how achievement of consensus by this unlimited pool of stakeholders would be practical or allow any development to proceed in Canada.
Again, in principle, I support the ongoing engagement of the public and their participation in the process and understand the restrictions that short comment periods can
have on gathering feedback, but I do not think that the proposal as written with provide benefit to those directly impacted by development or to the environment.
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I am concerned that parties who fundamentally oppose development, who are uninformed on the actual risks of the project, and who reside in regions nowhere near the
development will have an equal voice at the table and access to equal funding compared to those who are informed and most directly affected by the proposed project.
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Jon Henderson
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Thevenot
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John Takala
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Jamie Kneen,
MiningWatch
Canada

416

Opening up participation without restrictions or criteria to a potentially unlimited number of stakeholder could dilute the conversation and overshadow meaningful
concerns of local people, escalate the costs of the review process which could divert funds away from performing valuable baseline work on the ground, and reduce the
efficiency of the process for all involved.

2.4 - Public Participation
in Impact Assessment

At the very least, there should be limits on the amount of funding made available to each group and the amount each group receives should be proportional to their
respective vested interest in the project or the potential impact that the project will have on their livelihood. Funding for participation could also be based on a percentagematch in which the stakeholder needs to provide 25 - 50% of the funding in order to qualify. Criteria for participation should require that stakeholders demonstrate that
they have meaningful and valid concerns to help ensure informed and balanced perspectives.
I do not agree that it is the proponent or the government's responsibility to educate the public in the details of environmental studies; that's what university is for.
However, it would be useful to build literacy from a general perspective by having information sessions and better online summaries of IA process and Project
information. Comments should definitely be acknowledged and taken into account if applicable, but only experts are qualified to dissect an IA and critique its methods or
2.4 - Public Participation
findings. The definition of "expert" is wide and may be independent scientists, regulators, consultants, among others, or more broadly as knowledge holders (e.g.,
in Impact Assessment
indigenous elders can comment on traditional knowledge, potentially affected residents can comment on impacts to well-being). Not everyone needs to review everything
in detail, and some trust is needed that the expert reviewers will do their job, otherwise the cost will be exorbitant. On another note, there should be a disincentive to
submitting multiple thousand page reports and an incentive to creating interactive web-based non-technical summaries.
I am concerned with the tone of this section that implies a significant increase in public participation is needed with no apparent constraints that reasonable timelines
must be an inherent part of the IA process. It must be remembered that for the vast majority of projects there are already existing regulations and associated responsible
authorities that will regulate the project and it must meet these regulations. The IA process is in addition to this and does offer some opportunity to improve a project, but
2.4 - Public Participation
the IA consultation process should not be designed to setup an additional governance and oversight structure. "Early and ongoing" public participation needs to be
in Impact Assessment
defined and not mean practically unlimited consultation. Public participant funding needs to scaled to the scope of the project and defined, recognizing that there will
often be requests for additional funding. Investing in the infrastructure to have easily accessible IA information is sensible and in the long run may help reduce the costs
of and improve the quality of public involvement.
The flexibility, capacity-building, and transparency proposed by the Panel are excellent. There need to be clear mechanisms for the role of the public in monitoring and
2.4 - Public Participation
follow-up, learning from experience and initiating appropriate responses from regulatory and IA authorities, whether it’s reviewing approval conditions, targeted research,
in Impact Assessment
a limited or full reassessment -- or even a regional IA, for example on the basis of cumulative impacts.
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Participation should focus on stakeholders that may be directly impacted rather than potentially burdensome opportunities. Funding for support for programs should not
be limitless. Consensus-based decision making likely won't be successful as there will always be differing opinions on projects. Costs and time for the IA process should
be standardized and adjusted based on the nature of the project.
A significant increase in public participation with no apparent constraints ensures reasonable timelines will become impossible to achieve. It's a very foolish initiative to
allow more public participation than is currently allowed.
Meaningful public participation and consultation is an integral part of a transparent process. That being said, opening the process to all would make the process timely
and costly, without necessarily adding value.
Technical, scientific and local traditional knowledge should be used to make fact-based decisions. Stakeholders with relevant local knowledge, scientific or technical
expertise relevant to the project should have priority. Opening the process to all would minimize the voices of those who have a stake in the project and allow outside
groups to use the process to further their agenda - not necessarily add value to a specific project.
These are the comments of the David Suzuki Foundation and are intended to complement joint submission of the Environmental Assessment Caucus of the Canadian
Environmental Network (including the David Suzuki Foundation).
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2.4 - Public Participation
We agree with the Expert Panel’s recommendations on public participation in impact assessment (section 2.4 of the report). This section of the report speaks in essence
in Impact Assessment
to procedural environmental rights. Recognizing every Canadian’s right to live in a healthy environment as a guiding principal in impact assessment is a necessary
complement.
Although I support public participation the recommended consensus-based decision and unbinding stakeholder participation could result in an extremely lengthy process.
Limiting stakeholder involvement to those directly impacted does not mean outside consultation or research is prevented, it rather supports organized and focused
2.4 - Public Participation
participation. The report does not set costs or timeframe limits, which leads to ambiguity and therefore a set of standards should be developed. IA information should be
in Impact Assessment
easily accessible and permanently and publically available.
Meaningful public participation must be a key element of any new assessment process. CPONS believes that public engagement in project assessments has not been
properly supported in the past. We concur with the Panel’s proposals for early and ongoing public participation opportunities, participant funding and IA information that is
accessible, available and simplified.
CPONS also believes that public input into the outcome of a project is a key component of any assessment, including the possibility of rejection. We are concerned with
the Report’s seemingly underlying assumption that all development projects through time and effort will ultimately be approved and proceed. In CPONS view, there may
2.4 - Public Participation
be occasions when broad public support for an undertaking will not be attainable and the assessment process must accommodate such an outcome. As the Liberal Party in Impact Assessment
of Canada stated prior to the last federal election, “while governments grant permits for resource development, only communities can grant permission.” If broad public
support is not present, the assessment agency and government must recognize it, respect it and not approve projects. Only then will people have confidence in the
assessment process.
The Panel’s report is correct when it states that “It is through public engagement and participation that social license to operate – obtaining broad public support for
proposed undertakings – can be built and optimal results of IA can be reached.” All Canadians should have a say in environmental decisions that concern them. ORA is
in full agreement with the best practices recommended by the Panel.
However, ORA does not support a “substitution”, which would allow other levels of government to carry out the IA. When other agendas come into play, so do other
agendas, and requirements can be watered down or lost, but it is absolutely necessary that there be consistency in how well projects are managed and mitigated.

423

04/05/2017

Ontario Rivers
Alliance

ORA recommends that because air and water cross regional, provincial, and federal boundaries, that projects impacting on air and water should be fully managed from
start to completion by federal regulators. Additionally, any regulator conducting the IA must have a culture that recognizes the value of engagement and truly respects
public participants.
There is a real need for ensuring transparency, openness and credibility with the body conducting the IA.
ORA recommends that external audits, rights of appeal, and an independent tribunal to hear those appeals, must accompany participant funding, and capacity building to
ensure participation is meaningful and fair.
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Wayne Summach
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05/05/2017

Kari Toews
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05/05/2017

Shane Borchardt

427

05/05/2017

Joanna Skrajny,
AWA

I do not support bureaucratic and unlimited participation of consensus-based decision from an infinite pool of stakeholders. You must only consider those that are
impacted, you must streamline your process NOT complicate it. This is very alarming and unprecedented new process for your proposed IA. This new process is
unworkable and unrealistic requiring unlimited financial resources and will stifle future development and investment in Canada with no environmental benefits. Industry
employs professionally trained women and men committed to protection of the environment and who work hard every day to ensure Canadian industry protects the
environments by meeting and exceeding already strict regulations. You need to visit mining operations to see how committed they are thru constant environmental
monitoring ensuring protection for generations to come. We already have an over regulated process.
Public participation is an important part of the process and must focus on those stakeholders that may be directly impacted. I do not support the burdensome and
unlimited opportunities for participation of the requirement for consensus-based decision from an infinite pool of stakeholders as proposed in the Report. As proposed
there is potential that cost and timeframe to ensure participation may be infinite, which is unrealistic and unworkable, adding time, cost and complication for no benefit.
Cost and time for IA process must be supported by standard costs and timelines that may be adjusted depending on the nature of the project.
I agree that IA information should be easily accessible and permanently and publically available.
I support public consultation as a meaningful part of the process, but do not support the proposal as stated, because it risks diverting attention from those directly
impacted to create a stage for those not directly impacted to further their agendas.

The proposal appears to assume that time and costs are not a factor in public participation and appears to propose unlimited opportunities for participation. This needs
to be narrowed and focus on those stakeholders that may be directly impacted by the project.
AWA would agree with the Panel’s assessment that current opportunities for the public to meaningfully participate are unsatisfactory, with significant frustration shared
over a seeming inability to impact an assessment outcome. We agree that the current consultation process is not meaningful, as it only seeks to inform the public. AWA
would prefer for consultation to be improved towards proponents collaborating with the public. The limitations in who is allowed to participate in CEAA 2012 have only
served to hinder public trust and the public’s ability to participate meaningfully. The ability for the wider Canadian public to meaningfully engage in all environmental
assessments necessarily includes increased time windows for public engagement, with earlier engagement opportunities and the ability to understand decision making
processes at each step of the process.
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In order to meaningfully participate in federal IA, AWA agrees that increased capacity – both government capacity to undertake reviews and increased funding for
participants – is necessary. This, coupled with increased time for the public to review and prepare for the engagement processes, will result in better outcomes. AWA
has been personally challenged by the short timelines to participate in reviews and limitations on which projects we have been able to participate in. As a provincial
conservation organization, we believe that we can provide valuable input to certain projects and regional assessments.
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05/05/2017

05/05/2017

Ian Thomson, Oxfam
Canada

Cec Robinson

Participation plans collaboratively designed with input from the public are a promising development in the Expert Panel’s recommendations. Such plans should explicitly
identify how gender-based barriers to participation have been considered and addressed to ensure public participation opportunities are indeed open to all.
Participant funding for IA should be commensurate with the costs associated with meaningful participation, and should be allocated to ensure the participation of
women’s groups and diverse gender perspectives are reflected in all phases of IA.
I strongly support the panels recommendation to remove all barriers to participation, including the NEB's current policy of allowing the participation of only those people it
deems are "directly affected ".
Environmental damage affects everybody.
Any barrier to full participation will perpetuate the existing public distrust of the process.
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05/05/2017

Northern Health
Authority of BC

431

05/05/2017

Manitoba
Infrastructure

432

05/05/2017

While is important for stakeholders to have a voice in the public participation process, opening the process to all give influence to view-points well outside the scope of
the assessment. It opens the process to being commandeered by vocal minorities, and groups with motivations beyond the project. The first step to a robust cost-benefit
Greater Vancouver
discussion is to determine the groups, interests, and people whom “have standing.” Opening public consultations to all undermines this important aspect of a rigorous
Board of Trade
evidence based Impact Assessment. It is important for the public to have the potential to impact decisions, there must be greater deference given to science, facts, and
evidence.
We strongly support the recommendation for inclusivity during an entire IA, and that input has the potential to be impactful.
Blue Dot PEI
We also strongly support the sharing of impact assessment data and findings with the public in accessible language.
I strongly endorse adequate, stable and consistent intervener funding for IAs. The federal government must take this strong panel recommendation and commit to vastly
Elizabeth May
increase the amount of funds dedicated to participant funding.

05/05/2017
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05/05/2017

435

05/05/2017

436

05/05/2017

Jane Howe

437

05/05/2017

Pat Moss

05/05/2017

439

05/05/2017

2.4.3 - The federal agency will have to maintain the database to ensure permanency.

While we agree that the previous limitation of public participation in EAs has eroded public trust, leaving input wide-open, as is recommended by the Panel, is not the
answer either. While it is important to hear all points of view, decisions should more heavily consider the input of those directly effected. This can be done through
transparently designed tiered input categories. We point this out because, as an example, sometimes urban communities far from projects have a louder voice than
smaller coastal and indigenous communities, and those people shouldn’t be able to dictate how local resources are used. However, to be clear, those effected may
Q'ul-lhanumutsun
extend wider than those whose lands or resources are directly touched by the proposed project. For instance, most EAs of past pipelines have not included communities
Aquatic Resources
who will be directly impacted by a spill from the pipeline or a tanker vessel carrying oil when that oil spills away from the direct line or port. Meaningful EAs in those cases
Society
should consider the movement of spilled oil and provide opportunities for input from those people or communities who are likely to be effected.
Once a decision is made, follow-up efforts should include monitor and enforce the conditions. First Nations and community groups can be involved in such monitoring
and this will foster better trust in the process. This is recommended by the Expert Panel.
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438

Northern Health supports the following recommendations made by the Expert Panel regarding “Public Participation in Impact Assessment”:
-That IA legislation require that IA provide early and ongoing public participation opportunities that are open to all, and that the results of public participation have the
potential to impact decisions.
-That the participant funding program for IA be commensurate with the costs associated with meaningful participation in all phases of IA, including monitoring and followup.
-That IA legislation require that IA information be easily accessible, and permanently and publicly available.
We emphasize the critical importance of ensuring participants have the capacity and resources for meaningful participation in the IA process. Additional support to
communities and provincial agencies is recommended to ensure they have the capacity to participate. As noted previously, similar to concerns identified by First Nations
and local governments, Health Authorities (HAs) and other social service agencies are challenged by organizational capacity to participate in assessment processes.
Although HAs have clear interests and expertise related to industrial projects and are often called upon when political or health concerns are raised (either during the
assessment phase or when situations arise where health is impacted after project approval), these agencies have no clear mandate or funding structure that ensures
that they have the means and expertise to be able to adequately feed into the decision making process.

I agree that public participation is an important part of the process, but it must focus on stakeholders who may be directly impacted. Stakeholders with unique and
relevant information AND who are directly affected by proximity to a proposed project should be able to participate as intervenors.
I strongly support the recommendation of all barriers to participation, including the test currently used by the National Energy Board to limit participation to only those
people it deems are “directly affected” by projects like pipelines. Adequate funding must be provided to insure the public is able to participate effectively. The public
should be involved at an early stage and assist in developing a flexible and effective consultation process appropriate to a specific project or policy.
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The Panel has made strong recommendations for achieving meaningful public participation and recognizing the value that participants bring to IA processes. We support
its recommendations for early and ongoing participation opportunities that are open to all, the ability of participation to influence decisions, the need for improved capacityAnna Johnston,
building through funding that is commensurate with costs associated with meaningful public participation as well as through educational resources, and for legislation to
2.4 - Public Participation
West Coast
require that all IA information be easily accessible, and permanently and publicly available. Achieving those goals will require careful attention in the law, regulations,
in Impact Assessment
Environmental Law
policy and guidance. To implement these recommendations and achieve meaningful public participation, we support the recommendations made by Meinhard Doelle and
John Sinclair in their paper, “EA Expert Panel Report: Reflections on Canada’s Proposed Next Generation Assessment Process” (available at http://bit.ly/2qK9cu6).
I support the recommendation for removal of barriers to public participation. This will go a long way to re establishing trust in the process, something that has been
2.4 - Public Participation
Ruby Chapman
severely eroded of late. All Canadians should have the right to have a say in any IA that has the potential to negatively impact the environment, and the earlier in the
in Impact Assessment
process the better.
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05/05/2017

441

05/05/2017

Meg Sears for
Public participation and confidence in the project will be enhanced with ready access to baseline and followup data, as well as knowledge that the data will be housed to
Prevent Cancer Now monitor and manage a project, as well as to contribute to research.
Betty Geier

I agree with the expert panel that ALL Canadians should have a say in environmental decisions that they feel are of concern to them.
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in Impact Assessment

Would you please request Elizabeth May to recommend 3 additional representatives to be added to the panel. This enhanced panel would then assess all review
comments received and would revise the report recommendations.
In addition, please ensure Elizabeth May's review at http://eareview-examenee.ca/wp-content/uploads/uploaded_files/expert-panel-on-env-ass-canada.pdf is fully
considered.
442

443

05/05/2017

05/04/2017

Doug Beckett, public

Landon

As an intervener in the Enbridge Northern Gateway Environmental Assessment, I was very disappointed at the blatant bias in the EA process, EA rules and the EA
decisions. I was very disappointed in how uninformative the proponents responses were to my enquiries, and that the EA Panel considered such non-answers as
acceptable.
We need an EA process that works to ensure the interests of the public are maintained over the long-term. An EA process that serves the corporate interests is no
longer acceptable.
i think that this recommendation is definitely a step in the right direction. The sole recommendation I can make is to have or create a certain level of expertise for which
relevant evidence to a given project can be considered credible. There is no current universal federal definition of who can be considered an "expert" in given field. This
is one of the few gaps that has been noticed in collection of scientific evidence. A certain qualification of expertise or proof of professionalism needs to be established for
this gap. Without this nearly anyone can be considered an "expert" and provide evidence during the information gathering phase of proposed projects.
When and if establishing this level of expertise, to make it applicable and convenient to use, it should be authorized in a way that can be universally acceptable and
recognized across the country. We are a very large and diverse country with many job creation ventures in the works but usage and appropriation of accurate evidence
should be a priority, and should not be taken lightly in decision making.
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Thank you,

444

08/04/2017

Nicholas Brown

445

08/04/2017

Thomas Milligan

Landon
Overall, the findings and recommendations provided by the panel in Section 2.5 are agreeable, however with respect to subsection 2.5.4, it would seem to lack clarity
and detail. Although it is beneficial for the decision-making process to move to become more evidence based, more thought is required on how exactly this would come
about. As it stands, little detail is given regarding how to integrate groups into the decision making process. Instead, the Panel’s recommendation relies on stating that a
detailed set of criteria will be formulated, without accounting for how those criteria are going to be made transparent or who gets input in how these criteria will be
formulated on a situationally-specific basis. It is therefore recommended that the Panel consider working into their proposal a mechanism by which scientific and public
input will be included in the formulation of these criteria, similar to what has been outlined in subsection 2.5.2.
The scientific monitoring methods used in the IA processes should not be based on the proponents economic objectives, but the government’s and public’s
environmental concerns. Past data is valuable when conducting new IAs. Making this data publicly available is an effective method to create transparency, however each
region or area has unique environmental characteristics, or valued components. The data may not be pertinent to new projects, but the data collection methods are. Past
methods of data collection that have proven to be accurate can be integrated into new projects.
Some of the results of expert panel reviews are sensitive, such as culturally important Indigenous sites. Certain information must be examined using some discretion to
keep Indigenous confidence in the process.
Including citizen science in the IA process will increase the probability of examining all relevant data, however it should be examined differently than scientific data,
because of the inherent differences in the collection methods of this data.
The cost of data collection should fall on the proponent but much like Denmark, the data should be analyzed by another group to prevent biased reporting of the data.
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447

08/04/2017

08/04/2017

The Panel began this section by clarifying what is refereed to by “evidence”. This clarification is welcomed, as it avoids incorrect interpretation of new ideas.
Seven recommendations were made under this section. These are, in brief: Use best available Science and Indigenous knowledge in IAs; Create an “open-access”
federal IA database; Provide the IA authorities power to compel expertise from scientists, and verity that science being used in the IA is a) adequate, b) unbiased, and c)
appropriate. The Panel also refers to reliance on the precautionary principle in times of scientific uncertainty. I support the recommendations brought forth by The Panel,
especially considering that there are currently no legislative requirements governing use of science in IAs. The Panel clearly recognizes benefits, and encourages use, of
Melanie de Kappelle
science in the IA process.
I do, however, propose one additional recommendation: the federal government should create funding opportunities for scientists, researchers, and scholars looking to
provide information where the proposed IA database is lacking. This would incentivise those overseeing the database to maintain top standards for data, ensure that the
latest research findings are provided and accessible in the IA process, and incentivise collaboration and communication between researchers and government agencies.

Grayson Wagner
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09/04/2017

Amelia Tobin
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09/04/2017

B. Yakimets
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09/04/2017

Erin Kohler
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10/04/2017

Haley Quadros

452

10/04/2017

Glen Schmidt,
Laricina Energy

The first panel recommendation on using best available data and methods is a bit of a vague statement, because there can be disagreements between scientists on the
effects of certain actions. I like how the precautionary principle was mentioned near the beginning, but the application can be tricky when balanced with the availability of
data and budget for extracting that data. As with most of this panel document, it will be easier said than done, but you have to start somewhere. I am encouraged by the
recommendation for a public database, as this will be beneficial for other projects and assessments besides the one that initially produced the information.
Efforts to reduce bias or the appearance of bias in project decisions will always be worthwhile, yet whenever proponent money is involved in funding studies there will
always be the risk or supposed risk of scientific bias. Realistically though, neither the government nor the proponent can pay entirely for the information gathering that will
need to be done, and we will have to live with that risk.
Using peer reviewed information gives another level of trust, from the public, in IA because it shows that the testing companies have not been bought by project
proponents. The knowledge of Indigenous people should be considered equal to scientific knowledge, it may be different but it could give a broader understanding to the
project area and what may be affected by the development. It is an excellent idea to have the Federal database for all baseline and monitoring data but would this be for
every type of project or every type of environment or perhaps both? One set of people to review the IA findings could increase the public trust, and this, I think, is a really
important aspect of the IA in general.
I approve of including both scientific data and Indigenous knowledge at the same level, as ‘evidence’. I also honestly quite surprised at the absence of scientific
information in IA’s. I agree that this is an area that is lacking and needs support. Scientific methods and other forms of evidence are often quite useful in determining the
value of a project, and also in directing the next steps. At the same time, holding academic science as the highest form of evidence is flawed, and I support your decision
to include other forms of evidence, as they all have different but important value. I also approve the move towards unbiased data sources, as well as the move towards
transparency. There is of course the potential for misinformed misinterpretation in that way, but I believe the positives far outweigh the negatives. All of this may be more
difficult in practice than is stated here, but it is important to do, and I appreciate generally positive and optimistic approach to future practices.
This entire section paints the concept of Indigenous knowledge as if it is not on the same level as science even though it is stated in the report that “there should be a
shift in thinking from weighing individual knowledge sources against each other” and in Section 2.3 it is repeatedly clearly stated that Indigenous knowledge must be
parallel to scientific knowledge. Later on in the Section 2.5.2 it is mentioned that Indigenous knowledge should be used to ‘scope baseline studies and analysis” rather
than being treated as fully valid scientific data. Additionally saying that Indigenous knowledge holders should be able to collect data with scientists can come across as
demeaning. This opportunity should be present, however it is not necessary as Indigenous peoples already hold important knowledge of the land regardless of
cooperation with scientists. This is a large oversight in the review of the IA process. Going forward it will be important to view Indigenous knowledge as another method
of obtaining information which can be used in the same way that scientific data is being used currently.
The Panel's recommendation to build a central, consolidated and publicly available database of baseline information (Section 2.5.1) is very intriguing. The Panel
motivates this suggestion for the sake of transparency and collaboration. However, there is the potential for such a database to become an interactive, living resource
that would permit proponents within a region to utilize pre-existing information, saving time and money. Furthermore, this database could act as a digital representation of
a region permitting proponents to work with one another, identify cumulative effects and view their projects within the greater matrix of a regional ecosystem. The Panel
should consider elaborating more on the logistics of such a database and focus on its potential use as a tool to connect proponents, the public, and scientists in a holistic
A review of best practice was not undertaken by the panel. There are numerous agencies and regulators of excellence which can provide and reinforce frameworks and
examples of best practice. Success in the administrative regulatory structure should be a starting point of what works well and what professional practice should be
reinforced. Gaps can be managed but the starting point should not be the assumption that much of what is described is not being done, as in energy regulation in
Alberta, AER is world class and an agency that leads best practice, how can this be used as an effective starting point.
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10/04/2017
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11/04/2017

456

11/04/2017

457

12/04/2017

458

12/04/2017

459

12/04/2017

Incorporation of western science, Indigenous and community knowledge in the IA process, I believe is a positive step forward. Incorporating evidence based knowledge
may allow for a greater breadth into the IA and gain greater support and social licensing among community and Indigenous people. Including evidence and science
based knowledge may help fill and address knowledge gaps in the IA process. This in turn may help with improved and informed decision making and monitoring
Jessica Newman
processes that are supported by the community as a whole. Having a broader scope of knowledge into the IA, increases the transparency and allows for more
meaningful participation into the IA process. However, I believe that we need to be diligent to ensure that science is not the fall back option and that evidence-based
knowledge is being fully incorporated into the IA process along with the science.
2.5.1 I agree with the recommendation to restore public trust and integrate the best available scientific processes into the IA. Creating legislative standards to ensure that
evidence-based science is at the forefront of the IA report helps to resolve uncertainty and aid decision-making. I agree with increasing scientific standards and
incorporating a range of “diverse perspectives [including] citizen scientists, academics, non-governmental organizations, consultants, … Indigenous scientists and
knowledge-holders”. With that said, this section of the report strongly promotes the use of the precautionary principle approach when faced with scientific uncertainty. I
Ashley Sarauer
would suggest that the precautionary approach isn’t always applicable as it relies on the assumption that the ‘burden of proof that it is not harmful’ falls on proponent.
This is challenging for the proponent, as being able to prove something is not harmful is not possible in some situations. For example, the company cannot prove (without
a doubt) that the pipeline won’t spill chemicals into a river or that an employee won’t incorrectly follow environmental guidelines. Therefore, I would suggest, in these
scenarios, that the precautionary principle be replaced by stringent risk-assessments. Thus, the next question becomes: what level of risk and uncertainty will
environmental regulation tolerate and why?
I believe the way science is being incorporated to Impact Assessment in the panel is very reasonable, but also contradictory. Integrating western, indigenous and
community knowledge would be an advance, but then differentiating western knowledge as science and indigenous and community knowledge as evidence, is a step
back in the main idea of integration. The panel says “the best way to integrate different sources of knowledge should be determined on a project-by-project basis”, not
Raiany Dias de
being clear how different sources of knowledge should be used in the IA, which opens a gap in the integration concept. Also, the panel considers that IA studies and
Andrade Silva
decisions should be based on robust science. Robust means “unlikely to break or fail” (Cambridge dictionary), but science is likely to fail, and indigenous and community
knowledge can easily be excluded to the definition of “robust science”. So, I think that the “science” concept could be slightly different than the one of western scientific
method in the IA, and be more receptive to other sources of knowledge regarding the social aspects involved.
Throughout this section there is heavy referral to the term “best” when referring to both scientific methods and evidence collected from science. Using the best available
scientific information and methods for IA leads to many questions. For instance, who will be in charge of deciding what is considered the best and what criteria will be
used to determine what information and evidence is superior? In order to maintain the best methods they will have to be continually updated as new advancements in
Shannon F
science and technology are made. There should therefore be standards in place to ensure that methods are evaluated on a regular basis, perhaps annually, for their
effectiveness. Using external scientists to provide technical expertise on IA is a good recommendation by the panel because this shows transparency to all parties
including the public as well as increases the credibility of the science conducted for the IA upon broad reviews from various levels of government including Indigenous
The recommendation that Indigenous knowledge be considered of equal weight to scientific knowledge is a good one. The report supports this recommendation by
recognizing that the past practice of asking Indigenous knowledge holders to prove their evidence with western science should be discontinued. However, the report later
Victoria Masquillier recommends that Indigenous knowledge holders collect baseline data alongside scientists. This seems to disregard the already existing body of traditional ecological
knowledge and attempt to quantify it in the same way as western science. While I understand the need to define this knowledge in order to apply it, the parameters used
to understand it should be tailored to it and not to compare it to scientific knowledge.
Ensuring that impact assessments contain the best science is a very daunting task. Deciding what the “best science” is seems to be a terribly uncertain process when
predicting outcomes of the five pillars of sustainability. There are bound to be conflicts between groups, and there will need to be time to allow groups to resolve conflicts
and come to a consensus. I support the idea of specifically laying out decision-making criteria and explaining how trade-offs were made. This will increase transparency
Laura Hjartarson
and hold people accountable when implementing “best science”. However little information is given is to who would be making the criteria and who would be responsible
for explaining how trade-offs were made. Additionally, it should be made explicit that the criteria will vary depending on the project. I would like to see more detail as to
how this process will be done.
I agree with this section in that it is extremely important to capture all types of scientific facts, whether they are collected by “western scientific processes” or by
indigenous or community knowledge. Seeking advice from “representatives from federal and provincial government agencies, First Nations, and local governments” is
an excellent idea to incorporate since it brings a variety of viewpoints and values into consideration. Each group having independent power to ensure that decisions are
Melissa
based on good science is crucial, since it will ensure a system of checks-and-balances. I thoroughly agree with the statement that “adaptive management should be used
to modify mitigation and project design wherever monitoring results vary from predicted results”; since ecosystems are not static it does not make sense to set a plan for
mitigation or reclamation and follow it to the letter no matter the outcome. By using the best scientific knowledge available and applying the precautionary principle,
project proponents and managers will be better able to take care of the landscapes that will be entrusted to them if or when a given project is approved.
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Janelle Goodine
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Claire Merkosky
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Erin
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KendraR
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Jennifer Buss
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Casi Bouchie
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12/04/2017

JD

2.5 I agree that the quality science and the importance of knowledge are both detrimental factors to be considered throughout the lifespan of a project, plan, or policy to
produce the most “credible outcomes.” I think that IAs should provide a both a technical and political collaborative approach to dealing with the five pillars of sustainability
since legislation does not currently integrate a transparent framework for scientific methods. As a result, the ways in which evidence and facts are based can greatly vary
depending on the collection of data and can lead to false assessments on the weight of significant impacts. I ultimately agree that there is a “critical need for capacity,
expertise, and data collection” from affected parties but without a source of funding and unbiased collection, some IA processes will not be able to encompass how
comprehensive scientific research should be or what community or Indigenous knowledge needs to be incorporated. The general consensus was that IA science should
be based on the best available data and research available. I agree with this statement although, I believe that mitigation measures may need to adapt when new data
from sources like reliable databases is released.
I appreciated this section of the report, because it addressed many of the key issues that I have noticed about EA from an environmental science perspective. However, I
felt that the economic pillar of sustainability was severely disregarded. Quality and completeness of scientific research are often sacrificed in the EA process because of
a lack of funds, or a lack of willingness to provide the funds. I agree that increasing legislation surrounding evidence-based reports is essential, however I think that the
costliness of the process will be a huge limiting factor. Compensation could potentially come from federal government to cover these costs. I disagree with the eventual
elimination of third-party review to cut costs. In my opinion, eliminating this step because of regained public trust in the process is incredibly counter-intuitive, as it would
cause for public trust to be tested once again. Therefore, I do not see a large cost saving factor addressed in this section. Once again, I firmly believe that all
recommendations in this section are absolutely essential in the revision of the IA process, however I think a cost-effectiveness or subsidy plan should also be included.
I think this review was supposed to be a step in the right direction in respect to Indigenous groups, however, I found that the panel was often contradicting themselves.
The panel tried to present the idea that Indigenous knowledge and western science would somewhat be valued at equal levels, but in section 2.5.2 they seem to be
contradicting themselves. It is stated in this section that community knowledge-holders should be able to collect baseline data with scientists but this seem the undermine
the knowledge already held by the Indigenous. It is also stated that community knowledge should be used to scope baseline studies rather than be treated equal to
western scientific data. I do agree that Indigenous groups needs to be more included in the IA process, but I think maybe the approach is a little off.
With respect to an Evidence based approach, I think that it is crucial to have scientific methods when establishing baseline conditions, mitigation and proper
management after a project has been implemented. I agree with the IA panel in suggesting the use of existing data from on-going and past projects as this creates more
justification for potential positive and negative impacts as well as the for the potential on cutting down costs during the operation of a project. That being said, I disagree
with the panel in that a "scientific approach" can integrate all social and cultural aspects, especially when it concerns the public and indigenous peoples. First, if a science
based approach is being used, it should not be biased and project evidence should not be funded by industry. Secondly, to establish an integrated approach that the IA
suggests, common knowledge of the community and indigenous peoples may not necessarily be termed as "scientific data" but should be deemed with the same
importance. Science is relevant to creating a credible assessment, but science may not be the best approach in meeting all the objectives.
It will be difficult to come up with stronger guidelines for scientific methods if the plan is to include traditional knowledge and citizen science. While these are important,
and will help take some of the research load from the proponent, consolidating this data will be difficult, and developing strict guidelines might back fire considering the
nature of traditional knowledge. Also, defining what the best science is may be difficult with multiple modes of data collection. Having a federal database though will help
in the objective for better science because more scientists and citizens will be able to look at the data and use it in more studies and it could be easier to consolidate.
Overall, these different methods of evidence gathering are important, but we have to be realistic about the expectations.
I agree that integrating western science with traditional and community knowledge will lead to a more robust scientific assessment of the potential impacts of projects.
The report acknowledges that the capacity to understand indigenous knowledge is a significant barrier and that retaining staff with this ability is essential. How will the
federal government help facilitate this process? Perhaps providing funding to indigenous groups to encourage members to pursue educational opportunities in this field
would be a good idea as the demand for this type of role increases. The report also proposes that impact statements be written by the authority responsible for the
project instead of the proponent. While this is an excellent idea, I believe that analysis of both baseline and monitoring data should also be required to be completed by
an independent firm. This commitment will be more successful in reducing public perceptions of bias as the results themselves will be completely impartial. I also agree
that informal knowledge holders should collect baseline data along with scientists. Citizen-based environmental monitoring programs across Canada have demonstrated
that the collection of evidence by the public can reduce costs and that active involvement enhances trust and goodwill between proponents and communities.
The Panel states that "baseline and monitoring data should be standardized" however, each project will apparently have its own valued components, so how can it be
standardized? Furthermore, the collection of baseline data is mostly overseen by the provinces, each one have different data collection methods and standards.
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Shawn
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12/04/2017

Jordan

I agree with the expert panel report, I think it is good to incorporate more science-based evidence into the Impact Assessment. It was quite surprising to find the lack of
scientific data in Impact Assessments. The addition of more scientific evidence will also strengthen the case if any projects have to go to court. The peer review will help
with the credibility of the report. If the report has scientific data backed up by a peer review and Indigenous input, then it will lead to a smoother and more trustworthy
Impact Assessment process. The indigenous views are valuable but may be difficult to interpret or combine with the scientific data. Including Indigenous knowledge as
evidence will better the Impact Assessment, process overall.
I find it extremely reasonable that all aspects of scientific evidence be peer-reviewed, whether they are bio-physical or social. I agree that the social impacts in an IA
should be assessed by experts in social science and are held at the same standard as environmental impacts. The concept of a comprehensive, publicly available
database of baseline and monitoring data is also very intriguing, as it would increase transparency and trust in the IA process, as well as make proponents more
accountable for collecting accurate data. However, the concept of “best science available” is extremely vague and uncertain when considering all five pillars of
sustainability. The idea of integrating rather than comparing community and Indigenous knowledge is definitely a step in the right direction, as it would consider alternate
knowledge sources outside of western science rather than completely dismissing them. I agree that collaboration between proponents, communities, and Indigenous
groups would increase trust in the IA process, but the goal of eliminating third party review would most likely counteract the effect of collaboration on public trust.
The panel made great recommendations for incorporating science into the IA process. having a credible, standardized and up to date method for collecting data in the
field will help improve the reliability and accountability of the IA process. The idea of creating one large database to store all collected data for IA’s is an interesting
venture. It would lend to increasing the public participation as data of all projects would be easily accessible. It would also provide more transparency to the process. The
panel also mentions the role of indigenous knowledge; it is critical that this is not overlooked. It is often the case that we only accept raw data as a form of data collection
and often overlook the information provided through indigenous people. Providing a proper framework to integrate these two different forms of data is critical moving
forward in the development of the IA process. The issue of bias in the IA process will be difficult to solve the initial data can be collected without bias if done properly.
There is always a need for human intervention in the final decision meaning bias will always be present.
I agree that the improved IA process is recommending that all phases of the IA are using and integrating the best available scientific information and methods. The
collaboration of professionals to peer review data gathered and scientific methods can ensure that industry is collecting accurate and comprehensive data for
environmental considerations. Not only will this improve our abilities when restoring land, but promoting environmental companies to use the newest and proven
techniques will serve as a learning process for individuals in the field conducting IA’s. Allowing baseline and monitoring data to be standardized and made publicly
available can restore trust in industry from the public sector and allow for individuals to review the data themselves. I really like the idea of open communication and
accessibility to documentation that in my opinion should not be withheld from impacted individuals. If the IA process is sufficient the work being conducted should be
shared openly. This allowance of public can also help to improve their knowledge and may have suggestions to improve the process.
I agree with the fact that the approach to doing an IA must be completed using the best available science. This will ensure consistency and resolve uncertainty. I also
agree that it is critical to gather information not only from science-based research, but also community and Indigenous knowledge, as these sources are just as valuable.
Additionally, this ties into the public participation and consultation aspect, which is needed to increase trust between proponents and reduce major discrepancies. Overall,
I support an integrated approach to gathering information and evidence as it leads to unbiased and higher quality data to be used in the reports.
An impact assessment should be based on risk, meaning the intensity of the impact and the probability of it occurring. Impacts will affect all 5 pillars that the panel had
mentioned. The issue is how do they balance the impact calculated by science compared to evidence in a way that supports both the scientific and indigenous
communities. Ensuring that science is also more accurate than opinion will also be challenging. For example, Indigenous evidence says a medicinal plant existed in the
area but the scientific community misidentified the plant species. Conversely, how will they determine if oral history is more accurate than science? Trying to balance
science and evidence is going to be extremely difficult. For example, science knows the impact that tailing ponds have on the environment, and evidence disagrees with
their construction, yet they are still created for economic gain. One party is going to end up being more disappointed more often than not. Rather than try and balance
science and evidence the panel should try and improve education and collaboration on both sides to come to the same conclusions.
This section of the report the panel recommend that new legislative requirements are needed to ensure that all IA is evidence based and contains sound science. I agree
this is important, however I also think we have to ensure all relevant science is considered and political agendas do not influence which relevant science the IA is based
on. Basically we have to have methods to ensure that no scientific knowledge that may affect the project is left out of the IA. I also believe we must make sure the
science for the impact on all types of organisms is considered, not just the charismatic mega fauna that is often the subject of public concern.
Adaptive management should be explained as it is a large part of the proposed solution to implementing science into the IA process. The phrase “Adaptive Management”
is used all too often as a promotion method for various organisations that do not actually practice it. As such I believe that guidelines for following adaptive management
in the scope of IAs should be created.
Will the baseline and monitoring data be permanently available? I think it would be a good idea to make the data permanently available as the data collected for IA
purposes is vast and could be used in unrelated studies. By making it accessible this will not only improve scientific methods within the IA process but will also help to
further outside scientific studies conducted across Canada.
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Ivan Touko

I agree with the recommendation that delegating all data collection and analysis to proponents can result in bias and that another party should be involved within the
evidence collection phase. Including government-retained consultants can reduce the bias typically associated with consultants that are hired by firms. Particularly in the
data collection phase, where firms may chose data to be collected on lesser impacted sites in order to reduce the mitigation or compensations costs extrapolated on the
IA. However, something to take into consideration is that although the bias of the firm proposing the project may be eliminated, that is not to say the bias of the
government will not become involved. The best solution is to have a combination of proponent-government responsibilities to ensure trust and efficiency in the IA
I absolutely agree with the panel in that the science used in IAs should be credible based on peer review, as this is how science should be conducted in all
circumstances. However, the use of the “Best Science” is not well defined in how it will be used within the sustainability pillars. As an extension to peer review, the expert
panel makes a good point for having a public database for all baseline and monitoring data, as this allows for peer accountability of data being collected. This also will
allow for a historic basis in the future for understanding long term impacts of various projects. For the panel’s stance on asking traditional providers, which is a
disagreement for the asking of scientific validation, I would have to only partially agree. While yes, the validation practice being mentioned should be taken out of
practice, it should be encouraged by facilitating things like community monitoring. For the requirement of unbiased evidence, I agree but I slightly disagree with the
suggestion that only the IA authority should lead the development, as I think that the government should still remain involved in steering this process or even actively be
Inclusion of evidence-based assessment in a report such as this casts a great deal of doubt on the current state of the federal project assessment process. Any report
needs to have, at its core, quantifiable data describing the current state of a project area, impacts that the project would have on the area, pathways of effect, and
mitigation possibilities.
Proponent hiring of consultants for assessments is a definite source of concern. Federal licensing of consultants would improve the confidence in those entities, provided
the process was transparent and publicly known. Awarding assessment contracts through the IAC, rather than proponent based hiring, would be better, but raises
concerns over the timely execution of environmental assessments. Greater oversight of the environmental assessment process, at all levels of government, is of great
I moderately agree with the approach followed by the panel in this section. The integrative approach of consideration of all the evidence from the scientific studies,
indigenous and community knowledge holders will allow channelizing the impact assessment in more efficient way. The suggestion of making data and research
available to the public and other platforms will enable to review all the monitoring methods using in different projects, and standard monitoring guidelines could be
developed, which would add up to more reliability and trust in IA. I do not entirely agree with the panel over the statement.“ Indigenous knowledge must be integrated into
IA, and the panel disagrees wit the current practice of asking Indigenous knowledge holders to validate their evidence using scientific data.”. I question the credibility of
the information provided by them would not be in their personal interests. I believe there is a need to find out a proper model to credit the information submitted by the
community and keeping this information openly available could be one solution, which can be then questioned by any other knowledge groups in case of any
(2.5.1) The recommendation provided to ensure the use of the “best available scientific information and methods” immediately indicates complications in defining what is
the “best” science especially given that technology and scientific methods are continuously evolving and advancing. However, one merit to this recommendation is that is
recognizes that IA uses best “available” science. This eliminates the possibility an IA being delayed due to proponents waiting for “better science”. I support the
recommendation in (2.5.2) to integrate science from traditional indigenous knowledge and community knowledge into the IA process. There is a strong emphasis on the
incorporating traditional/community knowledge in the collection of baseline data. However, in this section there is little mention of the inclusion of traditional and
community knowledge in other stages of IA (e.g. follow up monitoring) suggesting that the extent of this integration may be limited.
It is important that there will be integration of science, Indigenous knowledge and community knowledge for IA, however it is important that there will be diligence taken in
ensuring that the information gained from the combination of these sources is both correct and applicable to the IA process. Use of peer reviewed data is a proper
approach to the question of what data is useful and correct as there has been verification to the data that it will be correct, preventing the spread of misinformation and
reducing the delays that could happen to the IA process. The use of past and currently occurring data for IA projects is also valuable as the data can be used to reduce
uncertainties both now and in the future. There is value in the recognition of both Indigenous and scientific knowledge holders having their data used in the IA process,
however it is important that the data used from both sources is unbiased, valid and will allow for there to be proper IA.
I very much agree with the overall point of this section that it is important for IAs to integrate the best available information and methods coming from western science,
indigenous and community knowledge. Although facts coming from western science are consider “critical to a well-functioning IA process”, it is necessary for IAs
authorities to realize that indigenous and community knowledge can be as factual and valuable as stated in section 2.3. Furthermore, most of these knowledge are
known to be transmitted through generations and could bring unique elements and perspectives to IAs that have not been considered before. It is also important to note
that it is for the best interest for IAs to include these knowledge to strengthen relationships and trust between indigenous and non-indigenous people. The stronger these
relationships will get, the more likely we will observe a willingness from indigenous communities to participate and even share their knowledge to better IAs. As well, the
development of the Impact Statement by an IA authority would definitely contribute towards more transparency in IAs as there would be fewer chances of biases if a
team of independent consultants and expert were hired to finalize the impact statement.
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01/05/2017

Ole Hendrickson

The Concerned Citizens of Renfrew County and Area are pleased that the Panel clearly heard our concerns in our submission about the proposed million-cubic-meter
radioactive waste dump (“Near Surface Disposal Facility”) at the Chalk River Laboratories.
The Panel’s recommendation with regard to “Developing unbiased impact statements” is particularly important. We fully support the Panel’s proposed model for Canada
that would make the IA authority responsible for leading the key IA document – the Impact Statement.
Our experience with the 990-page draft EIS for the proposed radioactive waste dump is instructive in this regard. The EIS contains so much repetition, and so much
spin, that it reads as more of a public relations document. It uses the term “engineered containment mound” 91 times and the acronym ECM 943 times, when in fact the
proposed facility is a typical landfill. While it calls the proposed above-ground mound of radioactive waste a “near surface” facility, this term is reserved for in-ground
facilities. It uses “safe” 70 times and “safety” 405 times. It uses the phrase “normal evolution” 39 times to indicate that the facility’s cover and liners would eventually fail
(and contaminate the Ottawa River with plutonium and other radioactive elements). It characterizes “proven technology” as meaning “effectiveness for disposal… has
been demonstrated through similar facilities currently in operation,” thereby failing to draw a distinction between waste disposal and environmental protection. And it
gives “economic feasibility” highest priority among evaluation criteria.

It is critical that the panel and the federal government truly understand how important this is and where the bar currently sits. If an IA authority is going to provide the
oversight to ensure the best science is brought to the table, then the IA authority itself needs to have the capacity to 1) understand what that means and 2) have the
structure, function and independent oversight within the agency to make it happen. You do not know what you do not know and if for example a provincial agency does
not have a history of being science based or understanding how to incorporate evidence-based decision making into impact assessment, then what the panel is
suggesting, which I agree with 100%, will not be implemented. Significant progress has been made in the scientific community related to impact assessment including
measuring the significance of environmental change, cumulative impact methodology, integrating different knowledge systems, selection of VECs and indicators, etc.
Dr. Monique Dube
Scientific knowledge is not the limiting factor. Getting that science to the practitioners and most importantly the IA authorities - is the limiting factor. Setting core scientific
best practices to follow, updating regularly and identifying core competencies of staff in IA authorities is important. I would recommend that the panel consider 1) a review
of the structure, function and independence of IA authorities provincially and federally to serve this purpose and 2) perhaps for the first few years, having training of IA
authorities as well as independent science or panel peer reviews of IA authority performance to ensure they are providing the oversight needed, have the competencies
needed, and are effective, efficient and credible to identify real risks and accelerating project development as possible. The process must become much more efficient,
effective and protective. I would suggest that with the proper capacity and oversight IAs could be done much more effectively at half the cost.
EA/IA that is defined solely in terms of collecting "science, facts, evidence" will fail without backing up into the space where values and beliefs are analysed as a basis for
which "science, facts, evidence" are collected and what decisions they inform. The information collection and analysis becomes unhinged when divorced from a
Andrew Duthie
coherent framework of the decisions it is informing. Societal values and beliefs are contained in policy and legislation and further informed through engagement. These
aspects are typically implicit in EA/IA or superficially undertake for purely biophysical components. Casting a wider net to social, cultural and economic values and
making them more explicit through rigorous analysis will better direct the EA/IA process and fact gathering and inform decision makers who have to represent these
It is important for the IA to consider, understand and implement the science, medical and other evidence from credible sources. The agency or committee overseeing the
Shawn Nielsen
IA should have a background in the science and medical fields and incorporate evidence-based decision making and outcomes into impact assessments.
I agree that science, facts and evidence are critical to an Impact Assessment process but I also believe that practical experience needs to be applied as well. The
Dennis
science is the basis but as this is a very diverse country "solutions" that work in one place may not be suitable in another. This is where "creative" minds can work
together to avoid a one rule for everything mentality.
Brad Jones

I agree!

If the science is not available to answer questions then the project should not advance without that science being done by independent 3rd parties not hired by the
proponent. Consultants paid by the proponent cast doubt on the quality of work done. Peer reviewed work is best.
I am very pleased to see that the Expert Panel listened and recognized the risk that proponent managed IAs can give rise to conflict of interest or the perception of
Lynda Gagne
conflict of interest. I was absolutely shocked when I learned a few years ago that this was how IAs were conducted. I support the Expert Panel's recommendations.
The wording needs to be strong. In addition, if possible there needs to be a way to prevent any government of the day from deleting the protection put in place as we
Darlene
have just seen happen in the US with Donald Trump. Laws must become stricter with greater penalties as a deterrent.
It is important for the IA to implement scientific, medical and other evidence or previous research studies from credible and independent sources. The agency or
Jacqueline Steffen
committee overseeing the IA should have a background in the science and medical fields and incorporate evidence-based decision making and outcomes into impact
Yes evidence based science is critical however the oral passing of indigenous wisdom has been overlooked and unheard for far too long. We are the air that we breathe
L Daoust
and the water that we drink. We are connected to all of the plants and the creatures with whom we share this planet. Impact Assessment repeat!
Bill Bryden

Subsea 7

The Panel recommended a transfer in decision making responsibility from government to independent Commissioners. This should be avoided.
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Independent, science-based analysis and reporting to the public and Early Engagement of all involved parties/communities are key for effective IA as well as common
sense for proper project planning and management.
When you ask opinions of people after so much work and money has already been poured into its secret planning without transparent public engagement from the
outset, and only for the people to find out later that some company is willing to risk the safety of the communities' drinking water, air, food supply -- our basic life
essentials -- for some dead end project they desire for short-term profit, such an irresponsible method of communication is frustrating for both parties involved.
Furthermore, in the very initial planning phase when considering EA, if the basic human rights of the communities involved are being risked in the idea of a project, that
project should right away be thrown out as it clearly will not be worth the time and money to pursue (as no community in its right mind would agree to trade off its
essentials, so money shouldn't be wasted on foolish attempts to persaude them to trade off their air, water and food for some pretend notion of "profit."
As a Streamkeeper for 9 years and working with good volunteers in Burnaby with the Stoney Creek Environmental Group and in West Vancouver with the West
Vancouver Streamkeepers as a volunteer myself I see the impact of environmental and human industry on our stream health and salmon populations. The rivers are
often taken for granted by our busy society. This does not mean that when citizens get the time they don't appreciate the beauty of spawning salmon populations in our
urban creeks as they stroll through public path and parks. I believe that the review of environmental impact studies needs to remain transparent so that the trained
volunteers can translate the impacts of projects on our rivers' health. These natural systems, while dynamic and robust have certain critical capacities. Should
development, whether it is a pipeline across provinces or a construction close to a creek bed, say a skytrain rail or even a private home, threaten the viability of a creek,
the public Interest need to be protected. The health of our creeks and the ecosystems they support are critical to our quality of life. Should these systems quietly die it
may be too late before the public realize what we have lost. I believe information can support dialogue for sustainable development for Canadians and our clean air and
water, including invested volunteers who speak up for systems that otherwise have no voice.
VERY NB to have some oversight as well for this IA body...very dangerous to give all power to one body...need to have some checks and balances residing with
accountable decisions available to the public. The public needs to know whom and what decisions are made and based on science AND FUTURE healthy decisions for
all life forms. There must be input from all levels of public participation with traditional knowledge and concerns having equal say. Precautionary principals must apply.
Industry is to be told what WE want, as citizens and protectors of future life forms WE dictate to any industry or business the standards to be followed...not the other way
around. We do not need to give away our resources just for a few jobs when the negative impacts by far out weigh any payments going into private pockets.
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Rick Palmer

The federal environmental assessment must be transparent and clearly defined process. All decisions must be based on fact and peer reviewed science.
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We must have open data, joint studies between scientists and collaboration on larger files. We can't afford the time and money to have science wars any more, like the
tobacco industry and the asbestos industry forced us into. Terms of reference need to be agreed on for studies that can be collaboratively concluded with multiple
scientists, where the data, results, and report are all open to the public. Where a new project is proposed, that project must prove that it is not adding to detrimental
cumulative effects by past projects, and this proof should come in the form of collaborative open research, not biased, industry produced science. That said, funding
must be made available for independent scientists to pursue concepts that others may not have thought of or looked at yet. We have far too much biased science from
industry funded scientists. These studies are not credible, and just waste everyone's time and money. We have been promised a 'world class' monitoring system for the
past decade in Alberta, and it seems further away than ever because of industry involvement. The health study on proven cancer clusters was even cancelled because
industry insisted on being involved. Self reporting is not successful. We need need more government scientists and inspectors to check on what's going on, because
this 'self reporting' trend has really gone too far and is causing serious cumulative damage.
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The evidence presented by scientists should be of the most importance.
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Given my own experience with environmental reviews, the current practices already involve sufficient scientific evidence on potential impacts to the environment. This
includes the EAs led by the CNSC and the provincial authorities.
A central, consolidated and publicly available federal government database on assessments is long overdue, and this is a good recommendation.
Compelling expertise in a timely manner is a good recommendation.
500

03/05/2017

Robert Huck
Not sure why the federal authority would have statutory authority to verify the adequacy of studies. The current authorities already hold this capacity, and as such, this
step would be a paper exercise to little or no environmental benefit.
Integrating evidence from community members with that developed by the proponent, which should already be credible, rigorous and peer-reviewed, will inevitably lead to
myriad of stakeholder studies of uncertain value. This will significantly increase the assessment timeline, impact its integrity and have little to no additional environmental
benefit.
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Two key principles, in my opinion. First, the evidence base needs to be inclusive and complete. No evidence should be excluded that is well-prepared and based on a
sincere interest in and some degree of understanding of the project in question. Second, and critically important, a distinction must be recognized between evidence
presented by individuals or groups or proponents with a direct material interest (i.e. a conflict of interest or COI) in the project, and evidence presented by independent
persons or groups who have no such vested interest. There is extensive documentation in the medical literature of the pernicious and distorting influence of COI on the
outcome of research or analysis - or even data gathering. If conflict of interest is not adequately addressed, then no project IA will succeed in building trust. Participants
must declare their proprietary interest at the outset, and it should be included with every contribution they make, and their remarks or documentation critically assessed in
light to the known effects of such affiliations on the content of presentations.
I strongly support the panel's emphasis on an evidence based approach to impact assessment. An important element of an evidence based approach is the ability of
community and public interest participants in the process to be able to challenge the assumptions and evidence presented by proponents in a direct and open manner.
For large or complex projects this implies the availability of participant funding mechanisms to ensure that community and public interest participants are able to access
expert advice in the review of evidence submitted by proponents, and that they be able to present evidence of their open directly to decision-makers.
The use and integration of the best available scientific knowledge is a best practice in the current federal EA process. The use of a central, consolidated and publically
available database with further strengthen this. It is important that the use of best available information and methods that are credible, rigorous and peer reviewed apply
to all knowledge used in the process, inclusive of citizen science/community knowledge. It is important that documented and credible science and evidence be the basis
of decision making in this process.
Having been involved in several Environmental Assessment's I have seen firsthand how the best available scientific information and methods are incorporated and
utilized to determine the potential influence of project activities. The designation of one individual (e.g. Chief Science Officer) to verify the accuracy of the studies and to
issue a certificate of independent validation for each Impact Assessment is simply unrealistic. Impact Assessments must rely on the expertise of the proponent,
consultants, stakeholders, Indigenous groups and provincial/federal governments to collect and review the scientific information collected in support of the project or
activity. Further, project proponents should continue to be responsible for the development of the Impact Assessment as opposed to an independent assessment team.
The provincial and federal governments should continue to develop the final impact statement based on the details and input received from the proponent through the
multiple avenues for public and Indigenous feedback.
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Brady Balicki
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Ron Pask

Sustainable development is meaningless and generally means no development. Stick to the science.
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grant mills

cultural beliefs are not science and should not be included along with scientific arguments about a proposal. Their place is with social impact assessments.
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Stuart Juzda
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Jeff Pryznyk
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Kirsten Ketilson
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Jon Henderson

Science is the only way of understanding the impact of development on the environment. Therefore it must have a primary role in the any analysis of a development
proposal.
The current process has a reasoned, scientific approach to assessing impacts. Changes to the current system are only likely to increase costs and delays with no
change to environmental outcomes.
Based on my experience, the use of best available scientific information and methods is a best practice in the current federal EA process, and in the nuclear industry, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission has the expertise and capacity to ensure that the information presented is valid. I agree with the premise of a central,
consolidated, and publically available database, and think that this should be developed in cooperation amongst the federal, provincial, and territorial governments, and
use existing registries where they exist. With regard to the verification of the adequacy of studies, it is my experience that the number of areas of study required will need
very specific expertise, and that it is impractical and unrealistic to think that a single individual could have the expertise or capacity to verify all the science and knowledge
that may inform an IA process. I think multiple individuals will be required to verify or validate the studies, and that governments should look to experienced staff to
provide this oversight. In the nuclear industry, the CNSC has the technical capacity and expertise to verify or validate any studies undertaken in support of the IA
process. I think that the requirement to ensure that studies are credible, rigorous, and peer-reviewed should apply to all studies. I believe that the federal IA authority
should prepare the final impact statement, and integrate all input, as is currently completed by the CNSC in any federal EA process. However, I do not support an
independent assessment team that would identify mitigation measures without involvement of the proponent who could verify that those measures were technically and
economically feasible. I am further concerned that there is not sufficient technical capacity in Canada that would be considered adequately independent to be on said
assessment team. Ultimately, I think the proposed process of having an independent assessment team would increase the timeframe and re-work required in the
process, because it would eliminate the currently iterative process that occurs in an assessment whereby study and analysis results in changes to project design and
mitigation before the impact statement is finalized. I also believe that mitigation measures that are developed need to recognize the importance of site-specific and local
information, be based on the best available science, and be risk-informed. This perspective, provided by the proponent in my experience, is very important is ensuring
The assertion that the current EA process is not based on science, facts, and evidence concerns me; however rather than highlighting an issue with the current process,
to me, it exposes a fundamental flaw in how we reach a common understanding on complex technical issues among stakeholders with varying levels of education and
varying degrees of trust/mistrust of industry/project proponents. The recommendations by the expert panel are not helping this cause. Rather than suggesting that there
are issues in how the assessments are conducted, the concern should be with how this information is shared and made available so that people trust it is accurate and
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Peer-review should be required of sensitive portions of the IA. However, I'm concerned that the "government-retained and proponent-funded consultant" model is overly
complicated and I have doubts about the efficacy and appropriateness of the existing government procurement process based on recent history.
It’s great to have the importance of scientific rigour in IA emphasized here. And having the impact assessment (EIS) itself directed, if not actually done, by the central IA
authority will solve a lot of the existing problems. Consultants will not be thrown out of work, but they may have to work harder for their pay – and it will take a long time
and a massive effort for governmental science to rebuild after the last couple of decades of underfunding and suppression (and academic science, to a smaller degree).
This needs to be acknowledged and accounted for as a transition towards a more robust and trustworthy system.
This section of the report suggests that the assessments completed are not robust and based on sound science, which is a disservice to the experts in the EA field and
consultants that collect samples for monitoring programs that spend countless hours ensuring that the quality data and science are used to make important decisions
related to projects. A database that is central, consolidated, and publically available would be beneficial if it also considers specific standards. The requirement for IA
authorities to require expertise should be done within specific timelines so as not to delay the project. Verification of studies as proposed in the report should not be
required. The integration of the best available information and methods should be the focus of evidence in the report rather than all studies. Requiring an "independent"
assessment team may result in drawing on the same pool of assessors and the capacity within Canada may be limited. I full support that the decisions regarding the
project should reference the crucial supporting evidence.
Does not the current EA process use best available scientific information and methods? A continuation of current practices in this regard seems adequate as the Panel
has not made a case for a new approach. A centralized database seems sensible and would be a resource for all projects and may help with public consultation. I agree
that IA authority needs access to the appropriate expertise within a defined time frame to keep the IA process functional. Since the IA Authority has (proposed) the ability
to compel federal expertise within a defined time frame, there is no need for the IA Authority to verify the adequacy of the studies - drop this unnecessary redundancy. I
do not support the use of different criteria in assessing the validity of scientific-based, Indigenous, and community-based knowledge. Opinions, no matter how sincerely
believed are not necessarily facts, and should not be given credence over scientific studies. I am strongly opposed to the IA Authority leading the development of the
Impact Statement. There are sufficient checks and balances in existing and the current proposals (e.g., use of best available scientific information, expertise of
appropriate government depts, public consultation) to ensure a balanced assessment is done. The proponent best understands the project and best able to gather the
appropriate information. Giving the IA Authority this task would create a large, likely inefficient, bureaucracy and significantly slow down the IA process. This would drive
The current EA process uses the best available scientific information and methods. If anything, we have too much information to accomplish the simplest of tasks in our
society.
I fully support the development and maintenance of a central, consolidated and publically available database. Provincial, territorial and federal authorities should work
together in the development of such a database.

2.5 - Evidence-based
Impact Assessment

I also support the continued inclusion of the best scientific information and methods available and economically achievable (i.e. theoretical methodology should not be
considered, only proven methodologies). I see the current process already working well in this regard.
I agree that the IA authority should have the power to compel expertise, but this expertise should be required to be provided within a reasonable and clear timeframe.

2.5 - Evidence-based
Impact Assessment

CPONS agrees with the Report that “science, facts and evidence are critical to IA” and that evidence comes in many forms including Indigenous knowledge and
community knowledge. The Report’s recommendations around evidence-based IA are all steps forward.

2.5 - Evidence-based
Impact Assessment
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Wayne Summach

We read the report with interest and would like to offer a few comments as Minister McKenna and her team move towards developing a new federal assessment regime.
We have attempted to keep these as overarching suggestions.
1-We strongly support the panel’s proposal of integrated impact assessments which address the 5 pillars of sustainability. We were particularly happy to see the
inclusion of health and culture as two of the pillars and would like to see an enhancement of health and culture within the federal Impact Assessment process.
2-We suggest, moving forwards, envisioning the new regime to provide a minimum standard for Health Impact Assessment across all agencies and departments,
including the National Energy Board.
3-An equity lens should be applied across all five of the pillars during the process.
4-Just as an Environmental Assessment looks at vulnerable species, it is critical that the health aspect of the assessment assess the most vulnerable people. Standards
should be set to protect children, women of reproductive age, the unborn and seniors.
5-Impact assessments should include the long-term cumulative effects on subsequent generations; the Indigenous concept of planning for the 7th Generation is relevant
here.
6-If conclusive data on a topic is not available, as in the case of emerging evidence base, or with regards to toxic effects of a substance on children, we suggest taking a
weight-of-evidence approach, and then applying the Precautionary Principle. Qualitative data and Traditional Knowledge must be incorporated and respected,
particularly in instances where quantitative data is not available.
7-The final assessment, though having been done in an integrated way, would be most helpful if it could contain a separate chapter focused on each of the five pillars,
including health.
In this 150th birthday year for Canada, we particularly appreciate the efforts undertaken by this government to ensure that 7 generations from now—or in approximately
another 150 years--Canadians will also be able to enjoy an environment that is in itself in good enough health to support the health and wellbeing of Canadians. We
thank you very much for your work on this and would be happy to meet with you in order to discuss these thoughts further.
I strongly agree with the development of a central, consolidated and publicly available federal database to house all baseline and monitoring data collected for IA
purposes. Incorporating expertise from federal scientists and external scientists will drastically increase the trust I have in the IA process but I recognize that a set
timeline for expertise input is required. I am concerned that the integration of evidence as proposed in this report sounds great in theory but in practice could lead to an
overwhelming number of studies that may not all have the same credible, rigorous and peer-reviewed methods or information, which should be applied to all types of
knowledge used in an IA. I do not support the development of the IA by an “independent” assessment team appointed by the IA authority as proposed in the Report.
Rather I think the relevant authority should prepare the Impact Statement based on proponent, public, Indigenous and expert input. I like the Denmark example. I also
strongly agree with the Panel’s recommendation on making evidence-based decisions. I would have greater trust in an IA that requires decisions to reference the key
supporting evidence and where uncertainty of evidence relies on risk management and the precautionary principle.
It is essential that science, facts and evidence are the cornerstones of any new IA process. Too often science is ignored or pushed aside to advance a project that
should never have been considered in the first place. A new approach to federal IA should rely on the precautionary principle and approach to address issues of
scientific uncertainty; and the cumulative impacts of a project must be a key consideration of any potential project.
ORA supports the Panel’s recommendation that IA legislation require that all phases of IA use and integrate the best available scientific information and methods.
It is also important that baseline and monitoring data is standardized and made publicly available. Accessibility and transparency will aid in building trust and confidence
in future IAs. Any new federal IA legislation must also provide easy access to existing data from ongoing and past projects.
ORA supports the Panel’s recommendation that IA legislation require the development of a central, consolidated and publicly available federal government database to
house all baseline and monitoring data collected for IA purposes.
The current process already works well. Opinions, here say, exaggerations, emotion, should not be given preference over scientific studies. I am strongly opposed to
the IA Authority leading development of impact statements. We already have checks and balances in place to ensure a fair, balanced, scientific and common sense to
ensure a balanced assessment is conducted. Those involved best understand the project and best able to gather the appropriate data. The so called IA authority will be
inefficient, bureaucratic and prevent the process from moving forward. Industry will be driven from Canada.
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I believe the use and integration of the best available scientific information and methods is already a best practice in current federal EA, and that the CNSC has the
technical capacity and expertise to ensure the validity of these studies in the nuclear industry. I agree with the implementation of a central, consolidated and publically
available database and that the IA authority should have the power to compel expertise, and that when compelled, this expertise should be required to be provided within
a set timeline. However I do not support verification of adequacy of studies by the IA Authority as proposed in the Report. The IA Authority can compel expertise,
therefore verification of the adequacy is redundant.
Kari Toews
I do not support the use of different criteria in assessing the validity of scientific-based, Indigenous, and community-based knowledge. Opinions, no matter how sincerely
believed are not necessarily facts, and should not be given credence over scientific studies.
I am strongly opposed to the development of the IA by an “independent” assessment team appointed by the IA authority . As stated, I am concerned that there is not
adequate technical capacity in Canada that would be considered independent (as set forward in the Report) to complete studies and form the assessment team. This
change would eliminate the iterative process of study, analysis and project design evaluation that currently occurs. The relevant authority should formulate the final
impact statement based on proponent, public, Indigenous and expert input, largely as is done in the current process.
The relevant authority should formulate the final impact statement based on proponent, public, Indigenous and expert input, largely as is done in the current process. If
Shane Borchardt the development of the IA is managed by an independent assessment team as proposed in the report, the change would eliminate the iterative process of study, analysis
and project design evaluation that currently occurs.
Ensuring that the best available science is used and publicly available will help to improve impact assessments over time. Shifting the duty to complete the impact
Joanna Skrajny,
assessment away from the proponent to the IA authority would help to ensure the impartiality of the report and the credibility of the assessments. As the Panel Report
AWA
underlines, currently assessments are often biased and results skewed in favors of the proponent. Making information publicly available will also help to build a database
upon which regional IAs can be developed and help guide informed decision making.
I would like to inform the panel that social data used in assessments can include: qualitative or quantitative, historical, pictorial or traditional, trend or discrete, primary or
Kathleen D.V. Reil secondary, polling or Census - or all of these, depending on the type of assessment undertaken. Applied social science research techniques and methodologies all form
the basis for evidence based social impact assessments that are traceable, replicable and robust.
Gender-based analysis is essential to understand the social, economic, health and cultural impacts of a proposed project, plan or policy. The IA process must explicitly
Ian Thomson, Oxfam
require gender-based analysis to be part of the data and evidence that will inform decision-making processes. Indigenous knowledge-holders should be recognized as
Canada
important sources of gender-based analysis as well.
Northern Health supports the following recommendations made by the Expert Panel regarding “Evidence-based Impact Assessment:
- That IA legislation require that all phases of IA use and integrate the best available scientific information and methods.
- That IA legislation provide any IA authority with power to compel expertise from federal scientists, and to retain external scientists to provide technical expertise as
required.
- That any IA authority have the statutory authority to verify the adequacy of IA studies across all pillars of sustainability.
-That IA integrate the best evidence from science, Indigenous knowledge and community knowledge through a framework determined in collaboration with Indigenous
Groups, knowledge-holders and scientists.
-That IA legislation require that any IA authority lead the development of the Impact Statement.
Northern Health
- That IA decisions reference the key supporting evidence they rely upon, including the criteria and trade-offs used to achieve sustainability outcomes.
Authority of BC
We appreciate the Panel’s recommendation to integrate Indigenous and community knowledge into assessment processes, as well as to integrate the best evidence
from science. Further, the report recognizes the importance of retaining qualified scientific experts in government to review IA science, and recommends that capacity
within government is increased to understand Indigenous and community knowledge. However, while detail is included on scientific methodologies, there is lack of
consideration of other areas of expertise and knowledge beyond Indigenous and community knowledge. The report does not identify strategies to ensure communitybased data collection methods align with leading practices. We recommend that capacity is built within government not only to understand community knowledge, but to
be able to review the credibility of data collection methodologies that are outside the scientific sphere (i.e. community-based research, anthropological studies, etc.). We
emphasize that community-based qualitative information is as, if not more important than quantitative information in social and health impact assessments. Data
collection methods for community-level data should be rigorous and based upon best practice. As such, it is important that social and health assessments are conducted
and analyzed by qualified experts, and that this kind of expertise is retained within government.
Manitoba
2.5.1 - Data collection - if the Agency is determining the scope of the data collection required, it must be strictly limited to the project at hand, and not a broader regional
Infrastructure
scope. Proponents and First Nations may have confidentiality requirements on the data, for example Traditional Knowledge.
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The Expert Panel calls for the development of a central, consolidated and publicly available federal government database to house all baseline and monitoring data
collected for IA purposes. This goes against their recommendations to respect indigenous knowledge and customs. It is an unfortunate example of where people
compartmentalize “Indigenous Issues” and “everything else”. While we support the transparency of information, the Panel should have acknowledged that not all data will
Q'ul-lhanumutsun
be available to the general public.
Aquatic Resources
We do support other Panel recommendations. A collaboratively developed decision framework that makes transparent the consideration of western science, Indigenous
Society
knowledge, community knowledge and other information would allow traceability of decisions. It would also allow people to ensure the validity of information being
considered and cross-check, instead of just depending on an all-knowing “expert”. It is extremely important that an IA authority lead this, as opposed to a proponent.
The Recommendations indicate that the Impact Statement document would be prepared by the IA authority using a team of consultants and experts. I envision both
'time' (for proponents to get projects permitted) and 'costs' (to tax payers due to more involvement by the federal authority) being key potential issues with this approach.
For efficiency, rather than contracting consultants and experts for each individual project that requires federal review, I expect periodic 'Framework Agreements' with
consultants and experts would be required for review of similar types of projects as they come up for review (e.g., Pipeline project, Hydro projects, etc.) over a period of
time (e.g., 4 year Framework Agreements). The Recommendations indicate that the IA would be developed using studies conducted by the proponent (and others). The
proponent typically hires consultants to do those studies. So would the consultant doing the studies for the proponent be excluded from participating in a Framework
Marlene Gifford
Agreement 'request for proposals' from the IA authority to assist in preparing IAs - which, if won by the consultant, may potentially involve the winning consultant
preparing an IA of the same project the winning consultant did the 'studies' for (under contract by the proponent)? Would this be perceived as a 'conflict of interest', or at
minimum a 'perceived bias' in the IA results (same as our current EA process)? I prefer an 'evidence-based' approach to the federal environmental assessment process
that does not consider ''perceived" bias in the current EA process. Either there is bias in the current EA process, or there is not (innocent until proven guilty). A
professional who is bound by a Code of Ethics, for example, would not risk his/her career by intentionally misrepresenting facts. When issues arise with a project design
that may represent a potentially significant impact to the environment, the consultant will work collaboratively with the proponent to find solutions. Ultimately, no one
(including the proponents and consultants) wants to see significant adverse impacts occur - we all live on the same planet.
Greater Vancouver We agree that “science, facts and evidence are critical to a well-functioning IA process” however it is unclear how these important tenants will be weighed against
Board of Trade
“Indigenous and community knowledge.” It is important that an IA is developed through a scientific process driven by experts.
We are very supportive of the ability of authority to compel federal scientists to be witnesses.
Blue Dot PEI
We also strongly support the development of a public database containg baseline and monitoring data.
Further, we agree that decisions should reference supporting information.
We strongly support and applaud your recommendation:
Luanne Roth, T.
"2.5.3 Developing unbiased Impact Statements"
Buck Suzuki
"The proposed model for Canada would make the IA authority responsible for leading the key IA document – the Impact Statement – which would be similar to the
Environmental
Environmental Impact Statement now produced by the proponent but which in future would be prepared by the IA authority using a team of consultants and experts
Foundation
retained by the IA authority." Our only qualifier is that you not allow substitution to EAO or another provincial agency and thus negate this requirement/process for
Luanne Roth, T.
3.1.2
Buck Suzuki
We welcome the recommendation to: "require an ombudsperson-type function that would serve as a mechanism for complainants who are dissatisfied with the way the
Environmental
Commission has acted"
In order to have credibility it is critical that studies of project impacts NOT be done by the proponent but rather by an independent body. Studies should consider the five
Pat Moss
pillars of sustainability and the precautionary principle must be used.
I fully support the goals and objectives of developing transparent and rigorously reviewed data and analysis. It will be crucial to have adequate resources and clearly
Jane Howe
defined timelines to ensure this does not jeopardize process. Lack of data should not delay process.
We support the need for evidence-based assessment as outlined in this section. " IA science should be based on the best available data and research that have been
Friends of Morice
determined to be credible through peer review" is one of the most important statements in this section. The frequent disagreements between proponent's researchers
Bulkley
and independent researchers can best be resolved in the sphere of academic peer review.
We support the Panel’s recommendations on evidence-based IA and believe that if properly implemented, they will result in more trustworthy and informed decisions and
more sustainable outcomes. To achieve these goals, the legislation should clearly define adaptive management, and guidance be provided to ensure its proper use (e.g.,
not for irreversible harms) and ability to result in a change to management and regulatory responses. The precautionary principle similarly needs to be carefully defined in
Anna Johnston,
order to ensure that IA avoids harms and maximizes net benefits, including to the environment. Regarding a central, consolidated and publicly available database, we
West Coast
recommend that this database include all IA information, not just baseline and monitoring data: e.g., publicly-submitted information; IA studies; etc. We particularly
Environmental Law
support the recommendation that the IA Commission lead the development of the Impact Statement through a consensus-based approach to scoping the IA, identifying
needed studies and appointing experts to conduct those studies. A Commission-conducted Impact Statement, however, still requires robust peer review, and public and
Indigenous scrutiny. The legislation should place the burden of proof on the proponent and Commission to prove lack of harm and net benefits.
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Our experience and experience of collaborators is that independent science is essential for IAs.
Central warehousing of environmental and health data gathered during baseline studies, accessible in useful formats on a well designed platform, would be a
tremendous boost to rigour, quality and credibility of IAs. This data would be a vital resource for researchers to build evidence on environmental health, as well as to
validate/further develop modelling and expertise.
Meg Sears for
Consideration should be given to establishing a National Centre of Excellence in Environmental Health to further this as well as other data collection and curation to
Prevent Cancer Now
further “connect the dots” between environmental parameters and ecosystem and human health.
Given our experience with unreliable Canadian environmental laboratories, we recommend that beyond the actual results, metadata should include date and geocode of
sampling, and for analyses the date, detection limit (or other, standardized indication of test sensitivity), laboratory and method codes.
The Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility (CCNR) agrees with the Expert Panel that placing environmental assessments for nuclear-related projects under the
sole jurisdiction of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) is not in the public interest. The CNSC is very closely identified in its goals and its attitudes with the
industries that it regulates, almost never mentioning potential adverse health effects or specific potential detrimental environmental effects in its "Reasons for Decision".
In the past 17 years, since the Nuclear Safety and Control Act first came into force in 2000, the Commissioners have never refused to issue a licence. At the present
time, the CNSC is being asked to give consent to several projects involving the eventual abandonment of long-lived highly toxic nuclear wastes right beside major water
bodies -- i.e. the Chalk River mega-dump to be abandoned beside the Ottawa River, the in-situ grouting and abandonment of the radioactive remains of the WR-1
nuclear reactor right beside the Winnipeg River, and the in-situ grouting and abandonment of the radioactive remains of the NPD nuclear reactor right beside the Ottawa
River. These projects are not intended for 20 or 30 or 40 years, but for eternity. It is both unwise and socially unacceptable that such unprecedented and important
Gordon Edwards, decisions should be left in the hands of Canada's nuclear establishment, which includes the CNSC. The CNSC is on record as denying and/or trivializing the potential
Ph.D., President, dangers of nuclear power. On one of CNSC's annual reports, we read the words: "FACT: In Canada, nuclear power is safe." Until the recommendation of the Expert
Canadian Coalition Panel have been implemented and a new independent IA agency has been created, the federal government (on the advice of the Minister of Environment and
for Nuclear
Sustainable Development) should suspend the current and planned environmental assessments of all nuclear waste storage and abandonment projects that are
Responsibility
currently entrusted to the sole authority of the CNSC. Already the Chalk River radioactive waste project -- a gigantic radioactive waste mound on the surface, over 90
feet high, with a base area equal in size to 70 NHL hockey rinks, containing a total volume of a million cubic metres of radioactive waste of which 10,000 cubic metres (1
percent) will contain long-lived fission products and transuranic actinides such as plutonium and americium -- has sent shock waves through the environmental
community, the population of Quebec, and the First Nations of Ontario and Quebec. Although the proposed Chalk River mega-dump for low and intermediate-level
radioactive wastes (five times more voluminous than OPG's proposed DGR for LILW at Kincardine Ontario) is situated right on the border of Quebec, and although the
Ottawa River flows down through Ottawa to Montreal where the waters enter the mighty St. Lawrence River, the EIS documents for the mega-dump were not even made
available in French until an official complaint was launched by a Quebec citizen. Such a major oversight reveals a shocking lack of seriousness on the part of the
proponent and the regulator. It is self-evident to many thinking people that for Canada to consider abandoning long-lived highly toxic nuclear waste materials beside
major rivers and lakes sets a dangerous example to the world that may be used to justify abuses in many other countries when it comes to the dumping of radioactive
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2.3. Indigenous considerations.
While we commend the Panel on recommendations for increased involvement of, and consultation with, First Nations, we do not see any acknowledgement that
Consultation must occur at the outset of all proposed projects. There needs to be upfront consultations with local and indigenous communities with regards to the
industrial siting of proposed projects. A key example of how the consultation process under CEAA 2012 has brought significant challenge from recipient communities
occurred during the assessment of Pacific NorthWest LNG. Local and indigenous communities were informed of the proposed project only after several years, hundreds
of thousands of dollars spent, and a siting decision having been made by the proponent. Despite the proponent at these “initial” consultation sessions being informed that
the project was located in the most sensitive and biologically-rich habitat possible – and that another location must be considered – too much time and money seems to
had been invested for the proponent to change its plans. It seems analogous to trying to turn a train around once it is underway along its tracks. Had consultations with
local and indigenous communities occurred at the outset of the project, it not only would have been much easier for the proponent to change course, but the project likely
would have received community support, which – to this day – it does not.
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Erin Kohler

2.5.1. Incorporating science in impact assessment.
While we appreciate the recommendation of use and integration of “best-available scientific information and methods”, a key component of our original recommendation
was missed: Where pertinent information does not exist, require that it be generated. Information quality varies; persistent knowledge gaps are common, with limited
and/or lower quality scientific knowledge extrapolated to surmise potential project effects. We re-iterate that where these knowledge gaps and information limitations
sufficiently impede the adequate assessment of potential project risks (e.g., risks posed to species listed under the Species at Risk Act), this information should be
generated.

2.5.3. Developing unbiased impact statements.
While it was acknowledged by the Panel that, “The collection of data by consultants hired by project proponents has led to perceived inconsistencies in the quality of
data, analyses and conclusions and the perception of bias in the analysis of impacts”, the Panel’s recommendation allows for the continued acquisition of data and
studies to be performed by the proponent. We appreciate the recommendation that, “IA legislation require that any IA authority lead the development of the Impact
Statement” but this falls short of the need for the data to be gathered by an independent agency. Scientific results are only as robust as the data collected. As had
occurred during the Pacific Northwest LNG EA, the proponent’s initial data gathering showed that Pacific salmon do not exist in the Skeena estuary; which we know is
false. The Skeena estuary is Canada’s second largest rearing area for juvenile salmon. Relying on proponent-acquired data will only perpetuate the public’s belief of bias
in the EA. We re-iterate that the proponent should not be involved in study design, data collection, or data analyses except in their primary role as financial contributor.
I strongly support evidence based peer reviewed impact assessment. As outlined in Heren Wu's Case Study on the Line 9 NEB project, evidence based, sound science
was not used in the decision making approval of that project.
Objective criteria, such as "best available science", would be a significant improvement for IA in Canada.
The CNSC has been acting independently from industry and has had excellent performance in the EA area (providing fair, impartial assessments). There is no need to
remove it's jurisdictions aver EAs.
The close relationships that NEB and CNSC have with industries should be considered. There must be neutrality of the responsible authority to ensure the full
consideration of all five pillars; environment, economic, social, cultural and health. Creating a single body responsible for conducting IAs, would reduce conflict and
improve public trust, however a single body may not be able to examine all possible angles of a proposed project. That is why, like suggested, working side by side with
Indigenous people and local communities would promote a thorough IA that covers all concerns.
Transparency of decisions, is integral to maintaining public trust. Within the Commission, the compliance and enforcement officers should express transparency to a
certain extent. If full transparency was used, there would be potential for some loss in consumer confidence in the project proponent. This may remove economic
profitability of the project, one of the 5 key pillars. Some form of discretion should be exercised.
In the Indigenous relations section of the “Required functions and capacities” section it is stated that “Indigenous Relations would play an integral role in each IA”, but
there is no specific action plan mentioned, which could present problems in the future. In the Science and Knowledge section there is a much more specific plan for
ensuring that proper science is incorporated into IA, such as appointing a Chief Science Officer. Simply stating that Indigenous peoples will be involved in the IA process
is not likely to result in Indigenous consultation and knowledge being implemented in every IA. There must be some sort of legislation attached to this, just like there is
with the Science and Knowledge section, otherwise there is a risk that Indigenous relations could be overlooked.
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Introduction
My submissions to the Expert Panel dealt largely with the socio-economics requirements for an EA. Admittedly, socio-economics is only a small part of what the various
Peter Douglas Elias
acts and regulations contemplate. However, I believe that a failure to competently address this issue erodes the confidence of Canadians in general. A process that fails
some of us, fails all of us. Correcting the failure of assessments to fairly consider Indigenous communities will go some way to “give Canadians confidence that projects,
plans and policies have been adequately assessed.”

3.1 - Governance Model

My critique dealt with how socio-economics are currently addressed in CEAA 2012 and the NEB Act, and how socio-economics are reflected in numerous EA’s which are
the result of these Acts. I focused on three problems.
1. The wording in the Acts and various guidance documents is too weak to compel proponents to make a sincere effort at comprehending and portraying socio-economic
conditions in Indigenous communities and how they might be affected by a proposed project. In particular, none of the terms addressing socio-economics are defined in
the Acts.
2. The socio-economic components of EA’s which I reviewed lacked any scientific foundation or credibility.
3. The weak requirements were inadequately enforced by the relevant authorities, allowing proponents to present socio-economic images of Indigenous communities that
were not only inaccurate and unreliable, but deeply offensive to those communities.

548

11/04/2017

Chris Arbter

549

11/04/2017

KierstenS

I think that the concern over RA’s like NEB and CNSC close link to industry is well merited. Not that these RA’s are not doing their job, there just seems to be a higher
chance for their regulating results to be biased in comparison to an RA that does not have any relation to their proponents. Although I agree with the public concern for IA
being conducted by an independent organisation, I disagree with the panel’s idea that a single authority would be most efficient for conducting IA’s. I believe that having
an IA go through one single organisation can lead to just as much bias as regulators working closely to industry. Multiple independent organisations should be used to go 3.1 - Governance Model
through an IA to achieve the best, unbiased, and fair results. I think that the structure of leadership in IA with regard to the commissioners’ independence is crucial for the
decision making process. This should theoretically eliminate any cause of bias in terms of the final decision of an IA being reached. Above all else, the commission’s
main goal should be to ensure that monitoring and enforcement of guidelines is upheld. If they are not, realistically the IA will have been for nothing.
Decentralizing power from headquarters to individual regions will allow for a more personable and transparent decision making process. Giving power to individual
regions will make the IA process more trustworthy, as proponents within regions will have the opportunity to deal with those present within communities, which is likely to
result in a more successful communication process between the more minor stakeholders and the federal government. By providing a more trustworthy process for
conducting IAs and improving social license, cooperation between affected parties is sure to increase, as the process is open and fair. By implementing a process that
3.1 - Governance Model
will require clear decisions to exist based on evidence collected from a number of different spectrums, this is allowing the process to be inclusive and will likely reduce
conflicts between the public, proponents, and the regulatory agencies responsible for approvals. I also think that the idea to combine the agencies into one power is a
bad idea. If a single authority has complete power over the decision making progress, this results in a sort of “monopoly” on authority and it doesn’t allow for system of
checks and balances, and I think that the public would be less supportive of this change.
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551
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12/04/2017

Lauren Erdely

Erin

552

12/04/2017

Haley Quadros

553

12/04/2017

Jennifer Buss

554

12/04/2017

Pauline Hondl

555

12/04/2017

Tayla Lazenby

556

12/04/2017

Rachael Melenka

The panel suggest that a single authority have the mandate to conduct and decide upon IA’s on behalf of the federal government. I think this is a progressive motion that
will benefit the IA process as a whole. By doing so I agree that trust in the responsible authority will be restored as the perceived relationship between industry and
responsible authorities such as the NEB will be lessened. However, I do have concerns with the potential loss of critical and specific expertise. I believe that this
movement towards a single responsible authority will only be productive should the panel and those involved in shaping this transition ensure that the responsible
authority is prepared, expanded and well equipped to best assess any given project. I also argue that the suggestion for improved transparency be greatly stressed
throughout the transition and development phases. I would encourage the panel to elaborate on how they intend to ensure transparency as well as how they intend to
prepare the responsible authority for the increase in IA volume.
I do agree that in the past and currently there are issues regarding the concern of the NEB and CNSC being bias based on their close relationship with industry. I think it
is a good idea to provide adequate reasoning for the decisions made but I think it should be made available to the public. I believe to regain the trust of the public they
should be informed of these decisions and given explanations for the reasoning behind the decisions made. Having a single authority to have the mandate to conduct
and make decisions concerns me. This is the similar concern presented when proponents conduct their own environmental survey, having a third party do it eliminates
any potential for bias and I feel like with a singly authority there may be doubt within the public and industry.
Section 3.1 addresses the perceived bias of Responsible Authorities (RA’s) promoting the very projects they're tasked with regulating. The recommendation is that the
“authority conducting the assessment must be free from bias and conflicts of interest” for the sake of confidence in the decisions and consequently, acquiring social
license. This is to be achieved by establishing a single authority responsible for IA decisions-“the Commission”. This suggestion certainly appears to be a legitimate
solution to increasing public trust in the IA process and outcomes. However, it can be argued that RAs like the CNSC and NEB are necessary due to the technical
expertise required to assess projects such as nuclear plants and pipelines. While this section addresses that this is a view shared by proponents and practitioners, it
does not make mention of, nor convinces, the reader that the Commission will be equally equipped to make decisions on projects that include nuclear energy. This
section should make a stronger case for giving over decision-making power on pipeline and nuclear projects to a body that is not as well versed in assessing the
I think that the ways in which this section proposes for increasing accountability of the commission and reducing bias are a good step, especially the internal audit
function. Having members that identify with Indigenous groups also allows the EIA process to include their perspective, which will help to gain social license and to add
more accountability and knowledge to the process. Also, the regional offices allow EIA’s to occur by people that actually know the unique issues present in the area. I feel
as though there is an opportunity for further consolidation between the jurisdictions however. Specifically, if there is a regional office in each province anyways, the
federal and provincial EIA processes could come together to perform one assessment instead of using equivalency or substitution agreements. This way, more
individuals can be provided from the province and municipalities to aid in EIA’s and equivalency agreements and substitutions can be avoided. Also, this would allow all
jurisdictions to be included in an equal capacity and processes and regulations to be uniform between jurisdictions as well (not just federally). Provincial and federal
officials could also still focus on their jurisdictional EIA requirements and concerns (provincial vs federal legislation).
I agree with the panel repot on this section. I think this is a commendable start to restoring the public’s trust and confidence in the assessment processes. Encouraging
participation from all corners may lead to overwhelming responses possibly slowing down the Impact Assessment process. Thus, having the exact opposite desired
effect and slowing down the Impact Assessment process. Having three different authorities responsible for the environmental assessment with varying requirements
leads to confusion and a slower assessment process. Therefore, the panel's recommendation to have one authority for the federal government is a good one. One
federal authority in charge of Impact Assessments will have a more consistent assessment process.
I agree with the historical concerns that the NEB and CNSC may be biased in their decision making verdicts due to their close ties to the industries they regulate. While I
recognize that these close ties allow for expert insight and knowledge, I believe this knowledge can be utilized in other ways and not as regulators. To have public
approval and sound decisions transparency is imperative. I believe that the idea of having a regulating body that is quasi-judicial would be able to objectively look at facts
and make unbiased decisions. Also I agree with the idea of requiring information on their justification for decisions as this ensures thorough review and increases public
trust and knowledge about the decision making process.
I agree with the Panel that a single authority is needed to represent the federal government and to approve or disprove IA’s. This will decrease bias between Responsible
Authorities and projects, and result in the public trust of the IA process being able to make a conclusion based on environmental, social and economic data. Another form
of decreasing this bias is to use quasi-judicial tribunals to make final decisions and settle any doubts from the public, and resolve problems within the IA of a project.
Ensuring the IA Responsible Authorities are assessing from the same IA process would also decrease confusion and increase understanding and efficiency in the IA
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557

12/04/2017

Jennifer Weeks

558

12/04/2017

Shelby Feniak

559

12/04/2017

Jordan

560

12/04/2017

Arynn

561

12/04/2017

Felysia

562

12/04/2017

Abigayle

563

12/04/2017

Cassandra

Combining regulatory authority all under one Commission’s group may not be as beneficial as the Panel predicts. Only having one governing body could encourage bias
even though the report says it would decrease it. Furthermore, The NEB and CNSC are already extremely transparent bodies. Their websites allow public access to all
projects and decisions. It would be beneficial to include a third governing body to balance public interest along with NEB, CNSC to decrease overall bias when reaching
democratic decisions. The report also does not mention how big this new Commission’s group will be, how many Indigenous peoples will be on the committee, or what
reserve they will represent. There is not mention of how the Federal government will fairly select this board. If they only select oil and gas industry members due to their
knowledge, than that defeats the purpose of creating another Commission’s group. Furthermore, if there are only 5 Indigenous people on a board of 20 people when the
project will impact treaty land, than they are being underrepresented. Also, why is there not any concern for indigenous members to sit on the NEB or CNSC right now?
Overall, the Panel should elect different members to the groups they have already created or have the NEB, CNSC and Commissions cooperate to represent public and
industry opinion on projects.
The recommendation of moving towards one federal IA authority successfully addresses public concerns regarding the loss of social license of the NEB and CNSC. The
Commission seems to be well thought out in most sections of the required functions and capacities. Regional offices across Canada are a strong point of the
Commission, if implemented successfully I believe regional representation and accessibility will greatly improve social license for IA authorities. Regaining the trust of the
public is crucial to moving forward with the IA process in Canada as it will likely increase public participation and satisfaction. A very strong point of this section is that it
acknowledges the need for transparency and reasoning to be released to the public to gain trust in the system.
I agree that an increase in trust is a necessary step in improving the IA process. However I do not think that trusting the authority that is conducting IAs will make it any
more likely for the public to consider an outcome to be fairer. An increase in trust will help to reduce public interference in the IA process but perceptions on fairness
have nothing to do with trust. By increasing trust the public will be able to trust the authority to come to a fair conclusion but determining whether the result actually is fair
will result in an increase in trust or loss in trust of that authority.
I agree with most of the Panels recommendations, but if “transparency on all IA decisions” is to be implemented it has to be presented as literate enough for the public to
understand. Otherwise, the current frustration of inaccessible information will continue. Although I agree with the efficiency proposed by the concept of central
governance for IA through “the Commission”, a single organization might be too imposing to allowing for outside perspectives to be included in IA processes without
more diversity. Furthermore, I would recommend that audits not be done internally, but by an unbiased and neutral entity. Regardless of how transparent an audit might
be presented to the public, having a centrally powered IA organization self-regulate it’s own assessments has the potential to instigate questions concerning bias.
I agree with The Panel’s recommendation to have a single authority to conduct the final decision about IAs for the federal government. I believe only one authority will
clear up many misconceptions and misunderstandings that manifest because of the several authorities currently. Having a brand new authority will be a difficult transition
for all involved. However, I think this recommendation will reduce the bias and increase transparency regarding decisions made about approvals. One authority would
streamline the process as well and allow for a more efficient work because there is only the one authority to work through. I also agree that the decision of the single
authority be subjected to the Governor in Council to enforce compliance to unbiased and transparent decisions.
I strongly agree that it would be beneficial to have one Responsible Agency rather than the current 3. Consistency is key for making effective decisions for IA’s, and
having a consistent governing body will likely reduce any conflicts, and will make the process more transparent because no agency would have direct ties to a specific
industry. The current EA process is very broken-up and combining the governance agencies to one Commission may also help unify the process. Having one agency
would also help the IA process successfully implement the “one project, one assessment” mandate because there would be consist guidelines for decision-making
processes. The Commission appears to be a well thought out idea, but the panel lacks to discuss who will be part of the Commission. I think it would be important to still
include the Agency, NEB, and CNSC in the decision process but they could be departments rather than the primary decision makers. One unified agency could help with
reviewing decisions to make sure each group is consistent. Additionally, it could be beneficial to include Indigenous community members in the Commission since the IA
process is interested in providing more involvement opportunities.
In Section 3.1 Governance Model, I completely agree with the recommendations and believe that this section carries more importance. This section is a cornerstone in
this report because for a government process to be a public success it is necessary for the people to believe in and trust the process and its respective authority. In
today`s assessment process people do not seem to trust in the process due to the presence of real or perceived bias and lack of trust and confidence. In response, the
Panel recommended that a single independent and impartial authority be formed to direct the IA process. This authority would focus on efficient, consistent and
accountable governance. Peoples` trust and belief in the system will begin to return if this recommendation is followed.
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I am with a small organization and your report is huge and transformative. It is without precedent. It is impossible in the short time allowed to provide comments. I request
that you take your own advice and provide a 6 month comment period.

564

15/04/2017

JQH Consulting

565

18/04/2017

JD

566

567

19/04/2017

20/04/2017

Ole Hendrickson

Preliminary comments
1. Major changes are envisioned without providing evidence on financability and resourcing. Who is going to pay? Where do the expert panels get resources capable of
managing the huge scope placed upon them?
2. The current EA process is subject to court challenge. The IA process would be too. The only certainty is that many projects get challenged and the only basis for
evaluation is that the scope was clearly defined and that the process was followed. The changes you are proposing make enormous changes to how a project scope is
defined and how the process will be developed. It does not address how court challenges would be dealt with. Thus the process is uncertain and likely puts a huge
burden on the legal system.
3. Forcing comments into individual sections also makes your job easier but makes the ability to describe broader implications difficult.
For pipeline projects under federal jurisdiction, the NEB is absolutely the best placed regulator to oversee environmental and socio-economic assessments. Otherwise
there would be two regulatory streams, one for the newly formed IAC and one for the NEB. Proponents would be forced to duplicate work, timelines would be even more
unpredictable than they are now, and costs would increase for both proponents and the federal government. For what benefit? People who oppose the NEB process are
just upset that their 'values' (read: unscientific opinion) is often not considered by the NEB because they have to uphold the rules of natural justice. Well, if you create the
IAC as a quasi-judicial commission, guess what, they too will have to uphold the rules of natural justice and will have to filter out fact from fiction. Instead of creating a
new commission, there needs to be an outlet for the strategic, policy level decisions e.g., climate change or regional cumulative effects, that have disrupted the NEB
process over the last 10 years.

3.1 - Governance Model

3.1 - Governance Model

The Concerned Citizens of Renfrew County and Area (CCRCA) are pleased that the Panel clearly heard our concerns in our submission about the proposed millioncubic-meter radioactive waste dump (“Near Surface Disposal Facility”) at the Chalk River Laboratories.
CCRCA -- a small, community-based environmental organization – is finding it challenging to deal with a flawed environmental assessment of this dump proposal. The
Panel recognized challenges we are experiencing such as inadequate resources, tight timelines when faced with huge amounts of difficult technical data, difficulty in
accessing pertinent information, lack of acknowledgement of our concerns, and the lack of explanation provided for decisions.
CCRCA told the Expert Panel that the impact assessment process led by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) for the proposed Chalk River dump
provides limited public participation, comes too late in the process, and may have little or no effect on the CNSC’s decision on project approval. The Expert Panel report
3.1 - Governance Model
says “Meaningful public participation is a key element to ensure the legitimacy of IA processes.” It calls for “early and ongoing public participation opportunities that are
open to all, and says that “Results of public participation should have the potential to impact decisions.”
CCRCA hopes to see swift legislative change to implement the Panel’s recommendation “that a single authority have the mandate to conduct and decide upon IAs on
behalf of the federal government.” We believe that this will restore confidence and trust in impact assessment of nuclear projects, and it may also benefit the CNSC itself
by allowing it to focus on more technical matters.

The panel identified the key issues to IA credibility with respect to governance:
- perception/lack of independence & neutrality of an organization from the industry it regulates
- industry-specific regulatory agencies more focused on technical issues than planning. In some cases, assessments are not being conducted beyond a "check for
application completeness", and the IA is a draft project approval.
- regulation and assessment are two distinct functions that require different processes and diverse expertise. A regulator is not best placed in my opinion to make these
Dr. Monique Dube
decisions unless the structure and accountability within an organization facilitates independence and an evidence-based approach.
- these issues have certainly resulted in more protest, court challenges, longer timeframes and increase cost for all parties.

3.1 - Governance Model

As such an independent Impact Assessment Commission as proposed is a solid panel recommendation to move forward on and would address many of these issues.
568

23/04/2017

Brad Jones

569

27/04/2017

Doug Allan

I agree!
There should be a right of appeal for both interim and final decisions, and an independent tribunal should be established to hear those appeals in order to ensure justice
and accountability.
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570

27/04/2017

Oliver Hockenhull

571

28/04/2017

Bill Bryden

572

28/04/2017

Laurie~

573

28/04/2017

Lynda Gagne

574

28/04/2017

Michelle

575

28/04/2017

Michael Herauf

576

28/04/2017

John Bergenske,
Wildsight

577

28/04/2017

stu lip

578

29/04/2017

Tara Lockhart

579

29/04/2017

Jacqueline Steffen

580

30/04/2017

Ms.

581

30/04/2017

Nicole B

582

01/05/2017

Colleen

I am informed that the "Expert Panel" has recommended that appeals should go to the Federal Cabinet, which could in its discretion make final decisions. THIS IS NOT
THE WAY FORWARD. This assessment process must be placed within the legal system at all times and NOT be tainted by the whims of the political (as we see so
clearly). As an example in the Netherlands —Water boards act independently from national government — for the good reason that the Water Boards are much less
likely to fall prey to the vagary of elected national politicians.
We need a right of appeal and an independent tribunal to hear those appeals.
It seems to me that every time a mining/pipeline/dam building project is turned down because of environmental concerns, the companies just keep appealing the
decisions, over and over, until they wear everyone down and hope to sneak the project through. There should be a limit of one appeal for any company that is turned
down by the assessment board. Their should also NOT be any exploration permits issued after a negative assessment. End of story!
I would like to see a right of appeal and an independent tribunal to hear those appeals. Sometimes decisions do not reflect the spirit of the public trust doctrine in its
broad application, and there should be a recourse.
It is important to have a right of appeal and an independent tribunal to hear those appeals.
I do not agree that elected federal officials should have the final say in reviewing appeals of the process. We have seen in recent governments how elected officials can
be pressured to tow the party line. As well, political parties can be beholden to their financial supporters and politicians voting actions too often reflect those interests.
Therefore it should be an independent mast panel of experts, somewhat akin to the Supreme Court of Canada regarding purely legal matters, who have final review of
assessments. The members of that panel must be unencumbered by ties to industry and interests groups and must truly be impartial and experts in their interpretation of
An independent commission, IA authority, is very important. The panel recommendations are consistent with restoring public confidence in systems that have too often
appeared biased. Appeal decisions should not be kicked into the political arena, but should go to an independent tribunal that "take into account science, facts and
evidence; and ensure that the outcomes of the process are protective of future generations."
all Canadians should be able to have a say in environmental decisions that concern them.
uphold Canada’s obligations towards Indigenous peoples.
ensure all projects and activities are good for Canada’s environment and communities, enact triggers for all projects before they can receive a federal permit.
should be a right of appeal for both interim and final decisions, and an independent tribunal should be established to hear those appeals in order to ensure justice and
accountability. Allow right of appeal and an independent tribunal to hear those appeals.
early planning stage is essential
Transparency is important, of course, but I would also like to know that there will be real life consequences for the MP /government if they make decisions that break our
trust or that they don't follow through with what they have asked to do. I'm tired of MPs being safe in their position. If a blue collar employee can be fired for being
negligent or by not following through - so should a member of parliament no matter what they're position.
I would want to see a real schedule with dates because in the past the government has often said it was going to do something by [insert vague date / year here] and
then it gets pushed back or tabled altogether.

Right of appeal: Under our current law, it is extremely difficult to successfully challenge an environmental assessment through the courts. There should be a right of
appeal for both interim and final decisions, and an independent tribunal should be established to hear those appeals to ensure justice, transparency and accountability.
Very few citizens call the current assessment process transparent, inclusive, informed and meaningful. When government decisions for projects are now challenged by
concerned citizens or First Nations, there is a burden of prohibitive cost. What does Justice look like when it takes at least $500,000 to bring a case challenge to the
Supreme Court of Canada. There is no way that appeals should go to the federal Cabinet as they are not obliged to provide reasons for their decisions and make
decisions based on political interest as we have seen. A right of appeal for interim and final decisions by an independent tribunal must be established to
hear appeals. That is what Justice and Accountability look like.
There needs to be a right of appeal and an independent tribunal to hear those appeals.
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Also, including consensus building models that protect minority rights into the process are of critical importance. Right now industry has been running roughshod over
3.1 - Governance Model
stakeholder &amp; environmental concerns. Yet industry is never on the hook to pay for cleanup or the public health after effect (nor adequate taxation on their
revenues) to make projects of REAL holistic value.
Yes this is a great model of governance and can only be based on respect of being transparent, inclusive, informed, and meaningful. The impact assessment must be for
the wholeness of the any situation and not just a tool to support the misuse of power by companies (and governments) and only show a limited assessment! Again it
3.1 - Governance Model
comes back to wholeness and respect and understanding and wisdom.....
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01/05/2017

Colleen

584

01/05/2017

Joanna Bull

585

01/05/2017

S. Wallace

586

01/05/2017

Kate GordanierSmith

The Canadian Chamber agrees that a quasi-judicial tribunal that is arms-length from the government and generally outside of the broader public policy debate would be
best placed to provide transparent, fact-based decisions. However, we are concerned that the consensus-based, inclusive approach outlined elsewhere in the Expert
Panel’s Report is fundamentally incompatible with how a quasi-judicial tribunal operates.
We are concerned that separating the impact assessment role from life-cycle regulators like the National Energy Board and the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
Canadian Chamber
would in fact create a one project, two review system that would add costs and delay without improving environmental outcomes. For example, pipeline projects would
of Commerce
need to undergo one process with the IA authority, and then the NEB would need to assess whether or not the project is up to code. Life-cycle regulators like the NEB
have responsibility for construction, operations and ultimately retirement of projects. In conducting this role, they would be collecting much the same information on the
environmental and social impacts of the proposed project as the IA authority, leading to duplication and increased costs.
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02/05/2017
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03/05/2017

Kathleen Hennig

589

03/05/2017

Art Jackson

590

03/05/2017

Robert Huck

591

03/05/2017

592

04/05/2017

Les Hicks
Canadian
Association of
Physicians for the
Environment

593

04/05/2017

Stuart Juzda

594

04/05/2017

Rebecca Peters

595

04/05/2017

Brady Balicki

596

04/05/2017

Kirsten Ketilson

597

04/05/2017

Please there needs to be a place for a right of appeal and an independent tribunal to hear those appeals to support true impact assessment and meaningful and whole
input!
Communities should also have the right to appeal approvals they feel were not conducted in a transparent, inclusive, informed, and meaningful way. There must be a due
process to handle these appeals that takes them seriously.
This is so critical - that science be a cornerstone of decisions and that the long term "future generation" impact be considered in all assessments.
Section 3.1 I believe the Panel has got it wrong on this section. Canadians have a right to appeal disastrous environmental assessments like the so- called Kinder
Morgan pipeline assessment that limited democratic participation and refused to allow consideration of the terrible damages from climate change to be included as part
of the economic picture. The Panel has recommended that appeals go to the federal Cabinet, which isn't obliged to provide reasons for any decision. Plus final decisions
could easily be politically motivated, swayed by lobbyists (read, those with money) and not based on facts or law. Canadians have a right to appeal both interim and final
decisions. I believe an independent tribunal should be set up to hear appeals to ensure justice and transparency.

The proposed appeal process of an environmental assessment directed toward the Federal Cabinet, does not provide adequate transparency or accountability to prevent
political interference in these decisions. There should be a right of appeal for both interim and final decisions and an independent tribunal setup to hear these appeals.
agree with the science based, transparent, inclusive which holds equal sway with traditional values, knowledge. The future life forms must all be protected so projects
must be judged accordingly
Unless you plan on abolishing the CNSC and incorporating its assets and expertise into EC, there is no reason for another federal authority to conduct an impact
assessment on nuclear projects.
This seems to make sense.
Transparency transparency transparency! This means that sources of information, conflicts of interest, past records of affiliations and public positions and public writings
of participants must be made freely available, in perpetuity, as well as the content of deliberations, the sources of documentation, and the information about sources and
amounts of funding behind all contributions. That's the starting point. All other considerations flow from this fundamental principle. Without it, meaning, inclusion and the
capacity to be fully informed fall away.
The courts should be the final authority in cases of conflict. The idea of an political appointed independent tribunal is a contradiction in it's very wording. The concept of
consensus again is simply a way to push projects forward. You claim 2×2=4. I claim 2×2=5. Is an appropriate consensus answer of 4.5 acceptable. Of course not. The
idea of a middle way forward leads to environmental disasters as we have observed in Canada.
For heavily regulated industries that have an independent review panel such as those under the NEB or CNSC, having an additional authority for IA would only serve to
duplicate the regulatory process without additional benefit.
Having a single IA authority established as a quasi-judicial tribunal would result in additional administrative burden and potentially duplicate or eliminate the roles and
responsibilities of other federal agencies. Where possible, Impact Assessments should be led by the agencies with the appropriate technical capacity. These include
both the National Energy Board and in the case of nuclear energy, the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission.
I do not agree that having a single IA authority oversee all IA process in Canada would be beneficial. I believe that where an independent federal authority already exists,
such as is the case with the quasi-judicial body of the CNSC in the nuclear industry, it should remain responsible for oversight of the federal IA process. My observation
is that the recommendation of the Expert Panel to move towards a single authority is not justified by a legal test or any proven evidence that indicates bias on the part of
the CNSC.

I also don't believe that the example provided in a number of submissions to the Expert Panel of the quasi-judicial Ontario Environmental Review Tribunal that supported
/ advanced this tribunal as a model of governance that should be adopted was accurate. My observation is that this tribunal does not oversee all EAs in Ontario, but only
those that are referred to it by the Minister.
I certainly agree with the preamble statement above. it seems to be so abstract as the lack implementation teeth. In my lifetime as an actively engaged citizen, public
Dr. Susan Diamond
trust in government to make decisions for the good of all has seriously eroded. Can it even be restored?
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04/05/2017

Andy

599

04/05/2017

Jon Henderson

600

04/05/2017

Jeff K.

601

04/05/2017

Thevenot

602

04/05/2017

ShawnM

603

04/05/2017

Charlene B

Canada: 1.6% of world total CO2 emissions - (a statistical error)
You live like it's 1662 for 1 year first - then I will consider these inhuman proposals.
This proposal does not account for the fact that other regulatory agencies such as the CNSC are better position and best-suited to oversee any IA process related to the
nuclear industry in Canada.
I am concerned that this model will invite participation in the assessment process by people, other layers of bureacracy and foreign agencies with no interest in the
project, allowing individuals and groups who oppose development generally, or competitors seeking economic advantage through regulatory obstruction, to delay the
proceedings and halt Canada's economic development while pursuing their own.
Would it be possible to have the IA Commission made up of "full time members" as well as one member from each federal department who's mandate is significantly
affected by a given project, like a panel? That way we would still benefit from NEB/CNSC/other federal expertise while reducing potential for conflicts of interest or lack of
trust in the regulatory authority.
Giving equal weight and voice to contributors that have a direct interest in an assessment as those who are more of a 'spectator' creates an artificial imbalance in the
assessment. Assessments should encourage participation from all comers but the opinions of those directly impacted should be weighted significantly higher than those
who are not.
The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission are experts in the area of the nuclear industry and should remain the responsible federal authority for all nuclear industry
related IA processes in Canada.
These are the comments of the David Suzuki Foundation and should be considered in light of our comments on “Developing the Vision.” These comments are intended
to complement joint submission of the Environmental Assessment Caucus of the Canadian Environmental Network (including the David Suzuki Foundation).
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In addition to other proposed amendments to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA), we recommend amendments to section 4 to recognize Canadians’
right to a live in a healthy environment. Specifically, we recommend adding to section 4(1) of the act (purposes):
(j) to protect Canadians’ right to live in a healthy environment.
We also recommend including in section 4(2) (mandate) a duty to respect Canadians’ right to live in a healthy environment in the administration of the Act.
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David Suzuki
Foundation

More than 110 countries have passed laws recognizing citizens’ rights to live in a healthy environment. For example, France amended its constitution in 2005 to include
an Environmental Charter, which states in Article 1, “Everyone has the right to live in a balanced environment which shows due respect for health.”

3.1 - Governance Model

In contrast, no Canadian law explicitly protects environmental rights. The Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Canadian Human Rights Act are both silent on the
environment.
Environmental rights include substantive and procedural guarantees. Substantive rights include clean air, safe water, a non-toxic environment and healthy ecosystems.
Related procedural rights include access to information, participation in environmental decision-making and access to justice. In its current form, the CEAA confers some
procedural rights (and we agree with the Expert Panel’s recommendations to strengthen public participation in impact assessment) but does not address substantive
environmental rights.
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Anne Gent

In our view, explicit recognition of environmental rights in the CEAA would complement and reinforce other proposed amendments intended to improve the process and
outcome of federal impact assessment.
For the nuclear industry, it does not seem logical to have a single authority when other authorities, such as the CNSC, already have the technical expertise required. This
3.1 - Governance Model
proposal could create overlap and should be reconsidered.
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Campaign for the
Protection of
Offshore Nova
Scotia

CPONS followed with some interest the Report’s discussion regarding the current state of assessment agencies in Canada, particularly the concern cited by participants
of the close relationship between industry-specific regulatory agencies and the industries that they regulate. CPONS experience with the Canada –Nova Scotia Offshore
Petroleum Board (CNSOPB) mirrors those concerns. CPONS questions the independence of this joint regulatory agency of the Governments of Canada and Nova
Scotia. Currently, for example, the CNSOPB Board is composed of a majority of individuals who have worked in the oil and gas industry in the past, some for companies
that they are now regulating. Moreover, recent decisions by CNSOPB raise serious doubts about its environmental assessment capabilities and commitment (i.e. Shell
Canada pipe and riser abandonment on ocean floor offshore Nova Scotia).
3.1 - Governance Model
CPONS agrees with the Panel’s observations that regulation/licencing and project assessment are two distinct functions that require different expertise and processes. In
terms of environmental assessments, it is time for a new governance model.
At a conceptual level, we believe that a single IA authority established as a quasi-legal tribunal to conduct and decide upon IAs on behalf of the federal government has
some merit. Indeed, some of the specific recommendations surrounding this new agency make a great deal of sense and have the potential to improve the process.
However, given the importance of this specific proposal, CPONS would like to take more time to evaluate its efficacy.
ORA supports the recommendations of the Panel that the NEB and Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission no longer be responsible authorities for those types of
projects. Instead, that all federal assessment power and responsibility should be vested in a new quasi-judicial tribunal - an IA Commission. This model is very close to
what ORA recommended in our submission, that there be a single independent assessment authority.
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Arlene Kwasniak

ORA recommends an IA Commission should handle all projects subject to an IA, and be responsible for every aspect of an assessment.
3.1 - Governance Model
However, the Panel also recommends that the Commission have overarching self-oversight, by being responsible for ensuring the integrity of IA processes, as well as
itself, through self-directed quality assurance audits. This is a problem - elected officials can be held to account through the ballot-box, whereas a Cabinet-appointed
commission or board members are further removed from democratic accountability.
ORA recommends there be independent oversight of any new Commission, as well as an independent arbitration agency to handle appeals and disputes.
Do not agree that federal IA in the nuclear industry should be led by any federal authority other than the CNSC. The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission should remain
3.1 - Governance Model
the responsible federal authority for any IA process conducted in the nuclear industry in Canada.
I do not agree that the single authority should have the mandate to conduct IAs on behalf of the federal government. Those that do not trust the existing organizations
(e.g. CNSC , NEB) will not likely trust a new organization once it approves a project they are opposed to and there will be then be calls for another "new, independent"
organization. The nuclear industry requires a highly technical and specialized skill set and it is not practical or necessary to attempt to replicate this in another
3.1 - Governance Model
organization.
I strongly support the Panel's recommendation that all federal assessment of projects, including those under the regulatory authority of the NEB and CNSC, be
conducted by an independent body. Some of the details of what it calls the “Impact Assessment Commission” (IAC), may need refinement, however the Panel's
recommendation of independence recognizes the distinction between assessing the impacts of a project and regulating it and the different processes and expertise
required for each (EP Report 3.1.1). The recommendation does not reduce the NEB’s or CNSC’s powers to regulate. The Panel states “the goal of restoring trust and
confidence in the process is a belief that the authority conducting the assessment must be free from bias and conflicts of interest … if there is trust in the authority
conducting the IA, the outcome is more likely to be considered fair and thus be accepted by all parties, even if their particular positions do not win the day. As such, an
authority that does not have concurrent regulatory functions can better be held to account by all interests than can entities that are focused on one industry or area and
that operate under their own distinct practices” (EP Report 3.1.1).
I am concerned though about smaller and routine projects, which I comment more on elsewhere. The legislation should contain mechanisms to trigger federal IA for all
matters under federal jurisdiction where a federal authority has decision making power. There are ample ways to reduce numbers of assessments or to streamline
them. The IAC model as presented by the Panel should be modified to ensure that there are avenues for different assessment streams.
The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission has the nuclear industry expertise in Canada and should remain the responsible authority.
We need to have the right of appeal, and an independent tribunal ( not the federal Cabinet ) to hear those appeals.

Shane Borchardt
Cec Robinson
Ian Thomson, Oxfam
Expertise in gender-based analysis should be built up within the IA Commission and its regional structures.
Canada
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FCM offers the following general comments on the Panel’s recommendation that a single authority (the “Commission”) have the mandate to conduct and decide upon
impact assessments (IAs) on behalf of the federal government.
1.The Commission’s structure and mandate should demonstrate the federal government’s commitment to enacting the recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission. The new process should contribute to reconciliation efforts with Indigenous peoples.
2.As an entity, the Commission should have sufficient knowledge and experience of municipal government and its functions (e.g. emergency response, water treatment
and land-use planning).
3.Individually, Commissioners should have knowledge or experience in municipal government or its functions.
4.The Commission’s composition should reflect regional differences and local interests.
5.Legislation governing the Commission should specifically require that municipal bylaws and official plans be complied with, except where they would render a project
inoperative.
6.Before beginning an IA process, timelines should be determined for its planning, study and decision phases, on a project-by-project basis, and these should allow for
due consideration to be given to local and municipal concerns.
7.Municipalities should automatically be granted status in any hearing on projects situated within their boundaries, or that have a direct and significant impact on those
The Federation of
municipalities. Consideration should be given to granting municipalities ”full party status,” with the same rights to participation and procedural fairness given to project
Canadian
proponents, specifying that costs cannot be awarded against municipalities.
Municipalities (FCM)
8.Costs for participating in the IA process shouldn’t be downloaded to municipal governments. To adequately assess risks posed by a project, municipalities must
conduct technical analyses, often engaging third-party technical experts. Participant funding should reflect the scale of the work that must be completed by the
intervener—driven, for example, by the population a municipal government is representing, or the territory or watershed it is responsible for—rather than establishing an
arbitrary maximum.

3.1 - Governance Model

In consideration of the Panel’s recommendation that a single authority have the mandate to conduct and decide upon Impact Assessments (IAs) on behalf of the federal
government, FCM submits the following recommendations related to National Energy Board-regulated infrastructure and the current mandate of the NEB.
The proposed Commission should:
1.Require that the proponent design the final routing of the project in consultation with municipal governments through whose boundaries the project crosses—in a
manner that accommodates all reasonable municipal concerns—and that the consent of the municipality be granted prior to construction.
2.Automatically grant status to municipalities in any hearing with respect to NEB-regulated infrastructure that is proposed to be routed through the municipality.
Consideration should be given to granting municipalities ”full party status,” defined to include the same rights to participation and procedural fairness in the hearing as
given to the project proponent, specifying that costs cannot be awarded against municipalities.
The existing processes are fine. Only those funded by groups outside of Canada or groups looking to get funded are upset with the existing process. Funding should
only be available to those directly impacted, such as a pipeline running though their property or immediately adjacent.
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Brent Jones

Jamie Kneen,
MiningWatch
Canada
Northern Health
Authority of BC
Manitoba
Infrastructure

Groups just worrying about Green house gases don't deserve funding or status because they are not directly affected. This type of issue has already been addressed by
3.1 - Governance Model
the Federal Government via the Carbon Tax.
Treading on Provincial jurisdiction should not even be contemplated. Only Projects that touch foreign (US) jurisdictions and Provincial borders or projects impacting
Federally regulated water bodies should be in this process.
The move to a single agency is long overdue, for all the reasons the Panel lays out. It’s not entirely clear how different branches would work together, and also maintain
sufficient independent authority, within the Commission. It’s also unclear how many Commissioners would be needed if they are to take individual roles in specific IA
processes; likewise, where panel reviews and joint panels are contemplated, if the panel members would be appointed ad hoc or drawn from a roster of known (and
trained) individuals.

3.1 - Governance Model

Northern Health is in support of the recommendations contained in this section.

3.1 - Governance Model

A quasi-judicial process may become rigid and require legal representation by all parties, which would imply considerable cost and time burdens on the process.

3.1 - Governance Model

We support the recommendation for a single federal authority leading IAs in order to avoid perceptions of bias (e.g. NEB supports and promotes fossil fuel development
Q'ul-lhanumutsun
while doing EAs on projects, DFO conducts EAs on fish farms that they promote through their own policies and programs, etc.) and to make it easier to understand who
Aquatic Resources
3.1 - Governance Model
has oversight over the IA process. However, clarity is required about how that authority will seek expertise from, and fund the acquisition of that information, other federal
Society
departments, Provincial and territorial governments, and First Nations.
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The notion of a single authority having the mandate to conduct these Impact Assessments is very concerning. It is our belief that proponents should continue to be
Greater Vancouver responsible for their own project impact assessments, which adhere to guidelines set by a Federal authority. The Expert Panel’s proposal would add significant
3.1 - Governance Model
Board of Trade
uncertainty to the project, and would ignore the required expertise that exists in the current process. Currently, proponents develop and fund their own impact
assessments, and this process is part of their investment decision-making.
Blue Dot PEI
We support the four areas of focus.
3.1 - Governance Model
This is the strongest recommendation contained in this important report. A single body should be responsible for IA in Canada. It has never been acceptable that industry
regulators, such as the NEB or the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, were responsible for environmental assessments. The NEB is not a body fit to perform
environmental assessments. I have had direct experience with the NEB’s capacity to perform impact assessments as an intervenor in the Kinder Morgan process. My
rights as an intervenor were routinely violated through failures of fundamental principles of procedural fairness.. In the Trans Mountain case, parties with direct interests
were denied standing. Parties with standing were not given appropriate access to tribunal proceedings. Evidence was not cross-examined. I would encourage the
Elizabeth May
3.1 - Governance Model
government to ensure that the legislation is clear in order to protect due process in these most important proceedings.
It is a tragedy that so many projects are likely to be "grandfathered" under the completely unacceptable NEB, CNSC and C-38 CEAA processes. If there is any way to
offer proponents and Indigenous peoples the right to opt out of the C-38 dysfunctional process to move into the new regime, it would save proponents and intervenors
alike excess frustration.
I agree with the assertion of what is required to restore public trust and confidence, but I do not believe the proposed mandate of an Impact Assessment Commission
avoids conflicts of interest. The report itself indicates that regulation and assessment are distinct. I believe the federal government's role, and that of a proposed
Commission, should focus on: establishing and promoting overall principles, processes and standards of different levels of IA; being a (one among others) vehicle for the
Crown to fulfill its obligations to Indigenous people; promoting coordination among jurisdictions; developing a knowledge base of best practices; and regulatory oversight
Douglas Macaulay
of activities/projects falling within federal jurisdiction (including monitoring). I believe there needs to be scope for proponent-led project assessment actvities, with
accountability assured through the design of the process. I am concerned that the scope of responsibilities that would fall to an Impact Assessment Commission as
contemplated in the report is overly broad, and would result in a bureaucratic process that would disincentivise responsible proponents and would not necessarily
improve outcomes from the point of view of sustainability.
Strongly support the recommendation of a single authority conducting all impacts assessments. In particular, the NEB should no longer be able to conduct project
Pat Moss
assessments. Agree that the authority should be established as a quasi-judicial tribunal. Decisions should be made by the new impact assessment body rather than the
Cabinet but there would still be a final right of appeal to Cabinet.
Friends of Morice We support the recommendation to incorporate the IA function into a single authority, with strong regional presence across the country and with the mandate to make IA
Bulkley
decisions. We support that this authority be comprised of an independent panel of experts in environmental sustainability.
The Panel has laid out an ambitious and largely workable governance model for next generation IA, although there are some pitfalls. As noted in our comments on
section 2.5, we support the recommendation that assessments be conducted by Assessment Teams, but SIAs currently governed by the Cabinet Directive may in some
cases need to be conducted by the proponent department/agency/ministry. In addition to the IA Commission, the legislation should enable the appointment of regional cogovernance bodies to be responsible for REAs, PEAs, and monitoring and follow-up. We support the Panel’s recommendation for a Project Committee; however, we are
unclear about the need for both a Government Expert Committee and Assessment Team, and believe these could be rolled into the same entity. In addition to projectAnna Johnston,
specific Project Committees and Assessment Teams, the legislation should establish both a standing Expert Advisory Committee and Multi-Interest Advisory Committee.
West Coast
An Expert Committee could provide helpful non-interest based information and recommendations to the Minister and IA Commission, e.g., on when SIA, RIA and PIAs
Environmental Law should be required., as well as policy advice and guidance. It should be comprised of leading scientific and Indigenous experts. A Multi-Interest Advisory Committee is an
important forum for building consensus and providing policy advice to the Minister. It should be comprised of key environmental, industry, Indigenous and academic
representatives. The legislation should clearly enable the appointment of review panels not just to resolve issues of non-consensus, but also at the outset of IAs where
appropriate. Importantly, rather than appeals going to Cabinet, an independent tribunal should be established to hear appeals. The tribunal should also be responsible for
dispute resolution and quality assurance. Implementation of policies, guidelines and regulations should be by the Minister, with advice and support from the IA
Commission. For detailed recommendations on the processes, governance and outcomes of RIAs, see our paper that we have submitted by email.
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The objective of this section is to redefine what constitutes a “project”, and clarify how project impact assessments should be conducted.
In re-defining what constitutes a Project, the sources of confusion from CEAA 2012 were highlighted. The Panel proposes a clearer definition for “Project” and they state
that more IAs will be required in the future. However, their definition for which projects will require IA’s is still unclear. In analyzing their recommendation for a “new
Project List”, I wonder: When this list will be created, will ongoing projects have to re-submit IA’s? If not, how will the federal Government avoid a flood of new Projects
Melanie de Kappelle being started before this list is created? What magnitude of impact must a project have to be considered “consequential impact”?
Recommendations have also been made by The Panel for a new Project IA process. This overhaul of the IA process has three primary objectives: Create a platform for
multi-party dialogue, as well as create, and use, conduct of assessment agreements. The overhaul has also been designed with deadlines for meeting agreements. I
believe this overhaul will be beneficial in the long-term, but will be slow to implement, as all parties adjust to the new process.
It is good to reflect the list to incorporate all the industries but should there also be a list on environments where projects will need an IA such as rare species’ habitat or
areas of rare habitat. It is really important that the results of the study phase can be trusted by the public because it can cost a lot of time and effort if the project is
Amelia Tobin
blocked later on. The forum to discuss the project in the planning phase could be incredibly beneficial to many parties, especially as with similar projects, the information
can be referred back to, to save both time and money in the future. Allowing the public to trigger an IA could be a good idea although would they take advantage of their
new power and attempt to trigger IAs just to slow or stop the project?
I believe that this section contradicts itself, as it states that there are not enough IAs being done and the scope needs to be expanded, but there are also ”too many being
done” on smaller projects. By changing requirements so that it doesn’t include projects that are not of a federal matter, they may be leaving out other projects that have
KierstenS
large negative impacts on areas. Just because a project may not be of federal concern does not mean that project IAs do not need to be completed. However, requiring
both present and future generations to be considered when determining IAs is a smart idea as it will result in a more trustworthy and sustainable IA process in relation to
public interests.
The process to determine if a project requires federal IA has been changed from the writing of a detailed project description, currently required by the Prescribed
Information for the Description of a Designated Project Regulations, to a “concise conceptual description” of the project. This change makes sense, as it will result in less
Victoria Masquillier sunk costs if the project if not allowed to go through. However, the panel has suggested that instead of federal authorities determining whether the project is likely to
cause significant adverse environmental effects or not, they should determine whether the project affects one or more federal interests before an IA is required. In this
case, federal interests should be very clearly defined, or else this may be a weakening of the rigour required to determine whether a project requires IA or not.
Though I do agree that not every project should require an IA, and that there should be a list of requirements for when an IA is required, I disagree with the statement that
“only projects that are likely to adversely impact matters of federal interest” should be included on the project list. I believe that this contradicts the sentiments in some
Melissa
parts of section 2 which state that public involvement is crucial. If IAs are completed based solely on a list, and the public feels strongly that a particular project not on
the list should require an IA, their thoughts should be taken into account and considered when deciding if an IA is necessary.
Throughout most of the Expert Panel Report, the panel stresses the idea of integrating social and First Nations considerations into the current EA process. While I agree
that these topics deserve specific consideration one of my most pressing concerns is that the focus on the environment will be diluted and become less imperative
throughout the IA process. In this section the report states that the proposed IA process will integrate science, Indigenous knowledge and community knowledge.
However, in my opinion these topics cannot be effectively integrated as they span different areas of focus. The attempt to blend science-based knowledge with
Lauren Erdely
community knowledge will certainly be unsuccessful as they produce different and incomparable measures. I fear this will result in drastic oversights of important values,
as the responsible authority will be reviewing too many topics. Although radical I would propose that the current EA process remain focused on environmental matters,
such as the biophysical impacts of a proposed project. A separate IA process should be developed to assess social, cultural and First Nations impacts. When
determining whether a proposed project will continue the two impact assessments will then be used in a Cost-Benefit analysis in which they will be more easily
compared. This will also ensure that the adequate level of detail for each assessment is preserved.
Overall, the newly proposed planning and study phases look more inclusive and the broadness of the sustainability criteria (pillars) should address many of the issues of
bias with the previous system. However, the decision phase is still vague in terms of classification of a project as having an overall net benefit. Do all sustainability
criteria have to be met? A project can contribute positively to some but not other pillars of sustainability (economic, but not environment or social). Therefore, I think
Jennifer Buss
collaboration in the decision phase is important. The public, and Indigenous groups in an area should be able to review and be involved in the sustainability test and
report if they feel that not all pillars of sustainability are met. Before an IA decision can be made, all outstanding issues in regard to the 5 pillars should be resolved,
instead of just “working to resolve them”. Mitigation for these concerns should be included in the agreement.
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Ian Carter

With regards to the newly proposed transition from consequential impacts to a sustainability framework, there is certainly more involvement from multi-parties to consider
all matters and ensure that criteria is met. However, with more involvement, it may be challenging to come to a decision and the process may be unrealistic. During the
planning phase, I think it is important to include all parties, but they should only focus on the parties that may be directly impacts by the proposed project. Involvement
may hinder the process and IA may not be able to come to a decision. Regarding the studying phase, the IA does not want to be limited to mitigation as the only
accommodation option, however they fail to give any other options. Does this include other parties? What options can develop a stronger mitigation strategies? These
should be addressed. Within the decision analysis, a sustainability framework may be ideal and benefit all parties, however, this is certainly hard to measure. Is it
possible to meet all criteria for sustainability? I think the IA should address which criteria are deemed as most important as focus on those to come to a decision in a
I agree with the Panel that section 67 of CEAA 2012 should be scrapped as they pointed out it leads to bias of proponents lacking transparency and significance.
Requiring the release of IA decisions and rationale will be beneficial and should be required for all IAs. Overall I like the idea of having 3 phases: Planning, Study and
Decision. The Planning phase increases transparency and will overall create an inclusively planned project. The idea of having 2 committee of public participation is a
good thought but may lead to some feeling the “experts” voices are heard more. Also by keeping them separate this restricts the leaning by the non-experts and sharing
of concerns, as only the proponents will know both committees thoughts. Finally in the study phase the addition of requiring peer review will increase the validity of results
I agree with the idea of having a Project List that includes only projects that are likely to have adverse impacts on the environment and future generations. This will save
money and time by eliminating the need for discretion and it will be easy for companies to know and understand if they will need an IA and the reasons why. However,
caution must be taken to ensure all important statutory criteria is present to ensure no projects go through without an IA that may have adverse effects on the
environment. This will be important because without and discretion involved, some projects may slip through the radar that may end up having large impacts. I
appreciated the idea that a group can request an IA if they feel like the project will adversely impact them. This will ensure that even though the process is streamlined, it
still provides opportunity for people to oppose projects they don’t agree with.
I agree that a more comprehensive list should be established as to what exactly a “project” is on the CEAA so that there is less guesswork for those in the decisionmaking process. Straightforward lists supply quick and efficient means for proponents to determine what legislation will be in charge of their IA. The “provisions” made for
proponents or other person/groups mentioned in the two other triggering mechanisms provided is not quite clear. What qualifications will there be in order to request a
federal project IA? Will this be something that can be done online or will groups/proponents have to complete their own report for justification and present it to the
government in a meeting? Steps should be laid out for groups/proponents so that they can efficiently complete their requests.
I definitely agree with the expert panel in that the definition of a relevant project should follow a different framework, but I have issues with the lack of specifics
surrounding who may request that a project requires a federal IA, in terms of qualifications and context. However, with the component that considers the matters of
federal interest, these interests should be better defined. Another component of this new approach that I definitely agree on is the widening of the scope of what is
assessed, as CEAA 2012 greatly diminished this, as federal IAs should be done more with projects that may have federal and therefore national interests. The end of this
section also talks about the sustainability test, but the description for this leaves much to be desired in terms of specifics, much like in the earlier mentions of the
The inclusion of all possible stakeholders appears both positive and potentially problematic. The concern that adamant placing adamant proponents and opponents on
every committee will lead to expensive stalemate after stalemate. Additionally, the nature of the commissioner or panel making final decisions needs to be politically and
economically impartial. Government appointment of officials in charge of approval would, in my mind, make it an extension of the ruling political party and its agenda.
Awarding the contracts for the study phase through the IAC is another potential that I hope to see become reality. Removal of the economic influence by project
proponents is a step which cannot have its importance overstated when it comes to restoring public faith in the IA system.
Having the steps of planning, study and decision phase for federal IAs are a good way to conduct the project assessment. The changes to the planning phase are
welcomed as open discussion on projects early will allow for there to be discussion about critical components of projects. This is useful as determining the impacts to
recognize and how significant they are is important to a proper IA. One concern for the study phase would be the that the provider of the studies and evidence may not
be able to provide proper evidence. There is need to make sure that this is therefore done in a proper manner that will provide accurate information that is needed for the
project. For the decision phase it is important that for cases of non-consensus that the review panel issuing the statement is able to provide a decision on the IA that is
non biased and has taken into account all the considerations of both sides of the issues.
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Planning Phase: Many proponents operate in heavily competitive markets and require privacy around their proposed projects until such a time that commercial parties
have been brought on-board and support the project. Legislating a designated early planning phase will therefore be unworkable for some industries. Having the IAC
responsible for convening the early meetings of participants pulls the power completely from the proponents to work within the very communities they operate perhaps
having the opposite effect the Panel is trying to achieve. Perhaps a better solution is to have the proponent prepare a draft terms of reference (TOR) in collaboration with
interested stakeholders, put it out for public comment, then have the regulator finalize it based on the public comments.
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Andrew Duthie

Study Phase: This section only refers to the proponent as "input...on project design". One principle thing they are missing here is that the mitigation that is currently
included in EAs is often the culmination of many many years of operation experience. If significance is to be determined based off of the potential adverse effects less
mitigation, then shouldn't the proponent be more involved? For example, how would the newly formed IAC produce an environmental protection plan (EPP) knowing that
it is the proponent that has to uphold each and every mitigation measure during construction? A second omission relating to the role of the proponent is the fact that
projects, especially long linear projects are routed over a long period of time resulting in additional studies due to re-routes (largely based off the wishes of directly
affected stakeholders such as landowners, local and Indigenous communities). How would the IAC manage ongoing changes to a project throughout the study phase?

I have a question regarding what approach will be taken for projects that currently require a environmental assessment based on section 67 of the act. It was not clear in
the report if these would also become the responsibility of the newly created central agency or if they would still need to be completed by the department/agency from
which the project originates.
The proposed Planning Phase should start out with a broad project objective and a review of pertinent policy and legislation as a basis of public and First Nations
engagement to scope issues and concerns related to the proposal. The results of the engagement process and policy and legal review should be used to make explicit
the values and beliefs of the various stakeholders, develop and agree on sustainability criteria and provide guidance to the proponent/project planner on project
performance requirements to meet them. It would also identify values and beliefs that are in conflict with the fundamental proposition of the project and that may be a
source on ongoing conflict. VECs could then be studied and effects assessed iteratively during the Planning Phase to arrive at a project that aligns as closely as possible
with the values and beliefs and sustainability framework.
In this respect the relationship between the Planning Phase and Study Phase is upside down and needs to be better developed and understood (e.g. .Figure 2). Planning
is an incremental process of increasing detail and certainty of information and iterations until design elements are fixed. This process must be informed, from the start,
by sustainability criteria, valued components and baseline information. It would be better to rename Study Phase - Impact Assessment Phase. Put the baseline data
collection, and effects modelling that would form part of the current Study Phase, in the Planning Phase.
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Call the Decision Phase – Project Evaluation Phase. Decisions are made throughout planning/design and are often critical to the final impact of the project. Having a
“Decision Phase” reinforces the idea that there is only one big final decision in the process when in fact approval/rejection is a “meta-decision” preceded by hundreds of
smaller incremental decisions (mainly in planning) that shaped the project and its final impact. Impact assessment should inform all these decisions. The final evaluation
determines whether all these incremental decisions add up to a project that is sustainable.
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23/04/2017

Brad Jones

I agree!

645

27/04/2017

Doug Allan

An early planning stage is an excellent idea and enact triggers for all projects before they can receive a federal permit.

646

27/04/2017

Oliver Hockenhull

The primary goal should be the maintenance and enviro enhancement. All projects no matter how apparently small must be considered and assessed.
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647

27/04/2017

judy zilinski

In the recent past projects, especially ones that are relatively small in nature (but still impact on important environmental issues), have often only had the requirement
that proponents of the project submit the required information. All Federal agencies relied entirely on the integrity and honesty of the proponent. We have witnessed this
to be a greatly flawed process and can offer proof there of. There was no process to offer additional information. Had an environmental assessment been required for
projects, all pertinent information would have been available from the outset.

648

28/04/2017

Bill Bryden

I agree! A full pre-planning stage that is heavily advertised should be required.
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28/04/2017

Laurie~

You have improved the number of projects that will require assessment but you need to ensure "all" projects and activities are good for Canada’s environment and
communities no matter how small.
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28/04/2017

Laurie~

Thank you for making this recommendation.
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651

28/04/2017

Lynda Gagne

652

28/04/2017

Michelle

653

28/04/2017

John Bergenske,
Wildsight

654

28/04/2017

Michael Herauf

655

29/04/2017

Rylan Zimny

656

29/04/2017

Tara Lockhart

I support enacting triggers for projects before they can receive a federal permit and an early planning stage.
Yes and please ensure companies are on the hook for any expenses incurred in cleaning up their oil spills / various messes. We learned in kindergarten to clean up after
ourselves, it is important to enforce that with companies - especially seeing as corporations wish to have the same rights a people, then they should be held accountable
like people as well.
While more projects are apparently recommended for assessment, it is not sufficient to simply include those on the project list or even those where a request for
assessment has been made. All projects require at least a fundamental level of assessment. Thorough project descriptions must be required of all proponents and then
reviewed by an independent EIA panel empowered to request any information deemed necessary. Enforceable requirements for advertising projects is important. All
EIAs must demonstrate that the projects will have no negative environmental or social impacts AND assure the proponents are financially responsible for unforeseen
environmental and social impacts should a project be approved. ANY negative environmental or social impacts should be of federal interest.
I agree that there should be a threshold for mandatory impact assessments. I also agree that for any projects falling below this threshold there absolutely must be a
mechanism in place where concerned citizens or groups can request and assessment. There should be some level of a burden of proof to substantiate the concern built
into that process. It is of paramount importance that a doorway be left open to perform an IA on any project which falls under Federal jurisdiction.
The new assessment process should apply to any and all projects regardless of scale. This process should be all-encompassing. Corporate and economic interests
should yield to this process, and the decisions found there in. Protection of the environment should be immune to political interests; The EA process should protect life
from political self interest. Fairness, contrary to it's popular use, has no place in a policy that has to protect the founding pillars of life on our planet. Fairness suggests
compromising the interests of the EA; compromise and fairness are human terms for human conventions, and as such, do not apply to the environment in it's holistic
view. We should be finding our place WITHIN the environment, not attempting to change the environment for us. That takes energy, produces waste, and we usually get
it wrong. The EA should not be a utilitarian or a relativistic process as such. The EA should satisfy all interests, human and otherwise, or the project should not happen.
I completely agree. Any and all projects should first and foremost not impact the environment in a negative way.
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I appreciate the effort to find consensus among the many interested parties with regards to an environmental assessment but such assessments must be anchored in
some concept lest they be pushed by strong interests of a powerful few.
The report recognises aboriginal rights but how about the rights of all of us? Our Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms has had a profound effect around the world
in the way that it defends the rights of all in Canada to fair treatment. What's missing both there and in this report is recognition of a collective right to a healthy
environment.

657

29/04/2017

Guy Lancaster

To try to measure, especially economically, the effect of damaging the environment as if it can be balanced against economic rewards is to miss the point. Things such
as clean air, clean water, healthy wildlife, and healthy vegetation have no intrinsic economic value until they can be owned. From an economic perspective they only have
value when they can be exploited.
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As we approach 10 billion people on this planet, we're going to need to recognize that we only have one planet and that if we don't take care of it then we'll all pay the
price.
So let's start from the idea of sustainability and a right to a healthy environment. Industry will not like it, at least at first, because "economically" sustainability requirements
are expensive. But this is only because it's hard to count the environmental effects so we've become used to treating the cost as zero. Instead, let's consider
sustainability, and from a collective and planetary perspective.
658

659

29/04/2017

30/04/2017

Jacqueline Steffen

Ms.

I support enacting triggers for all projects before they can receive a federal permit. I believe the early planning state is essential and fully support it. In my view, it is
imperative that the public and Indigenous peoples participate in planning assessments and engagement processes.
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Triggers needed for all projects before they receive a federal permit. When only a few hundred out of thousands of federally-regulated activities will be assessed for
potential implications on sustainability, Canadians and our land are at risk. All projects must be assessed under meaningful criteria that demands strict regulations for
environmental protection. Our planet depends on this. Our survival depends on this. Any healthy economy depends on this.
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I support an early planning stage for all assessments. This would
involve appointing teams to conduct the assessment studies, identifying effective criteria to guide the process and decision and allowing all concerned citizens and First
Nations to participate in planning assessments and engagement processes.
660

30/04/2017

Ms.

661

30/04/2017

Nicole B

662

01/05/2017

Colleen

663

01/05/2017

S. Wallace

664

01/05/2017

Holly

It is clear that citizens and First Nations demand to be part of all projects that concern our Commons Heritage. We have a responsibility to ensure that the magnificence
of our land continues for at least the next seven generations. It is only effective environmental assessments and enforcement of those standards that will ensure that
greed and profits at any cost are no longer the accepted standard.
I love the idea of early planning stage for every single assessment. It should be essential/required. People would be assigned to review important information (data
&amp; studies), and help ID the key aspects that should guide the process and decision. It is so important because it would ensure/facilitate that the public and
Indigenous ppl are active and engaged in planning assessments &amp; engagement processes. Canada is beautiful, we need to protect it!
The assessment needs to be a rigorous process and be fair for all parties. It must also reflect the principles of the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples and contribute to a sustainable present and future. It would be benefical to set up enacting triggers for all projects before they can receive a federal permit and to
also require any provincial or municipal projects to actually meet federal responsibility and care and assessment! So often folks are sent from one level of government to
the other and this is unacceptable. The federal government will need to give the permit for anything that impacts any persons in any place here!
How would the weight of physical and biological, social harmony and economic opportunities be compared. Site C is a perfect example of an uneconomic mega project however, the promise of jobs and economic opportunities has overridden the physical and biological, social harmony elements.
All federally regulated projects require environmental assessments, not just a handful as is proposed.

665

01/05/2017

Kate GordanierSmith

Section 3.2 I believe the Panel has not gone far enough in recommending that all projects and activities that might damage our lands, air and waters must trigger
stringent reviews for their sustainability. Talk to the children in school. They’ll tell you - you don’t do anything that might kill the bees, poison the fish, pollute our air, cause
landslides, forest fires and floods! Investors in businesses that deny or ignore environmental damage and climate change, such as fossil fuel companies, are being
warned that climate change regulations and class action suits may leave their investments stranded. In April 2017 the Philippines Commission on Human Rights began
the world’s first-ever case against major fossil fuel companies for “alleged human rights abuses for their alleged role in causing death and financial loss on a massive
scale as a result of climate-induced disasters.” Let’s be proactive in heading off future litigation in Canada. Let’s have every project trigger stringent reviews. If a
company can’t mitigate against environmental damage, if they don’t factor this into their financial planning, then it’s not viable until they do. What business model leaves
out the true costs of starting a project or setting up a business?

666

01/05/2017

Kate GordanierSmith

Section 3.2 I absolutely support the Panel’s recommendation of an early planning stage for all assessments to facilitate meaningful public participation, Indigenous
engagement and co-governance, and cooperation with provinces. I agree with the idea of appointing teams to conduct the assessment studies, and identifying the criteria
to guide the process. All peoples, both the Settler culture and First Nations, can participate in planning assessments and the engagement process. Well done!

667

02/05/2017

668

03/05/2017

The Canadian Chamber is deeply worried that the proposed Impact Assessment Process will lead to an overly complex system that is unable to reach decisions in a
timely manner, resulting in the exodus of investment dollars from the Canadian economy. Basing every step of the IA process on consensus is simply not a realistic. If
adopted, it would essential mean the end of investment in large-scale resource and infrastructure processes in Canada, as none of these projects would enjoy the
support of all Canadians. Instead, the IA process should aim to make evidence-based decisions that are transparent and based on engagement with communities.
Towards that end, we believe that an enhanced public registry for projects, as well as an enhanced planning phase, should be adopted. That said, whether or not a
Canadian Chamber legislated planning phase would help to improve outcomes of EA or IA process will largely depend on how the idea is implemented. Government should consult widely
of Commerce
with the private sector on the scope and requirements of a planning phase. The Expert Panel outlines only one process that would be extremely burdensome for smaller
projects or requests to modify or expand existing structures. Subjecting smaller scale proposals to this complex review process would be prevent millions of investment
into Canada’s economy. A workable IA system would require more detailed though on how the process would run as well as developing less intensive review process for
projects that have a smaller potential for adverse impacts. Participation in environmental or impact assessment processes are costly and time consuming endeavor.
Certainty on how long these processes will take are essential to providing an environment that supports investment in the economy. It is unclear that the Expert Panel’s
proposed approach to flexible timelines will produce greater certainty for business. We ask you to consider the use of minimum timelines in addition to the greater
Establishing a predictable and consistent economic and regulatory framework that clearly enables investment in Canada’s resource sector will create jobs and drive
innovation. The Canadian upstream oil and gas industry continues to advance methods for reducing its carbon footprint and we strongly encourage the government to
work with industry to maintain and increase investment in our industry.
Rick Palmer
Encourage the federal government to engage with provinces and territories concerning the proposed recommendations and impacts to future investment and job
creation. A complex and inefficient federal environmental assessment process will result in diminished investment in Canada’s energy resourc
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669

03/05/2017

Kathleen Hennig

670

03/05/2017

Robert Huck

671

03/05/2017

Susi E

672

04/05/2017

Canadian
Association of
Physicians for the
Environment

673

04/05/2017

JMD

674

04/05/2017

Bob Dunham

675

04/05/2017

Rebecca Peters

676

04/05/2017

677

04/05/2017

678

04/05/2017

679

04/05/2017

Since clean water and air are essential in supporting all life on earth, there is really no minimal optimal size of a proposed environmental development that does not
warrant at least an acknowledgment that an impending action may produce negative impacts, before proceeding with the project. From activities at our homes to
acidification of our oceans and all projects in between, the impacts are important to our lives and to our communities, and need to be dealt with appropriately, before
being approved/undertaken. It is important that there is an early assessment in the planning stages before a project can proceed.
This is an entirely and incredibly naive and unworkable recommendation. The scope is too broad and unprecedented, and there is no evidence that such an approach
will ever see through the approval of a project.
The current process is quite sufficient in terms of its oversight and balance. A few tweaks are required, but nothing like this. No organization is prepared to propose
projects in this fashion. If significant changes are to be placed on proponents, they should not take place without a considerable grace period to adjust.
I agree with a rigorous assessment process that reflects the needs and rights of all Canadian people. Given that the past has sacrificed clean air, water and food for the
benefit of Corporate interests, it is time that people came before profit. There is much talk about the oil and gas industry providing jobs, but these are short term (for the
general population), and it is time that the right to a clean environment comes before corporate profit. When the environment is trampled due to accidents, it seems to be
taxpayers who pay to clean it up. Why is it all about our risk for corporate gain. We must stop ruining our Country and this planet. If Corporations will not be
responsible, then our Government must step in and protect the people who pay their salaries.
The principles embodied in UNDRIP should be applied to all participants. They are principles that establish personal and community dignity as the birthright of indigenous
peoples, but those same principles can and should be applied to all participants.
Given the length of time it takes to complete EA's now, expanding the scope of what may require an assessment in the future is probably not a good idea, unless the
intent is to bring the entire assessment process to a standstill. Perhaps the existing project list needs to be reviewed and updated. The definition of a project should be
as clearly defined as possible so that a lot of time and money are not wasted in trying to determine what projects should or shouldn't apply.
Projects which are clearly in the national interest should be championed by government and pushed to completion. The idea that more consensus will improve the
process for approval of projects is naive. Imagine trying to build the Canadian Pacific Railway today. The railway would never be built. The country would never be built.
The proposed process appears to be broad and cumbersome and it is difficult to assess whether any project could progress under the proposal.

The process being proposed in the Expert Panel report is unworkable and would provide significant uncertainty with respect to future resource development in Canada.
Brady Balicki
Our natural resources must continue to be developed responsibly; however, implementing a broad and unprecedented approach is not the solution. As drafted it is
difficult to imagine the process ever leading to an approval given the significant uncertainty and potential for litigation during each phase.
I do not support the project IA process as outlined in the Report. The process is unworkable and unprecedented globally. I am concerned that Canada's regulatory
process would be so burdensome as to make our industries and resources uncompetitive in an international marketplace. I also think that based on the triggers
described, virtually all development in Canada would trigger this process. At each phase, there is significant opportunity provided for litigation, and I don't see how any
Kirsten Ketilson
project could ever receive approval. Before adopting any new regulatory process, standards and guidance need to be developed and published to support such a
process that are publically reviewed. It is my opinion that this guidance needs to recognize the importance of sustainability criteria and indicators to be risk-informed,
based on the best available science, and supported by federal government legislation or policy.
If an activity is proposed which impacts the environment it needs to be reviewed. Only some of these currently meet a test to trigger a review. All activities can be put
through a filter which sorts those that need to most stringent review. Every single proposal needs to be evaluated for its sustainability, as citizens move to mitigate and
Dr. Susan Diamond
correct human impacts that can lead to dire air and water consequences. Profit may be an endemic human impulse- it can be expressed consistent with other values. Its
simply presently more costly and difficult to do so with strong safeguards. Maybe ingenuity can be used to overcome the pillaging of nature?
Broadening the definition of project will overwhelm those required to be involved with the assessment process, unnecessarily trigger an IA for activities for which there
Jon Henderson
are more appropriate/localized regulatory oversight mechanisms that effectively limit environment impacts, and will eventually bring responsible resource development
and construction activities to a halt.
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680

04/05/2017

Lindsay McCallum

681

04/05/2017

Thevenot

682

04/05/2017

ShawnM

683

04/05/2017

Charlene B

684

04/05/2017

Ontario Rivers
Alliance

685

05/05/2017

Alyse K

Proposing specific ‘Project Impact Assessment’ methods and approaches are pivotal to the successful assessment and mitigation of impacts. The Expert Panel’s report
identifies five pillars of Impact Assessment (IA) including: environment, cultural, health, economic, and social. However, it does not provide specifics for how to
adequately address each of these pillars within the IA context. In order to assess these areas, systematic and transparent protocols and methods should be established
as 'best practices' in the field of IA. For health, including holistic views of health and well-being that apply to First Nations and Canadians at large, application of a Health
Impact Assessment (HIA) framework would provide a solid foundation. This can be coupled with the well-established health risk assessment (HRA) framework which
offers an effective way to evaluate the potential risks to public health associated with changes in the environment. The HIA process includes the following steps, all of
which align with existing practices: screening; scoping; assessment; recommendations; reporting; monitoring; and, evaluation. The HIA methodology also uses an
evidence-based approach, as well as public/stakeholder consultation, which aligns with the Expert Panel's recommendations. The concern is that without a coherent and
specific methodology that needs to be applied in order to address health in IA, health will fall by the wayside. This is especially true for inclusion of the holistic view of
health and well-being that extends beyond the physical, and includes the full suite of health determinants. Along with the globally accepted HRA approach, application of
an HIA framework to evaluate impacts on First Nations further adheres to the recommendations made by the Expert Panel and reflects the principles of the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP): "Indigenous individuals have an equal right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of
physical and mental health. States shall take the necessary steps with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of this right." It is suggested that guidance for
conducting HIA within an IA context in Canada is developed in collaboration with experts in the field.
Regarding timing and cost: This needs a LOT more detail if it's going to be implemented. What expertise does government have to reassure taxpayers this won't be a
disaster like other federal contracts (most recently Phoenix). What happens if this doesn't work? Who pays if there is budget overrun?
Regarding planning: although early consultation is a good idea, some protection must be granted to proponents/investors, otherwise there will never be innovation
anymore. The study and decision phases require a lot more detail to reassure investors that this will be workable. I trust additional consultation would occur prior to
implementing the specifics.
Regarding conflict of interest: will proponent-retained consultants working on up-front studies be precluded from bidding on the government-retained IA phase ?
The panel recommends that every step of the assessment process be based on consensus, which is not a realistic approach. Instead, the focus should be on enhancing
collaboration, inclusion, engagement and transparency within a fact-based quasi-judicial process.
The project IA process as proposed can't be supported as it could negatively affect economics in Canada. At a time when jobs are scarce, we should not be adding
barriers with potentially little benefit. The process proposed could drive investment opportunities away from Canada. Any transition between current and future projects
will need to be well laid out and occur over a period before a new IA process can be adopted.
ORA is in full support of the Panel’s recommendations for Project IAs, as well as the need to ensure all projects and activities are good for Canada’s environment and
communities.
ORA recommends that all projects and activities that could impact on air or water quality, drinking water, communities, fisheries, endangered species, or habitat should
trigger an IA before any permit or approval is issued.
To facilitate meaningful public participation, Indigenous engagement and co-governance, and cooperation with provinces, the Panel has recommended an early planning
stage for all assessments. This stage would involve appointing teams to conduct the assessment studies, and identifying the criteria that should guide the process and
decision – and it would allow the public and Indigenous peoples to participate in planning assessments and engagement processes. ORA supports the Panel’s
recommendation for an early planning stage for all assessments.
ORA agrees that the principles of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) must be implemented and strictly adhered to. Canada
must uphold its obligations and commitments towards Indigenous peoples.
ORA recommends that the federal government adhere to its commitment to comply with UNDRIP which includes the requirement for consent from Indigenous peoples
affected by a Project within their traditional territory.
I agree with the Panel that there should be an appropriate threshold for effects on federal interests so that a trivial impact does not trigger IA; however their
recommendation regarding project definition seems broad and runs the risk of stifling future development in Canada. Projects that are currently being evaluated pursuant
to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 should continue under that assessment regime until new processes come into force and are fully implemented.
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686

05/05/2017

John Takala

687

05/05/2017

Anne Gent

688

05/05/2017

Wayne Summach

I do not support the process as documented. It is too complicated, will take too long to complete, and would be a significant barrier to new economic development in
Canada. The proposed definition of a project is too broad - it should be restricted to those undertaking that significantly impacts matters of federal jurisdiction, not
interest. In addition, those types of projects regulated by mature regulatory systems and are similar in scope and details to other existing activities should require a much
more modest IA effort than new activities with little regulations or experience. It is these later types of projects that an IA process offers the most benefit to society. The
formal initial planning stage lead by the IA Authority should be scrapped - this is any unnecessary complication. With regard to multi-party, in person engagement
process, this can only work with a tight, well defined schedule and if a particular party cannot adhere to the schedule, the process continues and their input would be
potentially lost. If this is not clear to all parties, the consultation would likely continue for unreasonable periods of time. The IA Authority should not lead a study, this
should be left to the proponent as they are the group that best understands the actual project. The need for consent from any group, including Indigenous people is
inappropriate and too stringent. While consent is desirable it is rarely, if ever achieved for significant projects in a pluralistic society and will be a significant barrier to any
development. The criterion that a project must contribute positively to sustainability and only the IA Commission may make that decision and no federal authority may
allow a project to proceed that is not deemed so by the IA Commission is extremely naive and profoundly undemocratic. Many projects will have a range of sustainability
impacts, both positive and negative, and invariably the overall judgement will be a political one. This is particularly true given the Panel's extremely broad view of
sustainability and this makes it entirely appropriate for the government of the day to have the final authority with the IA Authority providing a recommendation to the
Wow, this section appears to be written to ensure no project ever receives approval. This needs to be re-worked.
What happens to projects currently under review? Can we confirm that they will continue under the current assessment process? There needs to be clarity here on a
transition period for implementation of any proposed IA process changes.
I do not support the IA process as outlined. The process is unworkable will stop future development in Canada. There is no evidence or precedent to support that such a
process could ever lead to approval of any project. Projects that are currently being evaluated pursuant to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 should
continue under that assessment regime until new processes come into force and are fully implemented.
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I support an all in unless out approach to federal assessment vs the basically out unless in approach advocated by the Panel. In other words, all matters within federal
jurisdiction where a federal authority has decision making power and other matters of national significance (e.g. nationally significant GHGs) should potentially be subject
to federal assessment. As I and others have commented in academic articles, given our Constitution, if the federal government does not assess and regulate what is
under its Constitutional authority no other level of government can fully, and with respect to some impacts, legally do so. It thus is critical that matters under federal
jurisdiction be subject to federal assessment. Thus I favour a trigger, with exclusions, model and replacement class assessments, and the use of regional assessments,
and strategic assessments. The tools to streamline and reduce numbers of assessments were not fully utilized under CEAA 1992.
The Panel's recommendation to eliminate self-assessment for the CNSC and the NEB should be clearly extended to other Agencies, which under CEAA 2012 have an
undefined, discretionary self-assessment power under section 67. The Panel is to be recommended in its saying that that section 67 is not consistent with its vision.
689

05/05/2017

Arlene Kwasniak
The Panel opts for a project list, longer than CEAA 2012, but not very long (EP Report note 27), with an imprecisely described, and high entry bar additional trigger
mechanism (EP Report 3.2.1). The Panel does not mention whether projects in National Parks or federal heritage sites will be included on the list. This absence is
troubling as national parks and heritage areas are core and central to federal jurisdiction and to Canadians, our ecology, and future generations. Professor Shaun
Fluker's University of Calgary Faculty of Law ABlawg explains issues well &lt;<http:>&gt;.

690

05/05/2017

Shane Borchardt

691

05/05/2017

Ian Thomson, Oxfam
Canada

This undefined list plus trigger approach is most concerning to me, and constitutes the Panel recommendation that is the least likely to regain public trust. Many smaller
projects that impact matters within federal jurisdiction – e.g. on fisheries – likely will not be assessed unless the mysterious trigger mechanism is activated. Thus I
recommend a return to triggers, exclusions, streamlining, and eliminations (e.g. though a project meeting criteria and being within a defined regional impact area, or
where there are replacement class assessments). </http:>
The proposed IA process unworkable. By having an unworkable process, future projects will be postponed by the proponent, affecting the economy and jobs. There is no
evidence or precedent to support that the proposed process could ever lead to improved IAs or even the approval of any project.
Every “government expert committee” in the Planning Phase should include at least one gender advisor. The Planning Phase can also be enhanced by ensuring the
“project committee” includes representation from Indigenous women’s organizations and local women’s organizations.
Gender impact assessment should be included in the Study Phase, and the differential gender-based impacts and associated mitigation measures should be reflected in
the Impact Statement.
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The Panel has recommended that impact assessment (IA) legislation define a “project” as a physical activity or undertaking that impacts one or more matters of federal
interest—and that IAs be required when any of the following conditions exist:
• the project’s type appears on the Project List (which will be redeveloped);
• the project is deemed likely to have a consequential impact; or
• the IA authority accepts a request to review a project.
692

05/05/2017

The Federation of
Canadian
As an instance of interjurisdictional cooperation, FCM strongly recommends that the federal government consult with municipalities in the development of an expanded
Municipalities (FCM) Project List—to ensure full consideration is given to impacts on existing and future municipal infrastructure.
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As an order of government, municipalities are fundamentally unlike private sector proponents. Municipal infrastructure projects subject to federal assessment have been
developed with extensive public input and are subject to the approval and oversight of democratically elected councils that are accountable to the public. Municipal
infrastructure is built exclusively to serve the public and is essential to economic activity and quality of life.
Not restoring the “lost” Fisheries Act and Navigation Protection Act triggers is a serious error. The permitting requirements need to be restored in order to give the
government – and the public and Indigenous Peoples – control over projects large and small that may have an impact on waterways and water bodies. Small projects
and projects with inconsequential impacts should not have to go through the same level of IA. Mechanisms should be included to allow for the equivalent of a low-level
screening, providing an opportunity to ensure that relevant guidelines and regulations are applied and standard mitigation measures are used, for example. The crucial
element is to be able to track such projects and monitor and audit their actual impacts, allowing further action to be taken if they are found to be significant or
consequential, for example triggering a study or even a limited or regional IA.
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Jamie Kneen,
MiningWatch
Canada

One question that arises here is with respect to termination of an IA where proponents have adjusted the project so that it no longer triggers an assessment. This is
reminiscent of the Department of Fisheries’ Letters of Advice, though in this case more transparent and accountable, but the adjustments would still need to be verified in
order to make a determination that an IA is no longer required.

3.2 - Project Impact
Assessment

A second serious concern arises from the potential referral to a review panel in the decision phase of the IA, where the review panel is appointed and is supposed to
advise the Commission in decision-making without having been part of the study phase and all of the information-gathering and analysis. This would seem to introduce
significant potential discontinuity and delay. It should be possible to determine in the Planning Phase that a panel or joint panel review will be required and set up such a
panel to lead the study phase as well as advising the decision phase.
Northern Health
Authority of BC
Manitoba
Infrastructure
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Cec Robinson
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Cec Robinson
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Northern Health is in support of the recommendations contained in this section.
Clarity will be required in the definition of the likelihood of consequential impact, and the criteria for accepting a request for an IA. The addition of more phases to the
process will most likely add more time to the process. How will the Agency balance inclusiveness with timeliness?
The government's responsibility to the public is to ensure that ALL projects are good for Canada's environment and communities.
We need clear rules to ensure that environmental and human health are not traded off for economic benefits.
I strongly support the Panel's recommendation of an early planning stage for all assessments.

Early engagement with First Nations and the public in the planning of the IA is a positive recommendation, and this will provide potentially impacted communities to better
understand the process, requirement and timelines from the outset and understand where input is integral. However, the need for in-person engagement may not always
be necessary in cases where technology can provide opportunities for engagement. In-person meetings can be very costly and difficult to organize and though is
important in certain phases (e.g. planning, decision-making, follow-up), may not be necessary.
Q'ul-lhanumutsun
Seeking Indigenous consent in the Decision Phase is an important recognition of First Nations Rights and Title, but the GoC needs to work towards understanding how
Aquatic Resources
that consent is obtained and by whom. There are cases in Canada where some parts of an Indigenous community accepted a project, but others oppose it. Such
Society
decisions divide communities and do not move a project towards more timely acceptance. There are various reasons for these cases, but some stem from government
mandates to only consult with an Indian Act-endorsed body (Chief and Council) instead of Traditional Chiefs, only consider input from on-reserve First Nations members,
or other such narrow mandates.
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The Expert Panel’s recommendation to “mandate early planning and early engagement” should be clarified, and consideration should be given to the costs of these
increased engagement activities. The Report also proposes that the new aim to build consensus. Such an approach would be oxymoronic to their earlier statement of
Greater Vancouver “science, facts and evidence” being critical to the process. This undermines and discounts the importance of environmental, economic, engineering, industry, and
Board of Trade
academic experts in building a holistic Impact Assessment. All opinions do not deserve equal weight and thus aiming for consensus only amplifies opposition voices. The
penultimate recommendation of this section which refers to “time limits and cost controls that reflect the specific circumstances of each project,” raises some concerns
regarding uncertainty in timelines if these time limits are set on a project by project basis.
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Elizabeth May
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Pat Moss

I support this approach to restoring meaningful IA and a predictable planning process.
Agree that IA legislation ensure sustainability outcomes are met through mandatory monitoring and follow-up programs with minimum standard requirements.
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Regarding what should require an IA, we support the recommendation for an expanded project list as well as for the ability for anyone to request an IA. However, we are
concerned that the Panel’s recommended “triggers” will result in too few undertakings being assessed, resulting in potentially unrecognized or unacknowledged
cumulative effects and harms. Further, the determination of “consequential impact” risks discretion, controversy and delay. The former “Law List” triggering approach is
clearer and more comprehensive. Greater use of SIAs, RIAs and class EAs could reduce the burden at the project level. If the Panel’s recommended approach is
applied, the criteria should have a low threshold and be applied in a precautionary manner to ensure more projects get assessed, and all federally-regulated undertakings
should be registered with the IA Commission to ensure they are tracked. All undertakings within federal parks should be included as a trigger, as well as all activities that
are not likely to have a transformational benefit and assist in the transition to GHG emission neutrality. Of particular importance to facilitating more IAs, there should be
more than one assessment stream; e.g., less onerous streams for smaller projects.
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Anna Johnston,
West Coast
Regarding the conduct of project IAs generally, we support the proposed Planning Phase and believe it will help facilitate the subsequent study and decision-phases. We
Environmental Law
note that the use of triggers will likely require the need for the legislation to set out the scope of the project as including all related components as per the Supreme Court
of Canada, in order to avoid disputes over the scope of the project during the Planning Phase. This phase should also have the ability to terminate the assessment if it is
clear that it would violate legislated trade-off rules, as well as provide an “off ramp” for broader policy issues or gaps that are identified during this phase to go to an SIA.
Regarding the study phase, we recommend the legislation provide for public participation on the draft and final IA report. For the decision phase, the legislation should
establish sustainability criteria and trade-off rules (see our submission to the Expert Panel for examples) that must be applied by the decision-maker. Project IA decisionmaking can remain by default in the hands of the IA Commission; however, legislation should include a trigger for the Minister or other jurisdictions to move decisionmaking up into the political/government realm, or some form of Cabinet override. For RIAs and SIAs, it may be more appropriate for decision-making to be done by the
Minister and her provincial and Indigenous counterparts collaboratively.
3.2.1 What should require assessment
While I agree with most of the report's recommendations, I am concerned that the proposed IA process appears to be focused only on "large" projects or activities. I also
agree that not every project needs to be assessed, but it is important to recognize that small projects can sometimes cause large, local impacts, or that cumulatively, a
number of small projects, e.g., many culverts on one watercourse, can lead to large impacts.
Scott Kidd

In the report it is not clear how: 1) how all the small, un-assessed projects will be kept track of so that there cumulative impacts can be monitored, and 2) how the public
is to learn of unlisted projects, big or small, at an early date so that they "request that a project require a federal project IA."

3.2 - Project Impact
Assessment

3.2 - Project Impact
Assessment

What I propose is that any project/activity that would have fallen on the pre-2012 Law List (or a new, updated Law List) needs to be registered (basic project details) with
the Agency and listed on a website, plus some other form of local public notice. The public and others then have a fixed amount of time to review the registration and
request an IA of the project if they wish. This would also provide a way for these small projects to be tracked, assessed or not. (An interactive map on the website
showing all registered projects would be helpful.)
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Scott Kidd

3.2.1 What should require assessment -- "A new Project List should be created ..." It is my position there needs to be a legislated review with public/advisory
participation, say every three years, of the list. Too often these lists/regulations are developed and then never added to or amended to address overlooked or new
activities.

Meg Sears for
Credibility and reliability can only be founded on solid data. A Canadian National Centre of Excellence in Environmental Health, housing the baseline and monitoring data
Prevent Cancer Now of IAs along with much other Canadian data, and fostering research, will over the years build confidence in IAs.
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Ruby Chapman
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Betty Geier

I have concerns that there is the potential for too few projects to be 'triggered' for assessment based on a narrow criteria. I suggest that all projects that apply for a
federal permit could to be assessed by using a tiered approach. Smaller projects would initially receive a graduated assessment. Within that assessment, triggers would
be in place that could potentially elevate even a 'small project' to a higher level of IA should concerns be identified.
I am wondering why/how more than sixteen unauthorized dams, and perhaps as many as one hundred large, unpermitted fracking dams have been or are being built in
BC by petrolium companies without triggering environmental assessments.
I am concerned that the new EA process does not refer to fundamental environmental principles including polluter pays as part of the commitment to sustainable
development. I would like to see these principles included in the new CEAA.
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I strongly agree with Section 3.2.2.1 where early IA implementation is key before the proponent begins to construct roads, cut trees and change the landscape.
Public consultation is essential at an early stage. The project proponent should be asked to provide and cost at least 2 other options.
IAs should be conducted by independent third party scientists contracted by a neutral CEAA.
708

05/05/2017

Gary Spiller

The report includes only 4 of the 9 CEPA 1999 Guiding principles. Key principles related to pollution should be added including polluter pays, national standards
(Canada Wide Standards) and pollution prevention.

3.2 - Project Impact
Assessment

There is no reference to pollution or bioremediation in the report. There is also no reference to conservation of green spaces. There is also no mention of an
Environmental Management Plan.
These references should be included.
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08/04/2017

It is recommended that the IA identify studies that need to be conducted.... for the IA.
BUT the studies and their designs must be done in collaboration with all parties affected and the scientific community, not just by IA staff. Every project or situation
needs a broad range of baseline and impact studies to make informed decisions that build trust in the IA process.
With specific regard to subsection 3.3.1 Conditions, the Panel has made an agreeable recommendation regarding the ability to amend outcome-based conditions as it is
deemed necessary. However, the sole utilization of outcome-based conditions presents a set of challenges for proper monitoring and action, due to the fact that if an
outcome, and not the process, is the only thing being assessed, by the time a problem arises, the damage may be quite severe. Therefore, it is recommended that the
Nicholas Brown
Panel consider adopting conditions and criteria that monitor the processes leading to an outcome in addition to simply the outcome, in order to ensure that pathways of
effect are correctly understood. This will facilitate enhanced environmental and social protection, since a better understanding of the mechanisms leading to an outcome
can be gained, and therefore impacts can be minimized before they have a chance to cause serious damage. These conditions will serve to better assist the quality of
compliance and enforcement activities, and better allow the Panel’s goals of public availability and quality outlined in section 3.3.3 to be met.
I think the recommendation to have a formal process to amend conditions is good to have, yet that raises the question of who gets to comment on the amendments.
Would it be the same groups that commented on the IA initially? What if the scope of impact has changed? Will funding be needed for public participation on this front as
Grayson Wagner well? As for monitoring, again the difficulty of the risk or supposed risk of bias comes from having the proponent pay for and implement monitoring. Hopefully the
inclusion of indigenous and local communities will balance this stigma out. Along with that though, I do like the use of publicly available results of monitoring data, as well
as a broader range of tools to enforce compliance, which will also hopefully reduce the stigma of bias with any proponent-led monitoring and data gathering.
Under ‘Conditions’, The Panel recommends that decision statements use outcome-based conditions that set clear and specific standards of performance. This
addresses concerns raised that project IAs are difficult to interpret and enforce. The Panel also recommends “IA legislation contain a formal process to amend
conditions”. This defeats the purpose of having conditions to adhere to. I propose: “When changes in baseline condition occur as a result of natural processes, IA
legislation contains a formal process to amend conditions.” In this way, changes in environmental condition outside proponent control are accounted for, while ensuring
restoration is done.
Melanie de Kappelle Recommendations made under ‘Monitoring and follow-up’ are to make monitoring programs mandatory, involve local communities, and make data available on a public
registry. The mandatory programs statement should be clarified. “Minimum standard requirements” is unclear: does this refer to requirements for data collection
practices, or for ecological restoration?
I support recommendations made under ‘Compliance and Enforcement’. However, I propose an elaboration for “tools”. Proponents repeatedly failing to meet conditions
from the planning stage, should have operational licenses revoked. With operations of scale, financial compensation for ecological damage bears little meaning to the
proponent, while moratoriums on operations are likely to be taken more seriously.
Rob Knight
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Amelia Tobin

B. Yakimets

Erin Kohler

Jessica Newman
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Bradley Wong
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Ashley Sarauer

11/04/2017

Raiany Dias de
Andrade Silva

719

There should be increased follow up to ensure that companies abide by the environmental laws so using a third party to complete the testing during the monitoring phase
can guarantee the companies comply with the regulations. There do need to be minimum requirements set for companies to follow otherwise they will do as little as they
can get away with and that will be accepted, when it should not be accepted. If companies do not comply there needs to be a punishment worse than a fine as bigger
companies have the money to pay the fine and they get away with not remediating the environment. The public registry for the monitoring data is a good idea as it could
help to reduce costs and increase the understanding of the IA in later processes or IAs.
I agree with allowing for flexibility, so that people are not pigeonholed by what was known at the creation of the project, and I agree with clear performance standards.
However, you state only that it is based around sustainability, which while being a fair basis for progress, isn’t the only measure. I caution having sustainability as the only
standard for compliance, while understanding that having more standards may get confusing and difficult to implement. Perhaps being aware of, and trying to include
other standards to the best ability might be a sufficient compromise.
I also agree with your goal to set minimum standards, as I believe this to have great importance. I also strongly agree with the inclusion of Indigenous groups and local
communities in the monitoring process. I agree with making inspections public, and enforcing compliance. I am also quite pleased with allowing for removal of
permission, as I believe that even if it is not used often, even the occasional enforcement in this manner will be effective to ensure compliance in many participants.
Designing and following a strict monitoring plan, as mentioned in this section, is a great addition to the new IA program as it was largely overlooked in the former EA
process. In order for this to work efficiently it will be important to design programs that are specific to each type of development. For example there could be general oil
and gas monitoring program requirements set out that would have to be followed and could be adjusted in order to properly address the needs of the specific project.
This approach would help to achieve the goal that the Panel has of implementing mandatory monitoring and follow-up programs while ensuring that specific monitoring
needs can still be added to the plan when necessary to encompass all the monitoring and mitigation needs for a specific project.
Having monitoring, compliance and enforcement in place and understood prior to the commencement of a project is a good way to hold the proponent responsible to
fulfill compliance. A public registry for raw data and results from the project is important especially for maintaining transparency in the project outcomes and may assist
other projects in data collection. With enforcement, I think there needs to be strict repercussions for non-compliance as this may set a standard for the responsibility of all
proponents to follow through on monitoring and compliance. I think that we also need to be cautious with monitoring, compliance and enforcement and use this only when
avoidance of an activity is not possible. This meaning that the fallback option should not be to allow impacts that we can monitor but to look for alternative strategies.
Transparency is an important part of an IA monitoring because of the uncertainty of whether or not it is occurring. However with posting all the information in real time is
costly and unnecessary. This is because nobody is going to be constantly looking at this data every second. I propose that instead of having in real time the data should
be done either weekly or daily instead. This can reduce some of the cost of monitoring while still maintaining a transparent part of monitoring. This should also be part of
a mandatory process in order to ensure that all of the companies do it rather then on a case-by-case basis. This may bolster faith in the system because people know
that there is a specific method that will be followed by everyone. Specifically for section 3.3.3 regarding how there needs to be a limit on how much information is
transparent. If one gives away too much information regarding the results then people may eventually see which one is the lowest fine and do that instead of actually
complying. Public engagement in compliance is an interesting concept, however due to lack of training false accusations may run rampant causing a backup.
The report suggests a lack of clarity in terms of “legislated minimum requirements for monitoring and reporting”. I agree with the report’s recommendation to create
standardized legislative requirements for monitoring because it would impose a higher level of accountability for proponents, build social license, increase consistency of
data collection, as well as increase public transparency and provide opportunity for cumulative effect studies if the data is posted to a public forum. With that said, there
are certain benefits associated with the current regime, in which monitoring and enforcement are instead assessed on a project-by-project basis. The main benefits
include flexibility and cost reduction to the proponent. It is reasonable to consider how one project could take place in an area that is more ecologically sensitive than
another, and thus would require a more stringent monitoring program. In addition, implementing a “standardized” approach wouldn’t necessarily be feasible for small
projects that have low operational budgets. What I would love to see in this section of the report is details on the average costs and timelines associated with a
“standardized” IA approach, as well as details on the alternative: differential monitoring programs based on the scale of environmental impact.
I agree with the panel in this section, requirements for monitoring and reporting after the decision of going forward with the project need to be standardized in order to
have better results and continuous improvement. Having the proponent to carry out monitoring activities is a concern in the public’s opinion, but has advantages since
the proponent is the one in contact with the activities going on and the one responsible to pay the costs of monitoring and follow-up. But to ease concerns regarding selfmonitoring, the government could regulate and control this activity, avoiding lack of transparency. Controlling the activities is a way to measure and guarantee
compliance and enforcement. I think that more than requiring the proponent to make available monitoring data, it would be effective to have government or third parties to
audit the monitoring and follow-up in a regular basis (every two years, for example), in order to keep trust in the process.
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I agree with the Panel’s decision to use outcome-based conditions that display clear performance standards and that adaptive management should be utilized where
outcome-based conditions may fall short. This will hold the proponent accountable regarding compliance while accounting for any new standards that are implemented
simultaneously. However, the Panel states that the amendment process “should be conducted in a manner that supports and enhances the sustainability of the project.”
In this section I would like to see details on the formal process that is touched on in their recommendation. This is of concern because giving the power to amend
Jamie Card
conditions is a big responsibility and if the system set in place that details when this will be allowed is at all unclear or not stringent enough the results could be
undesirable. As well, I would like to see an example of when conditions are amended by the Impact Assessment Commission where the outcome of the changed
standards allow the proponent to have a worse environmental impact than standards previously stated. I also agree with the concerns voiced that conditions must be
enforced by Responsible Authorities and that proponents should bear the costs of monitoring and follow-up activities.
While it may be difficult to enforce monitoring based on different projects, I think is important for a “minimum standard” to be set for all IAs required. This minimum
standard will provide a baseline for monitoring of every project in the IA program, and will therefore encourage future monitoring of these projects in relation to the
specific project itself. Setting a minimum standard will increase public trust in the regulatory process, and demonstrates that the agencies responsible for approving a
KierstenS
project are doing their due diligence in following up with the project’s effects. Indigenous groups should have rights to participate in monitoring programs, but third parties
who are not affected by a given project should be in charge of the monitoring in order to reduce conflicts of interest and allow an increase in public confidence of the
entirety of the IA process. For this reason, I am in agreement with the plans to involve independent monitoring bodies. I also agree with the need to make monitoring data
transparent and publicly available, because of the positive effects this would provide to the IA process.
By using outcome-based conditions in order to set clear and specific standards for performance this can allow proponent’s priorities to shift away from how results are
achieved and instead toward meeting these outcomes as the processes involved in meeting these standards are not monitored to the same likeness. A suggestion could
be to implement process based conditions in addition to the outcome based conditions. I think that using mandatory monitoring and follow up programs with minimum
Shannon F
standard requirements is a good recommendation. This allows for consistency throughout all projects as there is no minimum currently implemented. Though it is a good
idea to make proponents pay for these monitoring programs, implementation of these programs by the proponents themselves might lead the public to feel that there is a
bias. Contracting monitoring out to third party consultants instead might reduce some of these doubts. Inspections, non-compliance by proponents, and actions taken
towards non-compliance being made public is a good recommendation as this proves as an incentive to proponents to adhere with project conditions.
I agree that the current lack of legislated requirements for follow-up and monitoring procedures would allow for proponents to potentially attempt to adopt the least
rigourous monitoring program, which does not encourage public trust. However, this past system allowed for the monitoring program to be better tailored to the individual
Victoria Masquillier project, making the process more efficient. To ensure this efficiency is not entirely lost, monitoring programs should be created to be tailored to general types of projects.
Tailoring the procedures to project types would maintain efficiency while allowing for consistency across data collection, so that results can be to improve the process for
future projects.
As stated in section 2.5, “adaptive management should be used… monitoring results vary from predicted results”. This sentiment holds here as well; the best plans are
those that have clear goals, and can be easily adapted when new information, such as that collected from monitoring, is presented. It also makes sense to implement a
“formal process to amend conditions” since any changes to the IA or monitoring processes should be carefully controlled and approved by all involved. Involving locals,
who are currently limited in their capacity to participate in the process, would foster good relationships since it would help to inform people how the land is being cared for
Melissa
by project proponents. Having data available on a public registry, along with providing the public with background scientific data (as mentioned in section 2.4), would
further educate people of what is being/will be done on the land, and give them further opportunity to comment on or question actions required for the project. I believe
that the “minimum standards” mentioned are also important since it will not only give proponents a good guideline for what is expected of them, but will also let the public
know what is expected of project proponents.
In this section of the report the panel discusses the current concerns surrounding monitoring and follow-up. In my opinion this is a critical step in ensuring that IA’s are
effective in regulating, minimizing and potentially mitigating a proposed projects impacts. Without monitoring and enforcement the entire process is essentially useless.
Lauren Erdely
Therefore, I strongly agree with the panel’s recommendation to create legislation that will ensure sustainability outcomes are met through mandatory monitoring and
follow-up programs, which have minimum standard requirements common to all project IA’s. Should this recommendation carry through I think it will be effective in
making certain that outcomes are completed, adequate and successful. This will also improve the overall functioning of the IA process and restore public trust.
While initially I questioned the decision to allow continuous monitoring to be conducted by the proponent, I agree with the Panel’s decision on the basis of cost efficiency
and ensuring proponent’s accountability. I do think that it is important for Indigenous and community groups to be involved and that data is available for public review, but
I feel that there should be some sort of official overview of this as well. If a project were to have little media coverage and low community awareness, data posted by the
Claire Merkosky
proponent could go unverified and the proponent could be the only contributor to the monitoring system. I think that there should be a small team of government officials
responsible for ensuring that monitoring goes smoothly in the case of minimal Indigenous and community involvement. As it is written, I do think that this revision will be
beneficial in increasing public trust in the IA process and in proponents, as well as ensuring a comprehensive monitoring plan.
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Jamie G.
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Janelle Goodine

Chris Arbter

KendraR

I do agree with the panel’s recommendation to implement legislated requirements for monitoring and reporting. I think with more consistency in this process would
increase the likelihood of one being completed properly. Because transparency is so vital when monitoring and collecting data I think it is a great idea to include
monitoring and follow up data results on a public registry. I believe this will increase the public’s trust and confidence in the proponent. The minimum standards for
monitoring programs is a good idea because I think this will create an industry wide standard that proponents can see clearly written on paper what they are responsible
for. Although, I do think to fully eliminate any doubts or bias that proponents hiring third party to do the collection and monitoring would be a good idea.
Although follow ups are necessary to confirm compliance, I’m not sure how the proponents will react to bearing the cost. On one hand, the federal IA is going to take so
much more time and money before evening starting a project with all the new changes they want to implement and adding another cost may irritate the proponents. On
the other hand, if all the new changes to the IA makes their project go more smoothly and results in less conflict, they may be willing to bear the cost to build even more
trust with the public. Also, if they have to pay for the follow up, they might have more incentive to do the job well from the beginning, as doing it over again will be costly. If
the government is serious about the consequences for non-compliance, such as sanctions, suspension or revocation of approvals, and monetary penalties, the
proponent will take it more seriously. The public will also feel more at ease if monitoring data is publicly available, the ability to witness followups, and surprise inspections
by the federal government are done.
I strongly agree with the need for legislated minimum requirements for monitoring and reporting results. This would not only ensure the effectiveness of follow-ups, but
also contribute to a feeling of transparency and responsibility. Additionally, the idea that proponent-lead monitoring should be considered a cost of business is a
necessary shift in thinking that will place the continued health of the environment as an important component of industry. However, I am curious as to how this
introduction of minimum standards will be motivated to industry proponents. Should these additional costs be placed upon the proponent, it is vital that the costs of noncompliance are far higher, lest short cuts be taken. This was addressed in the section but perhaps not as directly as necessary. It needs to be made explicitly clear that
proponents are businesses and as such, cost-benefit analyses are the metric by which they will conduct themselves. Financial incentives and penalties are a must if
legislatively mandated monitoring is to be implemented.
3.3 While outcome-based conditions used in decisions under current legislation provide flexibility in monitoring methods, I agree that the conditions need to develop
specific guidelines to ensure that sustainability goals are met effectively and efficiently. A problem emerges from the fact that sustainability values cannot be evaluated
using the same parameters so establishing concrete standards may be difficult. I think that using an adaptive management is a good idea, but I believe that without being
able to assess the changes in baseline conditions, monitoring and follow-up programs may not accurately account for the significant impacts created from a project and
could lead to adverse residual effects before proper management is implemented. I also believe that there should be a standard for the minimum requirements brought in
for monitoring methods. At the very least, I agree with the general mentality that third parties should be contracted for monitoring to ensure that sufficient enforcement will
be placed upon properly mitigating projects. To further ensure that sustainability goals will be met, public participation focusing on local communities and Indigenous
Groups should be utilized to assure that compliance within the framework is still being acknowledged and respected throughout the duration of the project.
I believe in some instances that the body governing an IA needs to more clearly address issues that are presented. Whether it be unclear or vague wording, or how the
terms are interpreted, these conditions need to be addressed early on in order to be able to move to the rest of the project smoothly. Adaptive management is often a
term that is thrown around loosely without being backed up by good practices. Adaptive management is useful in addressing changing conditions, though constant
monitoring of any changes is crucial to the success of this method of management. In terms of proponent self regulation, too many “loop-holes” are present by not getting
a third party to monitor. This, in addition to the lack of regulation set for monitoring standards and guidelines leads to large criticisms of the effectiveness of the IA
process. I believe there is a need for more enforcement on mitigation follow up and non-compliance. Although increasing fines is good option, I think the scale needs to
be much higher. Often times, fines seem to be more symbolic than anything, and attempt to dissuade proponents from non-compliance. However, a financial incentive for
non-compliance may still exist if fines are not scaled high enough.
I agree with the panel in their new monitoring, compliance and enforcement efforts. With monitoring programs, it would be beneficial for both the public and federal
proponents to integrate their knowledge about proposed areas and projects to potentially reduce costs and create a common knowledge on mitigation efforts. Instead of
the minimum standard requirements being met, it should be set at a maximum standard; meaning that all criteria is met based on economic, social, cultural, and health.
This would allow for even more continuous improvement on mitigation efforts. In order to create an assessment that is transparent and easily understood by all party
members, the IA panel could implement basic monitoring strategies that the public, particularly affiliated Indigenous peoples, can manage. This would allow parties to
cooperate more effectively and help provincial and federal jurisdiction become more aware of common knowledge and create assessments that are easy to interpret.
Furthering continuous improvement of the EA process, the public should be able to comment on the public registry to possibly create new ideas on mitigation techniques
and create a cost effective process.
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733

12/04/2017

Pauline Hondl

734

12/04/2017

735

12/04/2017

Lars

736

12/04/2017

Tayla Lazenby

737

12/04/2017

Rachael Melenka

738

739

740

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

Julie Jodoin

Caitlin Herrick

Jennifer Weeks

Amber Longacre

There are measures already in effect that ensure the monitoring, compliance and enforcement such as the Alberta Regulators. However, a broader understanding of the
projects could lead to them to better enforcement. Having more people involved such as the public and Indigenous personal may lead to mistakes being caught sooner
or avoided altogether. Posting the monitoring data to the public will help to ensure compliance as well as encouraging trust in the Impact Assessment. Publicly available
data will also help other projects get information for their sites and possibly smooth the Impact Assessment process. I agree with the expert panels report, because they
listened to participants and addressed their concerns to the best of their abilities.
I agree with the panel that some legislative requirement is needed for monitoring and follow-up reporting from the proponent, and that it should include minimum standard
requirements across the board. This legislation would ensure consistency in a public registry, which would increase transparency and encourage trust, as well as
increase accountability on the part of the proponent. I also appreciate the proposed increase in involvement of communities and Indigenous groups within monitoring and
follow-up programs. I believe that the range of tools detailed in this section to enforce IA conditions should be sufficient to encourage compliance with IA objectives. The
report does not, however, detail what non-compliance would entail, and at what point enforcement should be implemented.
The panel did a great job identifying the need for proper monitoring after a project to determine the viability of the mitigation planning. I believe the outcome based
conditions are the proper way to manage projects because as the panel has mentioned it allows the proponent to be flexible and innovative while still achieving the
desired goals. Moving forward requiring a third party to monitor environmental conditions would help make the post IA process more robust and trustworthy. Furthermore,
providing proponents with a proper set of guidelines on monitoring and how to demonstrate that mitigation goals were met would benefit proponents. This will help
provide them with a rough outline of what will be required throughout a projects lifetime enabling them to plan smooth transitions between monitoring systems throughout
the projects life. The panel suggested a more enforcement approach rather than incentive to ensure compliance. I think this method of ensuring compliance will require a
great deal of enforcement and monitoring by government or third parties because there would be no incentive for the proponent to provide information.
Monitoring, compliance and enforcement are major aspects that I am glad were brought up. I like the idea of using outcome based conditions that set cleat and specific
standards of performance and would add that a flexible timeline to achieve outcomes be implemented. Adaptive management is a great way to ensure outcomes and
mitigation are constantly evolving to fit each unique situation and environmental conditions. I believe an over arching commission will be an effective way to have
implementation and follow up of mitigation efforts. With enforcement I agree that fines and penalties should be paid but not convinced that monetary means is that
effective. Many proponents may have enough money to “pay to pollute” instead of reducing impacts. I like that they also have incapacitating sanctions but feel there
could be another “in between” tool, as sanctions would only effect the corrupt.
The use of outcome-based conditions in the IA to set specific standards on the project monitoring will enhance post-IA and mitigation success. The use of outcomebased conditions to assess a project will also create efficiency in enforcement of the mitigation measures stated in the IA, especially when combined with adaptive
management. I also agree with the IA legislation containing a formal amendment process to assess conditions after the project has been completed, and if there are new
environmental impacts or changes from the project. This will ensure the complete involvement of the IA on every impact from the project, and allow the public,
Indigenous Groups, and stakeholders to give feedback on amendments. The proponent must consider long-term costs for monitoring and to comply with the IA mitigation
plan. A problem may arise between the IA enforcement and the proponent if the amendment process results in increasing mitigation costs.
I agree with the panel when they recommended that follow-up programs and monitoring should be a minimum standard requirement for the IA process (found in section
3.3.2). I think follow-up monitoring is one of the weaknesses of the process today. Implementation of this program will better ensure the proponent does everything they
possibly can to improve their practices and ensure best management.
I also agree that any information gathered from the monitoring process should be made publicly available. As mentioned in this section, publicly available documents and
data will make evaluation of cumulative effects simpler and more accurate. The measure of cumulative effects is much more difficult to evaluate than direct effects, so I
believe this will provide great benefit to the accuracy of environmental impacts.
If monitoring is already an issue, increasing fines for non-compliance is not beneficial. By increasing penalties the government is trying to put pressure on the Prisoner’s
Dilemma to encourage compliance. There is no point to increasing the fines if the chances of being caught remains low. Recognizing that monitoring and enforcement
needs to increase is a good beginning, however there is no mention of if either industry or government is going to take on the monetary costs. I think including Indigenous
peoples in monitoring is also a great idea, but I don’t understand why they are not already. If the government was serious they would supply education and licensing to
individuals of any background in order to work for the Federal Government as a project monitoring worker. Monitoring and enforcement are political barriers that need to
be enforced by the federal government in order to be taken seriously. Lack of monitoring results in lack of compliance.
I think the implementation of a monitoring program to evaluate the assessed mitigation strategies is a beneficial idea. I think some issues may arise for the proponents
when making this additional monitoring necessary for compliance. This additional monitoring will provide the proponent with additional costs. I fully understand why this
can help to improve IA practices, but will this lower compliance rates? An offered incentive of this program would include better relationship and trust between industry
and public. Would the new program offer more incentives worthwhile of the proponent? The flip side is ensuring credibility and accountability of the proponent. This
additional planning will allow us to foresee issues and plan for them accordingly throughout project lifetimes. This addition to the IA process will also need more
employees to regulate and administer enforcement action if needed.
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741

12/04/2017

Shawn

742

12/04/2017

Jordan

743

12/04/2017

Kristina

744

12/04/2017

Arynn

745

12/04/2017

Carl Thiele

746

12/04/2017

Felysia

747

12/04/2017

Abigayle

748

12/04/2017

Martijn Dieleman

The idea of suspending or revoking approvals for companies who do not comply to the aspects of the IA is a good one however I think there may be better methods. If a
company were forced to pay a lump sum to the government as a down payment before they could begin the project and then got the money back once the project
monitoring and reclamation was completed, this would make them more likely to follow procedures. If they did not, the government could use this money to perform the
monitoring and reclamation on their own and the company would simply not get it back. This would ensure that in a case of non-compliance there would still be money to
do the monitoring. Fines do work, however if a company is extremely wealthy they may just pay it and move on. However if there is money put aside to ensure there are
resources for monitoring, it will make sure the project does not go unmonitored.
I agree that standards for IAs should be standardised and should emphasise outcomes instead of processes. However I think that the flexibility inherent in the current
system should also be maintained to allow for the special circumstances of individual projects. By leaving some flexibility, each project will be able to create feasible
goals for their circumstances.
I strongly agree that a formal system of implementing an amendment system to update outcome conditions is a necessary improvement. As new innovations in process
and technologies are created the outcomes of projects should change accordingly so that they are not stuck in the past.
Although this recommendation of setting outcome-based conditions would provide a more straightforward goal for project proposers to strive for, it can be increasingly
difficult for those outcomes to be met exactly as they are set out in the beginning. Particularly with projects associated with mining and oil and gas, often the disturbance
is of such high magnitude that the fate of the landscape after disturbance can be difficult to visualize. The ecosystem rarely recovers to its original state, however the
outcome may be a completely different but fully functioning ecosystem. In this case, the outcome may not have been what was originally planned, but it is still a
I agree with the need to legislate mandatory monitoring and follow-up programs, which would clarify current legislation and ensure minimum requirements, are met. This
would be viable as long as there was an opportunity to alter the requirements to suit the needs of each development, without decreasing the quality or consistence of the
monitoring mandated by legislation. Having a more contribution would create better data, which could be used to further research and improve upon the impacts of
projects. Furthermore, I agree with the Proponent’s responsibility to bear the cost of monitoring, because it is a cost related to doing business and will also ensure that
monitoring will be done efficiently to reduce cost.
I agree that there should be more and stricter monitoring, compliance, enforcement, and auditing post impact. This should cause the social license of IA legislation to
increase with increased scrutiny. An area which should also be considered for more enforcement is where insufficient due diligence was undertaken and those
responsible for it should be penalized for not doing things ethically. One caution of outcome based compliance is that it allows for innovation however the precautionary
principle should be applied to ensure that new technologies are safe and are as good if not better than older technologies or techniques. Outcomes based compliance
should also be supplemented with specific monitoring conditions as they may not be covered using the outcomes approach.
I agree with The Panel’s recommendation to have mandatory monitoring and minimum standard requirements common to all project IAs because of the overall impacts
this information has on all projects. For example, potential data of impacts from areas with rare vegetation or endangered animals, can be used to protect or avoid
impacting these species in other project IAs that are taking place later in time in the same vicinity. These minimum standard requirements would change the way
cumulative effects are viewed. Therefore allowing industry to avoid doing major compilation individually by each company. Standard data that is posted publically is
positive because there is transparency for the public, government, and industry and trust is formed that there is compliance and enforcement.
I like the idea of having a formal amendment process to amend conditions under IA legislation because this will allow changes to occur when problems arise instead of
having proponents agree to conditions that are no longer possible. This is reasonable compared to having “locked-in” conditions. It is also important to include additional
monitoring processes to increase the transparency of the current EA self-monitoring system. I do not agree that Indigenous and local communities should be involved in
the over sight and monitoring follow-up process. Most proponents do monitoring, but it is the lack of transparency that is of concern. By providing their results on public
registries, having more routine audits, and legislated monitoring programs would be more beneficial than involving the public in monitoring. Some projects still get
approved after public comments that may disagree with the project so allowing them to have a heavy influence with project monitoring may facilitate conflict or result in
monitoring tampering instead. There should be a process for the public to express concern about monitoring but they should not be directly involved. A neutral company
should be used for audits and the publically available data could be beneficial for future research.
I absolutely agree with the statement that outcome based conditions should continue to be used due to the allowing of innovations. I also agree that the power to amend
these conditions will be helpful for allowing new mitigation measures, which go back to the facilitation of new innovations. However, I would still hope that any new
innovation also be met with the precautionary principle used in other components of IAs. Further into this section, I disagree slightly with the notion that proponents
should have most of the responsibility for monitoring activities, but I limit this towards the actual carrying out of the monitoring, as I still agree that the costs should be
bared by the proponent. What I believe should happen instead is that the government also have some of their own monitoring, independent of the proponent to ensure
transparency is being kept. I agree with the follow up statement that independent monitoring should also being involved with third parties, as this further enhances
transparency. For enforcement, I agree that legislation should allow for increased tools for sanctioning non-compliance, as this allows for the avoidance of non-
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749

12/04/2017

Emily W

750

12/04/2017

Jeff Anderson

751

752

753

12/04/2017

12/04/2017

15/04/2017

Ian Carter

Ashley Tod

Ivan Touko

I support the Panel’s recommendation to involve indigenous groups and local communities in the monitoring and follow up programs established by the IA authority
(3.3.2). This recommendation aligns well with the goal to incorporate both indigenous and traditional knowledge to gain “the best” science information and methods. I also
agree with making follow up data and inspection results publically available (3.3.3). This increases the transparency in IA and consequently raises public trust. However
similar to the public participation stages of IA, we need to ensure that this information presented in a public registry is user friendly and not simply “raw data” that is
difficult to interpret by non-experts.
Monitoring and regular reporting by project operators is always suspect in the public eye, however government monitoring would be bureaucratically expensive, even if
the operators were responsible for the cost of the personnel performing the monitoring. Making the reports publicly available, provided all data were included in the
reports, would certainly aid in restoring public confidence. Some mechanism for impartial oversight, whether it is in the form of auditors or compliance officers of some
nature, would have a greater impact on public perception, provided they were viewed as impartial, unpredictable, and cost effective. Federal IAs should carry with them
appropriate licensing and periods of federal oversight. Projects with ongoing federal involvement should be subject to IAC monitoring and reporting for the duration of the
project. Likewise, projects that have additive or cumulative effects on the environment should be subject to similar oversight. Projects whose impacts are limited in
temporal scope, should have licensing that reflects such a limit and therefor be subject to the most basic of monitoring and oversight.
The use of outcome based conditions to allow project implementation is a good idea as there will be decisions about the project and the IA process that will work to make
sure that the impacts at the end of the project are minimized. It is also good that the standards that are used in the outcome conditions are made to ensure that the
sustainability objectives of the IA are met. Providing the Impact Assessment Commission with the ability to change the conditions when the monitoring and follow uo
showed the IA to not be accurate can also be done properly, but there must be care to ensure that the changes are for the benefit of the environment and not to make
project only able to be passed through regulation. Having the outcomes of a projects implementation and the mitigation effectiveness for future projects that are similar is
also very useful as it will reduce future inefficiency and costs. Having consistent monitoring methodology is an idea that sounds good, but will require in depth
examination to determine the methodology to take so that this critical part of the process is done properly.
I agree that mandatory monitoring, compliance enforcement and follow-up programs are key to the success of federal IAs, as stated by the Panel. If IAs are completed,
and follow-up/enforcement is not completed, there is no incentive for participating parties to comply to standards set by the IA. I agree with the Panel that all data
collected from monitoring/follow-up should be posted on a public registry. I believe that these public registries should be advertised more so that the general public will be
made more aware of their availability. I also believe that steeper fines/consequences should be implemented. More often than not the probability of getting caught is very
low, and therefore not complying to regulations is much higher than it should be. By providing higher frequency of random inspections, and increasing incentives for
compliance such as grants, the instances of non-compliance should decrease. I do not agree that authorities such as Indigenous groups and locals should be included in
the compliance/enforcement activities. I believe that efforts should be completed by one authority, pertaining to one set of standards. This way the probability of error
would be reduced, and possible conflicts mitigated.

Like the Panel, I am a strong advocate that monitoring, compliance and enforcement should be stricter while setting clear and specific standards of performance.
Mandatory monitoring and follow up programs will be the keys to maintain these legislations. I am glad that the panel considered indigenous Groups and local
communities as assets that can be involved in the oversighting of these programs. This is crucial, as indigenous and local communities are parties that will likely always
pay close attention to their environments and would immediately report false monitoring or failure in order to protect their communities and families. This will even build a
stronger relationship and trust between the public and the IA authorities. Furthermore, the idea that “proponents should bear the costs of these monitoring and follow-up
activities, with proponent-led monitoring considered a cost of doing business” is essential and perhaps this could lead industries in being more involved into sustainability
and the environment welfare in general as this could mean less monitoring for them. I do wonder exactly how the IA authority plan on making the industries bear all the
costs, as I am sure there would be some sort of resistance.
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Making monitoring reports public is a good recommendation and already does lead to better effect assessments; this is incremental learning and those writing impact
assessments have been doing this for years to evaluate mitigation effectiveness.
754

19/04/2017

JD

However, anyone involved in NEB-regulated pipelines already knows how onerous the conditions are and how strictly proponents must follow them or face a monetary
penalty; 15 year caribou monitoring program anyone? Post-construction monitoring is carried out by independent environmental experts, in association with proponents,
to evaluate mitigation effectiveness and adapt if necessary. I have concerns with the current trend of setting up independent monitoring bodies as it appears to be one
more lever Indigenous groups have found a way to extract money; ironically, the Panel's recommendation, if implemented, may ultimately remove this revenue resource.
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755

20/04/2017

The scientific and IA literature has long identified the need for follow-up monitoring and assessment to determine if impact predictions were accurate after project
development. Cumulative effects by their nature, make it difficult to be able to predict project impacts. Adaptive monitoring and management is critical and is only
possible with follow-up monitoring and impact verification. Further, if baseline and follow-up IA monitoring programs aligned with regulatory and compliance monitoring
Dr. Monique Dube programs the ability to assess impacts and to remove duplication and redundancy in monitoring (hence cost and complexity) would be significantly improved. Our ability
to measure and assess environmental impacts is currently affected by this lack of consistency across monitoring programs and the perception that IA monitoring is
somehow distinct or separate from other monitoring. Scientific direction on the experimental design of monitoring programs to facilitate alignment and consistency across
practitioners and IA authorities is recommended.
“A decision is never truly made until it is implemented”. Conditions must be written by a person with legal training with a view to enforcement. Many conditions in
approval documents are wishful thinking, cannot be measured or have no compliance threshold.
Andrew Duthie
Monitoring must be geared to supporting management/enforcement decisions and not just a rote exercise of data collection that gathers dust on regulators shelves and
costs proponents the earth to provide.

756

20/04/2017

757

23/04/2017

Brad Jones

758

28/04/2017

Michael Herauf

759

29/04/2017

Tara Lockhart

I agree!
Far to often we are seeing industry walking away from damages done by their operations and leaving Canadian taxpayers to bear the burden of cleaning up the mess.
Bankrupt oil exploration companies with abandoned well sites on the prairies and the recent Mt Polley Mine dam breach in BC are good examples of the how the current
system is failing to protect the interests of the Canadian public. Without enforcement, laws are meaningless.
Paragraph 4, line 2: "There may also be circumstances where permits, authorizations or licences provided by other regulators duplicate, contradict or conflict with IA
conditions."
We need to make sure that there are no contradictions or conflicts. Loop holes are unacceptable.
There is sufficient oversight with the current practices. Not sure why another level of authority is required other than a make-work project for regulators.

760

03/05/2017

Robert Huck

761

03/05/2017

Susi E

762

04/05/2017

Canadian
Association of
Physicians for the
Environment

763

04/05/2017

Stuart Juzda

764

04/05/2017

Rebecca Peters

765

04/05/2017

Brady Balicki

766

04/05/2017

Kirsten Ketilson

The authority should not set up monitoring or oversight programs among communities, including Indigenous groups. Proper engagement programs should be sufficient
enough to share findings and understand impacts if or when they emerge. Not only does this save resources, but it helps establish a proper relationship of respect and
partnership between the proponent and affected communities.
I absolutely agree. In the past, we have had many oil spills and faulty pipelines built because there is not enough oversight to ensure proper standards are met. IF these
risky projects are allowed to be built (and only if there is agreement from those who have rights to the land), then there must be much better monitoring, compliance and
enforcement.
Alas, no assessment process such as an IA can be meaningful without enforcement and penalties, including the ultimate penalty of denying the project the right to go
forward. I was part of a deeply informed community organization that challenged a development project under the Riparian Areas Regulation (RAR) only to discover that
this enactment is not a regulation because the only endpoint is the carrying out of the project, and the only sanction it entails is to tell a proponent to modify a proposal
and then submit it again -- until eventually the government (provincial in BC, in this case) accepts the proposal in its modified form. In addition, the RAR is so
lackadaisically administered that the Ombudsperson's Office, which carried out a systemic review of the RAR, chastised the provincial government with 25 criticisms and
requests for change. (The provincial government, not surprisingly, has done very little in response!) If there is no stick, then the carrot alone becomes a disposable feast.
What good would assessment and monitoring of the tar sands development have done. This project only shows that Canadians are collectively " village idiots".

The CNSC and NEB should be the authorities responsible for these activities within their respective industries. The strong regulatory processes already in place do not
require an additional level of oversight.
Given the technical capacity and extensive history as a federal regulator the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission must remain as the federal authority responsible for
all compliance and enforcement activities in the nuclear industry. Legislation such as the Nuclear Safety and Control Act provides for comprehensive oversight and many
of the suggestions put forward by the Expert Panel are already being completed by this federal agency.
I think that in the nuclear industry, the CNSC should remain as the federal authority responsible for monitoring, compliance and enforcement activities relevant to the
federal IA process. The Nuclear Safety and Control Act currently supports the comprehensive oversight of the nuclear industry, and many of the recommendations
outlined are currently completed by the CNSC through their regulatory oversight activities.
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There are more appropriate federal and provincial agencies that have the institutional expertise and industry-specific understanding to effectively direct compliance and
enforcement activities. Collaboration with existing regulatory bodies will ensure an efficient use of both proponent and regulatory resources while effectively ensuring that
the commitments made through the IA process are met.

767

04/05/2017

Jon Henderson

768

04/05/2017

Thevenot

Compliance and enforcement should be the responsibility of the federal authority with the best expertise for a given monitoring requirement. Regardless, this authority
should also be sanctioned if compliance and enforcement is not conducted appropriately (i.e., held accountable).

769

04/05/2017

ShawnM

The cost and complexity of Canada's environmental regulatory processes is becoming yet another area of weighing down the competitiveness of the Canadian business.
Canada's economy cannot afford a regulatory process that is a barrier to investment.

04/05/2017

Charlene B

The proponent of a project would benefit from a commitment to working with, learning from, and ensuring prosperity for Indigenous communities. It would be beneficial for
both parties and does not need to be mandated by the federal IA process. The CNSC should be the authority for nuclear-related projects in Canada and is supported by
the Nuclear Safety Control Act.

771

04/05/2017

Campaign for the
Protection of
Offshore Nova

Beyond the assessment stage of the IA process, CPONS supports and encourages steps to strengthen project implementation measures including monitoring, follow-up
programs associated with project conditions, and compliance and enforcement. As the Report indicates, these post-IA recommendations are critical to “robust oversight.”

772

05/05/2017

Alyse K

05/05/2017

Ontario Rivers
Alliance

770

773

I do not support mandated Indigenous-led monitoring and follow-up programs. I believe that the commitment to working with, learning from, and ensuring prosperity for
Indigenous communities is beneficial for both parties and does not need to be mandated by the federal IA process. Additionally, I would not trust this monitoring data that
may not be collected or maintained by a qualified person.
Establishing an effective and transparent post-IA phase ensures that project implementation meets the outcomes established through the IA process. When a project is
completed, the monitoring, compliance and enforcement phase is essential to minimizing impacts and achieving desired outcomes established under the five pillars of
sustainability. This is where trust and confidence can be quickly destroyed if the project doesn’t live up to its commitments, and would likely result in resistance to any
future projects.
ORA supports Panel recommendations that decision statements use outcome-based conditions that set clear and specific standards of performance; and that IA
legislation contain a formal process to amend conditions.
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ORA supports Panel recommendations that IA legislation ensure sustainability outcomes are met through mandatory monitoring and follow-up programs with minimum
standard requirements common to all project IAs.

774

05/05/2017

Wayne Summach

775

05/05/2017

Wayne Summach

776

05/05/2017

Anne Gent

777

05/05/2017

Joanna Skrajny,
AWA

778

05/05/2017

Shane Borchardt

ORA recommends strict and severe consequences for willful disregard of conditions of approval.
The CNSC is the authority for nuclear projects in Canada and must remain in place. This is supported by the Nuclear Safety and Control Act. Oversight is comprehensive
and the recommendations outlined are already being conducted by the CNSC. I do not support Indigenous-led monitoring and does not need to be mandated. There is
already a commitment to work with indigenous communities.
I do not agree. Timeline and cost for all phases of the assessment must be limited by certain and predictable requirements that are supported by transparent guidance
and standards on sustainability assessment.
There seems to be a common theme throughout the document that added levels of oversight will improve the process. I disagree. The current process is quite
comprehensive, and could be tweaked to allow for more transparency without added regulatory burden and overlap. Independent community and indigenous groups
involvement in the monitoring and follow-up programs sounds good on the surface, but what communities, what indigenous groups...how involved will they be and who
ensures their monitoring is designed and carried out in a scientifically defensible manner. Having the proponent continue to expand their relationship with these
stakeholders would be more beneficial for everyone involved.
AWA is supportive of the Panel’s recommendations for increased monitoring and enforcements of projects after impacts assessments are completed. If implemented
correctly, they could serve to greatly increase transparency, holding proponents to account, and would likely greatly improve assessments in general as the efficacy of
mitigation measures is determined.
The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission has the nuclear industry expertise in Canada and should remain the responsible authority.
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779

05/05/2017

Ian Thomson, Oxfam Indigenous women’s organizations and local women’s groups should be involved in the independent oversight of monitoring and follow-up programs, particularly when a
Canada
project is determined to have differential impacts on the basis of gender.

780

05/05/2017

Jamie Kneen,
MiningWatch
Canada

781

05/05/2017

Northern Health
Authority of BC

782

05/05/2017

783

05/05/2017

784

785

786

05/05/2017

05/05/2017

05/05/2017

787

05/05/2017

788

05/05/2017

789

08/04/2017

This is an important part of the IA process, but there are a number of important gaps in defining the role of federal regulatory agencies in implementing IA decision
conditions but also in monitoring impacts and engaging in processes to modify conditions and engage in adaptive management -- or to trigger additional studies, a
regional IA, or re-open the project IA. The linkages and feedback through monitoring, compliance efforts, and enforcement are very important to the success – and
Northern Health is in support of the recommendations within this section of the report.

Recommendations for on-going monitoring, compliance and enforcement after a decision would move the CEAA process forward. Currently, most EA processes do not
include triggers where follow-up monitoring ties into continued approval of the project. Conditional approval is provided, but little effort is made to ensure that the
Q'ul-lhanumutsun
proponent adheres to the conditions. While some proponents may be honest, not all are and thus the approval of projects by the GoC put the sustainability of the
Aquatic Resources
environment and communities at risk if they do not follow-up. We also support the recommendation to include Indigenous Groups and local communities in the oversight,
Society
as this will provide un-biased transparency to the process as well as capacity development and local jobs. Funding for the monitoring is the responsibility of the project
proponent, though monitoring groups, like Guardians, just have base funding from the GoC. This would cut down on costs to the proponent and increase efficiency.
We support mandatory monitoring and the public posting of monitoring data and inspection reports.
We think it is problematic for the monitoring to remain the responsibility of the proponent due to conflict of interest and the possiblity of the proponent influencing
Blue Dot PEI
monitoring results. While they should fund the monitoring, the individuals conducting the monitoring should not be directly paid by the proponent and should not be
directly reporting to the proponent.
This was the one area of improvement in the post-2012 CEAA - the ability to monitor and enforce conditions attached to the project. I support this approach offering
Elizabeth May
further improvements.

John Takala

Pat Moss
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Enforcement
3.3 - Monitoring,
Compliance and
Enforcement
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Compliance and
Enforcement

3.3 - Monitoring,
Compliance and
Enforcement
3.3 - Monitoring,
Compliance and
Enforcement

I do not support the IA process extending into monitoring, compliance, and enforcement where the activity/project falls under an existing regulatory system. For example,
the nuclear industry is regulated by the CNSC and they should be regulator responsible for compliance and enforcement. The IA process should be focussed on
assessing the potential impacts and improving the project beforehand. This is a point in time and based on the circumstances of the day and the best available
information at the time. Once the project is operational the normal regulatory system needs to ensure its ongoing acceptability to society - this is the purpose of
regulations and there is no need for the IA process to duplicate this. To be clear the IA process should not extend to operational monitoring, compliance, and
enforcement activities in any way. This is the role of existing regulators. It is also their decision to include community and/or Indigenous people in their processes (or

3.3 - Monitoring,
Compliance and
Enforcement

Agree that IA legislation ensure sustainability outcomes are met through mandatory monitoring and follow-up programs with minimum standard requirements.

3.3 - Monitoring,
Compliance and
Enforcement

We generally support the Panel’s recommendations in this section, although we recommend the legislation provide more opportunities for the involvement of the public,
Indigenous peoples and regulators. For example, the public should have the ability to trigger investigations and measures in cases of non-compliance with conditions of
Anna Johnston,
approval, or where effects are not as predicted. The public and responsible authorities should also have the right to request or trigger amendments to conditions. Further,
3.3 - Monitoring,
West Coast
the legislation should require the IA Commission to undertake (or the regulator to undertake and report to the IA Commission) both prescribed and triggered reviews of
Compliance and
Environmental Law condition compliance and monitoring. Reporting on non-compliance should be active, rather than annual. Finally, to help streamline IA and regulatory processes and
Enforcement
enhance learning, federal regulators should be more involved in follow-up activities (e.g., monitoring and tracking of compliance with conditions) and required to provide
follow-up information to the IA Commission, which the IA Commission should post to the public registry.
I am strongly in favor of IA legislation that would provide a broad range of tools to enforce IA conditions and suspend or revoke approvals. I would go further and hold
3.3 - Monitoring,
proponents finically responsible for any short comings in compensation and mitigation works for a very long time after the project. Too often short term, after project
Rob Knight
Compliance and
monitoring has left Canadians with dysfunctional habitats and no recourse to recover what has been lost. With out long term accountability land development and
Enforcement
resource extraction projects have not paid for the true cost of "doing business", and there has been a significant loss of ecosystem services that we all depend on.
The recommendations the Panel has made in regards to the management of timelines are agreeable, given that no two projects will be the same in regards to their
specifications and specific difficulties. It is ideal to have as short a timeline as possible so as to not waste time and resources; however specific issues will necessarily
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
require longer timescales than others to ensure the scope of potential impacts to the environment is understood. For example, many natural systems experience multiNicholas Brown
Assessment Time and
year cycles in variation, such as hydrological systems which may experience periodical spikes in materials that can be deemed to be contaminants, or in vegetative
Costs
surveys wherein some specimens may only be able to be identified when flowering, which may not occur every year. To this end, the Panel’s recommendation to
construct timelines on a project-specific basis is indeed the best course of action.
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The timelines for IA are very strict so unless this changes it will be difficult to make any differences overall. If the Government want to request proponents of the IA there
should be an allotted time for this within the timeframe. The project specific timelines may be more beneficial as some projects will be straightforward whereas others will
need more time to be fully understood. With the estimated costs, does this include the money used in public participation, or will that cost vary depending how many
groups want to get involved? Does this money get factored in to the estimate or does it come from a completely separate fund?
I am fond of your decision for a ‘case-by-case’ timeline basis, as this can help to account for the individual needs and constraints of certain projects. The changing of
timelines to allow for better involvement and standardization is something I feel is sorely needed. Public involvement is valuable for a variety of reasons, and encouraging
it whenever possible is something that I believe will have net benefit. This means I also agree with the decision to account for prior consultation in reducing timelines. I
also think the choice to invest more into the capacity for involvement by Indigenous groups and for providing scientific advancement is a good choice. The reduction in
assessments, and the poor ability for involvement or for scientific process is one of the biggest weaknesses in the current process, in my opinion. Allowing for more
inclusion of these things has importance, and is something that I think will help to build not only the efficiency of the process but also the reliability in decisions made
Providing a defined timeline for all IA is difficult due to the differences in each project and the numerous aspects of IAs. Providing a set timeline will aid in determining
cost prior to initiation of the IA but circumstances afterwards may cause problems. For example the 2016 wildfires in Fort McMurray would have reduced a project
proponent’s ability to meet the specific timeline. I suggest some level of adaptability in timelines under certain circumstances, such as natural disasters.
Further, incorporating time for meaningful public engagement into the timeline will promote public trust in the outcome of IAs. There could be requirements that this time
be used for public engagement to prevent proponents from using it for other activities.
Including a planning phase, where the proponent and the commissioner work together to determine a timeline, will benefit the IA. It will provide time for experts and
communities to be consulted on potential impacts, which will reduce the time required to decide on what to study.
If proponents who have engaged affected communities, submit a consensus report on behalf of the affected communities, it should be required that the communities be
given the opportunity to review the report prior to submission.
The panel’s recommendation for an IA authority to develop an estimate of the cost and timeline for each phase and project is a good improvement from the current
process. The ability to adjust and set timelines accordingly may assist in having a more thorough review and collection of proper information to make the correct decision
about specific projects. The new proposed process efficiency is a move in the right direction to focus the IA process. It appears to have a more streamlined and effective
process to reach a final decision. This in turn may also be more efficient and cost effective for the proponent. With having a planning phase early on in the process,
transparency may be increased by allowing more focus and public engagement increasing the social approval of a plan. As issues and impacts may be identified and
adjusted for early on in the planning phase.
3.4.1 stated that they would like for “all participants … input into the determination of timelines.” The problem that I see here is that not everyone has the same level of
knowledge. How does the public know how long something will take compared to government? Unless the knowledge gap between these parties’ shrink or is made so
that the public can understand, having public input is useless. The consolidation to create the IAC is good idea because by having one main head it allows for it to
streamline most of the processes instead of being bounced between different parties. This also can assist like stated, with the idea of transparency. By having all the
information found at one location it makes it easier for those who have vested interest or curious to find the information rather than having to look in many different
places. This may overtime become something that saves money rather than increases spending. This in tandem with the proposed IA should encourage people who are
keen to become active participants in future because the planning phase comes before anything occurs.
3.4.1 I agree with the recommendation of creating project-specific cost and time estimates for an IA, as it increases accountability of the IA authority and provides
transparency to the proponent. I like this approach because it attempts to align federal and provincial assessment processes, as well as encourage cooperation between
jurisdictions and stakeholders early on. The only problem I can foresee with this approach is that it relies on ‘streamlined engagement’, in which “proponents undertake
community engagement early and on their own initiative”. This is somewhat troublesome since the project will still be in the early planning stages and it is possible that
information provided to the public are rough estimates rather than robust data, which doesn’t necessarily allow for ‘fair’ public consultation. I agree with the concept of
allowing public input early on, as key issues can be refined and avoided earlier. With that said, the reforms seem to favour ‘getting public consultation out of the way’
rather than allowing equal and varying opportunities for the public to comment. Especially considering the possibility that project details could change after initial
consultation measures, I don’t think the streamlined consultation approach is very socially accountable.

The proposed Impact Assessment process has an efficient approach to time and costs. It makes sense to consider that a process with predictable timeframes is likely to
have predictable costs too. And in this situation, establishing timelines in a project-by-project basis makes more sense, since each project has particular characteristics,
dimensions and extents, and might need different time investment in different phases. Meeting pre-determined timelines for IA phases can make the process faster and
more efficient, as long as the proponent has discipline to follow the deadlines. However, discipline will also rely on realistic timeframes. Thus, established time and costs
need to be considered having as a perspective the reality of the project.
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I strongly agree with the Panel that project-specific timelines established during the Planning Phase are a good solution to the issues regarding inefficient time use
especially due to provincial assessment processes. I believe this is a step in the right direction because different projects will have different timelines that involve multiple
stakeholders. Establishing this at the beginning of the Planning Phase allows all participants to give their input on these timelines and engages participants early in the
process. I especially like this addition because it decreases uncertainty and the issues are focused rather than broadened. The Planning Phase is proposed to occur
before the project is fully defined which is much different than the current system where the Environmental Assessment occurs once the project is already defined which I
think will prove beneficial. I also agree with the Panel’s recommendation that “an estimate of the cost and timeline for each phase of the assessment” is required,
however regarding the conclusion that they must “report regularly on the success in meeting these estimates” I would like to see more specificity on how often “regularly”
is. This is the only point of contention that I found in this section.
Requiring project specific timelines that are not a “one size fits all” requirements allows for flexibility within the IA process. I believe that changing timelines based on each
particular project would allow for a more successful IA process, and allow for proper participation of the public, which in turn will provide a higher degree of confidence
from the public in the IA process. This support from the public will make the process more streamlined and trusted overall. By providing more time in order to plan out a
particular project, this makes the decision making process more efficient and easier, as there are fewer unknowns. I think changing the way this process is completed will
make IA decisions more widely supported and allow for a greater agreement on the particular project being proposed.
I agree with the panel’s recommendation that estimates in regards to costs and timelines for each assessment phase should be developed by authorities as well as be
reported on with respect to the success of the estimates provided. These comparisons will lead to increased accountability of the IA authority and highlight areas that
need improvement or alteration within the process. This can also lead to recognition of strengths in the IA project that can be applied to other current and future projects.
As a result, continuous improvements can lead to increased efficiency and effectiveness in all phases of the assessment process. Spending more allotted time towards
planning can also lead to higher quality impact assessments being provided which will likely lead to increased public acceptability in the long run.
I strongly agree timelines should be established on a project-to-project basis and should be flexible if required. I think flexibility is important especially in terms of public
participation and allowing ample evidence to be collected. It is well explained how the timelines would be set up and the figure clearly shows the proposed process will
have a heavy emphasis on the planning and earlier stages of the project. This should lead to better-designed projects and an overall more efficient IA process. While the
costs of the proposed IA process will increase, I think it is well worth it. Doing more assessments and doing them better will result in more successful projects and ensure
superior assessments.
I fully agree with having timelines for IAs. This ensures that any conflicts that do arise are dealt with in a prompt and efficient manner so that processes can continue.
The idea of project-specific timelines, though it might be difficult to implement and adhere to at first, would go a long way in showing the public that their opinions had
been heard. Many people stated that the limit of 30 days for comments was near impossible, since proponents or government often spent years determining project
details. I think that, as in section 3.3, there should still be a minimum and maximum standard set for all projects, perhaps as a percentage of time above and below the
estimated time for phase completion. This will ensure that both the proponents and the public have an idea of what can be expected in the process.
I think that the implementation of a redesigned IA process in order to streamline timelines and accommodate for project specific needs is a really important revision in this
report. Timelines for IAs need to be case specific as it is not practical to apply the same restrictions on incredibly varying cases. Additionally, this process will allow for
flexibility when faced with unexpected causes of delay in projects, as was the case for many projects in the Fort McMurray area this past spring in the aftermath of the
forest fires. I appreciate that the implementation of a new IA Commission and the details of the role of the Commissioner are included in this report. I anticipate that it will
be a difficult task to coordinate hundreds of individual timelines and to have a fair process for the creation and enforcement of these timelines. I feel that the Commission
will likely handle this situation well, leading to a fair and efficient system that works well for the proponent and the government.
I believe that adding more time for the planning phase will be beneficial in the long run. The panel is on the right track when they stated they want to incorporate adaptive
management (AM) and project-specific timelines. “One size fits fall” certainly doesn’t apply to all projects. AM and project-specific timelines will allow a project to get the
time it needs to hear public opinion and also the convenience of changing things along the way that doesn't work for the the project. However, I feel that the extra time
and costs might not go over very well with all proponents. More money and dragging out the project start date won’t make the proponents very happy. The panel states
that by doing so, a project will have the ability to gain a “social licence” which means more public support and less conflict, protests and court battles. I believe this will
work, but I think the proponents will need convincing. This new IA process will have to be compared to the past process, to compare costs and be able to provide
evidence that there is greater benefit to this new process. But then again, this is exactly where AM will fit in.
I am happy to see that the panel is suggesting a project-by-project basis to consider the specific context and issues each project may present. I think that in the past
dealing with tight timelines can present issues when natural disasters occur, such as the wildfires in Fort McMurray this previous summer. One thing in the panel’s
recommendation that concerns me is their recommendation to have the timelines determined by all proponents: provincial, municipal, Indigenous representatives and the
public. I just have a hard time understanding how a person of the public would be able to recommend a timeline with equivalence to the recommendation of that of a
scientist. I do like how they have proposed to streamline the process putting more weight on the planning and study phase. I think there needs to be more thought going
into the project before assessing the environmental impacts and the possible negative outcomes of the project.
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Trying to put a time limit on the EIA process is tricky, and could undermine the whole process. The idea of this new system is to allow for more consultation, which takes
time to do effectively. In order for all stakeholders to be happy with a project it takes time to hash out the details, and determine if mitigation of risks is even possible.
There doesn’t seem to be a point in estimating the time for the process and setting guidelines, especially if they can be extended, with a reason. This estimate would
most likely not even be helpful for proponent budgeting purposes. I think that the EIA process will overall take less time with the consultation in the planning phase, but
trying to estimate it when the process is new will just lead to some inaccurate guesses that will not be helpful to the proponent.
3.4 There are several dilemmas that arise with the current timeline for most EIAs. Factors like time constraints can result in unforeseen costs and may compromise the
projects development. I agree that these obstacles need to be addressed in order to maintain an EIA process that is sound, predictable, and reliable. I believe that when
timelines were first introduced under the CEAA 2012, assessments became more straightforward. However, I do not think that high efficiency equates to an effective IA
process and therefore can relate to why participants said that “timelines should be more flexible” depending on the project to successfully incorporate the framework of
sustainability. I agree that the timeline of a project should consider its individual issues and a “one-size fits all” method will not suffice. To accommodate for the
discrepancy of timelines created for each project, I agree that a heavy emphasis on a Planning Phase would be essential to this goal. This way, there is early public
engagement to determine the issues most associated with Valued Components in regards to sustainability goals. I think that this is a good idea so that the next phase
can determine specific timelines in order to eliminate uncertainties related with costs.
Establishing timelines on environmental assessments that need require public participation can be challenging and may not necessarily be effective. If the IA wants to
include a variety of representatives, having an estimated timeline can establish guidelines but if they can be waived, there is no need to implement one, especially in the
planning phase. I agree that the new framework is more efficient by making the decision process shorter and issues are more focused, however, if it is more costly to
only have a single authority to finalize the decision, is it worth it? If the federal level has to deal with more assessments this may also negatively effect estimated timelines
and the IA panel should consider reallocating funds to create more authority positions to either accept or reject project proposals. This can make the assessment time
feasible and more projects potentially passed in a given timeframe.
It can be challenging to balance time and cost concerns with effective environmental assessment procedures, but I believe that this section of the report successfully
addresses the most important issues. Introducing flexible project-by-project timelines that are established during the new planning phase is a considerable improvement
over the rigid structure put in place by CEAA 2012. Allowing for public concerns to be voiced early in the development stage clarifies objectives for the assessment and
prevents additional requests for information that can lengthen the process. The only real concern of mine is that the Commissioner retains the authority to finalize the
assessment agreement, which signals the end of the planning period. While I agree that this is necessary to avoid stalling of proceedings by project opponents, I worry
that this authority may potentially be viewed as discriminatory and cause an adversarial reaction during highly controversial projects. Does the government have a
strategy on how to handle this issue in a sensitive manner, perhaps by introducing an appeal system at this stage? Having an appeal process available at both the
commencement and conclusion of the assessment may help to reduce potentially time-consuming and costly litigation procedures following the final decision.
I agree with the panel report, they seemed to have taken the participants concerns seriously and have greatly decreased the decision making phase. The issues are
more focused because the participants are engaging earlier and thus the amount of uncertainty decreases. While the new process will cost more than is spent on
environmental assessments currently, they additional cost would be mainly form completing more assessments due to the more streamlined process. In the long run the
new process will allow more Impact Assessments to be done which will result in a boost to the industry. The Panel's recommendation of further monitoring of the new
process suggests future adjustments will be made if needed.
Though I believe that having a timeline for IA completion is important, flexibility is also required. Predictions can be useful, but they are not always correct. As such, I
believe that some flexibility depending on the project at hand should be necessary, seeing as each project is often unique in that it has its own specific guidelines to
follow. At the same time, organizations who implement IA must not let a flexible time to completion become filled with unwarranted excuses that would allow proponents
to abuse the extra time that as been awarded. I agree with what is being accommodated by looking at project-specific guidelines rather than one ruling guideline. The
diversity of aspects that this covers in terms of the overall IA seems to benefit multiple groups on both sides of the projects (government, proponent, and community). I
believe it is a good idea to have specific estimates of cost and time for each phase of a project and as mentioned earlier there should be some flexibility associated with
all phases. Stochastic events can happen that nobody can predict, and I think that the IA process will be much more efficient and trusted by the public if their practices
Timelines are an essential component of the IA process, and I believe that project-specific timelines are a step in the right direction. A project-by-project basis of
judgement will allow for a higher level of predictability of costs and actual timeline, and provide more specific assessment. The earlier start date would also allow for more
public participation and more evaluation of input for the determination of timelines from proponents and provincial, municipal, and Indigenous representatives. But, the
considerations of all different groups might result in conflict and may make the process more difficult. I do, however, agree that the switch in decision- making from the
Minister or Cabinet to the Commissioner does make sense, as it would speed up the process without sacrificing an in-depth understanding of the IA.
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The panel mentions that there is an increasing disconnect between federal and provincial sectors and as per section 2.2. It is imperative that all jurisdictions become
more aligned in their IA processes to minimize delays. I am uncertain as to how effective the panels suggestion of creating individual timelines for projects will be. I would
perceive this to create more uncertainty for proponents as under the current system they have a rough idea how long the process will take on the government side.
Furthermore, the old system of “stopping the clock” when the onus was placed on a proponent to answer questions provided incentive for the proponent to provide
accurate and comprehensive data as quickly as possible. It also gave incentive from the beginning of the project for proponents to provide as much information as they
could on biophysical components to prevent any costly delays. Therefore, providing additional incentive outside of regulation to provide comprehensive IAs. There was
also no explanation of what will occur if the timeline is not met or how a proponent can affect the process by stalling with new information.
While I acknowledge that costs and timelines are important I feel that it is imperative that IA are done thoroughly and thus costs should not restrain IAs. I like the shift
from current to proposed process as it allows public participation before a project has been defined. This will increase trust and transparency, which are key points
throughout the Panels review. By taking the time in the beginning to hear concerns and needs this can streamline the process. This will facilitate streamlining, as this will
allow the next phases to flow smoothly without any additional stakeholder concerns and the IA requirements set out. However, I recognize that including so many
opinions in the planning phase can cause delays as no decisions can be made. To navigate this barrier a framework for involvement should be put in place. Another
concern is will there be penalties for not meeting cost and time constraints? And who will take the burden of these penalties?
I agree that the IA should include estimates of costs and length of time for each section of the IA. Amendments to the estimates can be made if the costs or times
change. I believe the IA should implement resources and education to proponents on whether their project needs an IA, what type, and planning guideline for developing
the IA. The use of education for proponents on time and costs estimates for the IA completion will increase overall success and efficiency of the IA process.
A concern of the time and cost discipline is in times of emergency, such as the Fort McMurray, AB wildfire. During an emergency, the IA approval and creation may be
slowed down, so the there should be an extension of time allowed that is unrestricted for the IA to be completed. The extension period can then be further assessed after
the emergency, and a new deadline agreed upon.
I like the fact that the panel realizes that the current timelines for an IA are inefficient and not the best approach. I especially agree with the panel’s proposal to create
timelines on a case-to-case basis to ensure a more streamlined process. This idea will employ cost and time savings not only to the government, but the proponent as
well. The flexibility in the process is very important, especially when something unexpected comes up.
Figure 4. (Current vs. Proposed Process) in section 3.4.1 is a great visual to show the recommendations. I believe that focusing and increasing the time spent on
planning the project will reduce problems and increase efficiency project as a whole.
Overall it will be beneficial to the IA process if project specific timelines are created. However, this may become more time consuming when it comes to determining the
timeline for the study phase. The Panel suggests that provincial, municipal, public and indigenous representatives should all contribute to determining timelines for the
study phase. This seems to contradict the idea of streamlining the process because incorporating these different stakeholders will take time especially when they may
have different ideas on how long different studies may take. Rather than doing this, it may be useful to have the Commission work with the proponents and committees
who will be completing the studies and collaborate on a timeline. This can then be brought to the public for approval.
It is not explained who the commissioner is or how the timeline is generated. Is it reasonable to assume that the entirety of the planning phase happens after the IA has
been accepted as necessary? If not the majority of time and effort will be conducted before it becomes apparent that an IA is even necessary. This seems
counterproductive as a lot of time will be spent on every project planning when if an IA is not needed than they would have wasted their time planning when there are
more efficient uses of their time. If all of the described plan happens after it has already been decided an IA is necessary than I believe that it is a good plan that will allow
for a standardized process and will even help public participation and understanding in each project.
Timeline are ideal, allowing all those involved in the IA process to set goals and abide by the same deadlines, but timeline extension should be only granted under
extenuating circumstances (i.e. the Fort McMurray Wildfires) that interrupt assessments. The one-size-fits all timeline approach; I propose a two timeline approach very
similar to the Panels recommendations. One initial timeline that will be one-size-fits all, which allocates a set amount of time to research how much time will be necessary
for a specific project. This would secure an adequate and predictable timeline to conduct public participation and indigenous consideration, without the threat of being cut
due to cost saving measures. The second timeline to determine based on project-specific requirements and accommodations recommended by the Panel.
Clear and predicable requirements and timelines would be highly beneficial to all parties involved in IA’s. I agree with the panels recommendation as I understand that the
timeline and cost will vary depending on the project as projects vary quite a bit in size and scope. An option could be that differ categories of projects have different
timelines that way there isn’t a one size fits all approach which doesn’t seem to work under CEAA 2012. It should not however so project specific that there are no set
timelines and proponents don’t know how long the review will take. A balance of this will need to be found between the two.
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It’s good to see a timeline for projects taken into consideration. A large part of the new and improved program was to streamline process and not have lengthy and
repetitive regulatory approval processes. I think the significant changes proposed will be hard to allow for a streamlined process. This section says that the project
timeline will be considered for each individual process and what the project entails, doesn’t this qualify as yet another regulatory review process that could take additional 3.4 - Discipline in Impact
time. Many changes have been broughtforward in the new IA process all of which I project to be more time consuming. More man power and training is needed and we
Assessment Time and
can always project that there will be problems brought forward when the new process is implemented. Hopefully this doesn’t affect timelines of projects to much,
Costs
otherwise the purpose of speeding up the process has been defeated.
I agree that timelines need to be predictable to allow companies to properly prepare for the timeline length and cost. These things are essential to helping companies
manage their resources for an IA properly and understanding response time to the demands asked of them. To have project specific timelines may help certain projects. I
believe this recommendation to create estimates on cost and timeline for each phase will create additional work that is not required to complete the IA. However, the
information coming from the estimate will ensure the company is transparent about everything in order to understand the estimate is as accurate as possible. I do think
that creating estimates is a waste of money and resources but if there can be a standard procedure to create an estimate with individual information for each IA; the
estimate could be beneficial to industry and possibly others. One thing that worries me is that the IA could be significantly streamlined and significant impacts missed
because of this. There should be a standard lowest timeline in place to avoid this problem.
Having projects be case by case for IA timelines is good as it will allow for there to be the correct amount of time allocated to the projects IA so that there can be full and
proper assessment done, as long as the allocation is given on a basis that is for environmental benefit and not other motives. It is also beneficial to have the proponents
streamline the IA process by having there be early community engagement that will be taken into account in the IA timelines. The specific mechanisms in which the
guidance to the parties about the expected project IA timeline by the case would require further explanation and work so that there would be proper guidance to other
parties so that they would be able to fully understand the project timeline.
(3.4.1)The implementation of a planning phase in IA presents many advantages. In specific, where it is mentioned that “proponents undertake community engagement
early and on their own initiatives” demonstrates the ability for public participation is available early on in the project life cycle which is beneficial. Using a project-specific
timeline estimates is a good idea because it inaccurate to propose a single timeline that numerous different projects must conform to. Given more flexibility with timelines,
I agree with the requirement for regular reports on whether timelines are being successfully met. Granted more flexible timelines does not subsequently mean more
flexibility in upholding to such timelines. One point that this section fails to mention is the consequences for failing to meet these timelines.
Unexpected delays often lead to the pushback of IA processes under current standards (Legislative timelines under CEAA 2012). I agree with the Panel that project
specific timelines should be used rather than the “one size fits all” approach that is currently being implanted to establish effective timelines. However, I believe that
implementing an Impact Assessment Commission at the beginning of the planning phase to pre-determine applicable time and money allowances would lead to extra
unnecessary costs and time spent on the actual Planning phase itself. The Panel states that although the planning phase would lead to assessment beginning earlier, the
project development would not be lengthened. I do not agree with this, as although it would allow for early ID of impacts, the impacts should also be noted during other
phases therefore leaving the only real purpose of the Planning Phase being to set time/money constraints on components of the project. I believe that the Planning
Phase should be looped into other phases, setting time limits etc. during the planning of individual components as they occur rather than planning in advance. This is due
to economic fluctuations, and the apparent unpredictability of problems pertaining to the project components themselves.
In Section 3.4 Discipline in IA Time and Costs, I agree with their recommendation. Currently, the process is set up with rigid deadlines and the inability to adjust to
different projects ‘context and issues. It is a situation where one idea will not fit all scenarios. In order to resolve the issue, the Panel recommended a new assessment
process design where the process deadlines and costs will be determined project by project. The new design also allows the public to participate in the IA process a
great deal sooner. This recommendation will allow the process to become more streamlined which was one of the original goals in CEAA 2012 that was not met.
I strongly agree with approach of having a time frame for IAs, although there should be little flexibility depending on the need of the project (project-to-project basis). This
flexibility should be provided regarding public participation and evidence collection. The approach followed by the panel is clearly explained with a figure and strongly
indicates towards the better assessment and designing of prospective projects and ultimately strengthening the IA framework. I agree that with the notion that more time
spent in the planning phase, more streamlined will be the progress of the project in the future. The recommendation of the panel regarding the estimates of the costs and
timeline for each phase of the assessment is appreciable, but more work needs to be done in specifying the regularity patterns of reporting the success in achieving
I agree with the decision of the panel that the IA authority should be required to develop an estimate of the cost and timeline for the IA and report regularly on these
estimates. Time and cost are important for proponents to know as it allows them to plan better and use their resources accordingly. That being said, I believe there
should be a margin of error given to the IA authority concerning the estimates. Even though, the figure 4 clearly shows how the proposed process will result in less
uncertainties and better estimates of time and costs, each project is unique to its environment and province and anything can come up during the IA. However, I believe
the IA authority has to a higher standard when it comes to reporting regularly. Regular reports would allow the proponents to be aware of the situations and could even
increase the active participations of the public and indigenous people as new information come out. If all the stakeholders are reported to regularly, there is a better
chance for issues to be resolved faster. This would help build the trust of the public and indigenous communities in the IAs and show the IA authority transparency.
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828

23/04/2017

Brad Jones

3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Assessment Time and
Costs

I agree!
I wholeheartedly agree.

829

29/04/2017

Tara Lockhart

830

03/05/2017

Rick Palmer

Welcome efficient, predictable federal environmental assessment processes that provide safeguards to protect all Canadians. The Expert Panel Report provides
recommendations to improve the federal assessment such as a ‘single window’ which is encouraged and most not impinge upon regimes already in place.

831

03/05/2017

Robert Huck

The time and costs should be defined prior to the planning phase. Doing otherwise will create unnecessary delays and resources costs, as well as disrupt the levels of
trust among all stakeholders. The process needs to be sufficiently predictable else this will significantly impact development throughout the country.

832

03/05/2017

Susi E

Yes, we must stop ploughing ahead in the interests of Corporations who only care about profit. We must stop allowing Corporate profit to trample on the well-being of
Canadian people. Canadians should have the right to be well by ensuring it becomes law.

833

04/05/2017

Canadian
Association of
Physicians for the
Environment

834

04/05/2017

Stuart Juzda

835

04/05/2017

Rebecca Peters

836

04/05/2017

Brady Balicki

837

04/05/2017

Kirsten Ketilson

838

04/05/2017

Jon Henderson

839

04/05/2017

Thevenot

840

04/05/2017

Charlene B

841

05/05/2017

Ontario Rivers
Alliance

I like the idea of there being financial fines that will affect the individual politicians on a personal level put in place just like with construction companies if they don't hold
to their deadlines.

3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Assessment Time and
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Assessment Time and
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Assessment Time and
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Assessment Time and
Costs

There is a need for some discipline in timing and costs, of course, but this must be balanced against the need for a just outcome and a truly inclusive assessment. The
McDonald Commission that examined Canada's security services (and led to the creation of CSIS) took several years to do its work, and its report was widely accepted. 3.4 - Discipline in Impact
The process of approving Bill C-51, which proceeded at breakneck speed through the process of approval and enactment, has been one of the most controversial acts of Assessment Time and
legislation in Canadian history. There are movements for "slow food", "slow living" and "slow money"; there is a need for "slow impact assessments" too -- not so slow as
Costs
to be non-functional, but slow enough to get it right the first time.
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
It is clear in this section that developmental obectives are a primary concern and environmental issues are ignored. The terminology of the word stakeholders implies that
Assessment Time and
some interests are more important than the concerns of everyone in the environment.
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Timelines and costs should be bounded by certain and predictable requirements that are supported by clear guidance and standards and not subject to external
Assessment Time and
influences.
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Development of a project-specific time/cost after the completion of the planning phase will result in an unpredictable process. Project timelines and cost must be directed
Assessment Time and
by predictable requirements - supported by transparent guidance and standards pertaining to sustainability assessment.
Costs
I don't agree that time and costs for a project assessment should be completely unknown, uncertain and unpredictable until after the completion of the planning phase. I 3.4 - Discipline in Impact
think that the timeline and cost for all phases of the assessment must be bounded by certain and predictable requirements that can be adjusted depending on the nature
Assessment Time and
of the project.
Costs
Estimates for costs and timelines for all phases of the assessment should be based on predictable upfront requirements rather than estimated by the IA authority for
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
each phase of each project. The proposal will burden the IA authority and will add uncertainty which will make it difficult for proponents to accurately assess the viability
Assessment Time and
of potential projects.
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Re 3.4.2: It is unclear where this additional funding would come from, our approximately how much it could entail. The increased cost should also include an estimate for
Assessment Time and
loss of investment due to procedural complexity/uncertainty.
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Transparent guidance and standards are needed. Timelines and costs should be bounded and predictable to ensure adequate planning and resources at the outset
Assessment Time and
rather than after an extensive planning phase.
Costs
A major factor in timelines for EA processes to date has been the lack of trust, and the resulting build-up of public and Indigenous resistance to proponents and projects.
This can only be turned around with a well-functioning, inclusive, thorough, open and transparent IA process. Streamlining cannot leave out essential IA components or
meaningful consultation, and each project should be considered unique.
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Assessment Time and
Proponent-led project planning and consultation does not work because it encourages arrogance, secrecy, and short-cuts, which in turn breeds mistrust.
Costs
ORA recommends that a single independent authority direct the IA, and be responsible for facilitating consultation, planning and timing of projects.
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05/05/2017

Wayne Summach

843

05/05/2017

Anne Gent

844

05/05/2017

Shane Borchardt

845

05/05/2017

The Federation of
Canadian
Municipalities (FCM)

846

05/05/2017

Northern Health
Authority of BC

847

05/05/2017

Q'ul-lhanumutsun
Aquatic Resources
Society

848

05/05/2017

Greater Vancouver
Board of Trade

849

05/05/2017

Elizabeth May

850

05/05/2017

John Takala

851

05/05/2017

Anna Johnston,
West Coast
Environmental Law

852

05/05/2017

Meg Sears for
Prevent Cancer Now

853

08/04/2017

Nicholas Brown

3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Assessment Time and
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
You would not accept a job without knowing what your hours or salary would be - why would you go into an assessment process without any clear definition of timelines
Assessment Time and
and costs?
Costs
For proponents to have confidence in the process, timelines need to be set and followed. Although the proposal does have mandatory timelines, these do not start until
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
after a lengthy planning process. This has the potential for uncertainty and could lead to development in other jurisdictions taking precedence over Canadian
Assessment Time and
development.
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Before beginning an IA process, timelines should be determined for its planning, study and decision phases, on a project-by-project basis, and these should allow for due
Assessment Time and
consideration to be given to local and municipal concerns.
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
Northern Health is in support of the recommendations contained in this section of the report.
Assessment Time and
Costs
QARS supports the project-by-project development of timeline and cost predictions. A one-size-fits-all approach has not worked in the past to increase efficiency. Project3.4 - Discipline in Impact
by-project considerations does not mean unlimited time or costs. It means working with effected communities to plan and efforts to adhere to such plans. If we are rushed
Assessment Time and
to review projects based on arbitrary timelines, that does not respect our Right and Title, or our time and knowledge. Regional planning in key areas and cumulative
Costs
impact assessments done ahead of project proposals will also help to streamline projects and ensure that data is available early in the process.
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
We agree with the Expert Panel on the importance of ensuring that project implementation is in line with the IA process. However, there are concerns amongst our
Assessment Time and
members that the administrative burden of compliance may be too onerous.
Costs
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
While this has long been recommended, it has never been evenly or even sparsely applied. It is well worth adopting.
Assessment Time and
Costs
I do not share the view summarized in the figure that the proposed IA process will result in less uncertainties in the process as it progresses. Given the experience of at
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
least several decades with environmental assessment it is reasonable expect that overall time and cost guidelines can be developed for broad classes of projects and
Assessment Time and
these must be adhered to. A project-specific approach that is not defined until after an extensive planning stage is unacceptable and will be a significant barrier for
Costs
investment into Canada.
We strongly support the Panel’s finding that it will be necessary to increase federal capacity and funding of IA, and that that investment is important for delivering a
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
trusted (and we would add more effective) IA process. While we support removing timelines altogether from IA, the Panel’s proposed approach of determining cost and
Assessment Time and
time estimates in individual assessments seems workable.
Costs
A Canadian National Centre of Excellence in Environmental Health could support data and analyses necessary to carry out IAs, and subsequent monitoring, and to
3.4 - Discipline in Impact
develop the science over the long term. This would ensure that expertise and reliable resources are in place to provide scientific backup in a timely and predictable
Assessment Time and
fashion, once data is in place.
Costs
Although the Panel’s proposal to conduct Regional Impact Assessments is well meaning, when it comes to the goal of providing a streamlined process for project IA,
there may exist issues. In order to meaningfully understand multiple project’s interactions and cumulative effects on a regional scale, this will require a great deal of effort
on the body doing the assessment and if done improperly will necessarily hinder the development of all projects within the region. In addition, the assumption by the
3.5 - Regional Impact
Panel that the process of regional assessment will be very similar to a single-project assessment is also somewhat flawed, given that due to the complexity of a regional
Assessment
system with far more variables and relationships to take into account, this will be a daunting task to say the least. This is not to say that Regional IA plans should not be
developed, as they will provide a great deal of insight to how each valued component interacts. Therefore, more thought should be given to the timeline expected for
these assessments to be completed, as well as an addendum to analyze interactive effects of valued components on one another across a regional scale within their
I do not agree. Timeline and cost for all phases of the assessment must be limited by certain and predictable requirements that are supported by transparent guidance
and standards on sustainability assessment.
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09/04/2017

857

09/04/2017

858

11/04/2017

859

11/04/2017

860

12/04/2017

Grayson Wagner

As outlined in the document, I feel the regional IA has great potential not only as a tool for future IAs, but also as baseline data for a variety of potential projects and
studies within the area. Of course it requires some predictions of future resource use and development, which will be limited in only knowing of the technology used now,
but there is nothing that can be done about that. Hopefully these IAs will be implemented with the same attention to federal lands as to provincial and possibly private
lands if possible, assuming cooperation between all jurisdictions can be implemented as seamlessly as possible. With climate change, "cumulative impacts" on federal
lands may almost be a given in many places, which will require some discernment.
The establishment of thresholds is a good idea, though may also have to be "living" data, in that as baseline conditions change (especially due to climate change),
thresholds can be altered if discretion allows.

The Panel lists how Regional IAs may address five important objectives of the IA process, highlighting that objectives are most efficiently met with co-operation between
proponents and various level of government. I agree with a need for Regional IAs, as well as a need for cooperation to achieve successful Regional IAs.
The Panel proposed to used Regional IAs as a baseline against which project-specific impacts can be added. I agree with this, as efficiency is increased, while allowing
cumulative impacts to be addressed. However, to prevent Projects scapegoating on outdated Regional IAs, I propose that the Federal Government ensures that
Regional IA’s are re-evaluated at an agreed-upon frequency. (Perhaps every 5 years, given current rate of ecological change).
Melanie de Kappelle
The Panel proposes that Regional IAs should be required starting in two specific cases, and there should be a transitional period which leads up to Canada-wide
requirements for regional IAs. I believe this is appropriate. I propose that the data to be obtained from these regional IAs should be included in an open-access federal
database, such that proponents operating in areas not currently requiring regional IAs can show initiative and make use of the data, to be as environmentally responsible
as possible.
I agree with the need for a regional assessment, particularly in regards to cumulative effects, which is a subject which requires a great deal more attention. However, I
believe that regional assessment could have a place beyond places where there may be cumulative effects for federal interest. The term ‘federal interest’ sounds very
B. Yakimets
limited to me, and I believe there could be value in requiring regional assessments for more than federal interests. Of course this depends on how broad this term is. I do,
however, agree with the goal for co-operative approaches, as well as establishing regional thresholds and goals, as I believe this will streamline the process and reduce
uncertainty, while also taking into account other values.
Implementing regional IA will be an extremely important component of the new assessment process and it may be worth exploring how it could be implemented in more
than just areas of federal interest. Regional IAs will allow for a more streamlined project IA as baseline conditions will have already been recorded and ideally ongoing
monitoring will be occurring in the area. This will reduce costs, improve sampling efficiency, and provide a strong starting point for any further IAs that may need to be
Erin Kohler
done in the area. However regional interests should be taken into account as well as federal interests, such as protecting jobs and culturally significant areas, and in the
conservation of watersheds. To begin the Regional IA process it may be necessary to start with completing regional IAs in areas of federal interest or where cumulative
impacts are likely to occur as a priority and then begin phasing in regional interests and considering basing more regional IAs on those interests.
Regional Impact Assessment is a very important tool to investigate cumulative impacts in a region, since many projects do not need to carry a Federal Impact
Assessment. Together, the direct and indirect impacts caused by small activities can generate cumulative effects that might impact (negatively or positively) the region in
Raiany Dias de
a great extent. In this sense, few activities are required to undertake Federal IA, and many small activities are not required, but all activities are responsible for
Andrade Silva
cumulative effects. The challenge here, might be not misunderstanding jurisdictions in this situation. A proponent required to undertake a provincial environmental
assessment might not be aware of the Federal Regional IA if this information is not explicit.
Almost all participants agreed that regional Impact Assessments are needed and that they could especially help with the assessment of cumulative effects. Regional
Impact Assessments can also increase the efficiency of project Impact Assessments, aid in communicating with the federal government on projects to be implemented in
the region, and assist in establishing relationships with stakeholders in the region. I agree with the Panel that the implementation of regional Impact Assessments would
allow individual projects to focus on their own impacts and how their project may contribute to cumulative effects in the region through increased access to data that has
Jamie Card
been collected in the region. This is a huge positive as the process of project Impact Assessments will be sped up which will increase efficiency and save time and
resources for all stakeholders involved. My one point of contention with this section is that I believe regional Impact Assessments can additionally prove useful and
should be implemented in situations that do not involve federal interests. I am curious if regional Impact Assessments could be implemented on a provincial scale to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the entire process of Impact Assessments.
I agree with the implementation of Regional Impact Assessment as it could be a good tool to delegate baseline condition assessment and land planning problems to a
regional level. It could be more efficient as baseline information would be accumulated throughout all projects, and would be more readily available for future projects. It
Victoria Masquillier would also result in better co-ordination between projects and decreased cumulative effects and fragmentation if done properly. It could also help to have Regional
Impact Assessment in situations in which there would be better understanding of regional interests such as the engagement of First Nations groups. It might also be
easier to build trust in the process at a regional level.
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12/04/2017

Laura Hjartarson

862

12/04/2017

Melissa

863

12/04/2017

Jamie G.

864

12/04/2017

Casi Bouchie

865

12/04/2017

Haley Quadros

866

12/04/2017

Pauline Hondl

867

12/04/2017

Julie Jodoin

868

12/04/2017

Lars

In agreement with what the panel reports, I think the regional impact assessments would be a great tool to improve project IAs and increase information available,
specifically for cumulative impact studies. Additionally, it may be able to help decide if and where other projects in the area should be set up. Including a regional impact
assessment is a more calculated approach to the environmental assessment as a whole. By incorporating more regional cumulative effects into the assessment, we can
have a greater understanding of the environment effects early on, and be able to avoid rather than mitigate. This will reduce both financial and environmental costs. In
the future, I hope to see a requirement for regional IAs to be imposed in more areas than as required in the two cases.
Since it is unlikely that a project within one area will have no effects on another within that same area, I am fully in agreement with conducting regional IAs. The potential
to combine project assessments into regional IAs would also go a long way in helping to reduce the time required for IAs since the amount of separate assessments
required would be reduced. Numerous projects may be approved separately in an area under the current IA regime, whereas if regional IAs are used “broader-scale
issues [could be resolved]” before they actually become a problem. I think that adding the second ‘case’ or stipulation where regional IAs should be required is a good
idea since activities on any lands adjacent to federally owned lands are also likely to affect outcomes of assessments on federal projects. Having a list of regions where
regional IAs should be conducted would give both proponents and the public an idea of what they can expect, and therefore will continue to foster open relationships and
If the Panel wants to introduce regional IAs, then they should be putting more emphasis on collaborating with the provincial, territorial and municipal governments who
know their regions better than the federal government. It’s good to have a priority list if they want to gradually introduce a regional IA, but this could be a very long
transition, and cumulative effects aren’t going to stop and wait for the transition process to catch up. They should develop a strict and concise timeline to prevent from
dragging out the process because there are probably other important things that may be worth the time instead. If a regional IA will be so beneficial then why not just
implement it right away, as they will provide information to project IAs themselves and that will save time there.
Introducing regional IA’s is an important first step towards addressing concerns of cumulative environmental impacts within an area. Environmental scientists are
increasingly focused on the “bigger picture” in regards to managing for habitat loss, threatened species, and the maintenance of healthy and functioning ecosystems. The
report suggests that many of the regional IA’s should be proactive and conducted before development begins in an area. Clearly, different regions in Canada have been
affected to different extents by human activity and industrial development. While I don’t want to see new developments in a sensitive region that is already stressed by
the burden of numerous projects, I worry that the regional IA’s may make it easier to undertake projects in untouched, pristine areas of wilderness. I would also like to
see specific timelines included in the new legislation about how often regional IA’s will be required to be reassessed to ensure they have the most relevant and current
data. Leaving it at a directive of “periodically” means that projects may unknowingly reach environmental thresholds from which our resources and lands may not be able
to recover. Because of this, regional IA’s should be required to be reviewed in a standard period of time.
The Panel has suggested two scenarios in which a regional IA should be required. One of which is when there is potential for, or existing cumulative impacts on many
federal interests. However, it is not clarified how the relative presence or absence of cumulative effects will be assessed. Nor the threshold level at which they will
classify as being of federal interest. The development of a schedule of regions requiring a regional IA may aid in addressing the aforementioned problem. However, it is
prudent that some assessment occurs on a case-by-case basis for those projects that do not immediately fall on the schedule. This addition will account for the fact that
the scale and degree of cumulative impacts depends not only on the types of projects being carried out, but the circumstances of the region itself (ie. its productive
capacity, sensitivity, identified critical habitat etc.) It can be argued that regional considerations should always be a part of the IA process as its important to view projects
in a broader context to better identify and mitigate their potential impacts.
I agree with the panel report because more detailed information would help participants not only on the regional level but also on the federal levels. Having a regional
impact assessment could provide data on what impacts a project may have and if they are cumulative or not. Thus helping federal authority based projects in the future.
Baseline data will be a great timesaver for all if all of the different government agencies can co-operate to compile it. Community relations will also benefit from the
panel's decision, building trust with the surrounding Indigenous groups. The Regional Impact Assessment will streamline and smooth the project Impact Assessment.
The proposed regional IA process’s emphasis on cumulative impacts is very promising, since most projects will have a cumulative effect on any region with the growing
amount of development being proposed. This will also help to streamline project IAs by providing baseline conditions and identified impacts on valued components,
reducing time and costs needed. The cooperative approach with federal jurisdiction to regional IAs, and the inclusion of Indigenous law and jurisdiction are also a step in
the right direction, but I think that this section does not put enough emphasis on cooperation with municipal and provincial jurisdiction. These smaller scales of
government would have a more intimate knowledge of particular regions, making them a valuable source of information and resources. I also believe that a transition
period is a good idea, as long as it is relatively brief. A long, dragged out transition will simply put, lead to frustration.
I think that further development of regional IAs into the current IA framework would help maintain the sustainability of Canada's natural resource development. This
method of assessment would greatly benefit areas such as northern Alberta where cumulative effects are become a concern due to oil and gas exploration. However, I
do not believe that implementing a regional IA can meet all five of the key objectives mentioned. If the goal is to increase the rigor of the current system and enhance
sustainability this would be a great addition to the process. This appears to be the direction of the last four objectives outlined in the section. If the goal is to streamline
the process as mentioned in the first objective however, this may not be the best tool to achieve that. I think that the panel has underestimated the complexity of
compiling and analyzing data from across a region, determining how different pollution sources interact and then establishing a proper order of causation. I do not think
the implementation of this form of IA will attribute to streamlining the IA process.
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Jennifer Weeks
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Shawn
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Kristina
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Carl Thiele
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Amber Longacre
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Felysia
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Abigayle
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12/04/2017

Martijn Dieleman

A regional impact assessment is a valuable process that should have been utilized all along. I think that local and regional impact assessments should be combined
together to predict overall environmental impact. It is amazing regional impact assessment have not been carried out in Canada. Sensitive areas especially, like
wetlands, need a regional assessment done. For example, if a wetland is drained for a Project this affect the hydrology of unknown amounts of surrounding area. To only
do a local impact assessment is insufficient. The wording of this section is also very vague. The scope of the project, the type, the biophysical components involved and
the region that the project is conducted in all need to be addressed to carry out a proper impact assessment.
Implementing these Regional Impact Assessments will be an important tool in determining the overall and cumulative effects on a region. Since the effect of many
projects together can cause a larger impact than just one, these will be important for ensuring the sustainability of the landscape as a whole. Even though certain projects
may not require an IA, many in the same area can still be detrimental to an area and thus it must be monitored. Especially of concern should be threats of fragmentation,
and also wetland and peat land loss. Small amounts of these impacts may not be a problem, however when they are combined on a regional scale they can have large
impacts on the health of the landscape.
I agree with the recommendation that regional IAs should be conducted where cumulative impacts may occur or already exist on federal lands or marine areas. This both
removes the IA from the federal system that can be rather time consuming and dragged out into the provincial or local systems (which generally have a more
comprehensive understanding of their environment and ecosystems), but it still contributes data that can be used in future federal IAs if needed. Particularly in the boreal
forest where we are seeing an increase in cumulative effects of fragmentation of the surrounding ecosystem, regional IAs would provide more focused data in a shorter
period of time than a federal IA would.
The use of regional IAs could help account for activities that do not require an IA under CEAA 2012 designated projects. The Regional IAs should also take into account
cumulative effects between provincial and territorial borders and within provinces and territories by providing a platform for cooperation. Regional IAs could also help
rural communities to share their concerns with all levels of government about future development prior to development taking place. In addition, once regional IAs have
been completed it will help set the baseline conditions which could aid in determining if and how any future activities occurring in the area should be dealt with
I think this assessment will be useful and determining cumulative impacts within a designated area will help to determine how projects impact areas. I think we commonly
overlook the cumulative issues projects can create and identifying them will allow us to see a complete picture of impacts. Analyzing these cumulative effects will help us
the evaluate the sustainability of our resources. I think we also need to consider that in some regions there is heavy industrial activity. If every company were to gather
this data for similar projects we would have a huge amount of data and information gathered that is overlapped. It is difficult to coordinate specific boundaries associated
with similar projects, yet we don’t want this huge pile of data all to be reviewed. I think this is a possible issue associated with this part in the IA process.
I completely agree with The Panel that regional IAs are essential because cumulative effects are increasing with each new industrial development. This is essential to be
aware of especially in terms of avoiding habitat fragmentation and other major damaging impacts to the surrounding environment. This information will allow easier
access for companies completing IAs to be aware how their project affects the cumulative effects in their regional area. I believe the wording The Panel used regarding if
regional IAs being conducted affects federal interests is too vague and limiting. There is no list to describe what federal interests are in this instance, which is worrisome
because I feel without the clear description there might be many impacts that are overlooked. The established thresholds and objectives sound like positive
recommendations that I agree with because these outline exactly how the regional impact assessment will be conducted.
I strongly agree that regional IA is needed. Regional assessments should have been included in the past because many issues regarding cumulative impacts could have
been addressed. The current EA process focusses on direct impacts but cumulative impacts in the long-term could have the largest impact. Habitat fragmentation,
wetland destruction and the removal of key stone species habitat is of major concern with the conservation of species. Additionally, regional IA’s could provide
Indigenous groups with an involvement opportunity. In the past, many of their treaty rights were violated and this could help protect them, which is listed under UNDRIP.
The regional IA is a strong movement towards sustainability because it could help assess if project development in some areas is sustainable for the future or if those
proposals would cause detrimental effects instead. Lastly, the regional IA could initially be very costly but as regional data becomes available this information could be
utilized for future research and future regional IA’s would have previously collected data to help determine cumulative impacts as well. The initial implementation of this
assessment could be difficult but the results, in the end, would be very beneficial.
I definitely agree that the implementation of a regional impact assessment will provide better information for management direction of cumulative impacts. Additionally, I
feel that including this is a huge step forward for environmental assessments in general, as impacts are typically only thought of within the context of a project area. I also
agree that this will help for understanding environmental status changes for the region, as this may bring previously unknown cumulative impacts to light and will help
increase understanding of large scale impacts that may occur. Further along, I mostly agree with the requirements for regional IA, especially so for areas that fall outside
of federal lands with potential for impacts, as this allows for the detection of large scale impacts across things like provincial boundaries, but I am still dissatisfied in terms
of details given for what constitutes federal interests.
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(3.5.1) The main recommendation is regional IAs required where there are existing or potential cumulative impacts. It is essential to examine cumulative impacts on a
broader regional context especially with the presence of sensitive ecosystems and other smaller projects that don’t require assessment but still pose impacts. I agree
with the ability of regional IA to improve IA efficiency and effectiveness from providing access to previously collected baseline data and other important local features.
Emily W
One point that fails to be mentioned is how often information gathered at a regional level will be updated/reassessed. Especially moving towards trends in climate
change, it is imperative that available data is up to date in order to provide accurate information to project IAs on “the current state of the environment, regional stressors,
and trends” that exist.
The regional impact assessment looks like an important feature of the panel’s recommendations. The regional impact assessment process, while important, runs the risk
of being prohibitively expensive. To place the burden of such an undertaking on the taxpayer, even for the areas of federal interest identified, will inflate an already
unacceptable federal budget. Conversely, to place the burden of cost on project proponents, runs the risk of dissuading some projects from proceeding until the regional
Jeff Anderson
impact assessment is in place. Unless this cost is somehow distributed, or significant cost reductions are realized in some other area, there is concern that the regional
impact assessments will go unrealized. Transparency, not only for the data and results of these regional impact assessments but for the budget for these assessments,
will be of utmost importance for them to have a positive impact on public perception.
I strongly agree that implementation of regional impact assessment is required for the addressing the cumulative effects in a better manner. I think that in the past the
cumulative effects pf the projects have been overlooked, and this approach will help in building a complete picture of the potential impacts. The establishment of
YADVINDER
particular thresholds and objective in the regional impact assessment will result in a positive manner as they will be capable of outlining how these regional assessments
BHARDWAJ
are to be conducted. These regional IA’s will also provide an open platform for the indigenous communities to share their concerns related to the development of the
project and gain trust and add their knowledge in setting baseline conditions.
In Section 3.5 Regional Impact Assessment, I agree with the recommendations because the current system seems inadequate. Presently, regional impact assessments
are allowed but have not been conducted. Instead a cumulative effects framework is created as part of a project IA which is not representative of the whole picture nor
Cassandra
does it guide the project IA. The Panel`s recommendation is that a regional IA is required when cumulative impacts are present or potentially present and is needed to
produce thresholds and objectives for project and federal usage. In addition, the IA authority will be required to keep track of and perform regional IAs that are needed.
Regional IAs will make the overall process run smoother.
Similar to SIAs, RIAs must be the responsibility of government as these are planning tools. If present, IAs must utilize the information, but in the absence of an RIA, the
Mark Wittrup
proponent should not be handicapped by its absence. RIAs, like SIAs, are really policy and planning tools for government.
Fully agree with the need for regional IAs under specific circumstances as outlined by the panel. What is not clear (and perhaps I missed it) was articulation of who leads
Dr. Monique Dube
the regional IA, how and why. The governance of a regional IA requires thought as does the methodology applied to support consistency across regional IAs.
Brad Jones

I agree!

Strategic and regional environmental or impact assessments can help provide information that would be of use to the review of individual project reviews, such as
baseline environmental information or an understanding of the scope and natural of indigenous rights. These exercises could also provide Canadians with additional
Canadian Chamber opportunities to make their voice heard on policy issues outside the scope of an individual project review. Our members support thee greater use of these tools by
of Commerce
governments, with one caution. Unless they are clearly distinct from the project review process, regional and strategic environmental assessments could become yet
another layer on an already complicated process and cause significant uncertainty and delay. It is essential that individual project reviews are not delayed due to a
pending or potential regional and strategic assessment, and that the costs of these non-project reviews be covered by governments.
The constitution clearly outlines the areas of responsibility of the federal and provincial governments. There is no role for the federal government to establish thresholds
on provincial land-use planning.
Robert Huck
The only jurisdiction for federal leadership involves federal lands and marine territories. Any intrusion of the federal government into other areas must be collaborative
and by request of provincial authorities.
I think regional impact assessments are essential in obtaining the full picture of impact. I also believe that regional environmental, local and Indigenous group should be
Susi E
seriously consulted.
Canadian
Association of
Good ideas here!
Physicians for the
Environment
This needs to be considered and agreed to as part of the cooperation between jurisdictions before a project undergoes the IA. Regulatory jurisdiction and involvement
Rebecca Peters
needs to be consistent between comparable projects.
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Jamie Kneen,
MiningWatch
Canada

As outlined, the triggers for Regional Impact Assessments are either undefined (e.g. consequential impact) or completely unprecedented. Broadly defined triggers could
result in a RIA for all developed regions in Canada. Further, the federal government does not have the jurisdiction to develop and implement thresholds that will influence
provincial/territorial land use planning activities. If implemented higher-level tiers of IA (either regional or strategic) should not be prerequisites to the completion of a
project-level IA.
I do not support the requirements and process for regional IA as outlined. The triggers are so broad as to imply a potential requirement to conduct regional IA in all
developed regions of Canada. I think federal regional IA should focus on areas under the sole jurisdiction of the federal government such as federal lands and marine
areas. Where a province or territory requests the involvement of the federal government, then an IA process should be undertaken collaboratively and not duplicate
existing cumulative effects management and land use planning or resource management processes. I don't think that completion of regional IA should be required for a
project IA to proceed.
It is unclear whether Aboriginal Groups would be willing to share their traditional knowledge with the federal government for use in RIA. It is also unclear what the costrecovery mechanism will be for RIA.
The process outlined can't be supported as the triggers are broad. The federal government would be imposing on decisions that should be made by provincial or
territorial jurisdictions. Federally-led regional IA should be limited to areas of their responsibility.
CPONS has noted the Report’s discussion regarding regional impact assessments. Like most participants to the Review process, we believe that regional IA must be
part of any new assessment regime. As others have indicated, regional assessments will provide valuable information about matters of interest to communities as well as
the cumulative impact of development projects to regions.
ORA supports the Panel’s recommendations that regional and strategic IAs be required on federal policies, plans, programs that would have consequential implications
for a project or regional IA, as well as an IA for lands or marine areas where there is a potential for cumulative impacts, and outside of federal lands and marine areas
where there is potential for or existing cumulative impacts on “federal interests”, such as fisheries, navigation and Indigenous peoples.
ORA recommends going beyond the Panel’s report to require strategic assessments of broad public policy issues (such as whether to pursue new oil pipelines to
tidewater, or the pace and scale of development in a region. Legislation will need to set out clear criteria for when these broader assessments are required and provide
incentives for both the federal and provincial governments to conduct them.
I do not support. The federal government has no business establishing thresholds on provincial land-use planning other than federal lands and marine territories. Any
intrusion of the federal government must be collaborative and by request of provincial authorities.
AWA is encouraged to see the Panel consider the cumulative impacts that the sum of many projects are having on Canada’s landscape. AWA also supports the Panel’s
recommendation of an integrated approach where the use of strategic and regional IAs would guide project assessments. We would like to emphasize the need for the
use of a pre-industrial baseline when considering cumulative impacts in regional IAs: current assessments omit the impacts of past anthropogenic projects, creating a
problem known as a shifting baseline. In this way, the degradation of the environment by the accumulation of multiple activities on a landscape is never fully captured or
is simply ignored.
The Panel report underlines the value of undertaking regional IAs in order to establish thresholds and ensure that limits are placed on the cumulative impacts of projects,
whether or not they require a federal IA. Setting regional cumulative effects disturbance thresholds would help to ensure that future development decisions support
recovery and habitat requirements for species at risk, which would also help to meet Canada’s international commitments under the Convention on Biological Diversity to
maintain and restore biodiversity. We emphasize there must be a legislated and regulated requirement for proponents to conform to regional plans, with incentives for
proponents to cooperate to achieve objectives and penalties for those refusing to comply. Additionally, regional IAs should have legislated requirements so that if
cumulative effects thresholds are exceeded, then the focus will shift to recovery and restoration. This will require inter-jurisdictional cooperation at all levels of
government.
The idea of regional impact assessments makes no sense. It favors incumbent companies with poor environmental performance over newer and potentially better
performing proposed projects. These new high performing proposals should not have to incur the unreasonable costs to conduct regional impact assessments that are
impacted by existing industry.
This is an important chapter. It needs greater precision, however, in describing how RIAs are triggered or initiated. There need to be clear mechanisms by which the
need for an RIA can be confirmed and an RIA can be initiated, especially as a response to issues raised in project IA, monitoring, including of other IAs’ conditions, and
public concern.
As well, there is absolutely no logical reason to limit the application of the sustainability framework to components or federal interest. Clearly determinations made under
that framework can only be directly implemented where there is a federal power to do so, but the analysis cannot be done in a competent and coherent manner if it is not
holistic. The conclusions can then be made available to other jurisdictions for their consideration, and there can even be formal and informal discussions between
jurisdictions on possible cooperative implementation without overstepping the federal role.
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Northern Health
Authority of BC

Northern Health is in support of the recommendations contained in this section of the report. We emphasize the importance of regional IAs given our experience with
extensive resource development occurring throughout northern BC including both large and small projects.
Again, outside of federal lands and marine areas where the federal government is responsible for land and resource management, the province or territory should have
Anne Gent
jurisdiction. Any process should only be taken in collaboration with the province or territory where existing/equivalent processes may not already exist.
The recommendations by the Expert Panel for strategic and regional IAs, and for consideration of cumulative impacts and overall thresholds and objectives, are very
Q'ul-lhanumutsun positive steps forward. Part of our territories in the Lower Fraser River are packed with industrial and agricultural development, as well as municipal pollution and that
Aquatic Resources from roads and trains. And yet, there is not an overall plan or understanding of the cumulative impacts on resources. Future development may impact existing projects
Society
and may tip the scales for the sustainability of the resources. We are already seeing troubling declines in fishery resources in the Fraser and the estuary. Regional and
strategic planning should occur before any new development is approved.
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I support cumulative reviews and regional assessments.

We support the early inclusion of regional AI, not just for projects confined to a single region but also in the case of large linear projects, such as pipelines, that cross
several bioregions. Regional assessment can help identify high risk areas and sensible alternatives early in the planning process.
We agree with the Panel that RIA is an important tool, and agree with many of their recommendations in this section. For more detailed implementation
recommendations, see our paper which we submitted by email on RIA and co-governance models. One important point of departure with the Panel’s RIA proposal is
Anna Johnston,
their recommendation that RIAs outside of federal lands and marine areas do not include consideration of alternative development scenarios, or consideration of
West Coast
cumulative impacts beyond matters of federal interest. In our view, all RIAs should consider alternative development scenarios and should be able to do so while
Environmental Law remaining within federal jurisdiction. Consideration of alternative scenarios is essential for RIAs to go beyond mere information-gathering exercises and help plan for
desired futures. And as the Oldman River case suggests, the federal government has jurisdiction to consider broader matters than the jurisdictional triggers once an
assessment has commenced. Further, collaborating with Indigenous peoples will bring to the RIA the jurisdiction to consider the full suite of values.
Scott Kidd

I strongly support the furtherance of Regional IAs and believe they should also be used to develop sustainability criteria for that region.

A Canadian National Centre of Excellence in Environmental Health could support data and analyses necessary to carry out IAs and subsequent monitoring, and to
Meg Sears for
develop the science over the long term. This would ensure that data requirements and environmental impact and health analyses are consistent and fair between
Prevent Cancer Now
projects, and across a broad region for a large-scale project (e.g., a pipeline).
I agree with all the panel's recommendations of how a strategic IA should function, and when it should be used. This would be very beneficial for project proponents, as
they will hopefully know exactly what is required of them in the IA process in the initial planning of the project. I am a little ambiguous on the timing of the strategic IA
however, as it almost sounds like something that should be done before a new policy is implemented. Yet would the strategic IA inform the policy in its creation or will it
Grayson Wagner
simply be a list of the outcomes of the policy? That is assuming there is little analysis of the impacts of a new policy beforehand, which does not give the government
enough credit. In this sense, the strategic IA is more of a guide following initiative creation than really having any say in whether the policy should be implemented, which
is a distinction from project IAs in relation to their projects.
I agree with the goal to clarify how to meet federal initiatives, and that this will increase efficiency as well as make it easier to meet these federal initiatives. However, I
believe there is also room for flexibility, and there should be room to allow for projects to exceed these initiatives, if not outright encouragement. As well, it is possible that
goals may change with best knowledge, and the ability to meet these initiatives may improve with technological advancement. As such I believe there exists a positive
opportunity in allowing for and encouraging proponents to outperform the initiatives, and to have a flexible, adaptive system that would account for this.
B. Yakimets
I am also somewhat disappointed in the singular line about allowing for consultation and involvement by the public and Indigenous groups, particularly due to the
attention paid to the subject in earlier sections. I believe this subject could be expanded on, and has a valuable place in the development of strategic Impact Assessment.
There should be more detail about the potential role that the public and Indigenous groups can play in strategic Impact Assessment.

Thomas Milligan

I believe that it is crucial for proponents to be familiar with federal initiatives before the commencement of project IAs. I agree with participants that assessments could
begin at the strategic or regional levels to better inform project IAs. This will better align project IAs with federal objectives of environmental conservation. Using strategic
IAs to inform project IAs will only be effective if the federal initiatives are able to meet federal goals, such as the protection of fish and fish habitat.
If it is possible to clearly state how a policy applies to a project IA, such as the The Federal Policy on Wetland Conservation, then it would be more efficient to re-evaluate
other policies to make them more clear on their application to project IAs. If initiatives are clarified, then strategic IAs could be streamlined, saving time and reducing the
associated costs of developing them.
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I think that having a strategic impact assessment is important, this will help guide and provide clarity to proponents on how to address the objectives and standards in the
development to meet initiatives. I think that this will help proponents address key issues early on in the planning process and to develop specific objectives and targets to
meet their goals. I also feel that having a strategic IA early on in the process will help to address issues later on in the IA. This may also allow for the public to gain trust in
the IA as objectives are defined and set early on to address the initiatives. However, I feel that implementation of a strategic IA was a little fuzzy as there is a lack of
formal guidance as strategic IAs are not uniform across all regional IAs.
I agree with the idea that the new IA will be more inclusive to both the public and indigenous however I think that without education it would not matter because they may
not have a strong understanding of what is going on. Though that may be a problem, putting all of this information out there for the public to see may increase their faith
in IA system because they can see action that is being proposed and what is being done. I feel that even on policies and acts that are detailed should be reviewed with
the Strategic IA to see if there is any way to make it clearer and concise. This may cost money at first to do, but by making it easier to understand could streamline the
process allowing for the creation of more projects. Also as the new strategic IA interacts with the five pillars of sustainability it benefits not only the country, but smaller
communities as well where the projects are located. This also includes the indigenous people who benefit from this implementation as well.
3.6.2 I agree with the recommendation to implement strategic environmental assessments, in order to take into account federal initiatives early on in the IA process. This
provides the benefit of reducing the time and costs of a project, as the strategic process provides the opportunity for clarity and efficiency and aligning of objectives. My
critic of this section is that it doesn’t provide enough detailed information about how the strategic assessment would be conducted. It states: “there should be Indigenous
consultation and an opportunity for public participation.” My questions include: what type of public consultation; at what stage in the process; and with what goals? It also
isn’t clear from this section: to what extent should the project goals and federal policies/strategies align? Overall, I think proponents deserve a clearer interpretation of
what the federal goals and objectives are, and how they can access this information. Is it the role of the proponent to research these goals and align their project, or will
the responsibility be placed on the federal government to inform the proponent? This section of the report could be more specific as to what legal, jurisdictional and
procedural implications this recommendation could have.
I agree with the panel’s recommendation that IA legislation should require the authority to conduct a strategic IA when new or existing federal policies, programs, or plans
would be significant for federal project or regional IA. This will ensure that the way to implement these policies into the regional IA or federal project is clear through
addressing their relationship. However with the implementation of strategic IAs, a problem that could arise is that people may solely reference the strategic IA when a
more detailed analysis of the original policy may be necessary. Since many policies are quite lengthy, the strategic IA will likely serve only as a general summary.
Therefore, users should be cautioned of this and referred to the original policy for additional information.
I agree that strategic impact assessments would be useful in improving specific project assessments by informing and guiding objectives. However I would like to see
more detail is to how the strategic impact assessment would be conducted. The panel provides vague statements saying there will be meaningful opportunities for
participation but does not expend on how this will be done and in what capacity. In particular the last line before the panel recommendation states, “there should be
Indigenous consultation and an opportunity for public participation”. A plan needs to be developed as to what kind of opportunities would be available, when these
opportunities would be available, and how they could be implemented. Overall, I would like to see more specifics added 3.6.2 in order to improve the role of strategic
impact assessments.
This revision regarding the SIA and its requirement for any government initiative that will affect project IAs will have a huge impact on the timeline and the cost of
projects. I really appreciate that this section is addressing common conflict between proponents and federal representatives. I think this is a good solution to addressing
the root of many conflicts by providing reference material to facilitate exchanges between proponents and federal government. I believe that it will result in a faster and
more cost effective process. It will also lead to more straightforward standards of protection for not only the environment, but for all pillars of sustainability. By formalizing
information and direction for project IAs in regard to government initiatives, this revised SIA process will benefit all stakeholders in the IA process.
This section of the report lacks some clarity on when exactly a strategic IA will be required, and more importantly, how it will be applied. I understand that the purpose of
a strategic IA is to integrate existing initiatives on matters of federal concern with the new IA process. I agree that a tiered approach to assessment that uses
comprehensive strategic and regional IA’s to inform project-level decisions provides numerous benefits to the process, including increased efficiency and more informed
choices. However, I recommend that the federal government provides some primary guidelines that would apply to all projects under federal jurisdiction in addition to
requiring strategic IA’s to be conducted on a project-by-project basis. The federal government should first create and legislate some formal standards relating to each
current policy and its objectives, and then the responsible authority can prepare a more specific strategic IA to help align the project with broader federal goals. This will
bring clarity and consistency to the process of impact assessment, both for the proponents and the communities and indigenous peoples involved. I feel that the current
recommendations in this section only marginally address significant policy issues and can definitely be improved upon.
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Mark Wittrup

3.6 I agree that strategic IAs will help eliminate some of the misguidance that current project IAs face in how they should implement strategies related to the benefit of
national interest. This can ultimately lead to lower costs and reduce the duration of a project’s multiple phases. I like how the goal of implementing the strategic IA model
is to address only federal initiatives that will affect many projects and ones that have apparent concerns on how they should be implemented. This way, money will not be
wasted by reviewing already updated initiatives. Achieving a clear understanding of what actions must be performed to accommodate the concept of sustainability, I
believe that the notion of a participatory process is necessary to create a general understanding of what is expected in order to reach these goals and to encourage
cooperation between the proponent, the federal government, and communities while facing these initiatives. However, including interested jurisdictions, experts,
communities, and Indigenous Groups brings a high emphasis on providing the tools necessary to be able to properly influence the future of a project. As a result, tools
like education and face-to-face engagement need to have a high priority in order for cooperation to exist.
The strategic impact assessment model seems to be an efficient way to integrate federal policies and regional impact assessments. Establishing clear guidelines on
federal policy will help clarify how assessment should be conducted when federal initiatives are involved. However, the Panel should consider elaborating on which
jurisdictions will be included in this process. Will it be open to the public like most other sections, or will there be restrictions? The statement on the involvement of
Indigenous Groups is also quite unclear and should be described further. Overall, I feel as though this section has a solid foundation but needs further detail in some
I agree with the panel in their suggestion to implement Strategic Impact Assessments. The SIA will enhance many aspects if the current IA by reducing cost and time. I
think one of the largest benefits that will be received by the SIA is the improved clarity. The proponents will have clear objectives and standards that they must meet in
their project design. The guidance by which the SIA provides is a much needed improvement from the current IA process.
Section 3.6.2 is quite vague. It touches on Indigenous and Aboriginal groups slightly, but I feel as if it could benefit from a more detailed plan on how an SIA should be
incorporated into the process.
Strategic IAs will be very beneficial as the clarification would be advantageous to all involved. The use of a strategic IA would also prevent any confusion on how
initiatives impact IAs. The initiatives intend on helping Canadians and as such there should be clear direction from them. As they are not mandatory it would prevent any
unnecessary time and cost by an IA authority the example given is the Federal Policy on Wetland Conservation. A possible expansion to this would be how provincial
initiatives may influence the IA process and how provincial and federal policies in combination may affect the IA process.
I agree with the expert panel in that strategic impact assessments will help guide implementation of federal policies into IA, as this will better help address the goals of
some of these initiatives. I also considerably agree that this strategic IA should apply to initiatives that lack clear guidance on how they impact federal IA. Overall, this
strategic impact assessment will allow for considerable clarification to project proponents of how to implement federal initiatives into their projects. However, an overall
critique I have of this section is that the descriptions of what exactly these strategic impacts assessments are meant to accomplish and how they will be conducted are
very vague. Because of this vagueness I would argue that this is the weakest section in this entire report and it leaves much to be desired in terms of specific
I agree with the recommendations provided by the panel regarding the functioning of strategic IA, and this will result in increasing the efficiency at the federal level. This
assessment will support and encourage the proponent to take all the initiatives required before the submission of the report, as it will provide more guidance and clarity
on things to be compiled before submitting the application. Early strategic assessment will allow addressing the issues in the later stages too and would also gain public
trust with more transparency to it. However, I believe there is bit more need fo clarifying the initiatives, for more streamlined, efficient and cost-effective processes.
a.Strategic impact assessments (SIAs) are developed to incorporate environmental conditions, social and economic considerations into project plans/policy/programs.
They provide a means to point the project towards certain objectives. The process behind an SIA was really unclear throughout this section. The intentions driving them
are stated, but the order in which things should be done, and when/if SIAs should be completed is not broken down by the Panel. I agree that the concept behind SIAs is
important. They assist in pointing the project in the right direction prior to a project impact assessment being completed by eliminating the probability of errors, and
reduce costs in the long run by providing set tracks for IA’s to operate within. The issue with this section lies with the lack of information provided explaining the building
blocks of an SIA. How will it be completed? What components will make it up? I think that more details need to be added, explaining the role of these SIA’s as well as the
process behind developing and implementing them.
In Section 3.6 Strategic Impact Assessment, I agree with the recommendations completely. Multiple plans and policies have been implemented by the government and
some of them have the potential to affect projects and project IAs. The Panel has two recommendations in response to this issue: the IA authority can conduct a strategic
IA to assess the implications of a plan or program on federal or regional IAs as well as how policies or plans can be established IAs. The strategic IA will allow
participants to examine how government policies or plans will affect projects and project IAs in an efficient manner.
SIAs are fine as long as they don't fall upon the proponent to do in relation to their project. If SIAs are in place, they must inform any IAs done, but SIAs are the
responsibility of government to do as part of their policy development. And proponents should not have IAs held up simply because an SIA has not been done for an area
- that lacks fairness.
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Brad Jones
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Robert Huck
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04/05/2017

JMD
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04/05/2017

Kirsten Ketilson

934

04/05/2017

Charlene B

936

04/05/2017

05/05/2017

Ontario Rivers
Alliance

Wayne Summach

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

I feel like this section was not very clear and did not address the current issues with the implementation of Strategic Environment (Impact) Assessments in Canada. I feel
that a good opportunity to legislate SEAs/SIAs was missed in this report. It is very hard to enforce the competition of SEA/SIA by departments as there is no penalty
which exists if it is not done. Honestly I think if you want to have a successful tiered approach more effort should be put into the development of strong guideline and
requirements which are legislated for SEA/SIA.

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

I agree!

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

Strategic and regional environmental or impact assessments can help provide information that would be of use to the review of individual project reviews, such as
baseline environmental information or an understanding of the scope and natural of indigenous rights. These exercises could also provide Canadians with additional
Canadian Chamber opportunities to make their voice heard on policy issues outside the scope of an individual project review. Our members support thee greater use of these tools by
of Commerce
governments, with one caution. Unless they are clearly distinct from the project review process, regional and strategic environmental assessments could become yet
another layer on an already complicated process and cause significant uncertainty and delay. It is essential that individual project reviews are not delayed due to a
pending or potential regional and strategic assessment, and that the costs of these non-project reviews be covered by governments.

929

935

As argued in the comments for section 3.7, it is important to implement a SIA as the latter considers a wider environmental, social, economic, cultural and health impacts.
That being said I agree with the decision of the panel that SIA should define how to implement a policy, plan or program in project and regional IA. SIA will definitely
provide more clarity and facilitates proper attention to cumulative effects. SIA will also facilitates greater transparency and an increase participation of the public at the
strategic level. However, it is likely that some provinces might resist to the implementation of an SIA If it does not go along with what they think is best for them. This
would likely also be very costly to implement and would could greatly increase the time it takes for projects to be approved, which might cause even more conflicts
between the provincial and federal government. Just as section 3.7, this section could have also been developed more to maybe include some of the objectives the panel
thinks the federal governments should require from proponents.

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

This is a superfluous stage to an established, well-defined and effective process.

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

SImilarly valuable concepts.

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

Do not believe strategic IA's are necessary or will enhance the overall assessment process. Creating too many levels of impact assessments will bog down the system
and prevent any projects from coming to fruition. Not sure how having two IA's instead of one is going to streamline the process.
I don't see how both strategic and regional IA processes will provide any benefit to Canadians or the environment. I think IA legislation should require only one, consistent
with other countries. I think the Report is confusing in terms of the definitions of both of these processes, which seem to be very similar. I think the government should
focus on allocating the necessary resources to implement the Cabinet Directive for strategic EA effectively instead of introducing a new tier of IA. I also don't think that
completing a strategic/ regional IA should be a requirement to allow a project IA to proceed.
Rather than the proposed process, the Panel should align with global practices and current legislation that focused on only two tiers of IA.
ORA supports the Panel’s recommendations that regional and strategic IAs be required on federal policies, plans, programs that would have consequential implications
for a project or regional IA, as well as an IA for lands or marine areas where there is a potential for cumulative impacts, and outside of federal lands and marine areas
where there is potential for or existing cumulative impacts on “federal interests”, such as fisheries, navigation and Indigenous peoples.
ORA recommends going beyond the Panel’s report to require strategic assessments of broad public policy issues (such as whether to pursue new oil pipelines to
tidewater, or the pace and scale of development in a region. Legislation will need to set out clear criteria for when these broader assessments are required and provide
incentives for both the federal and provincial governments to conduct them.
I do not support. Only two tiers of IA should be required in IA legislation in accordance with global best practice, and current legislation.
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940

05/05/2017

Anne Gent
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05/05/2017

942

05/05/2017

937

943

05/05/2017

944

05/05/2017

945

05/05/2017

946

08/04/2017

The Panel’s recommendation to include strategic IAs as part of the federal assessment process is a positive one. We are especially supportive of the use of strategic
assessments in order to help address the issue of climate change by determining a project’s or region’s GHG emissions, the impacts that climate change will have on the
landscape on which a project is located, and considering the long term sustainability of a project or region under a changing climate. This will help to ensure that future
assessments are fully taking sustainability into consideration. AWA would recommend that strategic assessments be used not only to provide direction on how a
project/region will implement certain federal policies and initiatives, but will also be used to determine whether new policies and initiatives achieve net sustainability. For
example, a proposal in a Federal budget to boost the economy by widening every road in Canada would have to be assessed and determined whether this will achieve
net sustainability. A strategic IA would consider future of transportation, climate change policies, and international agreements and would perhaps recommend that the
budget be used to incentivize public transportation initiatives instead.
Strategic IA is crucial to guiding the interpretation of larger policy issues in project IA, as the Panel correctly describes. However, the core concept of applying a
sustainability framework to the actual plans, policies, and programs suffers serious degradation with the use of the existing Cabinet Directive. A sustainability framework
and criteria would have to be incorporated into the Cabinet Directive, and it would have to be modified in many other respects to conform to the principles of the Expert
Panel report. Aspects of transparency, public participation, and nation-to-nation and Inuit-to-Crown relationships with Indigenous Peoples would have to be modified to
accommodate the Westminster parliamentary model, but they cannot simply be ignored. The IA Commission could lead the SIA process in consultation with the Privy
Council Office and the lead ministry or ministries, for example, and act as both convenor and intermediary between the open side of the SIA and the confidential side. At
the same time, there is a real need for SIAs to be initiated on a wide range of subjects (though not all at once, given constraints of time and resources) that would frame
the sustainability implications for policy-making and provide Cabinet with ready-made guidance that would reduce the emphasis on internal Cabinet SIA.

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

Northern Health is in support of the recommendations within this section.

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

It seems excessive to complete a strategic and regional IA as a requirement to allow a project IA to proceed. This section just adds another layer to the process instead
of replacing an existing process, which I believe was the goal of comments made by participants. Would not it be simpler to have the national initiatives provide clear
direction for project IAs?

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

Q'ul-lhanumutsun
Aquatic Resources We support recommendations for strategic impact assessments to determine the implications of federal policies, plans or programs.
Society
Elizabeth May

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

Also, long recommended and ignored. Now is the time to move to strategic assessments for larger regional decision-making.

3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment
3.6 - Strategic Impact
Assessment

Agree that strategic assessment should be done when there are implications for federal project or regional IAs. Strategic assessments are important to assess the
3.6 - Strategic Impact
Pat Moss
sustainability implications of
Assessment
policies, plans, and projects.
In our view, the Panel’s report falls short of the mark on this section. SIAs should be required, and subject to the same process principles and requirements of meaningful
participation, transparency, accountability and consultation as project IAs, for all policies, plans and programs, not just those with consequential implications for federal
project or regional IA. First, the plans, policies and programs currently subject to the Cabinet Directive on the Environmental Assessment of Policy, Plan and Program
Proposals should be subject to federal IA legislation. As numerous audits by the Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable Development have revealed, SIAs
Anna Johnston,
required by the Cabinet Directive are rarely done, and when they are done, they are not done well. Requiring those SIAs in legislation would bring greater transparency
3.6 - Strategic Impact
West Coast
and accountability to the processes, and where Cabinet confidence is required, the legislation could include a mechanism for the relevant federal Minister or department
Assessment
Environmental Law to request the ability to conduct the SIA confidentially. Wherever possible, outcomes should be made available to the public. Federal budgets should also undergo SIAs,
which can be revealed to the public following the tabling of the budget. Importantly, the Panel report does not address one of the most important policy areas in need of
SIA: policy, plan and program gaps. The legislation should recognize gaps in public policy areas and establish triggers and processes for undertaking SIAs in order to
establish sustainable policies. Also, as noted in our comments in section 3.2, the legislation should establish an “off ramp” for policy gaps identified in a project IA that
require an SIA before decisions should be made at the project level.
Meg Sears for
A Canadian National Centre of Excellence in Environmental Health could support data and analyses necessary to carry out IAs and subsequent monitoring, and to
3.6 - Strategic Impact
Prevent Cancer Now develop the science over the long term. This will be essential to respond nimbly to accelerating climate and related environmental changes – needed for National
Assessment
The Panel’s recommendations regarding climate change are agreeable, both on a specific project scale, as well as a regional one. Furthermore, the Panel has made an
ideal recommendation with regards to assessing not only the present-day impacts of a project or group of projects, but also how those impacts may change over time as
climate change progresses. However, accuracy and precision in regards to prediction of climate change effects may be an issue down the road, and it is therefore
3.7 - Climate Change and
Nicholas Brown
recommended that the Panel consider including a multiple-contingency analysis of climate change impacts on both a single- and multi-project scale, utilizing processImpact Assessment
based modelling. This would allow for more accurate and precise predictions to be made across a wider variety of climate-change scenarios, therefore allowing for the
development of better mitigation and adaptation procedures. In addition, this would enhance our ability to uphold the five pillars of sustainability in a timely manner, given
the urgency of the need to consider climate change impacts to Canada in the future.
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948
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I wholeheartedly agree with the panel's recommendation to lead a federal strategic IA on the Pan-Canadian Framework. With coming changes in terms of a federal
carbon tax and an encouragement of clean and sustainable technologies, it sounds like there will soon be some tangible progress in terms of actions addressing global
climate change. I believe this is as important of an issue as clean water and air, as it has such a potential to affect those who have had nothing to do with it. I am
3.7 - Climate Change and
Grayson Wagner encouraged that there is a section dedicated to this topic. It will be no small task though to address this topic, as a lot of the strategic IA is said by the panel to be
Impact Assessment
predictive in terms of the future effects of climate change. This also complicates the subject of which groups may be directly affected by a project, as any greenhouse
gas emission could be seen as contributing to the problem. Again, I am very encouraged that climate change is being addressed, but as for practical application of the
Pan-Canadian Framework, it will not be without strong controversy. I hope that this will not dissuade future governments from continuing to address this.
The theme for this section of the report is that IAs should be used as a tool to help Canada achieve targets laid out in the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth
and Climate Change. As a student in conservation biology, I support this objective.
The Panel outlines issues with this objective (such as air pollution often being non point-source), yet still advocates for incorporating Climate Change Impact mitigation in
the IA processes. I admire that The Panel admitted to issues associated to Climate Change mitigation, as this brings a more realistic approach to the new goal. This
3.7 - Climate Change and
Melanie de Kappelle being said, I wonder how much support this initiative will be granted, given that proponents feel the federal IA process is nuanced enough as is.
Impact Assessment
The Panel clarifies that it is currently unclear exactly how this incorporation will occur. The recommendation is to use the proposed model of strategic IA (from Section
3.6) to provide direction on how to implement the Pan-Canadain Framework into future federal and regional IAs. I believe this is a good start; this will create a wellrounded basis for how to effectively and realistically merge targets outlined in the Pan-Canadian framework and the IA process.

949

09/04/2017

Amelia Tobin

950

09/04/2017

Thomas Milligan

951

09/04/2017

Erin Kohler

952

10/04/2017

Jessica Newman

Measuring the effects of one project on climate change will be incredibly difficult due to the fact that there are already so many industries doing similar projects. Would it
be a measure of the collective or cumulative impacts of the approved projects combined with already existing projects? Although it would be great to measure climate
change and base an IA decision on this impact, it is a very difficult thing to distinguish from separate projects, especially as it is something that should potentially be
measured globally. Canada is not the only country affecting the climate. If there was a way to give a measure to the climate change impact rating and only lower impact
projects get approved, that could be one way to alleviate the problem.
I agree that there needs to be better consistency and clarity in how to consider climate change in regional and project IAs. It is also important to acknowledge the
difficulty in accurately predicting the full effects of climate change, which is why the precautionary principle should be applied to regional and project IAs. However, this
may increase time and costs during the study phases of IAs. Working closely with experts, indigenous groups, and communities could improve this process.
Determining the type of cumulative impacts (linear additive, exponential, antagonistic, and discontinuous) a project may contribute to, will help in aligning projects with
Canada’s climate change commitments.
Utilizing different information gathering and data organizing tools will help proponents and governments better understand the cumulative impacts of a project and climate
change.
Like the panel suggests, providing direction on how to implement the framework will help in accomplishing the goals. Delegating responsibilities to provincial
governments, or developing equivalency agreements with those governments, regarding the Pan-Canadian Framework could allow for better understanding and
implementation of climate change mitigation activities.
In this section the Panel recommends that The Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change be used to provide direction in IA. However the
Framework does not include all provinces. Manitoba and Saskatchewan decided not to sign the Framework, which leaves a large part of Canada excluded from this
important policy. Using the Framework as the basis for the new IA strategy on climate change would be a strong first step to addressing the need for climate change
mitigation to be included in the IA process if every province and territory had decided to be a part of it. There is a need for an overarching framework or policy to be
implemented that will include all jurisdictions in Canada, in order to a nationally representative climate change plan. It is mentioned in this section that a unique PanCanadian IA will be required and it is extremely important that when this gets developed all jurisdictions are included and each province or territories’ needs are properly
I believe that addressing climate change in the IA is encouraging to see. I think that the panel is correct when they say that IA is not the venue to debate policy issues
regarding climate change however, they as mentioned should be setting the standards for monitoring and evaluating the projects contributions to climate change. It is
important to understand the current and future impacts that a project may and do have on the environment which are at a regional, national and global level. I think that it
is the IAs responsibility to determine effective and proficient guidelines for monitoring industrial effluents into the environment as a result of the project. This will ensure
consistency across projects and ensure that standards are being met at a national level. With climate change being a global issue and industrial inputs affecting large
scales, a strategic IA should have thresholds for regions aligned with targets in the Pan-Canadian framework to reduce GHGs and minimize cumulative impacts from
industry. With having consistency there is the ability to hold proponents accountable in regards to climate change contributions.
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959

12/04/2017

The addition of what contributes to climate change in an IA is an excellent way to educate both the public and corporations regarding how much damage is being done to
the environment through the creation of their project. This is not to say that this is all bad however as it may lead to innovations and discoveries that can potentially
reduce these effects. This in tandem with the creation of the Pan-Canadian Framework can be used in order to further increase the inclusiveness of the issue. Instead of
Bradley Wong
having it be set out as separate due to different regions, this should make it more consistent. As with some of the other propositions, having everything set in one
organization can increase the transparency of how this would function to people who may not have been able to do so. One can also remember that the goals of the IAs
are to be working around the pillars of sustainability. By having this come into fruition it may help maintain those pillars while combating climate change.
3.7 In my opinion, increasing the accountability for climate change objectives is of upmost importance, as climate change imposes significant environmental, economic
and social costs. In order to follow through with our commitments to reduce GHG emissions, the government needs to align climate objectives with the projects they are
approving. Assessing projects based on their direct GHG emission contributions allows us to measurably chart our progress (or digress) in terms of curbing emissions.
Unfortunately, due to the divergent nature of climate change jurisdiction, a large portion of the jurisdictional power to assess and mitigate emissions lies in the hands of
Ashley Sarauer
the provinces. Due to this limitation, the federal government’s main suggestion includes consistency in modeling and methodology in terms of GHG contribution and
project assessment. I would argue that this is not enough. Handing off climate change responsibility to the provinces only serves to reinforce a race-to-the-bottom effect
in terms of regulatory standards. I genuinely believe the federal government should take a stricter regulatory approach so that climate change commitments have a
chance of being realized.
As climate change is an impact that not only affects Canadians but the entire globe, I am glad that it is being addressed in the Impact Assessment process. I agree that
there is a need for more national consistency in assessing climate change. Projects must be assessed on an individual basis regarding their climate change impact as
different projects will have different impacts. The Panel suggests that a strategic Impact Assessment is the direction to go regarding including climate change impacts
Jamie Card
rather than a project Impact Assessment and I agree. This could work to ensure that any new projects developed in certain regions must follow the goals set by Canada
regarding GHG emissions. Although the panel touched on this briefly with the caribou hunting example, I believe that cumulative effects should be addressed more
thoroughly in this section. I would like to see specifically how the Panel believes cumulative effects of individual projects can be assessed regarding climate change and
Awareness regarding climate change is increasing in the scientific community. Some authors believe it is necessary to consider the effects of climate change in
developments that last more than 20, 50 or 100 years, like the oil sands. These authors defend the argument that the environment is changing fast, ecosystems are
disappearing and animal and plant communities are moving towards places they did not occupied before. One of the biggest questions is how climate change will modify
Raiany Dias de
environments influenced by big developments and how those developments will influence climate change in the local and regional ecosystems? Considering that
Andrade Silva
information, the panel’s recommendation to address climate change in the IA process is a leading attitude, and is very clever to introduce the matter recommending to
establish thresholds and targets for GHG emissions, since the emissions are the main and more certain reasons causing human-induced climate change. Going through
a discussion about climate models and reclamation targets would complicate the establishment of the topic in the IA.
I agree that climate change is an issue that needs to be addressed. When dealing with projects, this issue must be included in the IA to lower our impact. The obstacle
that will be faced for this recommendation is being able to accurately predict the regional impact of the effects of a project on climate change. Since climate change is a
Shannon F
global issue, it will be hard to isolate the effects of one project’s contribution in relation to total emissions. However we must make attempts to address this even if the
outcomes aren’t certain. Although direct amount connections between projects and climate change have not been made yet, future advancements in technology will
bridge the gap. There must be a process in place to ensure we can use this new knowledge as it becomes available.
I think the addition of strategic Impact Assessment to address greenhouse gas emissions, cumulative impacts and possible mitigation of these impacts could be very
important as it would offer an opportunity to align practices throughout the country with the stance that the government has taken. The panel mentions that to be able to
successfully assess and mitigate a project’s impact, the effects of changing environmental conditions on the impacts of the project must first be understood. It would be
Victoria Masquillier
interesting to see some more concrete ideas regarding how this will be assessed. These ideas could include things such as models derived from an accumulation of data
from baseline assessments and from assessments done after the decommissioning of the projects. Other models such as those created using future climate projections
could also be used for these sorts of assessments.

Laura Hjartarson
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3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

Including climate change impacts as part of the environmental assessment is key in addressing overall climate change issues. Building guidelines to monitor the potential
impacts a project has on climate change will no doubt be challenging but necessary. This is an important place to focus on the cumulative effects projects may have, as
3.7 - Climate Change and
climate change is itself a cumulative impact. It will be difficult to reach climate change goals while continuing to accept proposals for an excess number of projects that
Impact Assessment
are responsible for increasing Canada’s emissions. I agree a Pan-Canadian framework would be a step in the right direction, however it is unclear as to how this would
be implemented and I think further recommendations are needed.
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Haley Quadros

This section of the report focuses on the incorporation of climate change and the cumulative impacts of proposed projects within the IA process. This is a critical step
towards ensuring that large scale and irreversible damage does not continue to degrade ecosystems and the services they provide humans. I appreciate the panels
concern regarding these issues and agree that including climate change considerations as part of the strategic IA model will be beneficial. I do however, have concerns
with the panel’s suggestion to establish thresholds. While I agree with the need for strict standards in order to enforce climate change impacts due to proposed projects, I
foresee potential issues in the future when/should these thresholds be reached or surpassed. It is unlikely that project development and production will cease should the 3.7 - Climate Change and
threshold be reached. Therefore, I structure this critique as a series of questions for the panel given the models framework is yet to be developed. (1) How would the
Impact Assessment
panel manage cumulative effects to ensure development and production is in balance with staying below the enforced standard? (2) Given that climate change may
worsen projects cumulative effects, how will this framework manage should climate change cause set thresholds to be surpassed sooner? (3) Would flexible thresholds
be accepted or does this defeat the purpose of a threshold?
Seeing as climate change is a rapidly occurring phenomenon and research on its effects and physicality are constantly evolving, I feel as though a SIA should be
conducted regarding climate change policies on a regular basis, for example every five years. While a SIA is not an easy task to conduct, I feel that government climate
change initiatives’ clear implementations in project IAs are essential to ensure that Canada maintains our commitment to reducing our contributions to climate change. I
3.7 - Climate Change and
also feel that it is essential for project IAs to heavily weight their contributions to climate change and the effects on their project resulting from climate change. In order to
Impact Assessment
continue to maintain up to date standards into the future, I think that climate change policy’s implications for project IAs should be updated often. This would likely have
beneficial effects on existing and new projects, due to the update in the monitoring process in that standards can be updated throughout the duration of the project’s
operation and mitigation period.
I agree that a project supported or owned by the Federal Government or requiring a Federal IA should have a binding threshold or target GHG emissions, and a
consistent approach for evaluating its contributions to climate change. However, the federal government should take responsibility for all GHG emissions from all of their
projects around Canada. Federally owned projects’ GHG emissions, like offshore oil, are incorporated into the province or territory’s total GHG emissions where that
3.7 - Climate Change and
project is found. This is unfair, especially if a national carbon tax is implemented because another jurisdiction will be penalized instead of the federal government. This
Impact Assessment
would be where I would take away my support for the new Federal IA process, and to gain back my support, a detailed plan on how the federal government will own up to
their own GHG emissions will be required.
I agree with the panel’s decision to assess a projects contribution to climate change. I think the assessment will force people to be more aware of the total impacts of the
project and may even lead to more environmentally friendly options. I do think that projects now must look long term and consider the sustainability and resiliency of a
project of how its environmental effects could be worsened with climate change in the future. I think that this in conjunction with the Pan-Canadian framework this will
3.7 - Climate Change and
increase the transparency of the process. I think that this framework will lead to more consistency throughout the industry and ensure that goals and standards are being
Impact Assessment
met. I think it is important that the proponents are being held accountable for all their greenhouse gas emissions.
The Pan-Canadian Framework on Climate Change can be very vague in terms of actual methods that a province or sector can take to adapt and mitigate the affects of
climate change. That’s why having a strategic IA done on this framework is a great idea. The mining and energy sectors make up most of Canada’s emissions, so it
3.7 - Climate Change and
makes sense that before approving new projects, we look into how they will affect climate change. That being said, I think it may be harder to standardize a process to
Impact Assessment
determine the impact a project will have on climate change and vice versa. We still do not fully understand climate change and climate change modeling and it will take
some more research to be able to look at these things at such a small scale.
Including climate change within Impact Assessments is necessary and will be more important in future years. I agree with the panel that it would be in the best interest to
have a federal framework that looks at direct GHC emissions and can be implemented to a variety of frameworks. The IA states that "without clear direction [and
government cooperation], it will be difficult to meet reduction targets." I certainly agree with this and I think the IA needs to focus on the establishment of thresholds and 3.7 - Climate Change and
targets sooner than later. Although climate change is a broad topic and challenging to measure, the federal government should emphasize the importance of dealing with
Impact Assessment
climate change more than they have. The panel suggests future improvement on federal regional projects when they should be implementing targets now and creating
agreements with provincial jurisdiction to meet these targets presently.
This section does a good job of addressing the complications of considering issues of climate change during the IA process. To this extent, they’ve suggested
establishing thresholds and targets for emissions to bring industry sectors into Canada’s climate commitments. This suggestion is ambitious and hasn’t been thought out
properly. Exactly how do they intend to hold industry to these thresholds? Will it be akin to a carbon credit system? This idea has merit but it isn’t developed enough to
3.7 - Climate Change and
include as a solution. The same can be said for assessing changing project impacts due to climate change. Predicting the impacts of a project on a regional scale is
Impact Assessment
difficult as is, the inclusion of climate change considerations will only add to this complexity. There is a reason that including climate change considerations in IA is
difficult, and this section has done nothing to propose realistic and feasible solutions.
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Shelby Feniak

As an industrialized nation, Canada has an ethical obligation to reduce emissions in order to decrease the adverse effects of climate change being felt globally. While I
am pleased to see that climate change is being taken into account for IA, I do have a number of concerns. Firstly, modelling on the effects of climate change should be
explicitly required to consider more than a project’s GHG emissions. Attention to aspects of carbon sequestration, such as the effects of deforestation and loss of
peatlands within the project footprint, are essential to producing accurate projections of future impacts. Secondly, establishing emission thresholds related to a certain
region does little to reduce the cumulative impacts of non-point source pollutants contributing to climate change. It is more appropriate to determine binding targets for
individual projects as well as an overall national threshold for each industry. I also have substantial concern about the cumulative effects of small projects not requiring a
provincial EA on national emissions goals. While it is important for provinces/territories to retain some autonomy on decision-making, I believe that the federal
government should develop and legislate consistent minimum standards for assessing the climate change impacts of projects under provincial/territorial jurisdiction.
It is very promising to see that climate change is now being considered in impact assessments, and this section very well describes the challenges that come with these
considerations in IAs. While the creation of guidelines to assess a project’s impacts on climate change is a daunting task, it will be necessary in order to properly
understand the cumulative impacts of multiple projects in a region. I agree with the idea that greenhouse gas emission thresholds should be implemented, but I think that
this should be specified on a project-specific basis. This section seems vague about this concept, but even within a certain sector or industry, projects of different scales
should not be held to the exact same standard. Nonetheless, it is encouraging to see that IAs will take a more proactive approach to mitigating climate change in the
The idea of including climate change within an IA would help align the process with Canada’s goals to combat climate change as the panel mentions. It would also be a
good platform to unify climate change criteria and measurement practices as the panel mentioned. However, it may be difficult for some proponents to directly quantify
how their project will influence climate change. Direct sources of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses from projects such as refineries are simple to assess.
Furthermore, many of these baseline data may have already been collected to demonstrate the projects effects on biophysical components such as air quality. The
difficulty comes with projects such as creating seismic lines which don’t directly emit greenhouse gases aside from the emissions produced by equipment. It may be
difficult and very costly for proponents to quantify indirect sources such as the removal of trees or drying of peat in some of the wetland areas.
3.7 I appreciate that Canada’s commitment to promote various initiatives has led to develop a priority to reduce emissions and to adapt to changing environmental
conditions while facing the challenge that is climate change. I think it is important to enforce a system where main environmental concerns are addressed to reduce a
projects residual cumulative impacts. In addition, I do not think that measuring a project’s direct GHG emissions is enough to capture the full extent of a projects
significance on the environment. The strategic IA should consider other factors that may contribute to climate change as well, for example, the destruction of peatlands
releases CO2 into the atmosphere. I agreed with the participants that admitted that assessing the cumulative impacts on climate change is hard to determine and thus
mitigation measures are not easy to develop. As a result, I agree that a federal strategic IA should be implemented on the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth
and Climate Change however, given the fact that there is a blurred line between the environmental impacts that should be associated with climate change and what
should be measured while conducting an IA, I think enforcing a framework related to this will be challenging.
I think that the Panel was correct in identifying that both the effects projects may have on climate change as well as the cumulative effects of projects and climate change
is imperative. I agree that in order for Canada to combat climate change it must be involved within the IA process. However, like stated by the Panel, consistency is
crucial as both identifying aspects to assess and the assessment of the aspects can be subjective or moving targets. I like that they have a list of criteria to be assess
and suggest consistent methods for sampling and decisions based on the sustainability pillars. I feel that timelines will need to be established to determine how far into
the future to predict impacts on both the environmental and human wellness. Also a consistent form of predicting the future changes will need to be created to increase
the validity of predictions and help inform mitigation measure that need to be in place.
I believe the IA process should definitely include a climate change assessment. Consultation with the Pan-Canada Framework is a good start in developing the
guidelines and analysis needed to determine the impacts of a project to climate change. The points on evaluation climate change impacts from a project in the new
model of IA proposed are sufficient, and a good basis to move forward with. However, the cumulative effects that the project will have and may have in the future towards
climate change should be implemented in the IA. Further research and discussion should be done on how to efficiently assess these effects.
Since climate change is one of the worlds greatest concerns in my opinion, I agree with the fact that it must be assessed and incorporated into the IA in a more
meaningful way. The criteria and methodologies that must be established to provide consistency would provide great benefit to understanding the effects and impacts.
I especially like how the panel explained that using climate change information in an IA will allow scientists and researchers better understand how impacts can change
or worsen over time. I think this I critical knowledge to obtain, as large-scale projects will be in construction and operation for decades.

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

I think that using IAs to assist with Canada’s goal of lowered GHG emissions is a great idea. Not only will this ensure that there are regulations regarding emission
targets, it also encourages co-operation between the federal and provincial governments which will allow IAs to be conducted more efficiently. It is incredibly important to 3.7 - Climate Change and
consider how climate change will both effect and be effected by the approval of certain projects. It will also be useful to obtain insight into Indigenous knowledge on this
Impact Assessment
subject. Even though there are difficulties in gathering data regarding emissions, it is great to see this topic acknowledged by the Panel.
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Jennifer Weeks
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977

12/04/2017

Shawn

978

12/04/2017

Jordan

979

12/04/2017

Kristina

980

12/04/2017

Amber Longacre

981

12/04/2017

Arynn

I agree that climate change needs a federal impact assessment in order to create regulations and guidelines that provinces can follow to adhere to climate change goals.
It is important to predict the indirect effects that a project in operation could have on climate change due to pollution emitted. However, dealing with climate change at the
source is extremely important and is not mentioned in this section. The IA should address what the best management practices that are available to reduce pollution from 3.7 - Climate Change and
the project are. Also, the IA should address old projects since approval processes are fluid and always changing based on public opinion, including Indigenous peoples.
Impact Assessment
Projects should be held to today’s climatic standards and goals. Federal government should be providing incentives to use modern technologies and decrease other
pollutants besides CO2 such as methane, water vapour and H2S.
I believe a key component is missing from project EA. This missing component is indirect and cumulative impacts caused from GHG emissions. Yes, it may be true that
a vast majority of GHG comes as point-source pollution; however, non-point-source pollutants that accumulate over time can be just as detrimental if not worse for the
environment as time moves on. I agree with the Pan-Canadian Framework concerning provinces designing their own policies. This allows provincial government and
groups the freedom to make changes that they believe will be most effective and pertain most to their own needs. Rather than having one policy to implement across the 3.7 - Climate Change and
country, which may act as a detriment or perhaps not even pertain to some Provinces. In addition, cooperation between jurisdictions may increase the trust of the public
Impact Assessment
seeing as members from all levels of the government and community may be allowed to have their say in what effects the place in which they live. I agree and
wholeheartedly support the panel’s recommendation of IA’s leading Clean Growth throughout the country. As time moves on, I believe climate change is an issue that will
only worsen if nothing is done. Federal priorities on climate change are certainly a step in the right direction.
I agree that projects need to be assessed for their contributions to climate change by looking at their effects on greenhouse gas production, carbon sinks etc. However
this section did not talk about what actions would be taken to mitigate or reduce the effects of the project on climate change. It suggests that this IA will provide
necessary baseline information to asses the cumulative impacts of a project in combination with climate change but it does not mention what will happen if the project is 3.7 - Climate Change and
deemed to have significant contributions to climate change. I also think we could provide incentives to companies to reduce climate change. For example if they avoid
Impact Assessment
peatlands or reclaim the area to a successful forest then there could be certifications of some kind, showing the company is an environmentally friendly one.
I agree that a standard for monitoring a projects GHG emissions and how it contributes to climate change is an important step towards reducing any given projects
effects on the environment. However I think it is important to look beyond each individual project for something with such a wide area of effect like climate change. I think
3.7 - Climate Change and
that a standard to monitor all projects and their collective emissions and their collective effects on climate change is important for the future and could help contribute to
Impact Assessment
understanding climate change and its effects as a whole. I know this is contrary to the one project one assessment theme that is important with this renewal process but I
firmly believe that climate change is a group problem and should be looked at as a group to help understand how a project influences climate change and mitigate its
Incorporating climate change into our federal IA is important and should be considered, as it would help boost Canada’s social license both within itself and among other
countries around the world. This proposal mentions establishing thresholds and targets for GHG emissions for particular sectors or regions, so would this include the
3.7 - Climate Change and
possibility of implementing emissions trading between industries in the same region in order to meet the thresholds? While the idea of implementing industrial effects on
Impact Assessment
climate change into our IAs is the next step in environmental responsibility, I believe there is not enough clarity in Canada’s economic policies regarding GHGs to
efficiently include it within the IA.
I think it is an important development to assess our contributions from industry to climate change, but this needs a lot more work and information to be effectively
implemented. This section discussing about the abilities of acquiring and assessing our GHG emissions, but offers few solutions to the problem. If new technologies are
developed and regulations are put into place, replacing all old infrastructure will come at a huge cost, will this be feasible? This point is also reliant upon new
3.7 - Climate Change and
technologies and advancements, but we currently have limited understanding of climate change and can be seen as a rather vague phase. If we are hoping to include
Impact Assessment
this in the new IA process it will take a lot of collaboration and planning to be effective. I think this is a great future goal of the IA process, but for current time it may be
difficult to effectively incorporate it into IA’s.
It is important to acknowledge that emissions from development project are contributing to the cumulative effects propelling Climate Change. I agree with the
recommendation by the Panel to incorporated climate change into IA, and with the Panel’s desire to aligned IA with the Pan-Canadian framework. However, further
explanations detailing how to accurately measure predict emission is needed. I’m not confident that the panel is outlining a feasible solution to reduce national emissions
3.7 - Climate Change and
through IA. Creating a baseline by studying the impacts of climate change that could affect the migration pattern of caribou that are hunting by Indigenous groups, only
Impact Assessment
further demonstrates how complex the cumulative impacts will be to assess. Making the “urgent national need for clarity and consistency” a goal that will take far more
time to develop, then other aspect of IA. Furthermore, if strategic IA will be focused on mitigation, will adaptive measure be taken for existing project that continue to
contribute to national emission levels?
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987
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Ashley Tod

988

12/04/2017

Jeff Anderson

As climate change is associated with impacts on the entire globe, I fully agree with the recommendation to address this major issue in IA. It is an action in the right
direction towards reducing Canada’s emission levels. The point that I especially support from the new model is evaluating impacts on carbon sinks. While GHG
emissions remain critical to climate change, they should not be the only focus. Additionally, it is mentioned that GHG “thresholds and targets ‘could’ then be made binding 3.7 - Climate Change and
in project IA”. I believe that the thresholds and targets should be binding. As demonstrated by the 1999 Oldman River Dam case study, legally binding requirements in IA
Impact Assessment
are crucial. While the Panel mentions the need for “national consistency” with assessing climate change in, at the same time we should not forget that the impacts of
climate change are inconsistent and “disproportionally felt by people”.
I agree that it is important to include climate change in IA’s however, this process will likely be costly and broad. Most of the proposed changes to the EA have focused
on streamlining and simplifying the assessment but this addition may add complexity. The complexity arises from the idea that climate impacts are cumulative.
Additionally, each provincial/territorial jurisdiction has their own action plans to address climate change. GHG emissions can be measured and thresholds could be
implemented which could significantly help reach the federal commitment to reducing GHG emissions. I do like the idea of aligning IA’s with the Pan-Canadian framework
3.7 - Climate Change and
because it unifies the federal goals for industry. I agree this could also ensure new developments align with Canada’s commitments and to understand how impacts may
Impact Assessment
change over time. This awareness could be important regarding mitigation. As impacts change so could the mitigation plans. This is an important issue to mention
regarding IA’s however, this section could have been longer by developing how emissions would be measured and whether projects experiencing environmental changes
would be required to mitigate differently. It would have also been interesting to see how the Panel plans to apply this concept in legislation.
I strongly agree with the panel's decision to follow the Pan- Canadian Framework for dealing with the future issues related to climate change. It is critical to forming a
conventional structure and policies to assess the impact of a project on the climate and mitigate its effects proactively so that the ultimate goal of sustainable
development is reached. There is a definite need of outlining a feasible solution to narrow down national emissions rates and providing common grounds to all the federal
projects and start regulating the cumulative effectiveness of these projects which could be deteriorating for the future generations.
The Pan-Canadian Framework will require there to be governmental co-operation so that there can effective assessment and management of the varying projects that
take place across Canada. The consistent criteria and methodology to assess a projects contribution to climate change, how climate change may change the
environment surrounding the project and the long term sustainability in the future changed environment is a good start that will require there to be setting of these criteria
and methods to determine these changes. Recognition of the need to have a consistent approach to determining the effect of a project on climate change is a start but
will need for the development of this approach. The strategic IA that establishes the thresholds for GHG emissions based on region, industry or sector may be a good
idea, but it would require there to be consideration taken on the full effect of the project as well.
The concept presented by the panel involving usage IA to support Canada’s efforts to address climate change is something I agree with and believe is a massive step
forward. I also agree with the expert panel’s assertion about the need for consistency for climate change assessment, because this is something that is lacking. Although
I appreciate the idea of evaluating a project’s contribution to climate change, there appears to be more of a focus on things like GHG emissions, with not mention of other
factors contributing to climate change that could arise from a federally assessed project. However, an overall issue I have with this section is that there is very vague
language used throughout, which I believe is an indication that this climate change assessment may be much too broad to effectively achieve any specific goals. This
vague language shows the need for more discussion and research into the way to assesses climate change impacts within the scope of an impact assessment.
I agree with the idea that the IA process should incorporate a climate change assessment component to federal IA. As we move into the future, one of the greatest risks
to the environment is climate change. During the IA process, I agree that monitoring the impacts of climate change on a project or region is very important. Cumulative
effects are an inevitable outcome of project development, and taking the time to view these effects and do our best to mitigate them is in the best interest of the planet.
What this section fails to address is how these effects will be assessed, and how projects that that are found to contribute to climate change at unacceptable levels will
be adapted. Although the idea of incorporating potential release of pollutants into the environment may seem plausible, measuring these releases (eg, CO2, NH4) is
extremely difficult. Linking climate change into the IA process is much more complex than demonstrated by the Panel throughout this section, and without adequate
measurement/mitigation strategies set in place, the effects of non-point-source and point-source pollution will not be sufficiently accounted for.
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3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

Current methods for governing greenhouse gas emissions are grossly ineffective. Per capita, Canada is one of the worst contributors of GHG emissions in the world.
Proposed carbon taxes are unlikely to produce much change in emission patterns. The inclusion of climate change in this report is important, but the information
contained within the section seems vague and uncertain. GHG sources and sinks need to be better defined and understood. Literature exists, and experts are present at
many institutions that could help to create a better understanding of what factors play a part in GHG accumulation. Monitoring and penalization is not enough to have
3.7 - Climate Change and
significant impact on Canadian GHG emissions, incentives beyond avoidance of penalties need to be established in order to improve the processes and technologies
Impact Assessment
which produce GHGs. Carbon offsets are popular among industry proponents and have the potential to mitigate some portion of our GHGs but should not be given too
much weight should the federally led mechanism become a reality. The goal of the IA should not only be to limit GHG emissions as much as currently possible, but also
to promote development of processes and technologies to reduce Canada’s overall GHG impact.
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989

14/04/2017

Ivan Touko

It would be a huge mistake not to agree with the panel recommendation that the Canadian government leads a federal strategic IA on the Pan-Canadian Framework on
Clean Growth and Climate Change. If done, every provinces would be required to develop, enforce and implement their own policies and regulations against climate
changes that they think will be the most efficient for their province status. All of this would be in collaboration with the federal government meaning that these policies
would be reviewed and screened meticulously. The quote by the Multi-interest Advisory Committee highlights exactly why such strategic plan would be important and
how much it would aid in having consistency and clarity regarding ways to approach climate changes in each provinces and within Canada. Consistency and clarity will
only help to further the effort and the efficiency of the approaches against climate changes. Although the panel recognizes that more-detailed policies are still being
developed, they have at least already came up with eight crucial “general” points with the “new model”. More detailed information are definitely needed but at this point I
think is already a great concept and step ahead to targets the effects of climate changes.
In my own advocacy on Environmental concerns, I asked by letter, repeatedly, that any Environmental Assessments conducted towards any projects be conducted fully
(LNG, Tar-Sands Expansion via Pipelines, Site-C).

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

Fully, to me, means: A compete Environmental Impacts Assessment, from points of extraction, through to delivery of market.
I asked both Catherine McKenna and the BC Environment Minister to provide me with the details of any such assessments conducted relative to these specific projects
that we've now seen approved.
Neither were willing to answer any queries.
990

22/04/2017

Darren Gregory

I fully agree: We have made commitments in Paris on emissions. If we keep pushing the bar, drawing new lines in the sand, we're sending the world a message that
we're not as serious as we were in Paris.

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

None of these projects reflect anything to me except that they grant leadership in BC (The BC Liberals) legacy projects to act as a prize they can hang on their walls to
mark their personal tenure.
That's not about the Earth, BC, nor is it about the best interests for Canada and Canadians.
That's about ego, and need for a prize.
We need to work towards greater eco-mentalities in those we employ to act as leadership.
991
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29/04/2017
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29/04/2017
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03/05/2017

995

03/05/2017

996

03/05/2017

Brad Jones

Tara Lockhart

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

I agree!
Food for thought when we're looking at things on a provincial level:
Some provinces have excellent recycling & composting programs while others don't - but the one issue is that each province's program is different. We need to have a
uniform program. We need uniform facilities.
When it comes to Wind Energy, we should first and foremost use what we create here in Canada and make it affordable.

I believe the federal priorities on climate change are a step in the right direction. It is imperative we work on clean energy technologies such as hemp, solar and wind. I
find it ridiculous that Canadian companies are doing far more business outside of our own country. One of hemp’s most innovative and applicable uses today is in
Jacqueline Steffen building materials sector. Hemp can be used for all sorts of building materials, replacing or supplementing traditional materials including wood and concrete. There are a
wider range of products, but the most important categories are Hempcrete, Insulation, Particle Board and Paper supplies. We need to fully support manufacturing in
these areas and support our Canadian businesses in innovative clean energy technologies.
Encourage the federal government to engage with provinces and territories concerning the proposed recommendations and impacts to future investment and job
Rick Palmer
creation. A complex and inefficient federal environmental assessment process will result in diminished investment in Canada’s energy resources.
Robert Huck

Susi E

This could work if implemented well. It won't be.
Climate change is one important aspect of impact in permitting projects to move forward. Our government must make a healthy environment the right of all Canadians.
As such, going forward with oil and gas industries is counter-intuitive and will not support the commitment to combat climate change, honour the Canadian peoples, nor
stall the devastations caused by pollution. Not only should Canadians have the right to a healthy environment in law, but also should industries who pollute pay to clean
up their own messes.
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Kirsten Ketilson
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Charlene B
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Anne Gent
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Campaign for the
Protection of
Offshore Nova

1002

There is enough valid data and evidence that calls into question the notion of Climate Change, any responsible govt would refrain from implementing any far reaching
policy initiatives that would impact the cost, timing or scope of any project until such time as man made Climate Change can be confirmed or disproven.

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

The BMJ has called climate change the "greatest health threat of our times" and subsequently also the "greatest health opportunity of our times". Everything we do as a
human community must address this overarching problem or be doomed to long-term failure.

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

I think an impact assessment of the Pan Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change would be beneficial, and should have been completed before it was 3.7 - Climate Change and
published. I don't think that project IAs should be held up while the government completes this process.
Impact Assessment
3.7 - Climate Change and
The proposal has potential. It needs to be implemented in an appropriate way.
Impact Assessment
3.7 - Climate Change and
I appreciate Canada's commitment to addressing climate change. If done correctly, this could add value to the process.
Impact Assessment
CPONS wholeheartedly agrees with the Report’s conclusion that there is an “urgent national need for clarity and consistency on how to consider climate change in
project and regional IAs.”

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

Climate change is one of the biggest challenges of our time, and this is all the more reason why we need a strong science-based planning framework. The Pan-Canadian
Framework is a façade that is politically and job oriented, and is not authentic science and evidence-based planning.
For example, Canada’s Mid-Century Long-Term Low-Greenhouse Gas Development Strategy, includes hydroelectric in all scenarios of its Pan-Canadian framework as a
clean energy technology utilized to help reduce GHG emissions. As a matter of fact, the document goes so far as to state, “Canada already has one of the cleanest
electricity systems in the world, with more than 80% of electricity generated from sources that do not produce greenhouse gas emissions such as hydro, wind, solar, and
nuclear power. Canadian rivers provide immense hydroelectric generating capability, and Canada is second largest producer of hydroelectricity globally.” This is blatantly
untrue! Trust and confidence are undermined with such a misleading and disappointing claim.

1003

05/05/2017

Ontario Rivers
Alliance

The truth is that hydroelectric facilities harm the environment and, when headponds or reservoirs are flooded, can produce significant amounts of carbon dioxide and
methane for decades, and possibly centuries. This important and well-studied fact has not even been acknowledged, let alone accounted for, in your Pan-Canadian
3.7 - Climate Change and
Framework, even though a 2004 Environment Canada document reports, “In contrast to the widespread assumption (e.g., in Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Impact Assessment
scenarios) that GHGs emitted from reservoirs are negligible, measurements made in boreal and tropical regions indicate they can be substantial”.
It is not in Canada’s best interests to acknowledge that approximately 1.3% of world greenhouse gas emissions are coming from reservoirs, because it is the 2nd largest
producer in the World. Therefore, science is conveniently ignored, and the Pan-Canadian Framework refers to hydroelectric as a clean and renewable source of power
generation.
This is the type of approach that undermines trust and confidence in an entire government, not to mention the process, or the projects it has been assigned to assess
and approve.

1004

05/05/2017

1005

05/05/2017
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05/05/2017

1007

05/05/2017

Shane Borchardt

ORA recommends that Canada lead a federal strategic IA or similar co-operative and collaborative mechanism that considers the present and future effects of a rapidly
changing climate, and that climate change must carry a heavy weight in consideration of whether a project should move forward.
Agreed. Climate change is one of the biggest challenges of our time and poor performing projects should be discouraged and/or prevented from further contributing.
However, this needs to be done fairly across all energy sources, including renewables. For example, all current baseload wind generation needs to be backstopped by
natural gas or coal fired plants given that the wind farms only produce electricity 30% of the time at best. Therefore these wind farms are only for show and do not
significantly reduce GHG emissions from the baseline. This should be recognized in the EA process and discouraged.

Northern Health
Northern Health is in support of the recommendations within this section of the Panel's report.
Authority of BC
Q'ul-lhanumutsun
Federal IAs should consider impacts on a regional, national and world-wide scale (i.e. impacts contributing to climate change). The recommendation alone is not clear,
Aquatic Resources
but the Panel better describes how to consider climate change impacts within the report.
Society
Elizabeth May

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment
3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment
3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment
3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

As noted above, this is totally supported.
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1008

05/05/2017

1009

05/05/2017

We were pleased with the Panel’s recommendation that Canada lead a collaborative federal strategic IA of climate. However, the legislation should also set out
Anna Johnston,
requirements for climate considerations at the project level. The Environmental Planning and Assessment Caucus’ recommendations to the Expert Panel regarding
3.7 - Climate Change and
West Coast
considering climate in IA (in its written submission provided in December 2016) are instructive. For example, the legislation should require IAs to assess whether
Impact Assessment
Environmental Law
proposed projects affect Canada’s ability to meet its international climate commitments and obligations.
Meg Sears for
A Canadian National Centre of Excellence in Environmental Health could house data and analyses necessary to support IAs and subsequent monitoring, and to develop 3.7 - Climate Change and
Prevent Cancer Now the science over the long term. This will be essential to respond nimbly to accelerating climate and related environmental changes – needed for National security.
Impact Assessment
This section is very weak.
We must fully consider carbon emissions – upstream, direct, and downstream – in environmental assessments. When carbon emissions from a project being assessed
aren’t compatible with Canada’s international commitments on climate change, those emissions must be reduced in the planning stages – or the project shouldn’t be
built. The projects we build now commit us to carbon emissions for decades to come - carbon emissions that, in many cases, we just can't afford.
Specifically, we need to make sure we are fully assessing the upstream impacts (e.g. the upstream methane emissions associated with an LNG project), the direct
emissions from the construction and operation of the project, and the downstream emissions (e.g. the emissions from burning of the natural gas from an LNG project, the
shipping emissions, etc.).

1010

05/05/2017

Wildsight

We also need to be sure we are using appropriate conversion factors for the short timescales we are dealing with for methane and other potent non-carbon dioxide
GHGs. We need to base emissions numbers, especially for methane, on testing and the best available science, not estimates from proponents or blanket estimates from
government (as has recently been shown to be an issue in BC).

3.7 - Climate Change and
Impact Assessment

We just don’t have time for further study on this issue. We need to respect our carbon limits immediately - and that means fully considering the carbon impacts of
reviewable projects.

1011

05/04/2017

We simply can't have an environmental assessment process that doesn't fully account for carbon in 2017. Canada, as one of the richest countries in the world, and a
country with one of the highest per capita carbon emission levels, has a responsibility to make real reductions in our carbon emissions as soon as possible. To do that,
we need to fully consider carbon emissions in our environmental assessment processes immediately.
Let's just find another planet, this is too hard.

Additional Comments

I think the panel has done an excellent job. Successful Implementation is the hardest though. Increasing the number of IA practitioners across the country might help.
1012

1013

06/04/2017

06/04/2017

Also look to work already done. In early 2000s risk management was practiced on federal projects across departments. For example, NRCan ran an intergovernmental
project on assessing risk related to a Climate Change. Hopefully this work is still accessible. I was actively leading a number of assessments at the time. We did one
in particular on Carbon tax etc regarding large emitters. ( As long as the previous Conservative led government did not destroy this information. ) It was through the Audit
and Evaluation Group at NRCan.
I would like to see an end to the false narrative "balancing the environment with the economy". If we don't do something about the climate change crisis we are presently
in, there will be no life on the planet and consequently, no economy. I am increasingly frustrated with politicians who continue to make decisions that will ensure out
extinction. What is causing this disconnect from reality? Why are they not stopping their destructive behavior and starting to meet the challenge of responding to the
climate change we've already caused. They treat extreme weather occurrences, and the increase in rising oceans causing nations to flood, and creating more climate
refugees as isolated incidents, and not connecting the dots.
Indigenous people lived sustain-ably for thousands of years, but our 500 years of "progress" is taking us to the brink of extinction. So why are we continuing to believe
that we know more than they do? Why are we not listening to what they are trying to tell us. They are trying to save us from our greed and ignorance and we continue
to treat them as inferior. This is insane!
I know that my grandchildren will be facing unimaginable challenges - I just hope they survive in order to be able to do that.
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1014
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06/04/2017

12/04/2017

Nunavut Impact
Review Board

Thank you to the Expert Panel for all your work to complete the review process. I glanced through the Executive Summary provided for the report. My difficulty is that,
while I saw recommendations for "consultation" and getting to "Yes", I missed seeing something that accepted a "NO" to development. I am left with the impression that
the only option is to move forward with development, after "consultation". The problem is not consultation, the problem is that the current government is committed to
continue with projects that citizens don't want - pipelines, the Site C dam, etc. The problem is that the current government refuses to listen to scientists and other experts
who provide clear, specific information that projects must not proceed. It is clear that corporations govern the government in Canada.
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I believe that the comment submission provided by the Nunavut Impact Review Board on December 23, 2016 was missed by the Expert Panel, as it is not referenced in
the report nor in the listing of submissions received. The submission was emailed directly to the following CEAA reps: Kelly McGee, Louise Levert, Julie Mailloux, and
Erin Groulx.

Additional Comments

: When you do run into challenges where opinions and science conflict-how will a decision be made? Will the reports be weighted/scored? Will you require a certain
score prior to getting project approval? What will be the timelines? Will there be timelines?

1016

13/04/2017

1017

19/04/2017

1018

19/04/2017

1019

20/04/2017

1020

25/04/2017

Michelle Leslie

: Will this new group/body with its regional offices and national headquarters be government appointees or public servants? Will this group replace the CNSC/NEB etc.?
If they are overseeing and determining viability of a project based on a number of environmental and social factors why would we need another regulatory/licensing
body? If they are appointees will they have a strong background in science, engineering and energy so they understand the subject matter?

: How will this spur economic growth/development in Canada when other countries have different regulations-look at the U.S., China, India etc. IE: The Globe and Mail
reported in 2015 on the conflict minerals, waste and other negative environmental impacts of the solar industry on China. (Darker Side of Solar) It's one example in a
series of energy sources that all have impact yet if it's too hard to get business done in Canada and with globalization how are we keeping jobs and economic growth
here? (Growth that includes jobs that are well paying, full-time and stable.)
The Canadian economy is suffering from low business confidence, declining levels of business investment (indeed three years in a row which has not been seen in
decades), low wage growth and low productivity. In other words, Canada is not doing well in the global competition to attract investment and the jobs that go with that
investment.
Investors willing to invest hundreds of millions or billions of dollars have many places to go.
The Explorers and This Panel Report sends a clear message that Canada is not interested in being competitive with its recommendations to: i) abandon certainty of timelines around project
Producers
review and decision; ii) remove reasonable and appropriate qualifications on who should participate in project reviews and hearings; iii) give indigenous groups a veto on
Association of
project reviews that is inconsistent with Canadian law and iv) attempt to resolve jurisdictional overlap through seeking consensus with no roadmap on now to get to a
Canada
decision.
Given the unworkable nature of the proposed project review process it is understandable that the Panel offers a front end review phase in an attempt to sort out the
major issues. Perhaps ironically, this may be the one worthwhile idea that might improve the federal environmental assessment process. Investors in Canada have
learned some hard lessons from observing project reviews that take years and cost hundreds of millions of dollars only to see the government kill the project at the end
of the day. This advance review of major projects idea should be preserved for serious consideration and most of the rest of the Report discarded.
Carolyn
Impressive recommendations. Hopefully they don't get cynically watered down. Add consent of affected communities and it's good to go!
Thank you to the panel for a thorough and complete review, solid issue identification and clear next steps. I felt many of the issues experienced were identified.
- Understanding how IAs are currently done across the country will be important to know which are the biggest issues in which areas.
- On-going evaluation and support of IA authorities will be important.
- An independent commission with regional offices is a very good idea.
- As some of the most significant environmental impacts are not associated with IA project decisions but with project decisions made outside of the IA process, regional
Dr. Monique Dube
IA and regional monitoring programs are critical.
- With regards to business confidence and investment - the existing process is not effective and extremely costly to all parties irrespective of the side one sits on.
Streamlining the process, creating independent, evidence-based decision making, ensuring transparency, and building a core level of consistency the highest
environmental risks can be identified, tough decisions can be made where they need to be, and development can be accelerated where it needs to be. We can
implement a better and more protective process at far lesser cost than what exists today.
I do not support this Minister McKenna she is part of the Liberal gong show, she does not follow the facts and we do not need the Paris Agreement in Canada, we must
Kenneth
have our own between Canada and USA only
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I write concerning the report of the Expert Panel for the Review of Environmental Assessment Processes and, in particular, recommendations proposing to transition
from Environmental Assessments to Impact Assessments to be conducted by a new authority, an Impact Assessment Commission (IAC). The IAC would operate
outside the confines of the Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Atlantic Accord Implementation Act and the Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Atlantic Accord
Implementation Newfoundland and Labrador Act (the Accord Acts). The importance of environmental assessments and the provisions and mandates conferred under
the Accord Acts were outlined in my October 17, 2016 letter to you and comments provided to the Expert Panel on December 15, 2016.
As you are aware, the Accord Acts explicitly mandate the Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board (the Board) with the administration of offshore
oil and gas exploration and development on behalf of each of our respective governments. This mandate includes protection of the environment which was the
responsibility of the Board, as Responsible Authority (RA), until federal amendments unilaterally removed such designation in 2010. Such was the importance of RA
designation to the Board, our respective governments, in February 2016, amended the Accord Acts to ensure RA designation to the Board. The Board, as RA under the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012, is strongly supported by Newfoundland and Labrador, as decisions that have the ability to impact the economy of our
region should be based on decision making in the region by those best positioned to do so.
1021

26/04/2017

Hon. Siobhan Coady,
To reiterate our position, the Board has a mandate to administer the provisions of the Accord Acts, and regulations promulgated thereunder, to oversee operator
Minister of Natural
compliance with those statutory provisions and to facilitate the exploration for and development of hydrocarbon resources in a manner that conforms with legislation
Resources
related to, among other things, worker safety and environmental protection. The Board has been conducting Strategic Environmental Assessments in our offshore
region since 2002. In addition, the Board conducts project specific EAs under the Accord Acts. Any separation of responsibilities, especially environmental processes to
an outside regulator, is inefficient and ineffective in ensuring all components in the overall authorization of a work or activity are coordinated to ensure the utmost
protections are in place for worker safety and environmental protection. With 30 years of administering the Accord Acts, the Board has the expertise and knowledge, and
is best suited to perform the role of complete regulator in the offshore. In addition, industry requires regulatory consistency that is inherent in the ‘single regulator’ model
envisioned under the Accord Acts. Decisions respecting the impacts of petroleum exploration and production are best served under the Accord Acts.

Additional Comments

Furthermore, this is in keeping with the Atlantic Accord Agreement principle of joint management of the offshore industry by both of our respective governments. The
Board was established under this joint management agreement for the purpose of interpreting and applying the provisions of the Accord Acts to all activities of operators
in the Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Area and to oversee operator compliance with those provisions including those related to environmental protection.

1022

27/04/2017

1023

27/04/2017

1024

27/04/2017

I strongly recommend that granting authority for impact assessments in the NL offshore area to an Impact Assessment Commission not be advanced and the principles
of joint management of petroleum resources in the NL offshore prevail in your deliberations going forward. In addition, I support the joint amendments to our Accord Acts
Our Members support a rigorous assessment process that protects Canadians and our environment. However, I feel that the recommendations in this report is a move in
Dawson Creek &
the wrong direction. The proposed approach will lead to increased costs and duplicated efforts without improving environmental outcomes, and would create the potential
District Chamber of
for conflict and confusion between the various levels of government. I am concerned that if adopted, these recommendations would seriously impact Canada’s ability to
Commerce
attract investment in crucial natural resource and infrastructure projects.
You can't fool Canadians with your fake consultations. You know that we fully support the Expert Panel's Assessment Report and we know that you asking us won't make
Ron Craven
any impact on your cynical intent to ignore every aspect of that report. I guarantee that no Liberal seat will be safe in the next election. Like scumbag father so came
scumbag son. Your arrogance wont' be forgotten you piece of excrement.
I truly appreciate the time, effort and in-depth work the panel members did in putting this report together. It is very comprehensive and provides us, the general public,
with your findings in great detail and with acknowledgment of contributing groups, organizations and individuals. It is difficult to find additional information to add except
that I feel many comments by concerned citizens adamantly against certain projects still need to be taken more seriously and with greater impact. My greatest area of
concern was the approval of the Kinder Morgan Pipeline through Northern BC and movement of tankers down the coast of BC and the presence of over 30 tankers a day
Lorraine Fralin
sitting in Burrard Inlet. The probability of a spill will be a matter of time for it will be inevitable and clean up will never be good enough against Bitumen for it sinks, covers
everything it lands on and is impossible to remove according to David Suzuki and many other world renowned reputable scientists. To have approved this project will not
only affect the land, water, marine life and air quality but will ruin the tourism that Vancouver so welcomes from Cruise Ships, flights, trains, bus lines and car travelers. I
am saddened by the Environmental decision and would support a renege of this decision. Please know I truly appreciate your commitment to this review but encourage a
reversal of your decision to proceed with Kinder Morgan.
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Linda Murphy

1026

28/04/2017

daniel duranleau

1027

28/04/2017

Michael C

1028

28/04/2017

Randal Hadland

I sincerely hope that this page will be seen so that the government knows that I am extremely interested in this process. Several things are good in the report, i.e., the
five pillars of sustainability and the process needing to be transparent, inclusive, informed and meaningful. One problem I see is the economic pillar. This usually means
jobs, jobs, jobs, at any cost. Most of the project jobs are not permanent and other jobs in areas of conservation and renewable energy can last forever. Another factor in
economics is that many areas of the country are propagandized to the extent that people believe that the only way to economic success is to buy into the proponents'
lies. There are communities in the north who have no choice but to support development of mining projects, for instance, because they have no choice. I like climate
change's being included in the decision-making process. I really like the one agency idea so we can get rid of NEB and CNSC. That would be a dream come true for me.
Indigenous participation is of the utmost importance as long as the leaders haven't been bought off, thus influencing their followers. I like the idea of each project being
assessed rather than the current "one size fits all." Also, I like the idea of monitoring and giving results to the public soon, project-specific assessments. I like the Prince
Rupert community leader's comment about the full basket. I just hope that the unfair and biased assessments are a thing of the past. NEB and CNSC have never seen a
project they didn't like. Au Revoir to them.
A question asked by a reporter to p.m. trudeau about woman's rights was answered by mr. trudeau-simply because its 2017. The very same response needs to be given
with the environment. We need to be pro-active/to be visionary /to be thinking outside of the box on issues of clean air to breathe clean drinking waters/and good healthy
clean soil to grow our food in.We need to enshrine in our canadian constitution a declaration of citizens rights to clean air-water and soil- REGARDLESS -of any
commercial -mining-energy or commercialisation of water resources etc. etc. The health and safety of ALL canadian citizens is at stake concerning these 3x basic life
sustaining elements air-water and soil, they MUST BE protected /respected/and enshrined in a legal solid format. thank you reading this . daniel duranleau
Newfoundland's economy is dependent upon the development of its resources. Newfoundlanders need support from its Federal Government in promoting the
development of its offshore oil and gas resources in a responsible manner.
CEAA Expert Panel recommendations, if adopted by the federal government, will have a far-reaching negative impact on offshore exploration and development. Such
impacts include deterring investment, increasing uncertainty and adding a layer of duplication to the already robust process without improving environmental oversight.
Recommendations:
• the C-NLOPB be designated as Responsible Authority (RA) under CEAA 2012 or any other legislation, such as potential Impact Assessment (IA) legislation. Further,
the C-NLOPB should have the authority to publish guidelines to meet the requirements of any IA taking place.
• exploration drilling be removed from the Regulations Designating Physical Activities under CEAA 2012. Exploration drilling is a short-term duration activity
(approximately 2-3 months per well) and the potential environmental effects and mitigations are well documented and understood.
• designating authority for IAs in the NL offshore area to an Impact Assessment Commission not be granted and the Atlantic Accord principle of joint management of
petroleum resources in the NL offshore be upheld and be paramount
The experts panel report looks thorough and I would like to be able to give this work serious consideration. In BC we are engaged in a Provincial election and our
opportunity to influence our democratic governance is consuming much of the time and effort which could go into the CEAA review. Please consider and allot a couple of
extra weeks to the people of BC to respond. I think it will allow for better and more in depth recommendations. Thank you for your consideration, Randal Hadland
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The federal Expert Panel (EP) issued their report on April 5, 2017 on the Impact Assessment (IA) process. Their review of the EIA process is in direct response to the
belief that the previous Conservative government had manipulated the federal Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process in favour of business and development
to the detriment of the environment and stakeholders (e.g. the ‘Omnibus Bills’). As a follow-up to a campaign promise, the federal government established a four person
EP tasked with reviewing the EIA process (i.e. Canadian Environmental Assessment Act - CEAA) and making recommendation on how to improve it. The EP utilized the
principle of “one project, one assessment” within the five pillars of sustainability as their guiding principles. The five pillars, as defined by the EP, are: environmental;
social; economic; health; and cultural. Overall, the goal of the review by the EP is to build a new system that is fair and robust, respects the rights of Indigenous peoples,
is based on scientific evidence, and protects our environment.
The EP, by expanding on the normal three pillars of sustainability, have further muddied the sustainability waters by adding health and culture, terms that are normally
supported by the outcomes of sustainability initiatives. It is hard enough to get a consensus on what sustainability means without adding additional complexity to the
definition. This expansion in definition allowed the panel to focus their recommendations in the areas of Indigenous and stakeholder involvement.

1029

28/04/2017

Mark Wittrup

For the most part, the science behind the EIA process has become well established and bordering on the routine. While this should have made EIAs easier, they have in
fact been getting more difficult because of the increase in the social (and political) focus within the process. Recently, a number of projects have failed to get federal
approval because of the inability to properly address the social side of the sustainability paradigm, with those projects failing to gain a social license or from a failure to
engage and consult with First Nations (FN). The recommendations of the EP firmly shifts the bar to a socially focussed IA. In fact, the term IA used throughout the report
drops the traditional ‘E’ (as in EIA) to show that the process will be broader than just the environmental focus currently in CEAA. In this discussion EIA refers to the
current process and IA to the recommended process.

Additional Comments

The recommendations in the report focus on the shift to being far more inclusive of Indigenous organizations throughout the whole IA process, including the decision
making process. There is a focus on Indigenous knowledge and its full incorporation within the IA process, including into the science. While the EP talked about
timeliness and outcome based tools, it is hard to see how these can be applied effectively in light of the significant inclusion of Indigenous processes within the IA
framework and the focus on a consensus outcome.

1030

28/04/2017

Mark Wittrup

1031

28/04/2017

Laurie~

To be fair, the report has reasonably balanced language with respect to the proponent and all stakeholders, and believes its recommendations will address all of the
negative issues that affect the current process. Through their recommendations the EP hopes to remove the confrontational nature of the EIA process through the
inclusion of a front loaded engagement and consultation process that focusses on Indigenous rights. Failing a consensus approach, as there is no implied veto in this
process, there are recommendations for conflict resolution and mediation as part of the IA process.
One additional comment: It is ironic that one of the main complaints from some stakeholders is that they only get 30 days to review an EIA, and here the the review
allowed is only 30 days. With something that is going to impact the economy as much as the recommended IA process, much more review and dialogue is required.
Please bring back and improve on Canada's Environmental Protection for all our Lakes and River's. Water is too important to all living things to treat lightly or ignore.
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I am writing you today in response to your Department’s request for feedback regarding the Final Report of the Expert Panel for the Review of Environmental
Assessment Processes. Other comments from Nova Scotia Environment are also being shared with you but I would like to provide this response on behalf of the Nova
Scotia Department of Energy.
I followed the work of the Expert Panel closely and appreciate the contribution that they have made to the ongoing discussions about resource development in Canada.
Consistent with the views expressed by many respondents to the Panel, it is our experience that Canadians are broadly supportive of responsible resource development,
confident in government’s regulatory processes, and aware of the economic importance of our resource industries. We believe that the expression of views to the
contrary provides an important reminder to us to continue to evaluate and assess our processes, but it is important to stay cognizant of the fact that the loudest voices
may not be expressing majority opinions.

1032

28/04/2017

Minister's Office,
Nova Scotia
Department of
Energy
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28/04/2017

John Bergenske,
Wildsight
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28/04/2017

David Inwood

1035

29/04/2017

Marie Lloyd

1036

29/04/2017

George Steplock

The report articulates many principles that we support, such as the need for cooperation amongst jurisdictions, appropriate and commensurate levels of public
participation, and reliance on evidence-based assessments. We believe that these principles are already embodied in our processes. Other specific recommendations
that we support include the development of a federal database of non-commercially sensitive baseline and monitoring information to support public participation and for
potential use in future assessments, as well as a shift, where appropriate, towards the development of outcome-based conditions.
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The recommendation to shift the focus of environmental assessments to ‘Impact Assessment’ is significant and it is difficult to analyze its expected impact without a
better sense of how it would be implemented. We are broadly supportive of the notion of incorporating additional information into the assessment process including an
understanding of potential benefits from a project, the distribution of those benefits and the broader societal impact. The existing approach includes the possibility of
having an excessive focus on a narrow range of potential environmental impacts that, while important, do not provide a complete picture. However, we would caution that
adding additional assessment criteria without revisiting the existing scope creates a risk of expanding an already lengthy process and further threatening industry
competitiveness.
On the subject of competitiveness, we have noted with some disappointment that the Panel has not effectively addressed the third objective of their review as presented
in their mandate, namely ‘to get resources to market.’ Development of resource projects requires efficiency and certainty in the regulatory process. Practical
implementation of these major changes and establishment of these novel and untested processes would present a significant immediate challenge to the
competitiveness of our resource industries. It is our expectation that the risks and regulatory uncertainty that would be presented by the proposed model could effectively
prevent significant investment decisions from proceeding, at least for a number of years following implementation of the changes. The proposed model also introduces a
significant amount of administrative processes that would occur on timelines that would not be led by proponents, which from experience should be expected to result in
It is clear that Canadians have lost faith in the present processes for environmental assessment. The Expert Panel has recommended some very positive change,
including the single independent agency and the full integration of UNDRIP recommendations into the process. I urge government to move forward with the panel's
recommendations with a caveat that there should be any independent body to review disputes. An emphasis on making information available (proponent's responsibility)
at the front end and a transparent review process starting at day 1 cannot be overemphasized. This must always be about getting it right for the long term future of
I just want to say that I was very impressed with this report. The transformation of our Environmental Assessment program is an important issue, and I am glad to see
efforts are being made to make the process more inclusive and scientific.
It is unfortunate that many decisions lately about things like pipelines and mining projects have been based on how big a protest is, or what political calculations a
politician comes up with. The process needs to be more collaborative and stable than that, and a good Impact Assessment process can help to achieve this. I hope the
recommendations of this report get implemented.
This comment is not "additional", but at the heart of this review of environmental assessment procedures. A healthy environment is a fundamental right of us Canadian
citizens -it cannot be parcelled or piecemeal. We begin with this most basic of rights, the right to physically exist without threat from the environment to our wellbeing, and
all laws and regulations must flow from this. It is the "premium non nocere" principle, and it is all Canadians' right.
I believe the flow chart is well planned and logical. I would like to see the scientific community take a major role in any deliberation or establishing of policy / regulation.
That their findings be regarded as facts and truths rather than a perspective. I find it also disturbing that after 2 years, in the end, the government still has an out, "will
consider". Why not, "WILL" make changes !
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1044

30/04/2017

I believe that fresh breathable air,drinkable water and natural ecosystems are a MUST for human health on many MANY levels. We as Canadians MUST have these
rights enshrined in LAW. Punitive measures must be implemented and strictly and ruthlessly ENFORCED at all levels of government with higher levels supporting lower
levels and vice versa. No fines given to a company harvesting, mining or drilling for or transporting in anyway shape or form a crown/private resource should be able to
use the fines as a tax write off in anyway shape or form. If those fines or any part of those fines are written off on tax then there is a watering down of the penalty.
Furthermore no tax write offs for legal representation during any disputes with governing bodies. If there is a question that needs clarification at any point. The initiative
needs to be put on those extracting or transporting the resource. This is proactive resource management not reactive that we have now. This reactive method has me
the taxpayer footing the investigation,legal bills,court costs and clean up costs and that is BS.That responsibility needs to be shifted to industry
No company in Canada is "too big to go bankrupt"in my opinion. If poor business practises or poor management is bailed out by my tax dollar then there is no down side
to breaking established rules at all levels.
No multinational corporation CEO wakes up one morning and says I want a multi billion dollar pipeline built in 5 years. When it is common or should be common
knowledge that the process will take 5-10 years for the"ground"work before the "shovel hits the dirt." Case in point here Enbridge energy and their proposed pipeline from
Alberta to Kitimat. Enbridge promoted this as having spent,as I remember 100's of millions of dollars on a proposal that at first reading came back with 250+deficiencies.
My thought on that with that many short comings Enbridge should have been paying back the federal government for wasted time in the NEB and any other office that
Paul C
spent time on this obviously low balled/poorly researched piece of garbage forwarded to the feds to get approval. Then I look to the 200+million spent by the feds to study
tanker impacts,spill response requirements and weather fore casting. Add this all up and we are getting into half a BILLION dollars of tax money either not remitted or out
and out spent on a project that suddenly appeared on the landscape overnight and was also"pertinent to Canada's economic well being". That sirs/madams is just POOR
PLANNING to my way of thinking and it should NOT drain the coffers of the federal or provincial governments in any way shape or form. I see this BS taking place on
EVERY resource development project forwarded for approval
In short I am tired of getting SCREWED by industry that seems to have it enshrined that they can do no wrong and are bailed out/subsidized/funded at every turn by my
taxes or lost revenues collected by all levels of government. Multi billion/trillion dollar companies do not need access to my tax money. I am tired of seeing my tax dollar
being given,in one form or another,to multi nationals who cannot play by rules that they have had great influence making all the while hiring as few people as
possible,and now not necessarily even people from this country, and paying the least amount of wages,benefits/taxes to the point of breaking laws. Think Panama
papers on this last
I could go on much longer but thanks for reading my comment turned rant if you made it this far
Sincerely Paul Christensen
PS Just a question for any reading this still. Who takes the pipe out of the ground when there is no use left for the said pipe line? More importantly to me WHO PAYS
Thank you for the work you have done on this vital issue. The state of the natural world that we are part of and rely on for life needs to be protected with thorough and
L.S.May
accurate environmental assessments. This needs to happen if we want our lives and that of other animals to flourish. I believe that the right to a healthy environment can
no longer be viewed as a luxury, but must be viewed and enshrined as a human right. I urge you to include and strongly recommend this necessity in your report.
I am not a lawyer nor do I represent a specific interest group or organization. I am merely a citizen of Canada who believes in fairness, balance, engagement and the
right to a healthy environment for all citizens today and in the future. The right to a healthy environment should be enshrined in our country's Charter of Rights. This
Leslie Holth
report and the panel's recommendations go a long way to repair historic damage but without recommending that the right to a healthy environment be made law, it
becomes just another band-aid solution that can be reversed or manipulated in the future.
I believe the report and the Panel's recommendations is a much needed framework for a better future in Canada. However, we need to ensure our water resources all
across Canada are being protected. It is so vitally important that we provide more support for our clean technology companies through training, employment and
manufacturing. Canada also needs to protect our parks and ecosystems as well as ensure oil, gas and mining corporations are held accountable for their oil spills.
Currently, BC taxpayers are now responsible for a $40 million clean up of the worst mining disaster in Canada. The ecosystem has been damaged for future
Jacqueline Steffen
generations. Time and time again, we have seen these corporations get off the hook and then are given a little slap on the wrist. In fact Imperial Mines have now been
given a permit to dump more mining waste in Lake Quesnel. This is not fiction, this is a fact! I believe that all Canadians have the right to a healthy environment, clean
drinking water and good quality air to breathe. These injustices make a clear case that Canada needs to take more action and recognize environmental rights in the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. I would also like to make it clear that our Canadian scientists and an independent source be included in all processes.
An important piece of the puzzle is missing. Government must acknowledge that a healthy environment is not a luxury, but a necessity. Canada needs a healthy
Simon
environment to prosper and because it’s a human right.
A healthy environment is a necessity and a human right! Canada needs a healthy environment to survive and prosper. Why is this not acknowledged and addressed in
Shauna Johnson
this report?
Peter Higham
I am not alone in wishing Canada will join most advanced countries in the world who enshrine Environmental Rights in federal legislation and/or in their constitutions.
Environmental rights must be included as a necessity and a human right. Without this major point, there is no true protection of the environment and the people it
Don Thomson
supports. Both go hand-in-hand; the air, water and soil must be protected. We must ALL have the right to a healthy environment regardless where we live and work.
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Chris Lauffer
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Richard Peisinger
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Catherine Jones
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Jane
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Emma Garrod

I would like to see an acknowledgment that a healthy environment is not a luxury, but a necessity. We, that is Canada, need a healthy environment to prosper. A healthy
environment is an important human right. Therefore, environmental rights have to be included in impact assessments.
Put ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS into environmental assessment. This crucial piece of the required conditions for a healthy sacred living environment is missing.
Government must acknowledge that a healthy environment is not a luxury, but a necessity. Canada needs a healthy environment to prosper and because it’s a human
right. Government need to protect the sacred living environment as a mother would her only child. Environmental Rights must be included within your fine efforts to date.
I am impressed by the thoughtful and comprehensive review completed by the expert panel. The recommendations go a long way to address many of the issues with
past EA processes. Despite this excellent work, the report falls short of what is needed. A human rights based approach to decision making is essential to EA. I
acknowledge this was beyond the purview of the expert panel, but nonetheless, it is what is needed. Current and future generations have the right to a healthy
environment. The right to clean air, clean water, safe food and a stable climate are the essential human rights upon which the EA must be based.
To be fair and timely, this report must acknowledge that climate change is happening. And, that it is critical that Canada meet its Paris Climate Agreement commitments.
Given the urgency of the immediate effects that the world, including Canada, is experiencing from climate change and that Canada's Paris commitment has a target date,
it is crucial that Canada's environmental assessment include environmental rights. This action would indicate that the ideas, assessments and recommendations towards
sustainability, to include social, economic, health and cultural concerns that this report describes, are valued. Also, environmental rights, while including individual and
collective human rights, supersede these rights to include every living thing on the planet.
Thank you for your work on recreating the broken EA system.
As an important part of reconciliation, this report should also include acknowledgement that access to a healthy environment is a human right and not just a privilege.
Writing this language into policy will have Canada join the ranks of climate leaders and support the expansion of these types of policies elsewhere. It is important to
protect what we have at home, but all of our choices and actions affect people elsewhere. Climate change is happening.
I would also like to see consequences laid out for projects that are approved that cause damage, so that it is clear that there are expectations that come with approvals.
Dear Minister McKenna,
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I am writing concerning the report of the Expert Panel for the Review of Environmental Assessment Processes. Noia’s concerns on this critical issue were presented to
you at the April 26th meeting in Halifax and are more formally reiterated in this letter.
Noia, the Newfoundland and Labrador Oil & Gas Industries Association, is Canada’s largest offshore petroleum association with more than 600 members throughout
Canada and around the world. Noia’s mission is to promote development of the area’s hydrocarbon resources and encourage and ensure Canadian companies have the
opportunity to participate in the supply chain. These companies employ over 10,000 Canadians in support of our offshore industry. We have been the leading voice in
Newfoundland and Labrador and indeed all Atlantic Canada for 40 years, on issues that can have an impact on our mission and the responsible and safe exploration,
development and production of our globally significant offshore petroleum resources.
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Offshore exploration drilling in Newfoundland and Labrador first began over 50 years ago with 431 wells including 167 exploration wells to date and accomplished without
any significant environmental impact. All activities in our offshore area proceed only if they meet the most rigorous Canadian safety and environmental requirements as
Robert Cadigan,
well as stringent global standards and best practices necessary to supplement dated Canadian regulations now under review. We fully expect our industry to continue in
President and CEO,
this manner.
NOIA
Our concerns are primarily about the current EA processes under CEAA 2012 and the potential adverse impact related to recommendations in the Expert Panel report.
As you are aware, the Accord Acts explicitly mandate the Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board (C-NLOPB) with the administration of offshore
oil & gas exploration and development on behalf of the governments of Canada and Newfoundland and Labrador. This mandate includes protection of the environment which was the responsibility of the C-NLOPB until it was removed in 2010. We understand that both levels of government amended the Accord Acts to ensure the CNLOPB be designated as a Responsible Authority (RA) for CEAA2012. Noia advocated for and supported this action. It is Noia’s firm and long-standing belief that the CNLOPB should be the RA and decisions that have the ability to impact the economy and environment of our region should be made by those best qualified to do so.
Since 1985 the C-NLOPB has had a mandate to administer the provisions of the Accord Acts and regulations to facilitate the exploration for and development of
hydrocarbon resources in a manner that conforms with legislation related to worker safety and environmental protection. The Board has been conducting Strategic
Environmental Assessments in our offshore region since 2002 and has conducted numerous project specific EAs under the Accord Acts. As well, the development plan
application process under the Atlantic Accord, reviews proposed projects through the lenses of safety, environment, resource recovery, socio-economic impacts and
diversity requirements for employment and suppliers. This robust process has been performed by the C-NLOPB for all developments in the NL offshore related to over
$50 billion in investment.
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Dominique C
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Payton
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Jane

Canadian Citizen

If we are to move away from merely reducing the negative impacts of development in Canada, the government needs to acknowledge that a healthy environment is not a
luxury, but a necessity for our country’s prosperity and, more importantly, a human right.
Environmental assessment will remain flawed without incorporating a rights-based approach to decision-making that sets meaningful standards to ensure a healthy
environment for our children and grandchildren.
It’s time for the government to legally protect our right to a healthy environment — the right to clean air and water, safe food and a stable climate. These rights could be
enshrined in the revised Canadian Environmental Assessment Act as a guiding principle and, more comprehensively, as a standalone piece of legislation in the form of
an environmental bill of rights. Such changes will signal a renewed approach of inclusion that upholds the goal of sustainable development, ushering in the next
generation of environmental assessment in Canada.
The recommendations look promising, but an important piece of the puzzle is missing. Government must acknowledge that a healthy environment is not a luxury, but a
necessity. Canada needs a healthy environment to prosper and because it’s a human right. We all have a right to breath fresh air, drink clean water and live in a world
where nature and humans can live together. We need to work on our food system and stop promoting animal foods as well, which contribute to an unhealthy enviroment.
What are companies in the oil and gas sector doing to help transition Canada away from fossil fuel dependency towards a future in renewable energy?
Are companies in the oil and gas sector engaged in the transition to renewable energy? Are these companies developing any programs, education for jobs and careers in
a renewable sector?
Looking at the oil and gas sector is looking into the past - 40-50 years ago. What about now and the globally significant problem of climate change and Canada's Paris
Climate Agreement? Do the missions of companies in the oil and gas sectors include the many challenges of 2017?
Do companies in the oil and gas sector expect safety and environmental requirements to remain static or respond to current challenges and environmental changes?
Environmental impacts include the products and processes of fossil fuel industries. How do companies in the oil and gas sector measure their environmental impacts
beyond the immediate activities of their companies?
Does the expert panels mandate of "getting resources to market" refer only to the resources of fossil fuel industries and not renewable energy resources?
Canada needs to remain focused. Focused on responsible development of our energy resources. Responsible development provides employment for Canadians. It will
improve our nations standard of living. It will ensure our economy will continue to grow. The revenues collected by all levels of government from the responsible
development of our energy resources will provide funding for our communities, social programs, healthcare, environmental stewardship, parks and wildlife programs,
energy independence, and so much more.
Part of responsible development is demonstrating investor stability both politically and regulatory. We need an approval process that is thorough, but also effective and
efficient. We can't take years to approve development. We can't get trapped in the business of endless consultation that amounts to nothing other than all the
consultation businesses getting paid. We have to make Canada an attractive place to do business. We have to attract the best energy development companies to
Canada. We already are a world class energy provider with world class environmental standards. We need to make it efficient and effective.

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

Perhaps the National Energy Board should be at a greater arms length from government. Positioned to do what is best for Canada's economy (delivering responsible
development) without interference from elected politicians trying to do what looks popular or busy trying to grease the minority squeaky wheels. Leave it to the energy
development experts. Listen to our subject matter experts.
The more responsible energy development in Canada the better. Lets get our energy to the East Coast, lets sell it across the world. Let Canadians benefit from our
natural resources. Energy development doesn't mean compromising our valued environment.
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Stuart Juzda

My comment covers all phases of the report and it's conclusions. It is clear from the beginning of the process that the report would reflect the biases of the present
government which is more concerned with creating the conditions for development than protecting the environment and halting the trend to global warming. The lack of
an environmental scientist on the panel and the three representatives of the corporate sector are indicative of this bias. The concept of consensus as a goal in proposed
resource development is simply to accept the project going forward. The reluctance to examine past projects that have turned into environmental disasters such as the
Giant mine near Whitehorse is a shining example of this. Another issue that has to be raised is the attempt to bypass the courts and leave approvals to incompetent
political appointees. I would also like to know how one of the six advisory environmental groups was defined as academics.
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Dryden District
Chamber of
Commerce

Rick Palmer

Val Drummond

The Dryden District Chamber of Commerce supports a rigorous environment assessment process that protects Canadians and the environment, but must be a process
that does not hinder business development and economic growth. A process with clear rules and prompt timelines will ensure that business development is
uninterrupted, and will also improve the effectiveness of the EA process. The Federal Government must ensure Canadians that the system is fair and balanced and will
not be influenced by pressures from individuals or groups receiving financial benefits for their activism. Transparency must prevail with regards to all information
involving both positive and negative impacts that have been factually tested.

Establish a predictable and consistent economic and regulatory framework that clearly enables investment in Canada’s resource sector, creating jobs and driving
innovation. The Canadian upstream oil and gas industry continues to advance methods for reducing its carbon footprint. Encourage government to work with industry to
maintain and increase investment in our industry.
The Expert Panel recommendations require careful review, consideration and dialogue as any changes to the current assessment process without clear focus,
governance and course of action is to the detriment to all Canadians.
In a time of potentially catastrophic climate change, which is well underway, we cannot proceed with the same old arguments which pretend to BALANCE economic
growth with environmental protection. The idea of balancing these two concerns, along with the other “three-legged-stool" approach, which pretends to balance
economic, social and environmental concerns, have brought us to the brink already. What is missing from these analogies is the critical concept of environmental health
being the base on which any economy is dependent. If you want to BALANCE economic and social concerns on the base of a healthy environment, it will be essential to
move towards MORE regulatory control. We have no choice but to move towards greater environmental protection!!

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

Val Drummond
My personal view is
• the C-NLOPB be designated as Responsible Authority (RA) under CEAA 2012 or any other legislation, such as potential Impact Assessment (IA) legislation. Further,
the C-NLOPB should have the authority to publish guidelines to meet the requirements of any IA taking place.
• exploration drilling be removed from the Regulations Designating Physical Activities under CEAA 2012. Exploration drilling is a short-term duration activity
(approximately 2-3 months per well) and the potential environmental effects and mitigations are well documented and understood.
• designating authority for IAs in the NL offshore area to an Impact Assessment Commission not be granted and the Atlantic Accord principle of joint management of
petroleum resources in the NL offshore be upheld and be paramount.”
I would like to add to this two points mentioned by Osler, Hoskin &amp; Halcourt LLP in their review:
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Subsea7

Additional Comments
1. The Panel recommended a transfer in decision making responsibility from government to independent Commissioners. I foresee a lot of industry / operator
uncertainty if this should be accepted.
2. The Panel effectively recommends an aboriginal veto to indigenous people in an affected area. This is entirely inconsistent with Canadian law, and should be
avoided. Project proponents simply would not get off the ground in such areas, even if they were in the greater good of the community, and would never likely receive
sanction under this circumstance. Large projects like pipelines for example would likely have considerable obstacles to overcome. With respect to offshore projects
such as those in the NL offshore area this should never be a requirement.
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Thank you for seeking feedback (“Let's Talk Environmental Assessment”) to the report Building Common Ground: A New Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada by the
Expert Panel.
The Greenspace Alliance of Canada's Capital (GA) would start by giving our deep appreciation and thanks to the Members of the Expert Panel and their colleagues. And
GA supports the cautious optimism (albeit “the devil's in the details”) as offered by the West Coast Environmental Law in their Overview of the Expert Panel's Report. We
bring the following specific points to your attention:
- re: Indigenous considerations: we support the Panel's recommendation that consent must be obtained (s. 2.3) ;
- re: What gets assessed: the Panel recommends that more projects be assessed but that would still amount to just a few hundred out of the thousands potentially (s.
3.2). We propose that you enact "triggers for all projects before they can receive a federal permit."
- re: Right of appeal: We do not support the Panel recommendation that appeals be made to Cabinet, without obligation to give reasons (s. 3.1). Rather, we strongly
support the WCEL recommendation: "There should be a right of appeal for both interim and final decisions, and an independent tribunal should be established to hear
those appeals in order to ensure justice and accountability."
re: the Early planning stage: We support the Panel's recommendation and agree with the WCEL that it is essential) s. 3.2)
Nevertheless, for the GA it did come as a surprise to find that the authors of the Report (Section 1.2) rather abruptly state that what is now “environmental assessment”
Greenspace Alliance should become “impact assessment.” The authors continue “This new approach would not be limited in its breadth but would instead be all-encompassing.” Further to
of Canada's Capital our submission of December 22, 2016, we would simply reiterate that our primary interest is in improving the Environmental Assessment processes to help sanction
greenspace (appropriate ecological goods and services). Naturally this interest starts in Canada's Capital where we are based. So, for example, the recent discovery of
contaminants in the Rideau Canal begs questions about the lack of baseline research and adequate data. And the lack of a public process in Ottawa to address possible
radioactive contamination of the Ottawa River (CNL near Surface Disposal Facility Project EIS, March 2017) is obvious. As a final example, the Greenbelt Master Plan,
which is part of the National Capital Commission's Plan for Canada's Capital, is their corporate plan and not a regional plan based on (global) ecological concepts.
The GA is used to dealing with 'comprehensive' land-use matters (albeit on one side of the Ottawa River) via Ottawa's Official Plan/Zoning By-law, largely under the
Planning Act (with its broad ministerial interest). As such, this new, expanded focus, as envisaged by the Expert Panel, is supported. What is not clear from the Review is
how this new vision as stated (and currently appreciated) would necessarily improve the expanded goals and processes. For to move beyond the aspirational into the
implied legislative, regulatory or policy changes will be a critical and challenging matter.
In all circumstances robust (comprehensive) data are still required and currently missing. As an aside, the recent report (Investing in Canada's Future) by the Advisory
Panel for the Review of Federal Support for Fundamental Science speaks to the need for more federal research which should address this mega data deficit.
It is worth noting that while there may be a perceived focus for the need for EA (IA) changes that might affect northern indigenous groups, there are substantive
indigenous groups in and surrounding Canada's Capital to whom these complex, nation-to-nation issues apply just as much.
Notwithstanding the “help get resources to market” directive in your Department's current mandate letter, the Expert Panel's Report now envisages that Canada should
Im a typical Canadian, in so far as its scandalous that i have to undertake cajoling my elected representatives to act upon issues of undeniable importance and
consequence to our health and welfare for generations to come. The inference is that i should become involved with each decision process required to administer this
country in the best interests of its citizens as opposed to commercial interests that lopsidedly benefit the top couple of percentages of the population.

Additional Comments

If this government doesnt act immediately upon this crucial issue, i will reluctantly move my support to which ever other group of politicians will undertake endorsing
these vital human rights that Canada, almost alone in the world community, hasnt incorporated.
I’m writing today to voice my support for creation of a federal environmental bill of rights. I believe it's high time for Canada to join 110 countries that legally protect their
citizens' right to a healthy environment.
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Baillie Hull

I believe every Canadian has the fundamental right to breathe fresh air, drink clean water, eat safe food and enjoy a stable climate. This is why I have joined more than
100,000 Canadians in calling on all levels of government to legally recognize the right to a healthy environment. Almost 150 municipalities, representing nearly half of
Canada's population, have passed resolutions in support.

Additional Comments

Federal decision-makers have an incredible opportunity to demonstrate leadership and pass an environmental bill of rights.
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Jessica Warner

It is literally criminal that the initiation and implementation, by the elected representatives of Canadians, of these laws might depend on written input from an generally
uninformed populace unaware that this is even pending.
Salut Baillie Hull
PS It doesnt bode well that below your demanding my e-mail password and when i go to enter it , i get the following warning: "this connection is not secure. Logins
entered here are could be compromised!"
I don't like the idea of having a cabinet sub-committee handling appeals: it makes the process depends on politics rather than science.
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CEAA Expert Panel recommendations, if adopted by the federal government, will have a far-reaching negative impact on offshore exploration and development. Such
impacts include deterring investment, increasing uncertainty and adding a layer of duplication to the already robust process without improving environmental oversight.
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Raymond Collins
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JMD
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Mackenzie Maria

Recommendations:
the C-NLOPB be designated as Responsible Authority (RA) under CEAA 2012 or any other legislation, such as potential Impact Assessment (IA) legislation. Further, the
C-NLOPB should have the authority to publish guidelines to meet the requirements of any IA taking place.
exploration drilling be removed from the Regulations Designating Physical Activities under CEAA 2012. Exploration drilling is a short-term duration activity (approximately
2-3 months per well) and the potential environmental effects and mitigations are well documented and understood.
designating authority for IAs in the NL offshore area to an Impact Assessment Commission not be granted and the Atlantic Accord principle of joint management of
petroleum resources in the NL offshore be upheld and be paramount.
I just read the Connect!Branche Policy Alert. This document stresses the inconvenience of "the expanded, complex and inefficient federal environmental assessment
process", as suggested in the Expert Panel Report. The Panel Report puts the environment at least somewhere out there, as opposed to business. Every point the
chambers of commerce make emphasizes economics rather than the environment and health. It is easy to see why they like things the way they are--so NEB and CNSC
can allow every project to go ahead. What a crock. Go Expert Panel. You rock, in most ways.
Having been involved in the EA process in the past, I think the focus of any reform or review should be on how to make the process more efficient, effective and
meaningful, while allowing opportunity for all impacted or potentially impacted parties to participate and be heard. Adding additional layers of assessment and
bureaucracy only serves to drag out the process but will also add significant additional costs, that will be borne not only by project proponents, but also by taxpayers.
Creating a system that will draw out the assessment process to the point where even the most viable and meritorious project cannot get approved in a timely manner
benefits no one and is a detriment to the country.
As a recent engineering graduate from Memorial University of Newfoundland with an interest in Oil &amp; Gas, this new proposal could significantly impact my career. I'd
also like to point out that Newfoundland has an abundance of motivated and young engineers who would like to set down their roots in the province, however with this
new proposal and the potential delays it brings, we'll be forced to relocate and deprive the province of young minds.
My recommendations are as follows:
* The C-NLOPB be designated as Responsible Authority (RA) under CEAA 2012 or any other legislation, such as potential Impact Assessment (IA) legislation. Further,
the C-NLOPB should have the authority to publish guidelines to meet the requirements of any IA taking place.
* Exploration drilling be removed from the Regulations Designating Physical Activities under CEAA 2012. Exploration drilling is a short-term duration activity
(approximately 2-3 months per well) and the potential environmental effects and mitigations are well documented and understood.
* Designating authority for IAs in the NL offshore area to an Impact Assessment Commission not be granted and the Atlantic Accord principle of joint management of
petroleum resources in the NL offshore be upheld and be paramount.

On behalf of the Ajax-Pickering Board of Trade we are concerned that the expert panel's approach would likely expand the types of projects and activities subject to
Ajax-Pickering Board federal assessment in addition to provincial/territorial processes, leading to increased costs and duplicated efforts without improving environmental outcomes. Our
of Trade
members fear that a lengthy environmental assessment process will deter business developers from investing in Durham Region and strongly encourage a system that is
clear, simple and timely.
CEAA Expert Panel recommendations, if adopted by the federal government, will have a far-reaching negative impact on offshore exploration and development. Such
impacts include deterring investment, increasing uncertainty and adding a layer of duplication to the already robust process without improving environmental oversight.

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

Recommendations:
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Stephen Young

1. The C-NLOPB be designated as Responsible Authority (RA) under CEAA 2012 or any other legislation, such as potential Impact Assessment (IA) legislation. Further,
the C-NLOPB should have the authority to publish guidelines to meet the requirements of any IA taking place.
2. Exploration drilling be removed from the Regulations Designating Physical Activities under CEAA 2012. Exploration drilling is a short-term duration activity
(approximately 2-3 months per well) and the potential environmental effects and mitigations are well documented and understood.
3. Designating authority for IAs in the NL offshore area to an Impact Assessment Commission not be granted and the Atlantic Accord principle of joint management of
petroleum resources in the NL offshore be upheld and be paramount.
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Mike Wilton
representing
Algonquin Eco
Watch
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Andy

My comments are basic and general in nature:
(I made a presentation when the panel visited Sudbury, Ontario.)
1- Sustainability is about as achievable as "Perpetual Motion". My presentation in Sudbury dealt with an open pit graphite mine that is situated directly at the headwaters
of 3 major south central Ontario rivers. Obviously, that can never be considered sustainable, since the very infrastructure that contains the groundwater which comprises
the headwaters of the 3 rivers is steadily being removed; never to be replaced. This can only lead to downstream flow and temperature disruption, ultimately affecting the
entire aquatic food chain.
Another example is "sustainability of forest management on the Algonquin Dome". That part of Ontario, being granitic in nature is bereft of buffering capability, highly
acidic in nature and suffering complete loss of calcium, as a result of many years of acid precipitation carried to that area on prevailing winds and resulting from smelting
operations. Studies at Trent and York Universities point strongly toward a zero growth rate of vegetation on the Algonquin Dome, which can never be considered
sustainable without extreme rehabilitation efforts. If left unchecked, this will ultimately lead toward a re-composition of the Great Lakes/St Lawrence Forest, which
presently dominates that part of Ontario. Therefore, I submit that the word "sustainable" should be removed from this document, since realistically, it is not achievable.
Further, it fosters a sense of comfort and complaisance among members of the public, who deserve to be educated to reality.
2- I heard an excellent presentation at the Sudbury hearing, which dealt with the twinning of either Highway 69 or Highway 11 (not sure). At any rate, the gentleman
presenting personally and repeatedly witnessed infractions relating to fisheries protection regulations at a particular river crossing, during the construction of a highway
bridge passing over the river. These infractions were repeatedly noted, but no compliance or enforcement procedures were invoked as a result. To me, it was obvious
that while adequate enforcement procedures are already in place, none were being adhered to - strongly indicating that greater priority should be given to the
enforcement capabilities already in place than to developing new legislation, which will likely also not be invoked, because the funding to place "more boots on the
ground" will be spent on developing "new" procedures - thus creating a form of "inverse sustainability".
I would welcome the opportunity to discuss these ideas further. I strongly believe that for reasons beyond my understanding, the public has failed (through its prevailing
apathy) to impart the necessary urgency for the panel to attract more citizens with a field oriented basic knowledge of the natural world.
I know from personal experience that "public participation" has become a much ridiculed term in the eyes of the public, since it is the common belief that government at
all levels, generally disregards any suggestions made by interested citizens. In other words, it has become nothing more than a vehicle whereby members of the public
can vent their frustrations and will then "go away".
Thank you for this opportunity,
Mike Wilton, representing Algonquin Eco Watch.
<www.algonquin-eco-watch.com> </www.algonquin-eco-watch.com>

Additional Comments

Canada: 1.6% of world total CO2 emissions - (a statistical error)
You live like it's 1662 for 1 year first - then I will consider these inhuman proposals.

Additional Comments

As an engineer who has worked in Newfoundland Labrador’s offshore oil and gas industry. Adding additional layers of bureaucracy will only drag out the process and add
significant costs to projects. This can create future projects being suspended, which in turn does not benefit the individuals or economy of this province. My
recommendations are thus:
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Connor Stephen

Kirsten Ketilson

“The C-NLOPB be designated as Responsible Authority (RA) under CEAA 2012 or any other legislation, such as potential Impact Assessment (IA) legislation. Further,
the C-NLOPB should have the authority to publish guidelines to meet the requirements of any IA taking place. * Exploration drilling be removed from the Regulations
Designating Physical Activities under CEAA 2012. Exploration drilling is a short-term duration activity (approximately 2-3 months per well) and the potential environmental
effects and mitigations are well documented and understood. * Designating authority for IAs in the NL offshore area to an Impact Assessment Commission not be
granted and the Atlantic Accord principle of joint management of petroleum resources in the NL offshore be upheld and be paramount”.
I am extremely concerned that the proposed IA process was developed by an Expert Panel that did not contain any experienced EA practitioner. I think it ignores years of
practical advice and suggestion for improvement offered by practitioners. I also don't agree that the proposed IA process achieves the mandate of the Expert Panel,
which was both to restore public trust and help get resources to market. The process seems burdensome and unbalanced between the needs for the process to be both
predictable, certain, timely and science-based, with the need to meaningfully involve the public and Indigenous groups. I think the Panel missed the mark with this report.
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The Maritimes Energy Association is a not-for-profit industry trade association representing the supply chain that provides goods and services to the energy industry in
the Maritimes and eastern Canada. Our member companies support - the offshore, onshore, renewable/cleantech and non-renewable sectors, having both a domestic
and export market focus. We have been a voice for industry for 35 years.
On April 5th, 2017, the Expert Panel created to review the Canadian environmental assessment processes released its Final Report – “Building Common Ground: A New
Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada”. We would like to thank you for this opportunity to provide feedback to this report.
It is The Maritimes Energy Association’s understanding that the primary objective of this review was to restore perceived lost public trust and confidence in environmental
assessments, by introducing new processes to allow resources to market. The Maritimes Energy Association has numerous concerns with the report and believes the
implementation of the 148 recommendations, as proposed, will ultimately reduce the competitiveness of our energy industry. We believe the outcome will mean
significant reduction in energy economic activity - while continuing to fail to restore public trust or renewed confidence in environmental assessments going forward.
These recommendations will impact all energy development, not just non-renewable.
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The Maritimes
A quick glance you will find submissions from, among others, the Minister of Energy for Nova Scotia, the Minister of Natural Resources for Newfoundland & Labrador
Energy Association (NL) and Noia, an industry association in NL, similar to The Maritimes Energy Association but with a focus to the oil & gas sector only. Interestingly, these submissions
indicate the review did not capture the relevance or significance of the previous Federal/Provincial Atlantic Accord Acts related to resource development in the respective
offshores. The Report itself was silent on the subject.

Additional Comments

On Wednesday, April 26, 2017, Ray Ritcey, CEO of The Maritimes Energy Association, along with several other Atlantic Canada stakeholders, met with Minister of
Environment & Climate Change, Catherine McKenna in Halifax to discuss the expert panel’s report and recommendations. Mr. Ritcey voiced the Associations’ concerns
with respect to reduced competitiveness wherein the Report acknowledges that more projects will be included for review; reviews will take longer and that they will come
at a higher cost.
The conversation at this meeting noted that companies looking to invest, look for certainty. The Expert Panel 148 recommendations will increase uncertainty and
ultimately risk at a time when resource capital appears to be leaving Canada. The Report also makes extensive reference to the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), and recommends all indigenous peoples who are affected by a project should have the right to withhold their consent.
Following the recommended process to conclusion will likely mean - a project will not be allowed to proceed. This approach is inconsistent with our understanding of the
Federal Government’s position on this issue.
The St. John’s Board of Trade in partnership with Canadian Chamber supports a rigorous environment assessment process that protects Canadians and our
environment. A system that is clear, simple and timely is the best way to balance environmental protection with
economic growth.
While the expert panel report does contain helpful suggestions, overall the report is a move in the wrong direction, pushing Canada further away from an efficient but
rigorous assessment process that could balance environmental protection with economic growth.
The expert panel’s proposed approach would likely expand the types of projects and activities subject to federal assessment in addition to provincial/territorial
processes, leading to increased costs and duplicated efforts without improving environmental outcomes.
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St. John's Baord of
Trade

The panel’s proposed approach to impact assessments would invite unilateral federal intrusion into provincial/territorial jurisdiction, creating the potential for conflict and
confusion.
The panel recommends that every step of the assessment process be based on consensus, which is not a realistic approach. Instead, the focus should be on enhancing
collaboration, inclusion, engagement and transparency within a fact-based quasi-judicial process.
The cost and complexity of Canada’s environmental regulatory processes is becoming yet another area of weighing down the competitiveness of the Canadian
business. Canada’s economy cannot afford a regulatory process that is a barrier to investment.
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Response to the Environmental Impact Assessment Expert Panel Report and Recommendations.
NOTE: Our response is addressing both points that are and are not in the Expert Panel's report, but we have not divided our text into sections as this website suggests.
We have written an overall comment on various portions of the report. So it is being posted here under "additional comments." We trust the public service employees
working on collating these responses can divide and categorize our response as needed.
- submitted by Denise Melanson, coc.kent.county.nb@gmail.com, May 4, 2017
It was very encouraging to see that my concerns regarding the impact on human health and welfare are reflected in the Expert Panel's report. It was also heartening
to read how Indigenous groups and, Canadian citizens, would have a real voice in decisions that could have huge consequences for them. All Canadians should be
able to have a say in environmental decisions that concern them.
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Denise Melanson

We support the right of Aboriginal peoples to have the power to give free, prior and informed consent for projects that are proposed on their lands. Consequently, we
are deeply concerned about the use of the word “groups” after “Indigenous” in this report. The national and regional Indigenous (Aboriginal, Inuit, First Nation, Metis, etc.)
“groups” who are routinely consulted by the Government of Canada do not have legal authority to speak for Indigenous Peoples' communities on matters such as those
proposed. These “groups' are established to interact or liaise with federal government departments, usually arising from or pursuant to some aspect of The Indian Act.
The Supreme Court of Canada has affirrmed that Aboriginal inherent rights include sustainable traditional resources for future generations. On matters of human health
and environmental protection, Peoples and communities must be consulted through an open and public process. We recommend that wherever the words “Indigenous
groups” are used in the recommendations, this be amended by adding as well the words “Peoples” and “communities.” The text would then refer to consultation with
“Indigenous Peoples, communities, and groups.”
It wasn’t completely clear to me how human health and welfare impact concerns would be addressed in the proposed model.
In item 2.5.3 Developing Unbiased Impact Statements, paragraph 2 states: “The model for Canada would make the IA authority responsible for leading the key IA
document –Impact Statement- which would be similar to the Environmental Impact now produced by the proponent but which in future would be prepared by the IA
authority using a team of consultants and experts retained by the IA authority.” Later the report states: “...The document would be prepared using studies conducted by
the proponent, Indigenous Groups and others.” Who these “others” are is unclear and must be clarified.
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Dear Minister McKenna:
Nexen Energy ULC (Nexen) is an upstream oil and gas energy developer with projects around the world, including several jurisdictions in Canada. As a member of the
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), Nexen supports CAPP’s submission to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on the Expert Panel
Report, Building Common Ground: A New Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada, and appreciates the opportunity to provide comments.
In our view, an efficient environmental assessment (EA) process can help protect Canadians and our environment without compromising economic competitiveness. To
achieve this, the EA process, and any proposed changes, should be guided by the principles of clarity, certainty and competitiveness. Our feedback on the Panel’s
recommendations is based upon these principles, and highlighted in the following points:
- To be competitive on the world stage and to be a supplier of choice around the world, Canada’s regulatory process must be fair, open and transparent. Any changes to
the process must be done in such a way that the competitiveness of our industry is not compromised and predictable and consistent economic and regulatory framework
is established that clearly enables investment.
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Nexen Energy ULC

- All of the Expert Panel recommendations require careful review and dialogue between federal and provincial governments as changes to the current EA process have
the potential to increase jurisdictional conflict and uncertainty.

Additional Comments

- Nexen supports engagement with stakeholders for the responsible development of our energy resources. Energy companies, including Nexen, continue to consult and
collaborate with Indigenous communities and other stakeholders on project assessments and socioeconomic opportunities relating to project activity. However, the
panel’s recommendations to make the EA process broader would require clear guidance on stakeholder engagement. Furthermore, the panel’s recommendation that any
future EA process relies on consensus could introduce considerable uncertainty around the timely development of major projects.
- If the recommendation to create an additional government agency to conduct assessments is implemented, it would need to operate in a way that does not impinge on
the existing quasi-judicial entities, such as the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER), the BC Oil and Gas Commission (OGC) and the Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador
Offshore Petroleum Board (C-NLOPB), to facilitate government commitments to get Canadian resources to market.
- Finally, any future impact assessment process should properly address the scale and setting of projects. This will provide a predictable and consistent economic and
regulatory framework that will create jobs and drive innovation in Canada’s resource sector.
This letter is provide feedback on the CEAA Expert Panel Report regarding the environmental assessment process. We would like to express our displeasure with the
proposed process. While we understand and appreciate the importance of consulting necessary stakeholders, adding additional steps that result in increased project
uncertainty is detrimental to industry, to our province and even to our country. Gathering additional feedback does not mean that the comments received will be more
valuable or more accurate; in fact it will likely be more convoluted and vague as the parties providing feedback will not have a full understanding of the project scope and
its impact.
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Town of Redwater

Additional Comments
The proposed process is complicated, time consuming and unnecessary which will very likely lead to a loss of future investment in industry. The government should be
working hard to promote investment in order to support economic activity, not create roadblocks for advancement. Furthermore, it is clear that this process will result in
additional costs to both the applicant and the government. Is this a responsible action? In closing, we would like to express that we do not support the proposed process
and we believe that there are already adequate measures and opportunities in place to allow for feedback from affected parties.
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p. grover

I support OPEN DATA for all involved in an Environmental Assessment...what we currently have now is NOT a level playing field...a citizen cannot find out what data was
used to measure info. or support conclusions. I would also like to see the govt. put forth an Environmental Bill of Rights, which I believe would immeasurably help guide
Environmental Assessments. Thank you for this opportunity.
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Review Comments
Expert Panel on Environmental Assessment Process
Introduction
Most of my career has been spent as an environmental assessment practitioner, starting in the 1970s with some engagement when I worked in Ottawa as a field biologist
seconded to the Resource Management Branch of federal Fisheries. It was during this period that the FEARO process was started. On my return to Newfoundland, I
worked on a series of projects, starting with the Lower Churchill hydroelectric generation and transmission project. Since that time, I have worked on about 25-30
environmental impact assessments, mostly in Newfoundland, but also in the Maritimes, Western Canada and, most recently in the Arctic (Nunavut). Having seen
assessments “from the inside”, I have been exposed to its strengths and weaknesses. I am now retired (more or less) but still interested in the contribution that EIAs can
make to sound decision-making. Consequently, I have decided to comment on the paper prepared by the group.
Because of my procrastination, these comments are far from comprehensive and are directed at a selection of issues raised. I hope these comments can contribute to
this important dialogue.
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Bevin LeDrew

Bevin LeDrew

Bevin LeDrew

Additional Comments

“Impact Assessment”
It would be a huge mistake to rename the Environmental Assessment Process, especially by using the term “Impact”. This re-naming takes “environment” out of the
picture, while using a very over-used term – one so over-used that it has lost any real meaning. As well, the proposed “re-branding” would seem to infer a broadening of
scope for EAs (presumably to include social-human factors). Broadening the scope of EIAs will tend to work against timely decision-making, a point raised below.
Review Times. It is noted that CEAA 2012 has been criticized because of the short timelines available to review long complex documents. The length and complexity of
EIS documents is a key problem and challenge. I go back to Beanlands and Duinker who introduced the concept of Valued Ecosystem Component selection (later to
become Valued Environmental Components) and the use of indicator species (or indicators). This approach was taken in an effort to focus and streamline the EIA
process. Over time, this has morphed into “kitchen sink” EIA processes where everything is included and nothing excluded from scope of the assessment. Nothing is
screened out, so many pages have to be dedicated to trivial or “already regulated” issues. The result is huge documents that no one individual can read, much less
comprehend. There is a crying need for Focus – not on longer timeframes for lengthy reviews. These prolonged processes lead to obsolete information as design and
planning advance. The process needs timely decisions, not lengthy and more complex review processes.
Social Licence
The Expert Panel states that an EA should “pave the way for regulatory approval of accepted projects, and facilitate a proponent’s acquisition of social license”.
I provided a summary set of comments - cut and pasted from a Word file - but lost their formatting as a consequence. I could submit the material separately if a
mechanism were available.
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https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/may/05/the-great-climate-silence-we-are-on-the-edge-of-the-abyss-but-we-ignore-it
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Jane

This article, and the additional comments shown in this section, sums up the blazing gap between what is happening (climate change, pollution, global warming etc.) and
what humans are and are not doing about the threat to "life support systems of the Earth." Come on Canada, we're in the Anthropocene age and this is a tragedy
unfolding around us.

Additional Comments

I recognize that the Expert Panel’s report deals with broad scale issues and not specific technologies. However, even at this scale, I think we should note that the ideas
represented by the term ‘Ecosystem Services’ (ES) are very well suited to address the report’s goals and concerns. There are dozens of potential tools and methods
available to support the ES perspective. (The federal, provincial and territorial governments of Canada have just published an “Ecosystem Services Toolkit” with more
details www.biodivcanada.ca.)
My main points are that an ES approach:
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• both permits and requires a much broader perspective than the largely biophysical approach of EA and VECs. It can address all five pillars.
• is particularly appropriate to promote inclusivity, since there is a focus on identifying benefits and beneficiaries at different temporal and spatial scales.
• helps address concerns mentioned by Indigenous People, that many valuable aspects of nature are often not fully addressed.
• is compatible with many forms of evidence
• can address sustainability as well as significance determinations.
Those interested in the Expert Panel’s recommendations could explore the opportunities provided by Ecosystem Services to help achieve those goals.
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Dear Minister McKenna,
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Staff from Metro Vancouver Regional District (MVRD) have compiled comments on the Expert Panel's report. However, as per our standard procedures, staff comments
must be endorsed by our political Climate Action Committee followed by the MVRD Board during their regular meetings before they can be sent to you directly. As such,
Laurie Bates-Frymel our comments will not reach you until late June. In the interim, we will send our comments to the Expert Panel's e-mail address for their information.

Additional Comments

Sincerely,
Laurie Bates-Frymel, Metro Vancouver
STK'EMLUPSEMC TE SECWEPEMC
Letter to CAN & BC Ministers
April 26, 2017
Weytk,
We are calling both Canada and BC to come together and fully respect the Stk’emlúpsemc te Secwepemc Nation’s (SSN) jurisdictional authority as the caretakers of
Jacko Lake & area (re Stk’emlupsemc w7ec te tsyecwminst.ses re Pípsell) and the SSN’s Pípsell Decision regarding the proposed KGHM Ajax open pit mine. Since the
Pípsell Decision was rendered on March 4th, the SSN have garnered support of over 30 organizations representing hundreds of thousands of members across British
Columbia and Canada who have publicly announced their support to the SSN’s decision to withhold its free, prior and informed consent to the development of the lands
and resources at Pípsell (Jacko Lake and area) for the purposes of the KGHM Ajax Copper-gold mine. The Pípsell Decision clearly states:
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This is the Pípsell Decision of the Stk’emlúpsemc te Secwepemc (SSN) regarding a proposal by KGHM Ajax Mining Inc. (KGHM) to build and operate a copper and gold
Stkemlupsemc te mine within Stk’emlúpsemc te Secwepemcúl’ecw. The project is known as the Ajax mine. The Ajax mine is proposed to be constructed in an area known to us as
Secwepemc Nation Pípsell.
The SSN does not give its free, prior and informed consent to the development of the lands and resources at Pípsell for the purposes of the Ajax Mine Project. The Ajax
Mine Project in its proposed location at Pípsell is fundamentally in opposition to the SSN land use objective for this sacred site.
Pípsell is a cultural keystone area which must be preserved in a state consistent with the traditional importance of the site to the Secwepemc people. Pípsell must only
be used in ways which preserve and sustain the area, which allow for the culture of the Secwepemc people to be exercised and maintained, and which preserve the use
of Pípsell for all Canadians in accordance with Secwepemc law.
The decision of the SSN Joint Council is made in accordance with Stk’emlúpsemc te Secwepemc Nation’s laws, traditions, customs and land tenure systems supported
by the evidence and assessments as presented in the Pípsell Report and SSN Panel Recommendations Report, and in recognition that Pípsell is a cultural keystone
area with significant spiritual and historical importance to the Stk’emlúpsemc te Secwepemc Nation, which significance is fundamental and undiminished.
SSN have recently shared our SSN Pípsell Decision Package (including the SSN Panel Recommendations report) transcribed into Polish, with Poland’s Foreign Affairs
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I commend the panel for this work. As both a practitioner and a reviewer, the challenge of any environmental impact assessment or impact assessment is pulling all the
disparate pieces together in a meaningful way. The change in name to impact assessment signifies a shift in focus toward sustainability, climate change, social factors,
cultural considerations and the inclusion of Indigenous Peoples and Indigenous Knowledge, at the outset. I await the other deliverables of the Indigenous Peoples
Engagement Plan and the Public Engagement Plan. While I support a pan-Canadian approach to strategic assessment, I suggest the approach or framework be flexible
enough to acknowledge Regional specificities and differences. The approach going forward should include a regularized update for baseline data e.g. either routinized
Kathleen D.V. Reil over a specific time frame, such as every 7 years, or updated when there is a significant change in the environment. The tiering approach: Strategic IA, Regional IA and
Project IA resembles the Master Planning, Individual EA and Class EA planning processes adopted in Ontario that require coordination and co-operation of different
agencies, ministries and crown corporations. Oversight (through a registry) and Ombudsperson function are commended as means to increase transparency and build
capacity. It will be interesting to ascertain how proprietary Indigenous Knowledge will be safeguarded while the goals of transparency and traceability are ensured.
Finally, it may be important to note that obtaining a “social licence” is the entire process of engagement, collaboration, information sharing, capacity building, monitoring
and impact benefit agreements and is not simply an endpoint.

Additional Comments

This letter reflects our preliminary comments on the recently released Building Common Ground - Final Report of the Expert Panel for the review of Environmental
Assessment in Canada. Because the report proposes a variety of fundamental changes to Canada’s federal environmental assessment (EA) regime, full and thoughtful
consideration will be required to inform a constructive dialogue. We understand that this initial (30 day) comment period will be supplemented with further, meaningful
opportunities for stakeholder engagement and input, as the government digests and considers the Panel’s recommendations. We look forward to being an active
participant in that process.
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The Panel is to be commended for the exceptional amount of work completed in a short period of time. We provided submissions directly to the Panel, and can attest the
process was well run and the Panel members were informed, engaged, and sincere about faithfully executing the ambitious mandate they were given. While the
resulting report contains many insightful observations and thoughtful recommendations, we are concerned the Panel has proposed several fundamental conceptual and
process changes that would introduce even more uncertainty than under the current regime, and in turn reduce the practical viability of major natural resource and
infrastructure development across the country, and have a direct negative impact on the Canadian economy. We know the intention of the federal government is to
restore confidence of all stakeholders in the EA update process it has undertaken, including those businesses and communities willing to invest the time and resources
into planning and building major projects. Our overarching comment is that the government must remain mindful of the need for any updated EA process to deliver
Ventus Development predictability and timeliness, or the result will be to further discourage (rather than encourage) the investment necessary to modernize our economy and improve
Services Inc.
Canadian competitiveness on the global stage.

Additional Comments

The comments below cover in summary fashion some, but not all, of our principal observations. The report is, of course, lengthy, and as noted above, we plan to provide
considerably more detailed observations on it and its many recommendations through future consultation opportunities.
EA Process Timelines [EA PROCESS TIMELINES]
One of the sensible aspirations of CEAA 2012 was to introduce some level of timeline certainty for project proponents by seeking to impose scheduling discipline through
a presumptive legislative timeline of 24 months, subject to some exceptions. The relevant provisions recognized that most major project planning and development takes
place in a commercial environment, where approval processes of indeterminate length are a strong disincentive to investment. One of the challenges with the 24-month
time-frame in CEAA 2012 is that it is subject to ‘clock-stopping’ when the proponent is in the process of answering enquiries put to it by the Agency or a review panel, if
one has been appointed. In practice, such clock-stopping routinely extends the applicable timelines significantly, making achieving a 24-month schedule for major
projects a virtual impossibility. Our expectation had been that the Panel would attempt to address that issue not by proposing the abandonment of the idea of a
presumptive legislative timeline altogether, but instead by suggesting modifications to the legislation that would provide more, not less, predictability. One solution might
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Ventus Development This web portal is not very conducive to providing easily readable comments, as the formatting is lost when the comment is submitted. I would be pleased to provide our
Services Inc.
comments in a letter format by email, if one were available.
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Overall, Oxfam Canada welcomes and supports the recommendations of the Expert Panel. However, we are disappointed to see the Expert Panel Report is largely
silent on matters of gender. There is no reference to gender-based analysis; no acknowledgement of gender-based barriers to public participation; or how gender will be
Ian Thomson, Oxfam
considered as a factor in the environmental, social, economic, health and cultural impacts. Such considerations and concerns must be addressed in the IA process in
Canada
order to ensure that IA decision-making restores public trust, yields positive outcomes for both women and men, and helps realize the Government of Canada’s
commitment to gender equality.

Additional Comments

Bridge Power is one of over 100 private sector clean energy projects operating in British Columbia, delivering clean electricity to the BC grid through BC Hydro. Using
BC’s natural resources such as wind, hydro, and solar, the private power sector has invested almost $9 billion in capital infrastructure and produced 20,000 construction
jobs.
We recognize the hard work that went into the Expert Panel Report Building Common Ground: A New Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada. Coming up with
recommendations after hearing diverse opinions through in-person community meetings and hundreds of online submissions is no easy feat, and the Expert Panel
should be commended. The Expert Panel has made some important recommendations, especially around forming a more inclusive process that encourages greater
participation from the public and First Nations. We are encouraged by the emphasis placed on cooperation with other jurisdictions, whether through co-operative Impact
Assessments (IAs) or substituted IAs. As seen with projects that our members have developed in cooperation with First Nations and local communities, the best results
often come through a collaborative process.
As a member of Clean Energy BC, we agree with their concerns from the Panel’s recommendations, which include;
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Bridge Power

• The possibility of duplication by having multiple assessments of the same project (IAs, Regional IAs, and Community IAs).
• Expanding the Project List approach.
• Removing the Equivalency option.
• Uncertain timelines could reduce the ability for proponents to predict the timing of the environmental assessment in advance of developing a project.
• Uncertainty around public interest and First Nations consent.
• Changes to the development of the Environmental Impact Statement.
In our view, it is important that any changes to CEAA do not inhibit the development of clean energy projects by creating a more uncertain, costly and time-consuming
process. In a climate changing world, both locally and in global markets, we need to increase the use of clean power in unprecedented ways. Fossil fuels deliver about 60
percent of the energy British Columbians use in their homes, vehicles, and factories. If we are going to tackle climate change, we’re going to need to replace those fuels
with clean power—and lots of it. BC’s private clean energy sector gets us there quicker, with the expertise required to build projects that benefit all Canadians, including
First Nations, who already play a significant role in our sector and who want to see more renewable energy. Any changes to CEAA should strike a balance between the
environmental review process while still allowing responsible and sustainable economic development to occur.
Thank you again for taking the time to learn more about the clean power sector in BC and our suggestions for CEAA.
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We are writing to provide comments for consideration regarding the Expert Panel’s report reviewing environmental assessment (EA) processes in Canada. The NWMO
is a not-for-profit organization, formed in 2002 as a requirement of the Federal Nuclear Fuel Waste Act (NFWA) and is responsible for the safe, long-term management
of Canada’s used nuclear fuel. Following several years of assessing options and engagement by the NWMO with Canadians, Indigenous people and experts, the
Federal Government selected Adaptive Phased Management (APM) in 2007 as Canada’s plan. With the Government of Canada’s decision, the NWMO initiated the
implementation of APM.
Today our focus is implementing collaboratively with Canadians a management approach for the long-term care of Canada’s used nuclear fuel that is socially acceptable,
technically sound, environmentally responsible, and economically feasible. The technical end-point is the safe long-term containment and isolation of used nuclear fuel in
a deep repository.
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Nuclear Waste
Management
Organization

Following the government’s decision, the NWMO engaged with Canadians for an additional two years to develop a community-driven process for selecting a site. We
formally initiated the site selection process in May 2010. The ultimate goal is to identify a preferred site for the repository in an area with an informed and willing host and
a suitable geologic formation. By September 2012, the NWMO had received expressions of interest from 22 communities.
From the initial 22 communities, which were located in Ontario and Saskatchewan, we have since narrowed down and are currently conducting assessments in and
around 9 communities within Ontario. Narrowing down has taken place collaboratively, through extensive engagement with people in each area, as well as through
increasingly detailed technical studies. The intent is to further narrow down and select a single preferred site by 2023. Following site selection, the NWMO will
undertake detailed site characterization activities in support of regulatory applications for site preparation and construction.
The NWMO takes great interest in the recommendations put forward and has a number of comments for your consideration. There are many aspects of the Expert
Panel’s recommendations that are consistent with the approach the NWMO has established and are implementing as part of APM with respect to meaningful
engagement of the public, communities and Indigenous peoples. The NWMO has long been committed to interweaving Indigenous Knowledge into the site selection
process, which has greatly contributed to strengthening relationships with Indigenous communities.
However, the Final Report has also raised areas of uncertainty, which are of concern to the NWMO:
1. The introduction of Regional Impact Assessments (IA) could have a significant impact on the NWMO’s site selection activities and decisions to remove certain areas
from future consideration. Greater clarity is required to understand the scope of a Regional IA, its geographical boundaries, how it would be initiated and what projects
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Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Final Report of the Expert Panel for the Review of Environmental Assessment Processes, Building Common
Ground: A New Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada.
Municipalities are uniquely impacted by federal environmental assessments, sometimes as proponents, sometimes as interveners, but always as a level of government.
Local governments are responsible for 60 per cent of Canada’s public infrastructure—including the transportation networks, water/wastewater systems and other public
works that underpin Canadian commerce. Increasingly, the federal government is turning to municipalities to deliver local infrastructure solutions to national challenges
such as climate change, economic growth and public safety.
As proponents for projects such as landfills, energy facilities and water control structures, municipal governments are directly affected by federal environmental
assessments. Municipalities also regularly participate in assessments where the outcomes have a local impact on areas of municipal responsibility, such as
environmental sustainability, emergency response planning, land-use planning, and the construction and maintenance of municipal infrastructure. At the same time,
many projects, including within the resource development sector, are important to the economic prosperity and quality of life in local communities, especially in rural and
northern Canada.
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Canadian
For these reasons, in March 2014, FCM’s National Board of Directors adopted three Principles to Protect Municipal Interests in Federal Assessment Processes
Municipalities (FCM)
(presented in full as Appendix 1):
1. Protect and strengthen local economies, quality of life and the health and integrity of the local environment as top priorities in federal assessment and review
processes;
2. Equip and support municipal first responders to respond to emergencies related to proposed projects; and
3. Prevent downloading of project-related safety, emergency response and other costs to municipal taxpayers.

Additional Comments

On March 30, 2017, FCM made a comprehensive submission to the National Energy Board (NEB) Modernization Panel. That submission presents 37 recommendations
that reflect a broad consensus among FCM’s membership. It outlines a vision for a modern regulator that honours local perspectives, respects municipal jurisdiction, and
provides meaningful opportunities for municipal engagement in decision-making.
Municipalities are directly affected by pipelines and electrical transmission lines regulated by the NEB. This includes daily interaction with the existing network of 73,000
kilometres of NEB-regulated pipelines. Municipal governments also have detailed knowledge and expertise that is critical to effectively assessing major energy
infrastructure projects. This includes knowledge and expertise on land-use planning; local and regional environments; local and regional economies; public health; quality
Dear Panel,
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John G. Baguley

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your report. Our company is in the process of developing an LNG export business on the Canadian East Coast in Nova
Scotia. The LNG (liquefied natural gas) industry is highly competitive globally, as evidenced by the challenges that have stymied Canadian LNG export project
developments to date, and the United States has in particularly been very successful in taking the commercial advantage away from Canada on global LNG exports.
Other competitive threats continue to emerge, in Mozambique, Tanzania and Russia also. As a company, we are in agreement with the Maritimes Energy Association
concerns, that the Panel's recommendations, if adopted by the federal government, will ultimately reduce the competitiveness of the energy industry in general and the
LNG industry in particular, and the outcome will be a significant reduction in energy related economic activity in Canada. This will then result in the loss of jobs and
income, tax revenue and opportunities. The global energy needs will be met regardless, but Canada will not have the full opportunity to benefit with those needs met by
others.
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Northern Health
Authority of BC

Our review was conducted in concordance with Northern Health’s commitment, statutory and ethical obligation to build and strengthen the health of the people we serve
in Northern British Columbia. As such, our review was limited to those issues that relate to health. Overall, we are truly impressed with the Expert Panel’s report and are
in support of the recommendations contained within. We urge the Government of Canada to implement the Expert Panel’s recommendations which will positively
contribute to the long-term health and well-being of Canadians.
There are a few points we feel are missing from the Expert Panel’s report. We would like to reiterate the following:
1.We very much appreciate that “health” has been included as a pillar of sustainability. We also appreciate the recommendation that the interaction between pillars be
considered. However, we feel that the Expert Panel’s report does not fully address many of our comments regarding the strong linkage between health and socioeconomic factors. Evidence from Canadian literature suggests that genetic factors and biology only account for 15% of health outcomes; the physical environment
accounts for 10% of health outcomes (e.g. clean air and water; well-designed cities and roadways; safe workplaces and communities, etc.); and access to medical care
accounts for 25% of health outcomes. As such, 50% of the health of a population can be explained by socio-economic factors (as cited in The Senate of Canada
Subcommittee on Population Health, 2009). We reiterate that legislation and policy should ensure that the assessment of health will not be limited to those relating to
changes to the biophysical environment. Figure 2 includes an example of health related issues that includes “local food diets” and “ambient air quality”. It should be
mandated that the “health” assessment pillar will also consider how social, economic and cultural factors impact health (i.e. both positive and negative impacts to the
social determinants of health - such as housing, food security, income, etc.). We recommend that a Health Impact Assessment approach is adopted as part of the IA
process that aligns with international best practice.

Additional Comments

Further, we reiterate that an equity-lens should be adopted when health impacts are assessed and considered. Health inequity refers to the differences in health status
between individuals or groups that are unnecessary, avoidable, and considered unfair and unjust (World Health Organization). International best practice calls for a
health equity framework that considers how the health and well-being of vulnerable groups (such as children and youth, individuals with chronic health problems, First
Nations populations, low income earners, etc.) may be impacted.
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Mary Catherine
Galimberti

2.We would support a broader federal mandate than is described in the Expert Panel’s report to provide additional expertise, support and oversight to provincial
decisions. Recognizing that federal IA must respect Canada’s Constitution, we feel that a national and strategic approach to resource development across the country
would ensure a sustainable future for Canada. It is noted in the report that “many participants said there is a need for federal involvement in all IA processes because
federal experts bring particular expertise on matters of federal interest and represent a national and potentially more neutral perspective on resource development”. We
echo these comments and advocate for the incorporation of federal expertise into natural resource management decision-making across the country.
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the review of federal environmental assessment processes. As the review process moves forward to the implementation
phase, we ask that our previous comments and recommendations are considered.
Please put the wheat control board back in place and all of the deregulated rules to protect food safety and the environment for the sake of the health of all human
beings, the land air and water. Stop the drilling for oil and gas in the Arctic and negotiate with the undemocratic leaders of the world to stop their accumulation of nuclear
arms and all other weapons and or gas to protect all Human Life. The destruction of the environment is equal to Nuclear War.
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Dr. Elaine Porter

Response from Dr. Elaine Porter, Sudbury, a presenter before the panel.
Despite the time constraints of the EAP review process, the panel did a tremendous job in listening and reporting. This work is based, in large part, on the panel
members’ integrity, commitment, and vision and the able team that worked with them. It is a document that answers many questions, integrates a vast amount of
information and integrates many different viewpoints. The overview of the review process at the end of the report indicates consensus and disagreement over some of
the seemingly irreconcilable differences that exist. Yet, we must begin somewhere and this report lays out the terrain and suggests multi-layered sets of responses that
are well defined and supported and are improvements over the existing administrative structure and legislation.
My responses relate to UNDRIP and its role in forwarding reconciliation and includes an associated request. I also have a few ideas about the regional development and
the role of the federal level of environmental assessment.
UNDRIP CONCERNS/INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION
I am a different person than I was when I made my in-person statements to the panel in Sudbury because I subsequently become more directly involved in an indigenous
land claim matter. I made my presentation giving emphasis to Ring of Fire concerns but it was only when I became embroiled in a group’s efforts to stop logging in
Benny Forest to foster a land claim in Ontario that I became aware of the level of complexity of undertaking that is involved in indigenous concerns. Barbara Ronson
McNichol sacrificed her life through despair that logging could not be stopped while land claim matters were resolved.
In fact, Barbara Ronson McNichol, along with her husband Clyde, both presented to the panel when it stopped in Sudbury. The both spoke eloquently about Clyde’s
relationship to the area in which the land claim was being made and the logging company that was continuing to work in the area. Clyde and Barbara had been operating
a camp in this forested area to teach children about native traditions and understandings of the land. Barbara herself took to setting up a blockade on the logging road
and was jailed a second time and charged for impeding this work. Two days later she went to her beloved forest and she sacrificed her life by jumping in front of a train.
This happened after she had tried so many avenues to call attention to her goals for justice.
________________________ _________________________________ ___________________________
A REQUEST: In honour of Barbara Ronson McNichol’s environmental struggles to save a forest in the spirit of indigenous caring for the land and animals, would the
panel consider dedication of the final report in her memory?
___________________________ __________________________ _______________________________
What this tragedy shows is:
We need to go to the basis of why UNDRIP is being applied as a means for reconciliation to see that we need to actively resolve treaty and land claim issues as a matter
on the public agenda and address the status given to indigenous peoples in the Proclamation of 1763. The McNichols’ land claims were being thwarted by the reserve to
which Clyde McNichol belonged as they were receiving payment for the very logging that the McNichols were seeking to stop until their land claim could be heard. At the
same time, many of the co-signers of the petition to have the land claim settled who were related to Clyde and had historical ties to the land, were also logging the area.
All of the logging agreements took place through the MNHR which had a pre-existing agreement with all these groups who, in its eyes, represented the indigenous
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The Canada West Foundation submits the following comments to the Expert Panel (“Panel”) on its report Building Common Ground: A New Vision for Impact
Assessment in Canada. The Canada West Foundation is an evidence-based, non-partisan think tank based in Calgary, Alberta.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide input on efforts to reform federal project approval processes. In addition to the Expert Panel on federal environmental
assessment processes, a similar effort is underway with the National Energy Board (“NEB”) Modernization Expert Panel. Both look at how the government evaluates
major project proposals, and the federal government will need to consider the recommendations of each panel jointly. In April, we published our recommendations for
reforming the NEB in Up Front: Modernizing the National Energy Board. Many of the recommendations made in our report apply to environmental assessment reform.
The Panel’s recommendations represent a dramatic shift away from the current environmental assessment regime. In many ways, the Panel accurately identifies some
of the deficiencies hampering the current process. For example, the Panel understands that litigating broad policy issues such as climate change and the need for new
infrastructure for each project proposal is inefficient and should be avoided. The Panel also understands that decisions on basic principles – especially on the issues
cited above – need to be made before significant investments are committed by project investors.
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Canada West
Any environmental assessment reform needs to address these problems. But in this effort, we must also ensure that the process contributes to a competitive investment
Foundation (CWF) climate in Canada. Investors will be hesitant to dedicate their capital if Canada’s approval processes are uncertain. An ideal approval process would address major
points of uncertainty upfront before significant investments are made.
Unfortunately, many of the Panel’s recommendations do the opposite. First, the Panel’s proposal infuses uncertainty throughout the process by placing value-based
judgements into the hands of
arm’s-length regulators and delaying political involvement to late in the assessment process. Second, the Panel’s focus on achieving consensus, while important, fails to
articulate an efficient process for moving forward when consensus cannot be found. Finally, the Panel’s proposal raises concerns regarding federal jurisdiction, which
would only inject more uncertainty into the process by increasing the probability of long drawn-out litigation.
**Holding political uncertainty until the end**
The Panel recommends that a newly created Impact Assessment Commission (“Commission”) approve projects based on the five pillars of sustainability – environment,
economy, social, culture, and health – with final decisions appealable to the federal cabinet. This appeal process represents the only opportunity for political input in the
Panel’s proposal, and it comes at the end of the entire assessment process.
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Kelly S. Davison

The BC Métis Federation has reviewed the Panel's draft report on the EA Process review, and has the following comments:
The BC Métis Federation supports the incorporation of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People into the Impact Assessment (IA) Process,
particularly as it relates to the protection of Indigenous People's human rights, principles of reconciliation and free, prior and informed consent;
The BC Métis Federation supports the change in focus of assessment of impacts of the biophysical environment to a more comprehensive and holistic vision of Impact
Assessment which also includes positive effects;
The BC Métis Federation supports the adoption of guiding principles in IA, all of which are consistent with the BC Métis Federation's Consultation Policy: transparency,
inclusiveness, being informed and meaningfulness. Further, we have been strong advocates of the role of Indigenous Governments in decision making, and would
encourage the Panel to be explicit about including Métis Governments within this definition;
The BC Métis Federation has long advocated for the recognition of the value that traditional knowledge, Indigenous Knowledge, Métis Knowledge and community
knowledge can bring to the IA process, and agrees with a balanced consideration of western scientific and other forms of knowledge in IA related processes and decision
making. Improving equity in IA is not only about redressing resource and capacity allocation, but also about actively balancing oppressive disparities in decision making
power;
The BC Métis Federation agrees with the general principle of "One Project, One Process" proposed by the Panel provided that provincial processes are in-line with the
principle of inclusivity outlined in this report. Métis communities in British Columbia are frequently excluded in province-led EA processes. This historic approach sets up
an oppositional tone between Métis communities and the provincial government, and is not consistent with principles of IA outlined in the Panel's report. One Project,
One Process should include Métis governments and communities;
The BC Métis Federation, generally, supports a rigorous and evidence-based IA process. However, historically, there has been mistrust between western, biophysical
science conducted by the large consulting companies hired by proponents to conduct EAs and Indigenous and Métis Communities. The result is a duplication, or even
more, of effort and expenditures - the proponents hires their experts, the Nations hire their experts, and the two come to different results and, ultimately, there is conflict
and expenditure. Sharing and translating scientific and traditional knowledge through different communities of people (i.e. scientists, First Nations, Métis communities,
etc.) through practice communities designed for collaborative and respectful dialogue, co-participation and capacity sharing can help to alleviate some of this
unnecessary overburden.
Overall, the BC Métis Federation is satisfied with the Panel's recommendations, and we look forward to working with the Canadian Government, proponents and our
partner communities to ensure that the Métis voice is not only heard, but valued, in the IA process.
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Sorry, I was not expecting this format and didn't have time to tear it apart into its parts. These comments cover full range of report.
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Steve Lawrence

EA – IA response by Steve Lawrence, Prince Albert, sk
I have been impressed with findings and recommendations found within this report – “Building Common Ground: A New Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada” It
seems to finally bring together a level playing field between proponents of developments and concerned members of the public and Indigenous values and rights. Finally
we can sit ‘together' at the breakfast table and plan the day so it fits everyone’s needs and expectations, so it can unfold as it should. Plans that fit, when all the pros and
come are carefully weighed and there is a net benefit, move forward. Parameters are set to measure the impacts of developments with processes in place to fix what is
not working. Every activity that we engage has trade offs and provisions for fair compensation is offered to all those impacted adversely. I also like the ideas of
increasing capacity at all levels. I am also in favour of assessments be face to face in project area. We have had many uranium mine assessments carried out in
Ottawa, a long ways from northern Saskatchewan in a very intimidating building. It seems that proper regional baseline studies are deficient or nonexistent and need to
be considered. I do feel that the IA authority should develop the EIS and that the regulating agencies should not be administering the IA.
I can also understand the concerns of those who are skeptical, but our process was broken and no recourse was left to concerned groups and peoples but to take
proponents and the government to court for not doing due diligence. This is expensive, sows deeper distrust, and could delay potentially very good projects indefinitely.
This is a good attempt to bring all sides together at the planning stage so they work together to build consensus around projects so everyone benefits and concerns of
sustainability and climate change are met. I think this is close to getting it right and is in the best interests of proponents, communities, Indigenous Peoples and the
environment as a whole.
I am hoping this will fix the issue of prescribed mandates of EAs so the scope can be extended to relevant issues that would be reasonably included in the context of a
project/region/ or federal strategy. I also wonder if alternatives can be considered instead of a particular project. If we have to extract and ship oil for instance, instead of
transport of dilbit by pipeline, could not an alternate proposal be put forward such as shipping raw bitumen, which doesn’t have any inclination to flow, in special rail cars
to facilities designed to handle it. The technology exists. I think the reduction in potential environmental impacts would be very significant and the benefits of an upgraded
rail system would also be significant. Obviously if the proponent was a pipeline company, this would pose some difficulties. Would this pose a reasonable objection to
the project on the table?
How will the proposed IA process work? I guess if parties are not prepared to reach some level of consensus at the planning stage it might not be a go and much
heartache and expense can be avoided. Not sure what happens in case where some of the parties remain inflexible or unreasonable or who decides what is inflexible or
unreasonable. The roles of strategic and regional IAs and the IA administrators will have to be carefully defined. Again the transparency of required rationales for
decisions should work to maintain legitimacy to process. There will be projects where consensus is not attainable and decisions will have to be made in this void. This
will be even more difficult in cases where this happens at the planning stage. For instance, what happens in the case of a provincial jurisdiction where the five pillars of
sustainability are being ignored in favour of shorter economic concerns only. Is compliance to the five pillars going to be entrenched. And what is the measure of
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Canadian National Railway Company (CN) welcomes the opportunity to provide preliminary comments on the final report issued on April 4th 2017 (“the Report”) by the
Expert Panel (“the Panel”) mandated by the Federal Minister of Environment and Climate Change (“the Minister”) to review federal environmental assessment (“EA”)
processes. CN has actively participated in this important review exercise by making an oral presentation to the Panel on December 8, 2016 in Prince Rupert, which was
followed by a written submission on December 22, 2016.
CN has thoroughly reviewed the Report and has attended presentations by Panel members and has concerns with the Panel’s recommended process. We understand
that many participants representing various industries share our concerns and will be raising them separately; therefore at this stage, rather than attempt to provide
detailed comments on all aspects of the report it is concerned with, CN has elected to focus its comments on general issues. CN’s generalized comments on specific
issues should not be deemed as acceptance thereof. Furthermore, CN understands that there will be additional opportunities for stakeholder engagement and we look
forward to continuing to be an active participant throughout the process.
We know that the main objective of the Panel was to restore the public’s (including businesses and communities willing to invest in major projects) trust and confidence
in EA processes. We are concerned, however, that the Panel’s recommended process could introduce even more uncertainty than under the current regime, with
potential material negative effects for the Canadian economy.
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Mélanie Allaire,
About the Railway Industry
Canadian National
As mentioned in our previous submission, Canada’s railways move more than 75 million people and approximately $280 billion worth of goods each year, while relieving
Railway Company
road congestion and helping to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Rail is a safe, reliable, and environmentally friendly means of transport, providing Canadians with
access to national and international markets and supporting the growth and competitiveness of the Canadian economy.
While the transportation sector accounts for approximately 30 per cent of Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions, the railway industry produces just one per cent of all
emissions. Analysis has shown that if just 10 per cent of truck traffic were transferred to rail, Canada would reduce its GHG emissions by approximately 3.7 mega
tonnes.
About CN
CN is a North American transportation company that handles over 300 million tonnes of cargo annually for a variety of business sectors, moving a wide array of goods,
including key Canadian resources such as lumber and grain products, manufactured goods, as well as the entire range of consumer products from the groceries
Canadians buy every week to the furniture in Canadian homes.
With a rail network extending from Vancouver and Prince Rupert in the west to Montreal and Halifax in the east and Mobile and New Orleans in the south, CN plays a
critical role in ensuring the country’s economic success by connecting Canadian shippers and receivers within Canada and to and from international markets. CN is
proud to be approximately 15% more fuel-efficient than the railroad industry average, and continues to strive for further improvement. CN’s projects, which are potentially
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The Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) is mandated to help build a strong innovative economy in Ontario through strategic support and investment in
three key sectors of the economy – tourism, culture, and sport and recreation.
MTCS has an interest in the federal environmental assessment process as it may impact on these three sectors.
Culture Division within MTCS participates in matters related to environmental assessment as administrator of the Ontario Heritage Act and as a commenting and
advisory agency within the provincial land use planning framework.
Please accept the ministry’s comments with respect to cultural heritage :
• It is promising that the panel recommends moving to a broader Impact Assessment (IA) model that would include five pillars of sustainability (environment, economy,
social, cultural and health). MTCS would encourage the federal government to consider the CEAA to include revised definitions of “environment” and “environmental
effects” that recognize a more holistic understanding of the environment to reflect the social, economic and cultural conditions that influence the life of humans or a
community, and any building, structure, machine or other device or thing made by humans.
• Regarding co-operation among jurisdictions, the Panel recommends that co-operation be the primary mechanism for co-ordination where multiple IA processes apply.
o MTCS sees a continued role for this ministry in the federal EA process by:
§ providing technical advice and expertise to federal EA reviewers and proponents regarding the province’s cultural heritage resource conservation framework;
Ontario Ministry of
§ regulating the practice of archaeology by archaeologists licensed under the Ontario Heritage Act; and
Tourism, Culture and
§ providing data and information regarding known or potential cultural heritage resources.
Sport
• Regarding climate change and IA, the Panel recommends that Canada lead a federal strategic IA or similar co-operative and collaborative mechanism on the Pan
Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change to provide direction on how to implement this Framework and related initiatives in future federal project and
regional IAs.
o The panel also sees a role for IAs to establish thresholds and targets for GHG emissions for a particular sector. MTCS would welcome further elucidation of this
concept as establishing such thresholds may impact built heritage properties, which have unique characteristics, compared to newer buildings.
o MTCS would like to call attention to Building Resilience, a best-practices guideline that addresses perceptions that historic buildings are inefficient from an energy
consumption perspective, and informs on the environmental benefits of building conservation. The guideline was developed by the Federal Provincial Territorial Historic
Places Collaboration. http://historicplaces.ca/media/49493/resilience_en_june%202016.pdf
• Regarding Regional IAs, the Panel recommends that IA legislation require Regional IAs where cumulative impacts may occur or already exist.
o MTCS would be interested in exploring how the concept of “cultural heritage landscapes,” which often combine natural heritage and cultural heritage and may span
broader areas, could be especially suited to assessments at the regional scale. MTCS is also interested in providing initial feedback and reviewing regional assessment
study findings and analysis.
• Regarding evidence-based IA, the Panel recommends that IA legislation require the development of a central, consolidated and publicly available federal government
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I write to you today on behalf of the Clean Energy Association of British Columbia (CEBC) and our 150 members to discuss the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
(CEAA).
Today there are over 100 private sector clean energy projects operating in British Columbia, delivering clean electricity to the BC grid through BC Hydro. Using BC’s
natural resources such as wind, hydro, and solar, the private power sector has invested almost $9 billion in capital infrastructure and produced 20,000 construction jobs.
CEBC would like to recognize the hard work that went into the Expert Panel Report Building Common Ground: A New Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada. Coming
up with recommendations after hearing diverse opinions through in-person community meetings and hundreds of online submission is no easy feat, and the Expert Panel
should be commended. CEBC thinks the Expert Panel has made some important recommendations, especially around forming a more inclusive process that encourages
greater participation from the public and First Nations. Furthermore, CEBC is encouraged by the emphasis placed on cooperation with other jurisdictions, whether
through co-operative Impact Assessments (IAs) or substituted IAs. As seen with projects that our members have developed in cooperation with First Nations and local
communities, the best results often come through a collaborative process.
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Paul Kariya

However, CEBC does have some concerns from the Panel’s recommendations, including:
•The possibility of duplication by having multiple assessments of the same project (IAs, Regional IAs, and Community IAs).
•Expanding the Project List approach.
•Removing the Equivalency option.
•Uncertain timelines could reduce the ability for proponents to predict the timing of the environmental assessment in advance of developing a project.
•Uncertainty around public interest and First Nations consent.
•Changes to the development of the Environmental Impact Statement.

Additional Comments

In the view of CEBC, it is important that any changes to CEAA do not inhibit the development of clean energy projects by creating a more uncertain, costly and timeconsuming process. In a climate changing world, both locally and in global markets, we need to increase the use of clean power in unprecedented ways. Fossil fuels
deliver about 60 percent of the energy British Columbians use in their homes, vehicles, and factories. If we are going to tackle climate change, we’re going to need to
replace those fuels with clean power—and lots of it. BC’s private clean energy sector gets us there quicker, with the expertise required to build projects that benefit all
Canadians, including First Nations, who already play a significant role in our sector and who want to see more renewable energy. Any changes to CEAA should strike a
balance between the environmental review process while still allowing responsible and sustainable economic development to occur.
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Cec Robinson
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Mark S

Our new Impact Assessment legislation should require strategic assessment of broad public policy issues such as: wether to acknowledge Canada's responsibility for
increased global greenhouse gas emissions due to the downstream burning of the fossil fuels that we choose to extract and sell.
And such as wether to pursue new oil pipelines to tidewater.
And such as wether to value short term economic gain over food security, as we are doing in the case of the Site C dam.

Additional Comments

Thank you for all your hard work to get the review to this point. While there are some good aspects of the report, overall it proposes a new process that will be very
complex and ultimately, in my opinion, not offer additional environment benefit. Many of the proposed changes would likely result in projects without defined timelines and
require unlimited/undefined financial resources. The ability for anyone and everyone to be included in the process will be unmanageable and likely lead to local
stakeholders and those directly impacted by a project being left out as external groups try to push their own agenda. The outcome of this review does not have to reinvent the entire process, rather should build on years of experience to ensure practical improvements are made. Environmental protection is important to all Canadians
and we have to acknowledge that there will always be development and the need for the two to co-exist. The economy and keeping Canada is competitive globally must
be factored in. Collaboration is key.

Additional Comments

Unworkable. The IA process outlined will stifle future development in Canada and have large impacts with little-to-no benefit.

Additional Comments
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In November 2016, The University of Calgary’s Public Interest Law Clinic, on behalf of the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS) presented and submitted a
written brief to the Expert Panel reviewing federal environmental assessment (EA) processes. Our submission documented problems with the EA process for federal
protected areas under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012 (CEAA 2012), focusing particularly on Canada’s national parks. We highlighted how the
current system lacks transparency, accountability and provides far too much discretion to the Parks Canada Agency, which has led to an inadequate review of projects
and is putting national park ecosystems at risk.
Overall, CPAWS is pleased with the Expert Panel’s report. In our view the Panel did a very good job of listening to concerns and making recommendations to address
the problems that exist in CEAA 2012, including many that we highlighted related to transparency, independence, and accountability.
The Panel did not, however, specifically address environmental assessment in national parks and other federal protected areas. We encourage the federal government
to adopt measures specific to national parks and federal protected areas in the new assessment regime.
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Given that federal protected areas have an explicit mandate to protect land and ocean areas from harmful development, it is important that all projects proposed within
these areas be legally subject to environmental assessment. We appreciate that the Panel recommends the return of a project inclusion list, however, there remains
Canadian Parks and considerable uncertainty about what would be included on this list that needs to be further clarified.
Wilderness Society
(CPAWS)
Building on the Panel’s general recommendations, we request that the federal government ensure there is a clear legal requirement for all projects proposed within
national parks and other federal protected areas to be subject to environmental impact assessment by default.

Additional Comments

This can be achieved by ensuring that a new “project list” explicitly include all projects in national parks and other federal protected areas, unless they are excluded by
regulation (ie. on an exclusion list).
Another important clarification required for protected areas is that impact assessments need to focus on a different management objective within protected areas than
they do on the surrounding land and seascape. While the focus on sustainability recommended by the Panel is appropriate for impact assessments outside protected
areas, within protected areas impact assessments must focus on the priority management objective of maintaining or restoring ecological integrity. By definition, and in
the case of national parks by law, this is the overriding objective of protected areas and therefore the appropriate focus for assessments.
We thank the Expert Panel for their thorough review of the federal EA process and the resulting Report.
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Blue Dot PEI

We would like to see a recommendation concerning enshrining the right to a healthy environment in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms so that future
generations are not subject to the vagaries of future governments who may redesign the impact assessment process and other legislation. We feel strongly that this must
accompany this EA process.
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The BC Chamber of Commerce appreciates the opportunity to provide some additional comments on the Environmental Assessment (EA) processes review on behalf of
our 36,000 members from every corner of British Columbia.
Efficient EA processes for our major projects is very much needed to ensure we balance the need to protect the environment that all Canadians cherish with the need to
ensure our businesses operate within a competitive economy. Unfortunately, Canada’s EA processes are becoming more and more contentious and is now seen more
as a barrier to investment in our natural resource development and in building the infrastructure that gets those resources to market. The expert panel that was tasked
with reviewing our EA processes is definitely timely, but a number of the approaches suggested by the panel will only increase the complexity of the process and take us
away from an efficient, yet rigorous assessment that protects the environment while supporting economic growth.
Chambers here in B.C. support a rigorous EA process. What the businesses, that our chambers represent, want is a process that is certain, predictable and timely. While
the panel’s report contains some helpful direction, the overall report will likely:
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BC Chamber of
Commerce

1. Add costs to project proponents: the panel’s suggestion that a federal agency oversee the preparation of impact statements while likely take control away from
proponents and lead to added cost and uncertainty. In many ways, the proposed direction the panel is looking to take would expand the scope of the federal EA process
into projects that would be covered by the provincial environmental review process. This duplication of process will amount to added red tape that will mean add cost to
project proponent without a corresponding increase in environment outcomes.
2. Minimize project expertise: while having one federal agency handling all EA reviews might look efficient, it runs the real risk of ignoring the subject-matter expertise
that is built into the existing review processes (i.e. our port authorities do reviews on port lands because they know the port environment and impacts the best(
3. Mean a process that is not realistic: consensus is a tremendous ideal objective, but not realistic given the past review process in recent years. The idea of introducing
a consensus approach to the EA process would just invite public participants, with no direct involvement in a project, into the process and further marginalize subjectmatter expertise as outlined above. The goal of the EA process should be to build on our trusted institutions by enhancing collaboration, engagement and transparency
within a fact-based, quasi-judicial process.
At the end of the day, it is important for government to understand that the Canadian EA process is slowly becoming an anchor weighing down our economic
competitiveness. The BC Chamber trusts you’ll take this into account as you look to revamp the review process. Whether here in B.C., or across Canada, we need a EA
process is good for the environment and works for business, not one that is a barrier to investment that will grow businesses that power our province and country.
Thank you for your consideration.
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May 5, 2017
The Honourable Catherine McKenna
Minister of Environment and Climate Change
Environment and Climate Change Canada
200 Sacre-Coeur Boulevard
Gatineau, QC K1A 0H3

REFERENCE: Expert Panel Report on the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
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BluEarth
Renewables

Headquartered in Calgary, BluEarth is a private, independent renewable power producer, focused on the acquisition, development, construction, and operation of wind,
water, and solar projects. With the most experienced renewable energy development team in Canada, BluEarth has $1.8 BB in projects under operation, construction or
signed purchase and sale agreement. Our mission is to be the renewable energy leader by developing, building, and operating a portfolio that optimizes people, planet,
and profit. BluEarth believes it has The Power to Change the FutureTM by demonstrating how to be sustainable and profitable, leaving the world a better place. We have
reviewed the Expert Panel’s Report on the review of the environmental assessment process and would like to provide industry input on the recommendations.

Additional Comments

Firstly, BluEarth would like to recognize the hard work that went into the Expert Panel Report Building Common Ground: A New Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada.
Coming up with recommendations after hearing diverse opinions through in-person community meetings and hundreds of online submissions is no easy feat, and the
Expert Panel should be commended. BluEarth thinks the Expert Panel has made some important recommendations, especially around forming a more inclusive process
that encourages greater participation from the public and First Nations, something we strive for with all our projects across Canada.
However, BluEarth does have concerns with the Panel’s recommendations and would appreciate more time to develop a detailed response. In general, our issues relate
to:
• The possibility of duplication by having multiple assessments of the same project (IAs, Regional IAs, and Community IAs);
• Expanding the Project List approach;
• Removing the equivalency option;
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Sarah Orlowski

The five points that were made at the end of the report are all critical in improving and maintaining Canada's environmental integrity. It is the corporate agenda that
supersedes Canadians' rights that is so discouraging and immoral. When a foreign national company has control over various projects in Canada, whether that be the tar
sands or other oil production or Nestle's being given our precious fresh water for virtually free, etc., we know that our country is destined to be pillaged beyond repair.
Please act now to stop these travesties. Thank you.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the federal government’s recently released Expert Panel Report entitled, Building Common Ground, that recommends
changes to Environmental Assessment processes. Our organization, the Sacred Water Circle, is a not for profit initiative has been bringing Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples together to work for the benefit of water since 2011. We work primarily in Michii Sagiig territory in the area of Peterborough and the Kawartha Lakes,
Ontario. Our purpose is to promote restored relationships between human communities and water guided by the Indigenous Knowledge of this territory and beyond. As
we do so, we recognize the necessity of working with science and policy to promote positive change in how we live with water. Guided by Elders and Knowledge Holders,
we work with scientists, researchers, political representatives, universities, colleges, youth groups and a wide range of community groups to help restore relationships
with water so that this becomes central in how we make decisions. As such, our organization has, and has gained, considerable experience in motivating communities
and governments to act. We also have experience and insight into how to set policy that will protect our water. As such, we have looked with great interest at the
findings in the Expert Panel report on Environmental Assessment. One, in particular, echoes our own motivation for the work that we do. It stated:
“Throughout the Review, participants described a disconnect between western science and Indigenous knowledge. Many identified that the current reliance on western
worldviews in decision-making is problematic and recommended that Indigenous knowledge be given equal weight in decision-making. Several participants specifically
identified that the language in CEAA 2012, which states that an EA may take into account Indigenous knowledge, is inadequate as it considered its incorporation to be
optional. As a result, incorporation of Indigenous knowledge is shallow or absent in the majority of assessments.” (Retrieved April, 2017 from:
Dorothy Taylor, The https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/conservation/assessments/environmental-reviews/environmental-assessment-processes/building-commonSacred Water Circle ground.html#_Toc033 )
We were also interested in positive recommendations within the report that call for changes to Environmental Assessment processes to include greater involvement of
Indigenous groups, Knowledge Holders and Experts in the planning, assessment and review of proposed developments, amongst other recommendations. The
“Sustainability Framework” that requires decisions to address five pillars of sustainability; environmental, social, economic, health and cultural, is also of interest to us.
These recommendations and the finding on the importance of greater weight placed on Indigenous Knowledge in decision making are well aligned with our work and
perhaps we can help. Given the short time frame given for public comment, we will take further time to review the report in detail and will look at it in the context of other
recent decisions and reports related to water. As such, this is an introductory letter to our organization as we believe we can help policy makers make good decisions
about water. We will be in correspondence with Ministry to discuss how the SWC will share our entrenched traditional Indigenous knowledge in respect to usage,
protection and action plans for Water that we lovingly refer to as Gchi twaa nibi - Sacred Water.
Sincerely,
Dorothy A. Taylor
Founder, Sacred Water Circle
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The Alberta Chambers of Commerce federation of 125 community chambers represents over 24 000 businesses in Alberta. 95% of those members are small-andmedium sized (SME's). We appreciate the opportunity to currently participate in this process through this submission.
In Alberta, as across Canada, SME's are the largest employer of citizens and contribute the most to our economy. Subsequently, SME's are a critical constituent to be
considered in the drafting of legislation that may impact their competitiveness and sustainability.
The ACC is concerned by the absence of recognition given to small businesses in the Expert Panel's report. Small businesses are not industry. The perspectives of
small business owners are unique, as are their needs and sensitivities as both leaders in and members of their local community. The ACC does not see a similar
emphasis placed on the importance of input from the full range of perspectives within the business community. Excluding, minimizing or broad-brushing these
perspectives runs cross-purpose to facilitating a balanced and inclusive process for determining national interests that respect regional economic development needs
and interests.
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Increasing regulatory burdens as a result of this new process is also concerning to the ACC. The layering of costs arising from cumulative impacts arising from public
Alberta Chambers of policy are negatively impacting our economy, competitiveness, innovation and the prosperity of Canadians. At this time, it is unclear how the vision and implementation
Commerce
appropriately considers the impacts of regulatory costs and uncertainty to advancing economic development for the public interest.
Given the facts and associated public responsibilities with ensuring a proactive and transparent approach to economic development, the ACC recommends the federal
government embrace a principle of “Do no Harm” in implementing any legislative changes as a result of this Expert Report.

Additional Comments

The ACC would also note that the dependence on the concept of social license presents a serious risk in enabling any future process to be unduly influenced by political,
social or other motivation that do not align with the public interest. Social license is an undefined and
politicized term. Until such a term is defined in legislation or regulation, referencing social license as a directive for government consequently erodes public confidence in
regulatory processes. It is unreasonable to expect the public to be confident in any processes established to serve the national interest when the terms of reference are
undefined. It is equally unreasonable to expect investment in a business environment when certainty and clarity are replaced by political concepts advanced by special
interests whose motivation – by definition – do not align with the public interest.
The Alberta Chambers of Commerce would ask the federal government to put forth any draft legislation arising from this Expert Panel for public comment and
consultation that includes all legitimate stakeholders before introducing any changes in Parliament. As the largest business network in Alberta, we would appreciate and
welcome the opportunity to be part of any future consultations on these issues.
As an earth sciences professional working in the coal mining sector for the last 40 years, I've watched the evolution of the regulatory processes for resource
development, both provincial and federal. Expanding the scope of the federal environmental review process for resource development projects is going to be a huge
negative for investment in that sector based on what I have observed so far. I could say a lot of negative things about the changes in the regulatory regimes I've watched
over the years, but I'll restrict my comment to two points.
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Brian Klappstein,
M.Sc., P.Geol.

The first is the evolution of the regulatory departments from those being run by professional peers to arrogant overlords. That might sound harsh and the usual caveats
apply, as in there still are professional and efficient people working in the regulatory apparatus both provincial and federal. However, there is a large contingent working
in the regulatory process that have neither the technical background or operational experience to be making decisions, so a lot of "by the book" nonsensical decisions
which do nothing to actually mitigate environmental impacts, but can be enormously costly, happen. Expanding the federal scope on environmental assessments will not
necessarily make that issue worse or better, but if you have to hire a lot of new people to facilitate this expansion of review, then likely this issue will get worse.
The second point I would make is that any expansion of the federal environmental review mandate will slow down resource approvals. It's already near paralysis, at least
for fossil fuel projects, in large part due to "stakeholder" involvement by parties that are not true stakeholders. I think any expansion of federal powers will kill smaller
projects not currently subject to federal review, due in large part to the extra time for a decision on permitting. Commodity prices are as volatile as they've ever been and
if you tell an investor you cannot expect provincial and federal decisions on a project for at least XX years, they will simply walk away. The risk is high enough already.
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The State of Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) has been following with keen interest the public process the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency (CEAA) has been conducting in its review of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA 2012). We are the state agency with primary
responsibility for protecting water quality in Alaska. We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments and would welcome any further opportunity for Alaska to
consult and collaborate with Canadian officials, either directly or through federal channels between our two governments, as you move forward.
Alaska shares a 2,475 kilometer border with Canada that is crossed by the Yukon River and other major river systems flowing into Alaska. Alaskans have a significant
stake in the planning and oversight of mining and other commercial development in British Columbia and the Yukon Territory that could potentially lead to impacts in
Alaska. We look for opportunities to stay informed and comment on such projects. We also look for opportunities to collaborate with the government authorities in
Canada towards our common goal of protecting the quality of transboundary waters and the habitats and species they support.
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In this regard, Alaska Governor Bill Walker and British Columbia (BC) Premier Christy Clark signed a Memorandum of Understanding and Cooperation in November
2015 that, among other things, calls for collaboration among state agencies and BC ministries in protecting the quality of transboundary waters. With the input of First
Nations, Tribes and stakeholders, a Statement of Cooperation (SOC) was developed and signed in October 2016 by Alaska and BC that provides for a joint water quality
Alaska Department
monitoring program, the sharing of information and comments among the agencies, ministries and public during the provincial environmental assessment and permitting
of Environmental
processes, and a process for collaborating on the resolution of broader concerns that extend beyond a single proposed project. The SOC is in the process of being
Conservation
finalized and implemented. Both Alaska and British Columbia have kept our respective federal governments informed of our progress.

Additional Comments

Alaska believes the work under the SOC is fully consistent with and supportive of many of the key recommendations in the Expert Panel’s final report, “Building Common
Ground: A new Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada” (Panel Report, April 2017), and if similar measures or opportunities could be incorporated into the CEAA, or
relevant work already done under the SOC could be incorporated into the Impact Assessment (IA) process, this would be beneficial.
For example, the SOC supports:
1) Sharing of baseline water quality and other environmental data; 2) Sharing of other data helpful in developing a better understanding of regional and cumulative
environmental impacts; 3) Sharing of technical analyses and opinions relevant to identifying and studying alternatives; 4) Enhancing the participation of indigenous
peoples in the assessment and permitting of proposed projects, including the gathering of traditional and local knowledge; and 5) The transparency of government
decision-making.
As the CEAA moves forward, Alaska requests it:
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Jane Howe

While the principles and objectives are admirable, I believe the recommendations will result in increased effort, complexity, review duration and financial costs to
implement this expanded process. This may cripple project development and economic growth. We need a timely, predictable, well-coordinated and (jurisdictionally)
seamless process that continues to incorporate meaningful consultation with potentially affected stakeholders. I strongly support the development of a Project trigger list
to provide greater certainty and predictability for projects. Where a project is clearly within provincial jurisdiction, I believe the role of the province must be strengthened
and clarified, and support provided by federal regulators. Only areas of clear federal jurisdiction (federal lands and marine areas) should be led by federal regulators with
support from provinces. I support the use of strategic and regional assessments that can be leveraged by project proponents as/when regional growth progresses. But
they should not be a prerequisite for new projects. I believe strategic/regional assessments will be most useful for assessing cumulative effects and identifying regional
aspects that need to be assessed, or do not need to be assessed during project assessments. They could be extremely effective at streamlining project assessments, if
done timely. I further support the written comments submitted by the Mining Association of Canada.
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Thoughts on Building Common Ground
Thanks for the opportunity to participate in this review. I am an ESIA practitioner. I thought the interactive evening meeting in Calgary in November 2016 was well
organized and facilitated, and allowed for good discussion and presentation of ideas.
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K. McFarlane

The role of the federal government should be to set the stage regionally for the effective and fair consideration of individual projects and their project-specific
environmental effects assessments. Rather than taking on a larger-than-life role as one agency that actually conducts the project-specific environmental effects
assessment, the CEAAgency should focus its/our energy to do the following:
• Conduct strategic regional environmental assessments in their areas of jurisdiction and encourage/support provincial/territorial governments to do the same in their
jurisdictions – with the goal to provide regional frameworks within which individual proponent projects are designed, are assessed – individually and cumulatively in
relation to other projects and activities, are formally (i.e., by government body) evaluated and, potentially, are developed. Having strategic regional environmental
assessments in place will allow for more useful and reflective cumulative effects assessment in relation to individual projects in a region. And, it's ultimately the
cumulative effects that matter.
The development of strategic regional environmental assessments could support better environmental effects assessment by:
o providing opportunity for early and wide-ranging public/stakeholder/Aboriginal input about environmental information, trends and concerns in a region;
o allowing for more focused project-specific environmental effects assessments – which may also lead to more focused and efficient review of the project assessments;
and
o may lead to increased public confidence in the government’s ability to effectively and fairly review individual projects and to manage the cumulative effects of multiple
developments.
• Encourage and provide a venue for ‘reasoned, fact and evidence-based discussion’ about environmental issues (whether related to energy management systems,
pipelines, renewable energy options, transportation, urban planning, food production, household management) – to help us as a society move away from the polarized
‘good-thing-bad-thing’ debates that seem to be the norm these days. Such debates tend to center on a single project or one idea. Such debate does not provide a forum
for considering the bigger picture; does not provide opportunities to listen to and learn from one another, and does not represent the middle ground where individuals,
groups, companies, government bodies can present facts, discuss concerns, identify options, resolve issues – solve our problems – in a more knowledgeable, informed
and collaborative manner.
‘Reasoned discussion’ will support development of strategic regional environmental assessments, and may lead to better informed, more focused, less contentious
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Please note these remarks have been sent in letter format by email to CEAA.EAReview-ExamenEE.ACEE@ceaa-acee.gc.ca
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Expert Panel Report on the reform of the federal environmental assessment process, Building Common Ground: A New
Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada, released by Minister McKenna on April 5, 2017. We provide this input in our respective capacities as Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS) Canada scientists familiar with provincial, northern and federal EA processes in policy and practice. We are conservation biologists and wildlife ecologists
who are actively engaged in conservation science and related policy in species at risk conservation and conservation planning, including EA, in northern Canada.
We provide these comments from the perspective of those who have reviewed numerous environmental impact statements and associated scientific products, especially
baseline studies, as independent outsiders or to support directly-affected First Nations, and delivered joint review panel testimony. We also have considerable
experience in the practice of applying scientific and technical information to decision making, having served on a number of government advisory panels. Dr. Ray has
been a co-chair of the terrestrial mammals subcommittee of COSEWIC, the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada since 2009. WCS Canada is
also a member of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Caucus of the Canadian Environmental Network (EPA Caucus).
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Wildlife Conservation General Remarks
Society Canada
We consider the Expert Panel’s report to contain a new vision for federal “impact assessment” (IA) guided by a set of key principles with which we are in solid agreement.
The recommendations address a number of our concerns about CEAA 2012 and generally support our contributions during the Panel’s public consultation process and
through the EPA Caucus on “next generation” federal assessment. The report describes a package of suggested reforms to the current process that provides a welcome
focus on sustainability, cooperation and consensus processes, and evidence-based decision making. It also recognizes the value of regional and strategic assessments,
enhanced public participation, and addressing the role of Indigenous Peoples in IA. We welcome the recommended inclusion of a planning phase to the process, an
enhanced federal IA authority (the “Impact Assessment Commission”), and the principle of “one project, one assessment”.
The most significant strength of the report is its distillation of inclusive and extensive outreach undertaken by the Panel -- all the more impressive given the ambitious
timeframe and mandate. The report is accessible in terms of language, necessarily aspirational and high level, and well written, and we commend the Panel for working
to capture the feedback they received.
In spite of the Panel’s claim that is has not proposed “the creation of something entirely new” (p. 12), the recommendations as a whole, if followed, are a significant
departure from today’s federal environmental assessment law and processes. The report is lacking in detail in many areas as they relate to practical matters of
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May 5, 2017
Review of Environmental Assessment Processes
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency
160 Elgin Street, 22nd Floor, Ottawa, ON K1A 0H3
CEAA.EAReview-ExamenEE.ACEE@ceaa-acee.gc.ca
Re: Comments Expert Panel’s Report to the Minister of Environmental and Climate Change, April 2017
The Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) thanks you for the opportunity to review the Expert Panel’s report, “Building Common Ground: A New Vision for
Impact Assessment in Canada” (“the report”). Further to our letter of July 20, 2016 on the development of the Panel’s Terms of Reference, and of December 22, 2016
regarding the development of the report, we have now reviewed the Panel’s recommendations and provide the following comments.
In our previous correspondence, TRCA commented on the environmental assessment (EA) process’s ability to:
• Consider and address cumulative impacts;
• Encourage adaptive management in the planning and design of public infrastructure projects;
• Assess the mitigation and adaptation measures necessary to combat the potential effects of climate change;
Toronto and Region
• Coordinate with development/land use planning processes;
Conservation
• Ensure that the environment is adequately considered when compared to economic considerations;
Authority
• Provide for harmonization and early engagement among the federal and provincial EA processes; and to
• Provide clarity and adequate resources for the requirements to engage with Indigenous communities.
Consequently, we are pleased to see the Panel’s vision for an updated federal environmental assessment process re-focused as “Impact Assessment” to reflect a truly
comprehensive assessment of impacts that is transparent, informed, and meaningful. While TRCA is supportive of much of the report, we have questions on some of the
recommendations, particularly where they lack clarity as to their practical implementation.
Conservation authorities are unique entities whose Boards are comprised of representatives from member municipalities within an authority’s watershed-based
jurisdiction. As a major landowner and resource management agency in the most densely populated jurisdiction in Ontario, TRCA is the proponent or co-proponent of a
number of environmental assessments (EA), both Individual EAs and many others that fall under a provincial Class EA process. The latter are predominantly
Conservation Authority Class EAs (remedial flood and erosion control) and Municipal Class EAs (infrastructure). Class EAs in Ontario set out a streamlined selfassessment process that applies to routine projects having predictable environmental effects with manageable impacts. Despite the scoped level of review associated
with Class EAs, TRCA and our municipal partners take a collaborative and comprehensive approach that strives to address the “five pillars of sustainability” as described
in the Panel’s report.
In TRCA’s experience, one of the benefits of the current federal EA process stems from provisions to

Additional Comments

I am concerned that the new EA process does not refer to fundamental environmental principles including polluter pays as part of the commitment to sustainable
development. I would like to see these principles included in the new CEAA. I strongly agree with Section 3.2.2.1 where early IA implementation is key before the
proponent begins to construct roads, cut trees and change the landscape. Public consultation is essential at an early stage. The project proponent should be asked to
provide and cost at least 2 other options. IAs should be conducted by independent third party scientists contracted by a neutral CEAA. The report includes only 4 of the 9
CEPA 1999 Guiding principles. Key principles related to pollution should be added including polluter pays, national standards (Canada Wide Standards) and pollution
prevention. There is no reference to pollution or bioremediation in the report. There is also no reference to conservation of green spaces. There is also no mention of an
Environmental Management Plan. These references should be included.
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Gary Spiller

Additional Comments
The reporting process needs to be clarified consistent with international best practices. . Many countries now have a requirement for an Initial Environmental Assessment
(IEE) for all building projects. This report includes stakeholder consultations and consideration of socioeconomic as well as biophysical environmental impacts. The IEE
should consider and compare the impact of other development options.
A full EIA report if required should include an Environmental Management Plan.
I also note that the EA Review process decided not to include EA requirements for overseas projects, many of which are mines owned by Canadian firms and some
have received federal government funding. I would like to see some mention of federal and corporate responsibility in this area.
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Northern Confluence

The Fisheries and Oceans’ Parliamentary Review Committee released their report in February 2017: “Review Of Changes Made In 2012 To The Fisheries Act:
Enhancing The Protection Of Fish And Fish Habitat And The Management Of Canadian Fisheries”. Based on a number of submissions and testimonies by NGO and
First Nations representatives, the Committee recommended a reexamination of Fisheries Act authorizations as environmental assessment triggers (Recommendation
26). However, the Expert Panel report falls short of recommending these legislative triggers.
Given the need to ensure fish and fish habitat protection, and in line with the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans mandate to “restore lost protections”, we recommend that
Canada’s environmental assessment legislation should include triggers for an IA when authorization is required under sections 32, 35 or 36 of a hopefully strengthened
Fisheries Act. The current mix of triggers suggested by the Expert Panel falls short in this regard.
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The Expert Panel has proposed that decisions by the Impact Assessment Commission should be subject to a time-limited right of appeal to the federal Cabinet. No way.
Don't permit the federal government to meddle in Commission decisions. Seek judiciary involvement instead.
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NO! The Expert Panel has proposed that decisions by the Impact Assessment Commission should be subject to a time-limited right of appeal to the federal Cabinet. No
way. Don't permit the federal government to meddle in Commission decisions. Seek judiciary involvement instead.
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